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Wes Phillips
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nhis impassioned "As We See It" in
May (Vo120 No.5, p.3), Robert
Harley pleaded that the Compact
Disc is actually quite ahit better than it
sounds, and requested that audiophiles
focus instead on the significant improvements wrought in digital sound since its
inception. Bob's point—that picking on
CD's shortcomings has become aritual
bloodsport within the High End —is well
taken: witness my own catty swipe at it in
the first sentence. The fact is that the glaring imperfections of the first generation of
digital products are now mostly distant
memories. Most of us do derive hours of
musical pleasure from our CD players and
CD collections.
About the time Ifirst read Bob's essay,
we received an equally passionate letter
from Parasound's Richard Schram (see
this month's "Letters" column), mirroring
Bob's sentiments. Schram argues that Jolui
Atkinson's and Larry Archibald's opening
and closing columns in the February issue
encouraged readers to hold off from purchasing today's digital products, and
instead wait for newer and better ones
based on an advanced audio standard for
DVD. While Schram and Harley agree
that the new format offers promise, it
might be years before high-end audioonly players and software are available.
In the interim, Schram complains, articles such as JA's and LA's, extolling 20-bit
or 24-bit/96kHz sources, convince consumers to fantasize about unavailable or
unreachable technologies. If people don't
partake of todays finest products, Schram
argues, smaller companies may not survive until the next generation of digital is
areality, which will leave the new technologies disproportionately controlled by
the giant corporations, whose very diversity makes them less sensitive to the twochannel music listener's needs.
Such ascenario frightens me. Iwant the
ethos of the High End to guide us in these
matters. As Isee it, however, the "heavyweight companies" already control the
new technologies. The standards for DVD
weren't hammered out by companies like
Spectral, Audio Research, Mark Levinson,
or Krell; they were set by Toshiba, Philips,
Sony, and Matsushita — much like those
for CD before it.
Furthermore, CD now offers such great
Stereoptule, lune 1997

musical enjoyment precisely because certain
members of the audiophile press were
courageous enough to insist that it was far
from perfect — and because designers
working for such companies as Meridian,
Theta, Wadia, and, yes, Parasound worked
very hard to deliver on the promise inherent in the technology.
I'm not happy either with the amount
of control that those major players exert
upon the marketplace. When Bob Harley
asked Nobuyuki ¡dei, Sony's President, if
they planned ahigh-quality audio version

decides Ideserve it. I'm going to agitate
for it.
Does this mean I'm betraying the
High End by underselling today's best
digital products? Ithink aglance through
the pages of this magazine will offer sufficient refutation of that charge — month
after month, we feature reviews of the
finest products we can find, written by
people who are excited by the musical
pleasures they provide. We support those
products with our recommendations and
enthusiasm.
That enthusiasm —and that of our
readers —is the flip side of the skepticism
24-bit/96kHz audio
that created the demand for better digital
sound
in the first place —a demand that
isn't all that different
was met almost exclusively by specialty
audio companies. If we're going to get 24from the current standard,
bit/96kHz digital in the near future, Isusyet it's all the difference
pect that it's going to be because those
same companies will lead the majors to
in the world.
the market for it, just as they did with
higher-quality CD sound. I'd even go so
far as to suggest that that's specialty audio's
of DVD, he responded, "I don't think
sole reason for existence: to get it right
there's aneed for anew audio format."
when the majors can't — or won't.
(This from the company that tried to foist
the sonically inferior MiniDisc upon us!) I
Joseph Joubert said, "It is better to
interpret his statement as shorthand for "It
debate an issue without settling it than to
would be ahard sell." Iagree, it would
settle an issue without debating it." Iagree.
be—not least because people are tiring of Isuspect that if Iremain silent —if we
remain silent — we will end up accepting
format changes that promise much, yet
mostly deliver potential.
what the major electronics manufacturers
want to give us. From their current acIheard 24-bit/96kHz sound several
times at the WCES, and again at JA's on
tions, Ideduce that they think we will setEaster Sunday. It's not all that different
tle for "good enough."
from the current standard, yet it's all the
My mentor in carpentry used to tell nie
difference in the world. It does not result
that "good enough" was lazy and obscene,
in that gross night-and-day revelation that
which Ireckon is about right. Just once, I'd
the majors probably need to sell anew
like to hear an electronics company execumedium to the average background- tive explain, "We've spent so much money
music consumer, yet it sounds substandeveloping this technology that the extra
tially more like music and music-making
amount we'd have to spend to perfect it is
than 16-bit/44.1kHz. Once I'd heard 24negligible in comparison. Therefore we
bit/96kHz digital, going back to the CD
ask you not to accept it until we've done
standard was almost painful. We played
so." They sure aren't saying that now.
24/96 masters of his new Gershwin CD
In 24-bit/96kHz digital, I've heard somefor Hyperion Knight after his recording
thing that was fan far better than "good
sessions. [See "The Rhapsody Project" elseenough," and Iwant it. I'm sure you do, too.
where in this issue.] When we went back to
If the big corporations don't think it's
the 44.1kHz tapes, his face collapsed like a worthwhile to satisfy us, then that creates a
cake left out in the rain.
market niche for the innovative smaller
Here we have the potential for agiant,
ones to fill. Perhaps instead of telling me to
musically significant step forward in
be quiet about what I've heard, Mr. Schram
musical reproduction. I, for one, am not
should be telling me about how he's going
willing to idly hope that someone
to give me what Iwant
S
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You Need More
than Just ratio
Any cable can transmit electrical signals from one video or audio component to another, or from amplifiers to
speakers. But, for a great viewing or listening experience, with sharper, more lifelike pictures and richer, more
musical sound, you need more than just cable. Ordinary video and audio cables, even "high-end" types, can
alter critical signal timings and phase relationships, irreversibly degrading picture and sound quality.
That's why MIT's founder literally invented high-performance interconnects and speaker cables, creating a new
category of components called Interfaces. MIT's fundamental patents in high-performance cable design mean
that only MIT can bring you Interfaces scientifically designed to eliminate the non-linearities and distortions
caused by other, ordinary cables, no matter how expensive they may be.
If you watch and listen for the subtleties of picture and sound quality that are the hallmarks of great viewing and
listening experiences, you need MIT's Home Theater Terminator System Interfaces. The hard science behind
MIT's remarkably affordable Interfaces reveals the full potential of your high performance home theater system.
Until you use MIT Interfaces, you'll never know just how good your system can be.

Patented MIT Terminator Network
MIT's patented Terminator Networks are the heart of MIT's performance superiority. They enable MIT's Home
Theater Terminator System interconnects and speaker cables to deliver sharper, clearer, more
lifelike pictures and to provide better bass, clearer midrange and smoother treble sound,
with enhanced sonic focus, imaging, and soundstaging.
MIT's lundamental technology patents are your assurance that only MIT interconnects
and speaker cables can transmit all of the picture and sound quality that your video
and audio program sources and system components are able to deliver.

New RCA connector
MIT's Home Theater Termlnetor Sykam trittirixaelei
high-performance RCA-type connectors. These metaled,

grikg.,•,,

plated connectors feature bifurcated center-contact pies and mutticontact shield connections for unimpeachable signal integrity. They
properly match the cable for highly efficient energy transfer and outMIT's exclusive icoon system for speaker cable connections is so

standing picture and sound quality.

innovative, it has a patent pending, and every Home Theater
Terminator System speaker cable has it. Thanks to icoon's five
Interchangeable connector types, you'll always have the right

With MIT Home Theater Terminator System Interfaces starting at just $28.95

on your amplifier and your speakers.

(MITermlnator 6, not shown), MIT's remarkably affordable Terminate

icoon's gold-plated connectors assure uttra-low contact resistance

technology can improve the performance any set»,

connector to fit the termina

and contaminabon-free connections for best sound quality.

More Than Just Cabler
www.mitcables.com
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zip cord

Superior Final Energy Component

•

typical high-end cable

Gables transmit most of the audio signal energy passing through them directly to the next component or to the speakers. They also briefly store and then release small amounts of energy that
have huge effects on sound quality. MIT calls this stored and released energy the Final Energy
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Joule for clarity), the Final Energy Component in ordinary 12-gauge "zip cord" and atypical highend cable is non-linear --- It changes value with signal frequency. This nonlinearity inevitably
causes distortion and the

10SS

of both tonality and image integrity.

MIT discovered that increasing the Final Energy Component of cables already having outstanding
electrical characteristics drainatically improves their overall signal quality. By employing the
patented MIT Terminator Networks to store and release energy at the correct levels and times,
nonlinearities are greatly reduced or eliminated. This superior Final Energy Component is amajor
factor in the superb signal quality of Hanle Theater Terminator System Interfaces.

Superior Efficiency

MITerminator '2

MIT quantifies how well cables maintain correct phase relationships between audio signals'
voltages and currents as Efficiency. When cables maintain perfect phase relationships, all of

100%

the signals' Final Energy Component transfers to the next component or to the speaker with
100% efficiency. Ordinary cables' nonlinearities make them much less efficient at low
frequencies than at high frequencies, as shown for "zip cord" and for an ordinary high-end
speaker cable. The sonic results are noise, distortion, loss of image quality, and excessively
"bright" treble sound.
As you can see from the plot, MIT's patented Terminator Networks give the Home Theater
Terminator System Interlaces ahuge advantage over ordinary cables, raising low-frequency
efficiency and "flattening" the overall

curve.

This means that MIT Interfaces deliver far more

accurate picture and sound quality. with lower noise than ordinary cables can. Although the

0%

plot shows speaker cables, the results also apply to audio interconnects.
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Superior Imaging
Three-dimensional graphics of atypical listening

1•00111

represent the sonic image quality produced by three different speaker cables. The blue, red and yellow areas

indicate the image size, while the musical notes represents the quality of image focus.
The blue area produced by ordinary 12-gauge cable is tiny, indicating asmall overall image, and the blurry note indicates that the image is unfocused and poorly defined.
The result is aconstricted, unconvincing image lacking breadth, depth and life.
The red area produced by atypical "high-end" cable is larger, but is still too small to create aconvincing, lifelike soundstage. The blurry note indicates poor image focus
within the larger, but still small image area. The result is asomewhat larger image that only makes the lack of focus and definition more obvious and disappointing.
The yellow area produced by the MITerminator 2is convincingly large, with the breadth and depth to create alifelike
soundstage. The sharp, clear note indicates solid image definition and focus throughout the audio spectrum. The superior
Final Energy Component and Efficiency
provided by MIT's Home Theater Terminator
System technology deliver natural, tightly
focused and solid images that preserve the
integrity of the sonic event. Only MIT's
patented Terminator technology can achieve
this level of performance in your system.

Experience the improvements of MIT's Home Theater
Terminator System Interfaces in your system!
Most MIT retailers offer arisk-free home trial program. Call 916-888-0394 for the location of your nearest MIT dealer.
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Our components make your components better!
Music Interface Technologies - MIT products are manufactured and sold by CVTL, Inc., Auburn, CA, USA

Disinbuted m Canada by Nalex Acoustics (604) 528-8965
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TRIODE

If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.

11111•11111

The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
have
ave the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golden
year's of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.
e
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ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.
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ARevelation In
High-End Sound!
PARADIGM® REFERENCE

caV9

Fully powered speaker systems that
completely redefine compact sized,
state-of-the-art, high-end
performance!

-e

Experience Paradigm
Reference Active
at HiFi'97
Yorkshire Room

Reference fully powered speaker s ar e
Integrated Active Systems
designed to deliver breathtaking high-end sound!

rhighly advanced

We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized
Paradigm Reference Dealer and experience these
stunning Reference Active speaker systems for yourself!

At the heart of these incredible speakers are highly
sophisticated electronic crossover/amplifiers. These
are matched to high precision drive units in aclosed
system that utilizes both active frequency and phase
optimization. The result is unprecedented spectral
and phase coherent accuracy.

400
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Leeches & Molotov Cocktails
Editor:
ft is with pleasure that Inoted Wes
Phillips writing that "Ken Kessler was
striding around the Alexis Park loudly
inveighing against all forms of outboarder" (April '97, p.71). Although Idon't
stride so much as waddle, Iam proud to
be one of the few noneuchibitors who
object perpetually and vocally to the
leeches who live off the companies that
do exhibit officially at shows.
'Whatever any one thinks of the EIA
or CEMA (or, for that matter, Stereophile,
SPAT, APAF, Hi-Fi News & Record
Review), and other organizations that
sponsor hi-fi shows, the fact is that it
was they who established, organized,
and promoted the Las Vegas Consumer
Electronics Show. The brands listed in
the catalog are the ones that play by the
rules. They deserve the time and the
attention of show attendees.
Whatever their excuses for outboardmg (room costs, room acoustics, politics),
companies that do so are no better than
scavengers, like those fish that hang
around ashark, eating the crumbs that
fall from its mouth. If they don't like the
organization or the venue, then they
should simply stay away.
My fury stems not just from being a
journalist who'd rather cover ashow in
one hotel than 20, but also because I
understand, as does Larry Archibald,
what is involved in organizing a hi-fi
show. And try though Imight to boycott
all outboarders, I, like Wes and his colleagues at Stereophile, had ajob to do. So it
infuriates me that Ihad no choice but to
visit a handful of unofficial exhibitors
with product launches too important to
miss. Again, like Wes and his crew, Ihad
to make ajudgment call and decide
which products were relevant to the
readers of the magazines that pay me for
my show coverage. Invariably, there were
afew. But Idon't have to like it, nor do I
have to condone it.
It will be interesting to see, as
Stereophik's own Shows grow in stature,
how the magazine will deal with the
outboarders it will inevitably attract.
Is aMolotov Cocktail too drastic?
Ken Kessler
Canterbury, England
Stereophile, June 1997

Sturgeons &Trouts
Editor:
In response to John Addnson's question
(May '97, p.15), Sturgeon's Law was certainly not formulated by Isaac Asimov,
though he did relay its origin in the introduction to one of his science essays.
According to Asimov, Theodore Sturgeon was the keynote speaker at a
Science Fiction convention, and his
opening line was "90% of Science Fiction
is crap." He then added to the stunned
audience, "90% of everything is crap."
(The Vonnegut connection may be that
many people assume that the Vonnegut
character "Kilgore Trout" is supposed to
be patterned after Sturgeon.)
Ican't give you any specific references, since my book collection (as well
as my records, CDs, and everything
else) was lost in afire.
Scott Solotvay
audameteaudioconsultants.wm
Don't kill our horses!
Editor:
Ieagerly anticipate reading each issue of
Stereophile, and I've had no reason to dispute Stereophilès claim to be an opinion
leader, particularly regarding two-channel digital product reviews.
After reading the February 1997
issue — the San Francisco Symphony
was still on strike, what else was there to
do? —my heart sank. For the past six
months, sales of high-end DACs and
CD transports have been eroding
industry-wide. (You'd be amazed how
Letters to the Editor should be sent to The
Editor, Sterrophile, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529. Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail: John
Atkinson, Stereophile_Editor@Compuservecom
or "Stereophile," 288-3236@Mcinuil.com .If
you have problems with your subscription, address your e-mail to Molly Crenshaw at
I03230.635@Compuserve.com .We regret that
resources do not permit us to reply individually to
letters, particularly those requesting advice about
specific equipment purchases. We are also unable
to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service
charge would have to be assessed—and we don't
have time to do it anyway! Although all letters are
read and noted, only those of general interest are
selected for publication. Please note, however,
that published letters arc subject to editing, particularly if they are very long or address more
than one topic. All correspondents should include
their name, address, and adaytime telephone
number.

candid manufacturers are with each
other when there's no editorial person
around whom they're trying to
impress.) Despite Parasound's fantastic
overall growth in 1996, our own digital
models have also been affected. These
include our DAC and belt-drive transport — fresh Class B recommendations
that earned so much praise in Stereophile
(and many other) reviews during 1996.
Of course, there's been lots of press
heaped on DVD and the promise of an
advanced audio disc format. Many people are forestalling the pleasure they
could be deriving today, to await something undefined that is due at atime to
be determined. You know, vaponvare.
What kept me up last night were the
pieces in February written by you guys:
John Atkinson as the Editor on p.3, and
Larry Archibald as Publisher and CEO
on p242. You tutored your readers about
the deficiencies of the present CD Red
Book standard and, in effect, you've all
but counseled them not to buy present
digital equipment or recordings because
they are inferior compared to what
might be available in the fixture. Yours
are not the opinions of product reviewers;
they carry the fill weight of your leadership influence as industry spokesmen
and opinion shapers.
But you neglected to caution readers
that this future technology is not so
imminent. The standards for the advanced audio disc have not even been
established; the next standards meeting
was to have taken place in Japan this
April, ayear after the last meeting. Even
if aconsensus is somehow reached this
year, five years will probably elapse
before there are many advanced audio
discs people can buy.
Until abetter technology is available
to the public, what's your point in
dwelling on the technical shortcomings
of the equipment and CDs that currently fill industry warehouses? Many of us
who honor music have invested our
capital and worked hard to achieve
some very convincing music reproduction in spite of these constraints. We've
created the best values in the history of
recorded music and consumer electronics, and for the past years countless
music lovers have enjoyed music repro11
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duction by this "flawed" medium.
Thousands of new buyers would have
been thrilled with what they might have
purchased last year or this year. Ithink
Robert Harley, writing in the August
'96 Stereophile ("As We See It," p.3), has
this perspective; he demonstrated his
concerns about music lovers unnecessarily depriving themselves while waiting for Godot
Idon't fault you for rhapsodizing
about the superiority of your nifty
Nagra digital recorder compared to the
best possible CDs you could make from
its masters. Your commitment to
recording live music is great for staying
in touch with music, provided you have
the money to afford it, and for differentiating Stereophile from competing publications. Sure, your masters are better.
What else is new?
But Stereophile readers simply can't
buy masters, any more than LP enthusiasts have been able to buy those 15 or
30ips master tapes over the past 50
years. What is missing in your enthusiasm is some perspective that would be
less injurious to the only products and
recordings that are likely to be available
to readers for some time to come.
Using the very authority and influence of your own editorials to advise
readers (you've assured me, in your selfpromotion mailings, that they are also
lours) how unhappy they should be is
an unwarranted challenge to our present commerce. We are losing sales and
credibility because of your combined
advocacy of an undecided future format, without your equally vigorous support of
the present equipment and recordings —
which is the only business we have.
It's going to be along wait for specialty audio companies if Stereophile fails to
remind its readers how much pleasure
they're missing if they don't buy the best
of what we can sell them today, next
yea4 and the year after. Some companies
won't survive long enough to make their
unique contributions to the new technologies, despite the fact that today those
companies are building some of the best
products in the world. As aresult, the
new technologies will be disproportionately controlled by the heavyweight
companies whose diversity (including
nonaudio products) enables them to
weather the current loss of two-channel
digital sales. Since this scenario would be
counterproductive to Stereophilds own
interests, Iimagine you have not considered the manner in which Stereophile has
become aliability to our entire industry.
I don't mean to sul4lest for one
moment that Stereophile should be any
Stereophile. June 1997

less diligent in reporting the news, or
that it should stop agitating for whatever standards will improve reproduction
of music in our homes. My plea is simply for you to stop beating the horse
that's our industry's only means of
transportation. Please be less hasty to
drag it to the glue factory before our
new ride is born.
Richard Schram
President, Parasound Products
Robert Harley's «As We See It" in the May
Stereophile basically agreed with Mr Schram
that, as CD is all music-lovers now have we
had better make the most of it. On the other
hand, as Wes Phillips points out in this month's
'1.1s We See It" in response to Mr. Schram,
Stereophile does have aresponsibility to write
about advances in sound quality. See also my
comments on higher-quality digital in "Tlw
Rhapsody Project" elsewhere in this issue and
Steven Stone's remarks in this issue's "Industry
Update" And while it is true that the standards
have yet befinalizedfor ahe-quality, audioonly medium based on DVD, Ibelieve that
video-standard DVDs carrying 24-bit/96kHz
music data are already on sale in Japan. —JA
The end of the debate?
Editor:
We may finally see an end to the socalled analog vs digital debate in the
near future. In reality, this has been an
LP vs CD debate, with both sides having legitimate points: vinyl has better
bandwidth and resolution; CD has better frequency response within its bandlimited range, and a far lower noise
floor. But with the prospect of a+20bit, high-sampling-rate consumer format on the horizon, Iwould wager that
this debate will cease to be the divisive
issue it currently is.
Agim Perolli
aperolli@drro.com
DVD sucks?
Editor:
I'm getting sick and tired of people saying that DVD (Dreadful Video Disease)
is going to replace the 12" laserdisc.
People need to know that DVD uses
video data compression called MPEG2. At its worst, even though it is touted
as having 480-500 lines of resolution,
DVD can look worse than aVHS tape,
according to people who have had a
DVD demonstration. At its very best, [I
conjecture that] DVD would look like a
DBS (DSS, Primestar) picture, which
looks worse than a laserdisc even
though the DBS companies claim to
offer laserdisc quality.. ..Just because
something is digital does not necessarily
make it better.
John Lloyd
Russell Springs, KY

Have you dropped Home Theater
coverage?
Editor:
Will Stereophile no longer review any
Home Theater components now that
we have Stereophile Guide to Home
Theater? If not, this would be a real
shame, since Stereophile reviews are still
much more comprehensive.
Tony Moody
Tmoody@etsd.mlcom
Tb respond first to John Lloyd's comments on
DVD, Thomas J. Norton has recently been
auditioning DVD players for SGHT —you
will find Vol.3 No.3, the Fall 1997 issue on
newsstands this month. His experience is that,
yes, while DVDs are MPEG-2-encoded,
their lack of chroma noise and excellent color
saturation can make them look more appealing than the equivalent analog laserdiscs. At a
street price ofaround $20, they are also cheaper However, he also points out that, as the care
taken during DVD mastering has aparamount effect on ultimate quality, it is dangerous to make general conclusions.
In response to Mr. Moody, unless apiece of
equipment has "crossover appeal," such as the
Lexicon DC1 that J. Gordon Holt reviewed
in December 96, it is tme that Home Theater
components will no longer be reviewed in
Stereophile, nor will they be included in this
magazine's "Recommended Components" listing. It does seem to me that the Guide is their
natural home: while the reviews are presented
with less technical content, the reviewers are the
same as this magazine's, their impressions are as
carefullyformed, and a
full set of measurements
is perfomied. And Home Theater buffs like Mr.
Moody should note that from January 1998,
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater will
no longer be published quarterly but will
appear 10 times ayear.
—JA
A burning question
Editor:
A recent trip through Stereophile back
issues left me with aburning question.
In his June 1996 review of the B&W
CDM1 loudspeaker (Vol.19 No.6),
John Atkinson mentioned listening to
Grandmaster Flash & The Furious V. I
would not have expected rap to appeal
to JA. Since it's now clear that he's
down wit da MCs, Iwonder: Does he
perform also? Is it in fact John's heliumaltered vocal on track 2 ("First Impression") of Ice Ts 1991 release O.G.
(Original Gangster) (Sire 26492-2)?
Tim Davis
Salisbury, NC
Iwish. And why shouldn't Ilisten to rap? It's
hardly new music anymore. When Idug out
Grandmaster Flash's "The Message"from the
13
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In 1979,
one goal

Jacques Nahul had
in mind - to

advance the musical "state
of the art" with world class
loudspeakers. To fulfill
this vision, he formed two
integrated
companies - room and JNLab.
FOCAL develops and
manufactures raw drivers. By
developing new technologies
and pioneering the use of
new materials, they are at
the forefront of the industry. Naturally, JULab builds
loudspeakers exclusively
with room drivers. And of
course, JNLab engineers are
masters at making them sing
beautifully together.
Audition a ONLab Loudspeaker
and experience first hand
the realization of
Nt. Kabul's dream.
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dept/is (fin),collection jar that B&W review,
its label said "1982."
—JA
Duplicity or just bad taste?
Editor:
In Robert Baird's April "Aural Robert"
column (Vo120 No.4, p253), he wrote:
"I firmly believe that, in the entire
recorded history of any genre you can
name, there are only adozen or so fivestar recordings."
Well, Mr. Baird, do you really believe
that the new Son Volt record you
reviewed ranks among such exceptional
five-star albums as Blood on the Tracks,
Exile on Main Street, or the Beatles'
White Album in musical impact and
lyrical potency? If not, your duplicity
devalues everything you editorialize
about in Stereophile. If so, your judgment
of current music is terribly dated.
Michael Gamer
Mountain View, CA
Michael S._Gamer@wal.com
Amusing but meaningless
I read, with amusement, the "Aural
Robert" column in April (Vo120 NoA,
p.253), in which Robert Baird promised
more restraint in the rating of reviewed
recordings while, in the very same issue,
he bestows aperfect 10 stars on Son
Volt's Straightaways. Iguess rules apply to
everyone but the person who makes
them — how refreshing!
You cannot call arecording "classic"
— I'm using Rolling Stone's definition,
since Aural Robert never gave us one —
until it has passed the test of time. Mt
Baird is quite correct, though: These
inflated ratings render the rating system
meaningless.
Isuggest reserving the five-star status
for classical recordings and reissues of
contemporary material. After all, how
good can an offshoot of acountry-punk
band be?
Alicia Sorensen
Arlington Heights, IL
Keep publishing asection
with brains
Editor:
I've been meaning to write for some
time now to praise "Record Reviews" as
the best section of Stereophile, but Robert
Baird's "Aural Robert" column in April
(p253) made this an urgent matter.
Keep the music section! Truly this is
the most intelligent part of the magazine. Without it I'd have to cancel my
subscription.
The record reviews are informative,
accurate, and written by folks who
know what they are writing about.
Stereophile, June 1997

psychosis that afflicts asmall group of
middle-class white males over the age
of 30, aka music critics. Let's call this illness, for lack of previous medical documentation, Dementia musicologia, also
known as Lennon/McCartney syndrome, or DM for short.
DM is aserious ailment that attacks
the part of the brain that receives, encodes, and decodes musical input. Symptoms are varied but tied to one common
thread — an ever-increasing inability of
white males in aspecific age group to
recognize and differentiate new, exciting
sounds from the derivative, tired, and
hackneyed. (DM hit erstwhile Stereophile
reviewer Corey Greenberg at an earlier
age. In an advanced state of the illness he
Keep up the good work
became confused and declared, "Nirvana
Editor:
is God!" His recent comments in Audio,
Icouldn't disagree more with Tom Bell's
claiming that rock'n'roll has become borcomments about "Record Reviews" in
ing and repetitive, indicate that the
the April '97 issue ("Letters," pp.17-19).
effects of DM may be reversible.)
If Stereophile did as he suggests, it would
Mc Baird's brief stay at CD Review had
be the only magazine that reviewed
me believing that he may have been
music-related hardware but not softimmune, but his January piece on Kula
ware. How hard is it for Mr. Bell and
Shaker proved otherwise. Iwas astounded
like-minded readers to ignore what they
and disappointed. Please, Robert, there is
don't want to read? Why deprive the
nothing about KS that may be interpreted
rest of us of what many readers find the
as original, unique, or irresistible. They
most interesting and useful feature in
have brought not asingle new twist to the
your magazine?
30-year-old sounds that they've so deftly
Regarding the rating system: Mr. Bell
Kravitzed from their so-called influences.
tried desperately but unsuccessfully to
Please snap out of this! After all, this swirly,
weasel out of his intellectual inconsisneo-psychedelic dance/pop crap was little
tency. All reviews are subjective; the
more than cute when Dukes of the
degree of this subjectivity is irrelevant. I,
Stratosphere (led by the now seemingly
like most other readers, rely on record
reviews in order to wisely allocate a prescient Andy Partridge) did two records
of it nearly 10 years ago. Even Tears For
small budget for recorded music. The
Fears had their shot at it ages ago.
1-5 rating is an easy way to determine
Perhaps the roots of DM lie in the
areviewer's enthusiasm for arecording,
lack of acceptance among white males
something that is not always obvious
over acertain age that there will never
from the text of the review. Is Mr. Bell
be "The Next Beatles." (If the Holy
telling us that he has never preferred
Grail of Audio is astraight wire with
one recording to another? That's what
gain, then the Holy Grail of Pop Music
the ratings are about: relative preference.
is The Next Beatles.) This advanced
By all means, continue to publish
denial leads men to skitter off like lem"Record Reviews," including "Recordmings, marching to the beat of the lating of the Month." In fact, the more the
better. And keep the rating system; just est "buzz," grasping at distant echoes
and vague images of their collective
tell us what each rating means!
With Robert Baird on board, record past. It must be one hell of asight for
those on the outside looking in: an
reviews could well be the best reason to
entire generation of pop fans trapped in
read Stereophile. Keep up the good work.
Julie Peterson aself-made vacuum — arrested develColumbia, MO opment, even.
It's not difficult to see how and
where DM started. Our generation was
Robert Baird has Dementia
force-fed the notion that aparticular era
musicologia
of music and particular musicians were
Editor:
the best that there ever were or ever
Ihave to tell you the Tattva. This Kula
would be — the benchmark by which
Shaker thing (Vo120 No.1, p.153) still
all future music and musicians would be
leaves me cold. Robert Baird, whose
opinions I
usually hold in high regard, is judged. For example, rock and pop fans
the latest to be stricken with asort of have the '60s and the Beatles; jazz fans

While the equipment reviews come
with high doses of BS, the record reviews
typically do not. It is the only part of the
magazine that Ican show to nonaudioaddicts (including my wife) without
embarrassment, that keeps them hoping
that there is astring of intellectual
left in me. Sorta like what the
interviews in Playboy used to be.
And the rating system is good for
exactly the reasons RB mentioned.
So, please keep publishing asection in
Stereophile with brains. There is no need
to apologize for it!
Michael Losonsky
Fort Collins, CO
losonsky@lantancolostate.edu
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Compact Disc Processor

A concept not relevant to high end audio? We would argue
that products like the N°39 Compact Disc Processor prove otherwise. Combining the performance and functionality found in the highly acclaimed N°36 Digital Processor and the N°37 CD
Transport, the N°39 represents value unheard of in asingle box CD player. The benefits of shared
technology are many. From the elegant Madrigal-designed loading mechanism and Closed Loop Jitter
Reduction" circuitry employed by the N°37 to the dual differential 20-bit digital to analog conversion
derived from the N°36 digital processor, the N°39 enjoys atechnological heritage unequalled in its class.
Add HDCD decoding capability, ahigh quality digital output, two auxiliary digital inputs, fully balanced analog volume control and remote capability, and it's readily apparent that true versatility and
value can coexist in one remarkable component. Visit your Mark Levinson dealer for apersonal
demonstration soon and listen to the sound of real value.
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Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc.
P.O. Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A., FAX (860) 346-1540
If you would like to add your name to our mailing list, please write or fax us at the address
above or visit us on the Internet at http,/ /www.madrigal.comi
Adonation to support AIDS research will he made for every name added to our mailing list.
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have John Coltrane and Miles Davis.
The danger in setting such things in
stone is that it could only be amatter of
time before those who followed tired of
jumping through hoops to impress u —
trying to be different or better eeven
only just as good. Set up fe¡allure, you
can't blame the new , nners for simply
repackaging
¡ir youth and selling
it bark o .is. Dementia musicologia has
ni tr ed our senses and left us easy
marks for these charlatans. Nostalgia, the
Great Constipator, has crippled our judgments, and we feel compelled to like
something — anything— rather than have
nothing to crow about.
The Gallagher Brothers and Kula
Shaker are laughing all the way to the
bank. Imean ... hey .... these guys aren't
horrible, but the proper response to
hearing their records should be, "Okay
now, show me something I don't
already know." Isay, reject this tripe and
throw it back in their faces. Kula Shaker
is about as hip as Hayley Mills in The
Parent Trap. Reject such nonsense and
we can get on with things. If you find
yourself pining for the bygone, just put
on the White Album and enjoy, with
the comfortable acceptance of the fact
that your youth has come and gone. Take
these retro bands for what they are —
vapid ear candy for the MTV Generation. And remember that the original
peace-and-love crowd degenerated into
"Speed Kills," Altamont and the Hells
Angels, and Charles Manson. The record
industry is already acting like the
Manson Family, gouging away at our
bank accounts as if they were mini
Sharon Tates while we flounder about in
search of the Holy Grail.
Mostly, understand that there will
never be "The Next Beatles." Times
have changed, and the worlds of pop culture and music have become too splintered and divisive for any big breakthrough. And the original Beatles were
as much aproduct of their never having
been anything as big as the Beatles
before as any other reason — aside from
the music, of course.
Only you can help stop Dementia
musicolteia. Don't deny its existence.
What else could explain the stunted
musical development of so many white
males over acertain age? Stop it now.
Demand something new and, sooner or
later, they'll be forced to give it to us.
All the best, and congrats to Robert
Baird for snagging the best gig in the
reviewing biz.
For all that does not suck,
MacGrigor S. Rucker
Brooklyn, NY
Stereophile, June 1997

live, is not in good condition in this
country. One solution RB proposes —
associating radio programmers with
record labels and distributors — will not
solve this problem. The kind of programming urged on us by the record
labels is (with few exceptions) complete
trash. It is typical of the kind of "classics
lite" programming typically heard on
FM stations everywhere. [See Barry
Willis's piece on trends in classical broadcasting
in this issue's "Update."— Ed] Unless FM
radio stations are independently supported, [and run by] farsighted program
directors and station managers who are
prepared to program beyond the narrow range of what listeners typically
have been led to expect (ie, Pachelbel's
Canon, another perfunctory performance of atoo-familiar piece by Beethoven or Mozart, or abaroque chamber
work), the classical repertoire on radio
will continue to erode.
The level of classical music literacy in
the country is declining generally. The
political instability that gripped Europe
from 1914 to the end of the Cold War
enriched this country's musical life
immeasurably as aresult of the influx of
refugees and expatriates. These persons
were not only performers and composers, but were sophisticated listeners
and concertgoers as well. Without belittling in any way the contributions of
native-born American artists — Iprogram the works of many American composers and performers — the sources of
our classical-music experience are still
predominantly European in origin. That
burst of musical cross-fertilization is now
mostly an echo.
Is classical music dying?
Iagree that music education is sadly
Editor:
neglected, and that the level of musical
Iread with interest Robert Baird's colcommentary and criticism is in steady
umn in March (Vo120 No3, p.179)
bemoaning the state of classical music decline. Serious music simply is not a
high national priority here. The music
today. (He can add Tim Page of the
commentary in Stereophile is fine as far as
Washington Post to the list of commentait goes, but your focus is quite rightly
tors who view with alarm the decline in
the classical-music recording industry.) I more on mechanics than musical content. Please do not expect, however, that
am a classical-music announcer with
WTJU-FM, a multiformat, listener- the record companies are likely to come
to the rescue. Thank goodness for the
supported, primarily volunteer radio
station affiliated with the University of smaller, independent labels (like Chesky,
Naxos, Nimbus, and others) who are
Virginia. We program approximately 40
hours of classical music per week, all of trying — along with a few committed
radio stations, afew dedicated listeners,
which is locally produced. Our classical
programming includes vocal music, a and commentators like Robert Baird —
to keep this music alive.
weekly opera show, music strictly from
Timothy J. Snider
the 20th century, historically significant
Charlottesville, VA
recordings, early music, and music from
the chamber and orchestral repertoires.
Honor George Ohm
We think (immodestly) that our classical programming compares favorably Editor:
I'd like to express my opinion on ahiswith that of any other station.
torical dishonor that you provide in
Classical music, both broadcast and

Barry Willis misses the point
Editor:
Tn his "Industry Update" piece in
March (Vo120 No3, p36), Barry Willis
misses the point. He's in good company,
though — so do the record-industry
executives who are scratching their
heads, wondering why their annual
sales are declining. To paraphrase the
tag line of arecent presidential election,
"It's the Internet, stupid!"
The Internet, and computers in general, have sapped much of our precious
leisure time. Many people who used to
spend this time listening to music, or
even attending live concerts, now spend
hours in virtual entertainment. This
shift is not necessarily abad thing, but
manufacturers, musicians, and even
publishers will have to take this metamorphosis into account.
It's very easy to become addicted to
the information/entertainment opportunities available online and, in the process, cut down on apreviously enjoyed
activity, such as music. Jon Iverson, in
the same issue's "Industry Update"
(p.45), indicates that computer hardware
and software manufacturers are well
aware of the changing interests of
the portion of the population that spends
money on entertainment, and are planning accordingly. They have only
scratched the surface of the possible links
between computers, home entertainment, and the Internet.
For my time and money, I'm sticking
with music.
Gregory A. Franklin
Rochester, NY
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Without Power Steering; they'd be just
another pair of superb amplifiers.
Power Steering steps away from the traditional stereo design
and toward today's multichannel listening needs by nearly
doubling asingle channel's output power when requiredwhen following sound effects across asurround-sound field,
for example. And on music listening, Power Steering delivers
better two-channel performance from amultichannel amplifier.
"If Iwere prone to hyperbole, Icould easily go
overboard describing the Carver AV-705x's
attributes. This is one fine amplifier."
Steven Stone, Siereophile Guide to Home Theater, Summer 1997
AV-705x amplifier

AV-505 multichannel amplifier $859 suggested retail
80 Watts x5, more than 130 WaIts with Power Steering
AV-705x multichannel amplifier, $1199 suggested retail
125 Watts x5, more than 200 watts with Power Steering
"Perhaps pitting an $1199 amp against one seven
times its cost is unfair... Anyway, the Carver acquitted itself rather well in this uneven match-up."
Steven Stone, Siereophile Guide to Home Theater, Summer 1997
The Carver AV-705x and AV-505 start out life already at
the top of their curve with five independent modular amplifiers
precision-crafted from mil-spec components. If they were
based on conventional amplification technology alone, the
Carvers could easily dominate their class in performance,
price and power.
"...the AV-505 produces, literally and figuratively, enough power to blast many of its rivals
out of contention."
Da% id Ranacia, Stereo Review, January I997/AV-505 amplifier
More important, the new Carvers also pack the unique
ability to use their power more intelligently. It's accomplished
through an exclusive Carver smart amp technology called
Power Steering.
"The benefits of Power Steering in ahome
theater product are so obvious, it's surprising
the idea didn't surface sooner. But it always takes
someone to be first, and the Carver people seem
to have aknack for not missing the forest for the
trees...the Carver AV-705x is agreat amplifier...
aterrific bargain."
Edwaircli. Foster, Audio, September I996/AV-705x amplifier

P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046-1237
Phone (206) 775-1202 Fax (206) 778-9453
For authorized dealer locations, call 1-800-521-4333
www.carver.com

The sound quality noted by the critics is due to another
technical advance called Total Direct Coupling, which maintains absolute audio signal neutrality through the principle of
load-independent design. It's alesson learned from developing our
critically-acclaimed Lightstar Research amplifier.
Power Steering power
Typical amplifier
continuous power

Carver Power Steering
delivers more power
precisely where the
soundtrack needs it
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"Love the price; love the amp...high powered,
imaginatively designed and compact."
Lawrence B. Johnson, Audio Video Interiors, March 1997
AV-705x amplifier
With Lightstar-inspired musicality and Power Steering
muscle, small wonder why so many reviewers are impressed
with the new Carver multichannel amplifiers. The AV-705x
and 505 are proof that price does not have to be an obstacle
to perfection.
"Congratulations, Carver. Not only have you
made it that much easier for videophiles to get
superior sound without taking out asecond mortgage, you've also upped the ante for what should
be expected from a$1200 multichannel amplifier."
Steven Stone, Stereophile Guide le Home Theater, Summer 1997
AV-705x amplifier

ing push-pull pentodes operated in
class-AB with 20dB of negative feedback have had 40 years to demonstrate
their abilities, with only limited success.
Many of us now see that the inherited
audio design strategies have run full
course, and offer nothing new toward
the goal of musical verity in the home.
Over the past 20 years high-end
audio has created systems that sound
less and less natural. The amount of
recovered information has increased
slightly, but the character of this information has become counterfeit and plastic.
Audio culture has drifted so slowly that
most of us never even noticed that
while music reproduction was getting
more clear and detailed, it was also
Stereophile's style is to fillow SI (Système sounding more and more synthetic.
international d'unités) practice. Thus, with Compared to the early 1950s, most
physical units named after scientists, we use the modern audio reproduction lacks flesh
upper-case letter when the unit is abbreviated and blood.
It is no wonder that the common dig
(101,
1! 3dB, 20A, 10V, 200Hz, etc), but
lower-case when the unit is spelled out in frill at SE types is, "They just want to have
(watt, decibel, amp, volt, hertz, etc). The ohm fun!" Scott's articles demonstrate that
is somewhat out of place in this as it is almost mainstream audio has given up even
never abbrmiated to its appropriate symbol, an dreaming about the seduction of
Carmen or the beat of Funk. SE vs PP is
upper-rase Greek Omeqa or SI
—JA
not about engineering correctness, it is
about ethics and high-level sentiment. It
Reichert belatedly responds
is about the search for abetter, more
to Frankland
natural way. It is about anew way of lisEditor:
The single-ended triode amplifier first tening. It is about noticing the birds
arrived on the American audio scene singing outside your window. It is about
like the pattering of awarm spring rain. the listener's ability to grasp life and
It was one of those rains where the sun musical art from within, not from withkeeps shining and you can expect arain- out. It is about aset of truths that can be
bow. Then summer came and 300B intuitively grasped and that feel fundaamps sprouted like dandelions. Finally, mentally right.
The first and most important thing to
adark cloud appeared on the horizon
and acold wind arrived from the north. understand about SE amp design is that
A storm of engineering correctness was it started in the basement workshops of
gathering to drive the foolish hedonists passionate music lovers who were
back to the underground. Scott Frank- deeply dissatisfied with what they
land's trilogy (Stereophile, December '96, deemed the artificiality of mainstream
January and February '97) is the first audio. "No more mechanical sound!"
was the early battle cry. For the first
frost of the season.
Reading Scott's opus sent chills down time in the history of audio, the music
my spine. Iwas hoping for the sun to listeners themselves have changed the
shine through the rain again, but instead direction of engineering thought. To
Ifound myself lashed to the mast and properly understand the single-ended
forced to endure abattery of engineer- revolution, you must picture shabbily
ing falsehoods and self-serving plati- dressed rebels storming the castle of
tudes. The degree to which this audio High End, lobbing missiles and shootengineering primer relied on fable and ing arrows. These rebels started as
dogma precluded any hope of new home builders and small manufacturers
with unconventional creative visions.
understanding.
Unfortunately, the dispassionate, traScott, trust me: Truth and Beauty are
the pillars of one temple. If we could ditional EE [Electrical Engineering] types
measure truth or musical pleasure, we keep trying to chase the rebels away,
wouldn't be having these discussions. I telling them, "Sorry boys, you found
am as certain as you are that satising exciting, beautiful-sounding music...
music reproduction is the result of the but it ain't the truth!" Scott even has
proper application of natural law. charts and graphs to prove his truth.
Unfortunately, difference signals drivHow should we feel? Should those of

Stereophile while publishing technical
specifications and results of measurements: George Ohm was ascientist, a
physician, ahuman!
Consider Watt (W), Ampere (A),
Volt (V), Alexander Bell (dB, or atenth
of aBell), Hertz (kHz, large Hertz; or
sometimes even MHz — huge Hertz),
Henry (H), Pascal (Pa), Tesla (T), etc.
All their names start with aLARGE letter
because we are proud of them, often
use the results of their work, and
remember their contributions to science. But why do you always print
"ohm" instead of "Ohm"!?
Sergei Podoliak
Vinnitsa, Ukraine
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us who arc now really enjoying recordings
in our homes, for the first time in maybe
decades, be forced to defend and apologize for the technology that brings us this
pleasure? Are there really music lovers
who are more interested in "engineering
correctness" than enjoying the music? Do
the EE types really understand what makes
home audio rewarding? Scott forgot to
tell us which of those measurements
quantifies musical pleasure, or which
amplifier tells the whole truth.
In his attempt to define an engineering model that explains the differences
between SE and PP, Mr. Frankland, like
others who take apurely textbook engineering approach, has only succeeded
in substituting the model for the thing.
To understand the extraordinary virtues
of the best SE amps requires an engineering model of greater breadth, imagination, and scope. It also requires alistener with a lust for life and living.
Those more interested in being right
than feeling right have no hope of
understanding.
Iam writing now to remind you that
reality only reveals itself when illuminated by aray of poetry. Music reflects the
attitudes and sentiments of the composer and performers. So it is with audio
engineering. Marvelous engineering is
just that: marvelous... to the humans
who employ it! A sublime and original
creation inspired by the love of music. In
way-back times, Harry Olson, Frank
McIntosh, Jim Lansing, Paul Voigt,
David Hafler, and Peter Walker brought
us profound musical pleasure. Who is
their equal today? Who is really trying to
move the goalposts forward now?
Ithink the sonic differences between
push-pull and single-ended, or tubes
and transistors, are relatively unimportant. The real, tangible, big-scale engineering problem that must be tackled
now is the lack of inspired engineers!
Engineers with lumps in their throats
and tears in their eyes, their hearts set
on recovering the strong feelings that
might be stored in arecording, seem to
have died or been abducted, leaving
behind apack of humorless paranoids
bent on preserving the status quo.
Single-ended triodes are not "retro" —
they never existed in the audio marketplace before. In fact, they are the first
new and original approach in 40 years!
Push-pull pentodes with feedback are
totally retro. Except for solid-state regulation and some designer parts, there is
nothing new or experimental about the
current tube designs.
Inspired engineers make exciting
amps and mediocre engineers make
19
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boring and annoying ones. Topology is
less important than ideology! I'm sorry,
but anyone who says that the "fundamental problem" with SE amps is "the
curvature at the bottom of the load line"
or that "they don't perform well at the
frequency extremes" has never listened
to music played through an Audio Note
Ongaku. After 25 years of amplifiers
that test well, we all know that an amp
with even very low measured distortion
is not necessarily awonderful tool for
enjoying music. Hopefully, we have also
learned that if the amplifier plays music
in athrilling and engaging fashion — it is
agreat amplifier!
When Icoined the phrase, "It is the
quality of the first watt that counts," I
was referring to the quantity and character of the information contained in that
first watt. Iwas referring to an amplifier's small-signal capabilities; the amplifier's ability to recover the original
intensity of tone color and textural contrast. None of the charts and graphs
Scott employs reference these abilities,
or measure quantity or quality of the information the amplifier passes. Sinusoidal bandwidth and power/distortion
graphs tell us nothing about whether or
not we arc preserving the balance and
proportion of the recorded musical program. Anyone who really listens can tell
you that the best SE amps simply pass
on more information about musical
color, texture, and rhythm!
Today we are fortunate to have
emerging anew wave of engineers with
astrong desire to create amplifiers that
make music provocative, engaging, and
even relaxing! These new-wave engineers feel strongly that the same old
push-pull pentodes with feedback are
dead ends in terms of the concerns of
musical design. They think silicon
devices sound like sand. They realize
that the optimum device for music-signal amplification, the no-musical-compromise choice, is the directly heated triode.
Better yet is the triode operated in its
simplest, most natural state: singleended with no feedback. This is the
new, "all natural" school of design.
Scott, the biggest difference between
push-pull and single-ended is this:
Today, the most inspired and creative
engineers are designing SE amps. They
are choosing to stop making design
decisions based on what is easy to market. You see, single-ended amplifiers
have only one drawback: It is difficult to
sell alow-powered amplifier without a
lot of aesthetic deprogramming — espedaily one that is so revealing it will be
completely sabotaged by poor parts
20

quality. Because SE amps do not amplify a"cloned" signal and are rarely errorcorrected with feedback, the sonic character of every component becomes
obvious. SE amps must use expensiveto-make, natural-sounding components, not the military- or computergrade refuse found in most high-end
electronics. SE amps arc designed to be
kind and gentle to the signal, to preserve
and delicately enlarge the original
waveforms. PP amps are about kick-ass
watts, error correction, bass slam, and
measurements per dollar! No, Scott, PP
did not become popular "because of its
ability to reduce the large second-harmonic component that arises in singleended amplifiers." It was b,cheap watts
that made them popular.
Please, tell me these are not the
design decisions that go into atypical
PP amp. Pentodes for high power —
what else recommends them? Ihaven't
noticed anyone substituting the bettersounding 6V6 or 6BQ5 for the 6550 or
EL34. In point of fact, the 6L6 was the
only multigrid tube designed to have a
dominant second harmonic for PP correction. The popular 6550 has almost
no second harmonic to cancel — when
operated as it is in today's high-end
amplifiers. Remember, customers think
dollars/watts.
Then we must use fixed bias for high
power ratings — forget that this
degrades clipping and overload characteristics. Run those pentodes at low current and high plate voltage —output
transformers ain't cheap, and pentodes
on current need frequent replacement.
Use class-AB2 — it's got more "kick"
than class-A and it keeps those transformers small (don't forget shipping
costs). Use solid-state rectifiers, they're
really cheap —about 1/100 the cost of a
tube rectifier —plus, silicon diodes give
sharpness and bass bang (detail and
slam?). Forget about the wholeness, elegance, and continuity one gains with
tube rectification. Use solid-state regulation —it's at least 1/10 the cost of
chokes —and forget that SS regulators
sound stiff, hard, and mechanical. Use
feedback, because the pentode distortion is too high and the damping factor
too low to run uncorrected —forget
that it makes me feel like I'm clenching
my fist and holding my breath.
Icould go on and on, but I'll stop
here. Imaintain that nearly every decision made in the design of acommercial push-pull pentode amplifier is a
cost/marketing one. Maybe afew of the
best PP amps have alittle creative cooking/designer sound thinking going on,

but little else.
High-end reality is that manufacturers are continually recycling the same
three or four amp schematics and substituting afew trendy parts to impress
the masses. This is not inspired, creative
thinking. It is my belief that if one cannot sing aprayer or paint abutterfly...
they may be seriously handicapped
when it comes to understanding audio
amplifier design.
Herbert E. Reichert
Indio Note, NYC
Stronczer belatedly responds
to Frankland
Lditor:
Ihave enjoyed Stereophile's recent series
on tube amplifier design. Scott Frankland has written awell-researched and
knowledgeable overview of transformer-coupled tube amplifier designs. As
adesigner of single-ended amplifiers, I
found his reasoning to be sound. Iparticularly liked Scott's conclusion that we
should look at the resurgence of singleended amplifiers as a signpost to the
future and not simply as awishful look
into the past. When Idesigned my first
845-based SE amp in 1986, Idid it
more as a research project than as a
design exercise. Iwanted to discover
what made these types of amplifiers so
musical despite first-order measurements that make engineers (like me)
scratch their heads and wonder... (plus,
it did make more and better music than
anything Icould buy).
My goal was to understand what
about these architectures makes them
work. The result has been interesting. I
found that the distortion measurements
are indeed important, but how "simply"
the distortion is produced by the circuit
is as important as the absolute level of
the distortion once that level is below a
reasonable point (perhaps 0.5-1%).
Whether or not there is feedback present bears greatly upon the importance
of the absolute level of distortion produced by the amplifier. The presence of
negative feedback requires significantly
lower levels of distortion before the distortion will be subjectively innocuous.
Relatively high levels of distortion coupled with loop feedback lead to a
"dirty" noise floor, which is affected by
the audio signal's history and the amplifier's interaction with the load.... This
mechanism is avoided in zero-feedback
architectures and results in less modulation and loss of small-signal information. This is an important factor in the
ability of agood zero-feedback SE amp
to communicate at amore subtle level
than other amplifiers.
Stereophiie, June 1997
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Definitely anew
touchstone in the
field of affordable
loudspeakers."

Here's what they had to say about the DM302:
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\1302 is asmall. two way speaker that gives

sensational performance at all affordable price. Its tonal
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Listen and You'll See
B&W Loudspeakers of America.
54 Concord
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North Reading, MA 01864-2699
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Future-proof technolo
Will the component you buy today
be able to play the software
you purchase in the future?
If the ability to upgrade over time is
important in digital sources, it is
essential in digital surround processors. Existing processors have limited
capabilities, requiring costly hardware
changes when anew format like DVD is
introduced.
The new ProceedeDlgital
Surround Decoder offers the best of
both worlds. With it. you can continue
to enjoy the superb performance of the
PAV while adding the new digital capabilities required by the next generation
of software.
The foundation of the Digital
Surround Decoder is apowerful, soft-

thing else likely to be introduced in the
foreseeable future — including 96 kHz
audio-only DVD.
IF you would like to learn more
about how the Digital Surround
Decoder can provide afuture-proof
digital solution for your current and
possible component needs, visit your
Proceed dealer for apersonal demonstration soon.
Unmatched
performance and
configuration
flexibility.

ware upgradable, general purpose DSP
engine that can easily acquire new
capabilities as standards evolve. It will
support Dolby Digital e (AC-3), DTS
Coherent Sound' MPEG Audio (Musicame).
various multichannel modes, and any-
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Indeed, small-signal transfer linearity
is required for realistic musical communication. The strong DC bias present on
the output trans ormer, thought by
most to be aweakness because of the
demands on the transformer designer, is
actually akey factor favoring SE triode
design. This DC current biases the
magnetic domains within the siliconsteel and reduces the hysteresis loss
mechanism that causes small-signal loss
and distortion in an unbiased core. This
well-documented mechanism, known
as the "Barkhausen Effect," is reduced
in small-signal, zero-bias transformers
by the use of high nickel-content cores
(Mumetal), which have much smaller,
lower-energy magnetic domains. This
small-signal distortion mechanism has
given many transfonners abad name in
high-resolution audio. Some companies
in Japan have produced push-pull output transformers using Mumetal cores
to reduce the small-signal loss in pushpull amplifiers. These are extremely
expensive and require that the residual
DC in the core be reduced to an
absolute nUnimum because these cores
saturate very easily.
In my mind, the I)C current and air
gap in asilicon-steel SE transformer is a
better approach to preserving small-signal transfer. The primary costs are in a
larger core, and potentially reduced HF
extension because of leakage inductance
and capacitance in the windings. Careful
design can give greater than 30kHz
extension, which is more than adequate
if no feedback is used in the amplifier. A
frequency response of 100-200kHz is
not necessary and may actually be undesirable because of HF instabilities, intermod, and RFI problems.
Scott Frankland concluded his articles with acall to learn from the best of
SE design and combine this with the
advantages of push-pull to move tubeamplifier design forward. This was my
sentiment in defining the design goals
of our Orfeo 60 amplifier, in which we
have taken the strengths of zero-feedback SE design and developed an architecture that builds on them and increases available power while retaining the
advantages of push-pull operation. This
design retains true SE operation of the
amplifier while reducing power-supply
modulation and sensitivity and lowering the noise floor.
We have dubbed this architecture
"Single-Ended Balanced." It is used to
produce more than 70 continuous watts
of SE power in our Orfeo 60 amplifier.
'This architecture combines the best of
PP and SE architectures to produce
Stereophiie, June 1997

high SE power without resorting to the
paralleling of output devices, thus maintaining the inherent simplicity of the SE
architecture and the musical consequences resulting from high low-level
resolution. We believe that SE Balanced
operation, combined with many other
refinements, results in astep forward
for SE amplifiers and tube amplification
in general.
John Stromzer
President, Bel Canto Design, Ltd.
Eden Prairie, MN
Getting it right
Editor:
It finally paid off. After all the years
spent visiting audio cleanrooms, sitting
in aliving room cluttered with everpricier components, and admiring the
latest interconnects, my co-dependent
relationship with an audiophile may just
give me aleg up.
Imagine my surprise as Ilabored my
way through the LSAT test (the equivalent of the SAT for law-school
wannabes) when Iwas asked to choose
from the available answers one that
would, if true, cast doubt on the following passage:
"Electrical engineers have repeatedly
demonstrated that the best solid-state
amplifiers are indistinguishable from
the best vacuum-tube amplifiers with
respect to the characteristics commonly
measured in evaluating the quality of an
amplifier's musical reproduction. Therefore, those music lovers who insist that
recorded music sounds better when
played with the best vacuum-tube
amplifier than when played with the
best solid-state amplifier must be imagining the difference in quality that they
claim to heat"
With the help of my No2 pencil, I
was glad for the chance to set the record
straight.
Imay grumble about all the floor
space I've sacrificed at the altar of speaker placement. And Imay put my foot
down when expensive cabling threatens
to poach out of our grocery budget. But
at least Iknew Igot one answer right.
And for that Isuppose Iam grateful.
Julie Loughran
San Francisco, CA

TIGGER!!! Yes, you can dress 'Tigger
up in aconservative brown suit, but you
can never take away his mischievous
grin and telltale features.
This now explains that bouncy feeling Iget every time Ilisten to aDunlavy
Audio Labs product.
Gordon Stewart
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
cassandy@telusplanet.nd
Archival questions
Editor:
Stereophile is compulsively readable but
also has archival value. Many of the articles attain their greatest usefulness long
after publication, when one is actually
involved in apurchase decision.
Storing the magazine takes alot of
shelf space, and a high proportion is
taken up with advertisements, most of
which are the sanie month after month.
Could you please print the ads and
the text on separate pages instead of
back to back? Then we could tear out
the articles to be kept and save lots of
space.
Alan Pollard
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
a.pollard@utoronto.ca
Ibelieve that many years ago Gramophone
used to oftir its readers bound annual volumes
that had display advertising omitted, but your
siegestion is not practical, Mr. Pollard. Our publishing the magazine's cordent on CD-ROM
(as Gramophone is now doing with their
record reviews) or on the Internet is the way to
solve the limited shill-space problem.
Keep up the good work
Editor:
Overall, Stet-tip/1de is the single most
balanced high-end periodical Iread. I
look forward to its arrival each month,
as Ihave for the last eight years. Keep
up the good work.
Bernard Reagan
Atlanta, GA
benrard@hsvcpa.com

Give Cyberians the bum's rush
Editor:
I do not like anonymous letters in
Stereophile.
Ido not like letters with no town,
state, or country.
Ido not like addresses for Sclunucic2
@bs.com.
If writers want their addresses for
Something's amiss in heaven?
pen-pals printed for free, all should have
Editor:
Is something amiss in Hi-Fi Heaven? I that option.
If Cybcrians cannot disclose their city
think so. Take alook in the top right
and state, they should be treated as
corner of p.91 in the April '97 issue
anonymous and be given the bum's rush
(Vo120 No.4). Is that the real John
to the dustbin (English) or the trash can
Dunlavy? Ithink not. No, my fellow
Donald Bisbee
audiophiles, this is none other than that (American).
Columbus, OH
lovable Winnie the Pooh character,
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The 3.3
Loudspeaker System
Design:
Ultimate expression
of NHT Philosophy.
System accuracy:
Acoustical accuracy
rivaling finest audio
electronics.
Resolution:
Spatial/spectral
soundfield fully
responsive to
recording.
Enclosure:
Radical enclosure
optimizes radiation
over full audio
frequency range.
Componentry:
Individually matched
components assure
laboratory precision
within 0.3d8•
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The most important development
in sound reproduction for years.

The Faraday ring may look insignificant. But it's this tiny component that gives the A Series its huge dynamic range.
By counteracting rising impedance in the voice coil, it allows more power into the tweeter. And with
more power going in, you get more power out.
Even the highest frequencies sing out loud and clear, making the A Series the ideal speakers for the
faithful reproduction of today's digital music and film recordings.

1

The Faraday ring is just one of many small, but vitally important components that make the new
A Series so special. And there's only one place good enough for it. The beautiful box we put it in.
Celestion Cnnnnn ler Diehion. («lesion Road. Tovil. Maidmone. Kent. ME1S (MP U.K. Tel, 01622 687442. Fan, 01622 687981.
Celeytion Industries lm.. 89 Doug Brown Way. Holliaton. MA 01176. USA. Tel: SOB 4296706. Fuel, 908 429 2126.
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INDUSTRY

UNITED STATES
Michael Fremer
Sphere Marketing, whose $2 Black
Saint/Soul Note jazz LP offer was publicized in the April '97 "Analog Corner,"
wants Stereophile readers to know that
there arc no more records left—so
please stop calling! "I don't know
whether to kiss you or kill you," Sphere
Marketing's Frank Tafuri e-mailed me
recently, reacting to the overwhelming
response. Ireplied that my wife tells me
the same thing on aregular basis.
Apparently the calls, which began
flooding the Sphere offices as soon as the
issue hit the newsstands, overpowered
the company's phone system. Tafuri also
told me in his message that the company
was not set up for "retail," and that the
office had been basically paralyzed by the
outburst of enthusiasm for the "dead"
format. So busy was the staff fulfilling the
money-losing orders that it couldn't
attend to its regular business. Ireminded
Tafuri that the hundreds of naines he
added to his database as aresult of the
publicity constitute an invaluable asset.
He agreed, at the same time reminding
me that the LP offer was aprivate one
made by Sphere to critics, select customers, and friends.
Itold him Ididn't remember reading
that restriction in the original announcement, but that news of an abundant
selection of Black Saint/Soul Note LPs
for $2 each had probably shortcircuited
my long- and short-tenu memories. I
apologized, but told him that, since
Stereophile readers — even the analog

billion Web pages by the year 2000 —not
surprising, given estimates that the personal computer industry will sell 100 million computers worldwide in the next
year. And the global deployment of optical fiber allows billions of bits per second
of information to flow worldwide.
These economies of interconnection
are good for audiophiles, for they open
up the world for music. Already there are
over 500 radio stations Netcasting 24
hours aday in Europe; in the US there
are
over 1000. The demand for access to
Sphere Marketing wants
cultural diversity and conununities of
interest, especially in the music arena, has
Stereophile readers to
been very strong.
know there are no more $2
As an audiophile, you're cringing—
what am I talking about? Your last
LPs left— so stop calling!
experience with Internet "CD-quality
audio" at 28.8 was starting to sound
almost as good as AM radio. But don't
UNITED STATES
despair — bandwidth is coming. IndepenElizabeth Cohen
dent Internet backbones for broadband
The Internet is transforming the audio
transmission of sound are advancing
and multimedia industries, and the
toward die marketplace, and innovations
advent of Internet audio has eclipsed traditional digital audio as the agent of in coding technology offering better than
linear PCM performance are out of the
change. Its success at narrow bandwidths,
R&D stages of development.
high rates of compression, and slow rates
The Internet2 applications group is
of transmission has beautifully served to
actively seeking input from the audio
highlight its potential as ahigh-quality
community as to the audio standards and
music-delivery system. As of last month,
protocols advanced Internet services
the Internet linked over 120 countries.
We have Internet connections reaching should provide. The Audio Engineering
Society has responded by organizing the
from the earth-orbiting Space Shuttle to
Internetaudio.aes.org conference to take
the Woods Hole submersible. By conservative estimates there is adoubling of place in Seattle, Washington, June 13-15.
(For conference information and online
growth/connectivity every 8to 12 months.
registration, check the conference Web
There are 150 million Web pages now in
existence, and Wired magazine estimates a site: http://Internetaudio.aes.org.)

fanatics — are, above all else, music
lovers, those who ordered the records
simply because they were on vinyl will
probably continue to buy BS/SN product once they had achance to listen to
sonie of the great titles.
Unimpressed, Tafuri demanded that I
a) Tell you to stop calling him because
the records have all been sold out, and
b) Drive out to Queens and spend afew
days answering the phones. Ichose a).

CALEND
Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars should fax (do not call) Debbie
Stan- the when, where, and who at (505)
983-632Z at least eight weeks before the
month of the event— je, fyou're putting on
something in August 1997, you should get the
information to Debbie no later than June 1.
Mark thefax cover sheet "For the attention of
Debbie Starr — Dealer Bulletin Board."
Promoters of hi-fi shows and audio societies
promoting manufacturer visits should also fax
Debbie the details as soon as possible.
Stereophile, June 1997

A

CALIFORNIA

•Wednesday, May 28, 7:30pm: Century
Stereo (620 S. Bascom Avenue, San Jose)
is hosting an evening seminar and light
supper, at which representatives from
Sunfire will discuss "New Audio
Products from Bob Carver." For reservations, call (408) 998-7474 or visit their
Website, WWVV.centurystereo.com
•Friday, May 30 through Sunday, June 1:
HI-FI '97, Stereophile's Home Theater &
Specialty Audio Show, takes place at The

Westin St Francis Hotel, Union Square,
San Francisco. The previous two days will
be for trade only and are sponsored by
the Academy for the Advancement of
High-End Audio. See the ad elsewhere in
this issue for full details, or visit
http://www.hifishow.conilhifi.
• Monday, June 2: Music Hall and
Tony Hamza, International Sales Director for Epos Acoustics will host aseminar at Performance Audio, 2847 California Avenue, San Francisco. Call (415)
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Look inside the new KEF Reference Series Model Four and you'll understand why it has been hailed as one of the finest loudspeakers in the
world. You'll find brilliantly innovative design and advanced features found on no other speaker. No wonder it has met with such critical acclaim.
"...In the end, Iwas delighted with the performance
of the Ka Reference Four..."
"...you won't be disappointed with the result..."
Thomas]. Norton, Stereophile Vol.19 No.3 March 1996

"...The Model Four's response within 30 degrees of
the axis is extremely uniform in both the horizontal
and vertical planes; KEF's Uni -Q`
speaker systems are easily the best I've
measured in this respect..."

"...This speaker has adegree of slam and overall

"...be prepared to enjoy yourself

dynamic range associated with the best at two or three

alot..."

times the price..."

D. R. Keele, Audio magazine

Martin Colloms, Hi -Fi News
KEF AND UNI -0 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. UNI -0 IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2 236929 WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING
KEF ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA INC .89 DOUG BROWN WAY. HOLLISTON, MA 01746 TELEPHONE (508) 429 3600
KEF AUDIO (UK) LIMITED, ECCLESTON ROAD. TOVIL, MAIDSTONE, KENT. ME15 60P. U.K.

TELEPHONE: .44 (0) 1622 672261

The experience
of sound

Issues under discussion of direct con- This invitation to provide direction is a
unique opportunity. Ihope Stereophik
cern to Sterrophile readers include: How
readers will join us to stand up for qualidoes quality of service enable new types
ty online. And Ihope many of you will
of audio applications? What standards
have the opportunity to attend the
still need to be addressed in the Internet
Intenietaudio.aes.org conference.
context? For the Internet to be aviable
delivery platform for high-quality audio,
it must still evolve — not simply by proIn order for
viding higher connectivity speeds, but by
enhancing the base services of the netthe Internet
work. These new services must guarantee, on an end-to-end basis, the quality of
to be aviable
audio delivery. Are there gaps in the curdelivery platform for
rent standards activities that need to be
addressed? Are there proprietary aphigh-quality audio,
proaches that are superior, but limit interoperability due to vendor control? And,
it must still evolve.
even with standards, what is the user
interface to this new functionality? It's
UNITED STATES
certainly not myriad graphical dials and
Barry Willis
controls that must be manipulated for
On March 20, television broadcast
each application.
industry leaders announced asteppedIn addition to concerns about the
up timetable for the introduction of digquality of audio delivery, many content
ital High Definition TV. According to
producers are also concerned about secuthe New York 'Times's Joel Brinkley,
rity issues. How can privacy, intellectual
approximately 43% of the nation's 97
property protection, and electronic paymillion television-viewing households
ment be ensured in audio-based applicawill be able to receive HDTV broadcasts
tions? What are the benefits and liabiliin the next 18 to 24 months, assuming
ties of standards vs proprietary approachthey have the necessary hardware. The
es? How do we balance an open platform with the dangers of vesting power announcement was made in response
to accusations by federal officials of
in amonopoly? Can we, do we, guaranindustry foot-dragging in its implementee licensing rights to all?
Other topics impacting the future of tation of the new technology. Federal
Communications Committee chairman
high-quality audio on the Net include:
Reed Hundt had recendy ordered major
music and radio distribution over packet
broadcasters to have HDTV up and
networks, server push technology, pointrunning within a year, a deadline into-point audio delivery, binaural and
dustry executives claimed was impossimultichannel listening environments,
ble to meet.
distributed audio databases for improved
FCC commissioner Susan Ness said,
loudspeaker measurement and design,
after her meeting with industry represendistance learning/teaching of music, and
tatives, that she welcomed "the new level
conducting online pyschoacoustics and
of commitment for launching digital
music-cognition experiments.
The audiophile community can not television as evidenced by the new expedited construction schedule that the
afford to be silent, or it will be saddled
broadcasters submitted today." The origwith asystem that's only "good enough."

CALEN
441-6220 for details.
•Tuesday, June 3: Music Hall and Tony
Harnza, International Sales Director for
Epos Acoustics will host aseminar at dB
Audio, 2573 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley.
Call (510) 548-8733 for details.
•Wednesday, June 11, 7:30pm: Century
Stereo (620 S. Bascom Avenue, San Jose)
is hosting an evening seminar and
light supper, at which representatives
from McIntosh will discuss "High-End
Home Theater Systems." For reservaStereophile, June 1997
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inal schedule presented by the National
Association of Broadcasters would have
had only nine digital stations operating in
the whole country by April 1999, aplan
that provoked howls of protest from
equipment makers who wished to have
the first HDTV receivers in stores for the
1998 Christmas season. In the words of
Thomson Consumer Electronics VP
Bruce Allan, "If there's no signal, there's
no sales."
The new plan is to have HDTV available to about half the population within
30 months. More than one pundit who
has seen HDTV has commented that it
will make the vapidity of most televised
programming more apparent than ever.
Will the folks on the "creative" side of
the one-eyed monster ever reach alevel
comparable to their engineering counterparts? Does anyone out there care?
In related news, the FCC has decided
that conventional, NTSC, "analog" TV
broadcasting will not be discontinued
until 2006, rather than 2002 as Isaid in
last month's "Update." That date will be
re-examined each year.
UNITED STATES
Jonathan Scull
Ilooked at the obituaries in the New
York 'Times of Monday, April 14. "Gabriel
Wiener, 26, Early-Music Producer."
Ishook my head and scanned the page.
Dorothy Norman, "Writer Who Sought
Social Change," dead at 92. George
Wald, Nobel Biologist, gone at 90. The
incongruity was awl.
Gabe was found dead in his apartment on Wednesday, April 9. News
of his untimely demise seared through
the audio firmament like acomet. The
Net crackled with expressions of shock
and disbelief.
In his own words, pulled from the
PGM homepage (www.pgm.com), Gabe
described himself thus: "I'm alot of things
to alot of different people, Isuppose. I'm

A

tions, call (408) 998-7474 or visit their
Website, WWW.centurystereo.com
•Wednesday, June 25, 7:30pm: Century
Stereo (620 S. Bascom Avenue, San Jose)
is hosting an evening seminar and light
supper, at which representatives from
a/dVs/ will discuss "Car Audio Speakers
and Amplifiers." For reservations, call
(408) 998-7474 or visit their Website,
WWW.centutystereo.com

GEORGIA
•.
•
y, May 29, 8pm: Hi Notes
(919 Carroll Street, Perry) is holding its
semiannual open house, with guest
artist Barbara Altman, principal cellist
with the Macon Symphony Orchestra,
and Don Morrison of Morrison
Audio, who will premier his pointsource wave launch speaker, the Model
1.6. For more information, call (800)
808-4174 or access www.hinotes.com
• Sunday, June 22, 2-5:30pm: The
29

HOME THEATER THINK s2,000 WAS
A"REASONABLE PRICE."
In the December 1996 issue of
Home Theater magazine, Senior Editor
Al Griffin wrote "Is $2.000 a
reasonable price to pay for better bass?
In the case of the F-1800R. the answer
is an enthusiastic yes."
In the March 1997 issue of Audio
magazine, Contributing
Editor Ed Foster wrote
;0
"It's impossible to think
tialt%
about buying a

lOOR

Verge.,

Feji3Ire.

subwoofer without
considering Velodyne."
And Velodyne gives you

UI

alot to consider, no
matter what your definition
of reasonable is.
verodyn e

(AND WE HAVE 11 OTHER MODELS
THAT COST LESS.)
From our high performance VA Series that
starts at under $500 up to the critically
acclaimed F-1800R, there are 11 different
Velodyne models to choose from Subwoofers
that incorporate features found on no other
brand, like High Gain Servo that analyzes the
signal 3500 times asecond to insure clean,
powerful sound without distortion
So go out and find the subwoofer that's right
for you Whether it's an 8" or 18", 100 watts
or 1000, you'll find the best ones all have
something in common The name Velodyne

„AR..

Velodyne®
1070 Commerctal Street Suite 101 San Jose, CA 95112 408-436-7270 phone 408-436-6181 fax

the founder, principal producer, and poobah of PGM Recordings, arecord company devoted to issuing CDs of historically important but overlooked Early Music.
PGM is an outgrowth of my already
existing audio engineering firm, Quintessential Sound, Inc. QSI offers all manner of audio production services for an
upscale audio clientele." These included
on-location stereo digital recording,
direct-to-disc digital post-production and
mastering, and state-of-the-art audio
restoration. He even did forensic audio
enhancement —I'm told QSI worked on
the OJ case.
Immersed deeply in his love for
music, Gabe performed as the first tenor
with the Barnard-Columbia Chorus of
Columbia University, his alma mater.
He also commissioned a harpsichord,
built by Tyre & Goudzwaard of Grand
Rapids, Michigan, specifically designed
for the performance of 17th-century
music. (You can hear this beautiful
instrument on PGM-105, Volume II of
The Buxtehude Project.) My interview

"In this age of synthesized
audio and instant coffee,
Gabe Wiener had a
passion for quality audio
recording and reproduction." —Bob Katz
with Gabe appeared in the February
1996 issue of Stercuphik (Vol.19 No.2).
Gabe was also the Vice Chairman of
the New York Section of the Audio
Engineering Society. Last year he'd been
the Chairman, and planned on assuming
that role again next year.
Recording engineer Jerry Bruck of
Posthorn Recordings was one of many

Gabe Wiener at his favorite spot—next to his mixing console.

who spoke emotionally about Gabe's
passing. "It's incredible. Ican't imagine
knowing anyone else who could go
from zero to 70 in less time than Gabe
managed. When we first met Ithought
he was an enthusiastic kid who wanted
to learn about recording. Iliked and
encouraged him, yet it never struck me
that he was headed for the top. But he
became one of the prime mastering
engineers in the country, talked about
in the same breath as Bob Ludwig,
for example."
Jerry sighed heavily. "He was going
great guns in Munich two weeks ago at
the AES convention. Ijust called the
chief engineer at Schoeps to tell him
Gabe had passed away. It was very
touching; he didn't know what to say.
He told me it wasn't because he didn't
know the words in English, just that he
didn't know what to say."
David Chesky was more passionate
than I've ever heard him before. "Life is
an enigma. We saw Gabe all the time;

CALE
Atlanta Audio Society is hosting ajoint
seminar featuring Kevin Hayes and Kevin
Carter of Valve Amplification Company and Kevin Hosp of Verity Audio.
They will discuss and conduct demonstrations of the latest VAC tube amplification
products and the Verity Parsifal loudspeaker at the Hellenic Center, 2124
Cheshire Bridge Road, Adanta. For information, call Chuck Bruce at (404) 8765659. Internet: chucksaudio @mindspring.com or home page www.mindStereophile, June 1997
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spring.corn/-diudcsaudio.
INDIANA

• Monday, June 16, 6pm: Tonestudio
(820 East 64th Street, Indianapolis) is
hosting Michael Trei and Herb Reichert
of Audio Note, who will present afull
system featuring Audio Note singleended amplification with horn loudspeakers from Avantgarde Acoustic
of Germany. For more information, call
Mary Maryanovsky (317) 257-0601.

his place was just around the corner.
He was apositive force in the business,
Ihave to give him credit. He had areal
passion for music, and he enriched the
world with it. He came from afamily
where he could do anything he wanted, you know. Sort of like John Hammond, who also came from awell-todo family and helped jazz artists. Gabe
did the same with classical music. You
know, in art the dignity is in the effort."
After along pause, he added, "Life is
now, it's finite. We have to enjoy it and
remember that whatever problems we
have are petty. Things like this make
you lucid."
Ireceived the following e-mail from
recording and mastering engineer Bob
Katz, another friend and admirer of
Gabe's: "In this age of synthesized audio
and instant coffee, Gabe Wiener had a
passion for quality audio recording and
reproduction. His light shone brightly.
Like Mozart, perhaps too brightly. We'll
miss him."

R
ILLINOIS

• Saturday, June 14: Holm Audio (450
Ogden Avenue, Lisle) is hosting Michael
Trei and Herb Reichert of Audio Note,
who will present afull system featuring
Audio Note single-ended amplification
with horn loudspeakers from Avantgarde
Acoustic of Germany. For moreinformation, call Mike or Albert at (630) 663-1298.
•Sunday, June 15: The Chicago Audio
Society will host Audio Note's Michael
Trei and Herb Reichert, who will dis31

The Amazing
Harmonix
RIA-80 Tuning Disks

RFA-80 Tuning Disks
Size: lOmm dia.
Thickness: 2mm
Color: Dark Gray
Brown and White.
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une your room with Harmonix Room Tuning Mini Disks
and unleash the full potential of your sound system.
These small (10mm dia.) disks attached to the walls and
ceiling will let you experience akind of sound you have
never dreamed possible. The sound gains tremendous
dimensionality; sweeter high range, richer mid-range and
deeper and extended bass. The separation of each instrument is better delineated, front to back and side to side.
You will actually feel the air and space among each and
every source of sound.
Distributed exclusively in the USA and Canada by:

May Audio Marketing, Inc.

10524 Lexington Drive, Suite #300, Knoxvilie, TN 37932
USA:
Tel: 423-966-8844 Far 423-966-8833
Canada: Tel: 514-651-5707 Fax 514-651-9740
for free brochure, contact us

We developed RFA-80 Room Tuning Mini Disks
because we thought the room should be tuned as well as
the equipment. The result? A true revolution in the concept
of sound reproduction! Used alone the disks will bring
out the best in your sound system. Combined with asystem
properly tuned with other Harmonix tuning devices,
they will synergistically raise tuning performance to
unbelievable levels.
Try them and you are in for an incredible experience
in sound reproduction!

armo
Professional Tuning Devices only from COMBAK Corp.

Bob e-mailed athread from Gabe's
rec.audio.pro mailing list for audio professionals. Bob explained: "One of his
goals was to help fellow professionals by
providing amail list that wouldn't be littered with questions like, 'What microphone should Iuse to record my sister's
bat mitzvah?' 1)oing so, he unselfishly
provided afree service for audio professionals who could not deal with the
noise/signal ratio prevalent on the
rec.audio newsgroups. Who knows, he
probably passed away sitting in front of
his computer editing out the garbage
messages, all for the service of humanity.
Did he ever sleep? It's sad that we no
longer have anyone like Gabe to devote
his time to this needed passion. Ican't fill
his shoes. (When could Iever find the
time?) Who could?"
While the thread is too large to
reprint here, I've pulled some of Gabe's
more telling phrases so that you can
have asense of how his mind worked.
Like the following: "You advance the
quality of audio by never being satisfied
with what the technology is capable of,
and always trying to find the weaknesses in your engineering."
Or: "The best mastering engineers
are both artists and craftsmen, both artisans and technicians. Mastering is acurious black art without written rules (and
without any textbooks). But however
one chooses to approach it, it requires a
very holistic view of the program and
the objectives."
Iasked PGM producer David Oliver
what drove Gabe. "It was his great love,
above all else, for music. He was in the
truest sense apolymath. He was able to
do what he did because of his wide
breadth of knowledge and his intelligence. I've never met anyone so well able
to incorporate his love of music with
such knowledge of engineering. Did you
know that other audio engineers were
constantly sending him pieces of new test

play" for radio-group owners to expand
their listenerships without losing the
patronage of their rock fans. Under the
loosened rules of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, broadcasters can
now operate as many as five FM stations
in asingle geographical arca, providing
them plenty of potential for overlapping
formats and market saturation.
Of the 460 American radio stations
that play classical music, only 40 arc
commercial. Adelson mentions that
"You advance the quality of since the radio-rating service Arbitron
ranks only commercial stations, the true
audio by never being
size of the market for classical music is
anybody's guess. However, she does ofsatisfied with what the
fer these interesting statistics from
Robert Unmacht, Editor of the industry
technology is capable of,
newsletter M StreetJournal: According to
and always trying to find
Arbitron, classical music is played by
only 0.7% of radio stations, but enthe engineering weakness!' tertains 1.4% of the listeners. (I stared
like an idiot for along time at those
numbers. Ithink they mean there are
UNITED STATES
twice as many classical fans as the radio
Barry Willis
Hope springs eternal: Classical music industry believes there arc.) By commay be making acomeback with radio parison, 15% of commercial stations play
country music, but command only 11%
listeners. The SW Network, adivision
of the listeners. (I think that means there
of Sony Corporation, is going after new
listeners with aclassical format modeled are fewer country fans than the industry
believes there are.)
on Top 40 radio. With 11 affiliates
There may be abroad shift in musical
stretched across the country in towns
taste taking place (and evidence from
like Tulsa, Oklahoma; Monterey, Caliother parts of the music industry, like
fornia; and Kennebunk, Maine, the netthe decline in sales of rock and pop
work hopes that its format will pull in
disenfranchised classical fans, many of recordings, seems to support this hypothesis) — variously attributed to an
whom have seen their publicly supaging population and the widespread
ported classical stations wither in the
wake of federal cutbacks in arts funding use of classical music in movies and television. In astudy done by Jon Coleman,
and the support of public broadcasting.
SW Network has modeled its format aradio consultant in Research Triangle
Park, North Carolina, Motown was
on the programming success of Lonranked the most popular form of music
don's Classic FM.
SW Programming Vice President and classical was second. Coleman's
research flies in the face of conventional
Anthony Rudel, aconductor's son and
wisdom, which holds that country, news
the author of three books on classical
talk, and oldies are the three most popmusic, told the New York Times's Andrea
ular radio formats in the US. In acuriAdelson that the format is "a contrarian

equipment for his opinion? He had the
skill to be the director, the manager, and
even apsychologist in terms of what was
happening in front of the mike. But it
was really all about the recording sessions. That was when we were most
happy and connected."
I know I speak for everyone at
Stereophile when Iexpress our heartfelt
condolences to Gabe's family.

CA
cuss the company's single-ended triode
electronics and the German Avant
garde Acoustic Uno horn speakers.
Join in the fun by calling (847) 3828433 or (847) 843-2554, or e-mail
73707.553@Compuserve.com
•Saturday, June 28, llam-6pm: Holm
Audio (450 Ogden Avenue, Lisle) is
hosting Brian Tucker of Pro Audio
Ltd., who will showcase the new Pink
Triangle Tarentella turntable and their
new digital products, along with WilStereophile, June 1997
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son Benesch's latest carbon-fiber isolation equipment stands and analog products. Ensemble's latest cables and
accessories will also be featured. For
more information, call Mike or Albert
at (630) 663-1298.

player and the 861 Reference surround
processor. For more information, call
(617) 648-4434; fax (617) 646-6039; or
e-mail sshop@tiac.net
NEW HAMPSHIRE

• Saturday, May 17, 2-6pm: Doug
Blackwell of Transparent Cable, Dana
MASSACHUSETTS
•Monday, June 16: The Stereo Shop of Carlson of Madrigal, and Mike Kelly of
Aerial Acoustics will discuss audio and
Arlington (1060 Massachusetts Avenue)
is hosting Ross Kiem of Meridian for a film systems at Ensemble Music Systems
(166 Daniel Webster Highway, Nashua).
seminar featuring the new 586 DVD
33

Wh& inspiration fiels the creation of music,

Real Power
speaker or AC line fluctuations. From input to

engineering drives its reproduction. For fifteen

output, the signal path is filly differential with

years Krell has forced advancements in amplifier

all gain stages employing our radically new

design by employing only the most innovative

current mode circuitry.

circuit topologies.

Armed with a spectacular

array of new technologies, the Full Power
Balanced 600 closes the gap between stereo
presentation and the live event.

Elegantly understateeZ the
exterior is an evolutional),
step for Krell — while the
underlying technologies

The Full Power Balanced 600features avirtually

represent

limitless 600 watt per channel power output

progress for music lovers.

capability. This power is deliveredftom afilly
regulated output stage completely impervious to

The Krell FPB 600
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KRELL • 45 Connair Road • Orange, CT 06477 • Phone: 203-799-9954 • FAX: 203-799-9796

ous statement that called into question
the validity of all market research,
he pointed out that claimed preferences arc often not what people actually prefer. "Intellectually," he told
Adelson, "they say they want more
variety. Behaviorally, that's not how
they respond. The reality is they want
what is familiar."
Maybe they do. And that's just what
the SW Network is hoping for. Its
"Greatest Hits" approach offers plenty
of easy-access short pieces from wellknown composers like Mozart, Vivaldi,
Beethoven, and Bach, while avoiding
long operas, live broadcasts, and difficult
or obscure composers. SW disc jockeys
forego the orchestral credits and the
snooty, academic tone commonly associated with classical radio announcers.
The format has been accused by critics
of "dumbing down" the classical repertoire and "giving pabulum" to its listeners. One critic, Saul Levine, owner of
traditional classical KKGO-FM in Los
Angeles, said SW's breezy format is "an
embarrassment. We don't take amovement and say 'Here is some Brahms.' In
effect, they're saying, `We don't want to
tax your mind.' "
Rudel dismisses such criticism. "The
old-style stations approach classical
music like amuseum," he says. "We're
in the entertainment business. We
make it interesting."
One station that has been revived by
SW's format is Tulsa's KCFM. Once a
low-rated rock station, KCFM's audience
and advertising sales have both increased
by 50% since it adopted the new format.
It now has a2.9% market share. Some listeners were so elated they wrote letters to
the station promising to support its advertisers. The Tulsa Symphony, long suffering
adecline in ticket sales, has seen that trend
reverse since KCFM went classical. The
city had been without aclassical station
since 1994.

UNITED STATES
Steven Stone
A majority of audiophiles are convinced
that professional audio engineers don't
really care about good sound. The rest
know that engineers can't hear anyway.
They're both wrong. The actual reason
audiophiles put down pro engineers is
that, deep down inside, they know that
engineers have way more fun than they
do. Engineers have better toys —not
only cooler gear and real live musicians
to play with, but master tapes for their
listening pleasure.

Audiophiles put down
pro engineers because,
deep down inside, they
know that engineers
have way more fun
than they do.
Last night JGH and Icrashed alistening session otherwise attended solely by
pro audio engineers. We got together to
compare 96kHz, 24-bit digital processors.
While audiophiles (at least those busy
pontificating over the Internet) merely
speculate about "theoretical" sonic improvements manifested by the 96k/24bit standard, pro engineers are actually listening to the results!
Iknow that most people would consider Colorado a backwater for pro
recording activity, especially compared
to New York or Los Angeles. Although
it is asmaller market, we have access to
as much new technology as them bigcity fellers. The reason is Mickey Houlihan, owner of Wind Over the Earth,
purveyor of specialty high-end professional recording equipment since 1981.
The secret of Mickey's success is simple:

CA
Seating is limited; call (603) 888-9M for
reservations.
NEW YORK

• Each month: For information on the
monthly meetings of the Musicalaudiophile Society, The Audiophile
Society, and the Gotham Audio Society,
call David Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
•June, TBA: Carl and Marilyn Marchisotto of Acarian Systems will present their Adriana speaker system at
Stereophite, June 1997
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He doesn't just sell boxes, he knows how
to use the gear he sells. He is an on-location specialist whose passion is recording
acoustic instruments in natural spaces.
He engineered all the early Paul Winter
location recordings, and has recorded
projects for cellist David Darling. His
business evolved from other engineers
asking, "What did you use on that?
Where can Iget one?" Nor does Mickey
sell stuff "blind"; he lets his customers try
gear out before they buy it, to make sure
it's the right tool for their particular application. That first free taste hooks 'ern.
Mickey organized this digital processor shoot-out, held at Colorado Sound
in Westminster. Owned and managed
by Kevin Clock, the 20-year-old recording studio is beautifully laid out, with
enough room to hold all of the 17 engineers who were buzzing about as well
as the Dave Corbus jazz trio. Colorado
Sound also boasts adizzying array of
microphones. On this session they used
a Neumann U-47 FET on the kickdrum, with a Sennheiser 421 on the
beater side. Two AKG 451s were used
on the snares, above and below the
drum head. A Neumann KM-84 was
pointed at the high-hat cymbals, while
an AKG 414 was on toms. Finally, a
Soundfield mike was flown above the
ride cymbals. The upright bass had both
aDI (direct input) via acontact mike on
the bass's wooden body, and a Neumann U-48 placed about 8" from the
instrument. The Gibson ES-175 electric
guitar had amodified Neumann U-87
pointed at its Fender Deluxe reissue amp
as well as a direct input. The drum
microphones all went into aGrace mike
preamp, while the other mikes went into
the mike preamps of the CS-2000P
Euphonix board. The effects consisted of
a1178 Urei compressor on the guitar, a
Lexicon 480L for reverb, and an Eventide H-3000 D/SE Ultraharmonizer for
chorus effects.

ENDA

the Musicalaudiophile Society monthly meeting. As is traditional, aChinese
banquet will precede the meeting. For
details, call David Nemzer at (718)
237-1094.
OHIO

•Thursday, June 19: Progressive Audio
(1764 North High Street, Columbus)
will present an evening with Bruce
Brisson, founder of Music Interface
Technologies, inventor of the patented

network cable interface system, and the
man behind the 2C3D music system.
Seating is limited; please call (614) 2990565 for times and reservations.
• Tuesday, July 29: Progressive Audio
(1764 North High Street, Columbus)
will present an evening with David A.
Wilson, founder of Wilson Audio
Specialties, recording engineer, and
designer of the WA/v1M, X-1 Grand
SLAMM, WATT/PUPPY Si, System
II wrn; and CUB speakers. Seating
35

Having real live music as the basis for
sonic evaluations is fantastic. Instead of
comparing recorded sound to some
amorphous "ideal," you can compare it
to the actual live mike feed. All signals
were mixed down to two channels in
the Euphonix board. Two-channel signals were then fed to both DB
Technologies and dCS A/D converters.
From the ADCs the digital signal went
into two identical Sonic Solutions
breakout boxes for routing into two
Macs running Sonic Solutions Sonic
Studio programs, each with its own 4gigabyte hard drive. A third stereo feed
went from the Euphonix straight to an
Ampex ATR-104 1
/"analog tape rec2
order running at 30ips. For digital
playback aprototype DB Technologies
96kHz-capable D/A was used. Digital
switching was done at the D/A, while
switching between digital, analog, and
direct feed was done on the Euphonix
board. Monitoring was through apair of
self-powered Genelec 1031A speakers.
We tried two different listening tests.
The first involved comparing 44.1k/24bit, 96k/24-bit, and analog recordings
with the live mike feed. We ran the
dCS A/D at 44.1k while the DB Technologies A/D handled 96k duties.
Before the test began, many of the engineers wondered if they'd be able to hear
any differences. After 30 seconds their
doubts vanished. Even way off speaker
axis, the 44.1k/24-bit recording was
clearly inferior. It suffered from vastly
reduced microdynamic energy — the
differences between the attacks of the
guita4 drums, and bass were all diminished. Also, the 44.1k "bleached" the
acoustic bass, reducing its bloom and
weight. At 44.1kHz, upper-frequency air
seemed not only truncated, but midtreble was "whitened," with more edge
but less dynamic energy and life. The
analog tape and 96k recordings sounded
much closer to the mike feed. Both had

far more correct midrange tonality and
increased dynamic energy. Only in
upper-frequency air did the analog tape
lose out to the 96k recording. The analog
tape was surprisingly almost identical on
microdynamics, low-frequency bloom,
and low-level detail.
The second test pitted the dCS A/D
against the DB Technologies A/D, both
now set to 96kHz sampling. Both A/Ds
went through the DB Technologies prototype 96k DIA. The most striking thing
about this test was that neither 96k A/D
sounded exactly like the mike feed; each

The 44.1k/24-bit recording
was clearly inferior...
the analog tape and 96k
recordings sounded
much closer to
the mike feed.
had aunique sonic character. The dCS
machine —see "The Rhapsody Project"
elsewhere in this issue —could be characterized as having subtractive colorations:
the cymbal sound was abit sweeter and
darker than the mike feed, with abit less
dynamic energy and air. The DB
Technologies machine was additive, with
abit of extra zazz to the cymbals, and
some microdynarnic exaggeration.
Opinion as to which A/D was "better" was clearly divided. JGH preferred
the dynamically alive quality of the DB
Technologies machine, while Iopted
for the refined finesse of the dCS
encoder. Agreement was universal that
96k/24-bit recording, while not yet
identical to the mike feed, is far superior to any previously available recording
methodology. Everyone in the room felt
like trashing their DAT machines and

CALEND
is limited; please call (614) 299-0565
for times and reservations.
OREGON

•Monday, June 9, 6-9pm: Tyll Hertsens,
President of HeadRoom will present
"An Evening with HeadRoom" at the
Oregon History Center (1200 SW Park
Avenue, Portland). Light refreshments
will be served. For more information, see
HeadRoom's Web site at www.headphone.com or call (800) 828-8184.
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burning their DAT tapes.
This particular two-channel 96k system configuration costs around $26,000.
The A/Ds cost $7700 (DB Technologies) and $9850 (dCS). The Sonic
Solutions Sonic Studio 26/24 software
and board are $8000, an additional $899
for high-density capability, and $3499 for
their break-out box. A plain-vanilla Mac
is about $3000, while amultimedia-rated
hard drive is an additional $1500. The
least expensive two-channel 96k D/A is
$9000. Recording technology, like computer technology, has only two kinds of
machines —experimental (and expensive) and obsolete (and affordable). I'm
afraid I'm forced to use the latter.
While these 96k master tapes have
remarkable sound quality, there's no
way to know if the consumer will ever
get to hear what they can do. It's quite
clear that our current CD format suffers
mightily from sonic degradation during
the manufacturing process, and there's
no reason to believe that 96k discs will
fare any better. My pessimism is based
on the fact that most manufacturing
facilities still don't acknowledge that
there's aproblem with loss of fidelity
during disc fabrication!
Before it can be solved, a problem
must first be accepted. Both Peter
McGrath and Bob Ludwig have shown
that two discs with identical bit information can sound noticeably different.
Still, guys making the discs believe that
bits is bits —if the printouts on two discs
match, the discs must sound identical.
Dumbness does indeed lead to deafness.
The good news is that 96k/24-bit
two-channel digital master tapes are a
reality, and are certainly the closest thing
to a live mike feed I've ever experienced. The bad news is that it will be
quite awhile till prosumers like myself
can afford the technology; and even
longer, if ever, before the average consumer reaps their sonic benefits.

A

VIRGINIA

•Wednesday, June 11, 7:30pm: Dennis
Had of Cary Audio Design will
demonstrate the company's new series
of CAD-50 amplifiers, preamplifiers,
and D/A converter at Deja Vu Audio
in Mclean. A drawing will be held for a
Cary model SLA-70 stereo amplifier.
Call (703) 734-9391 for reservations.
WASHINGTON

•Sunday, June 8: Music Hall and Tony

Harnza of Epos Acoustics will host a
seminar at Hawthorne Stereo (6303
Roosevelt Way NE, Seattle). Call (206)
522-9609 for details.
•Tuesday, June 10, 6-9pm: Tyll Hertsens,
President of HeadRoom will present
"An Evening with HeadRoom" at the
Radisson at Sea-Tac (17001 Pacific Highway South, Seattle). Light refreshments
will be served. For more information, see
HeaciRoom's Web site at www.headphone.com or call (800) 828-8184.
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ART
FOR YOUR EARS
The ART Preamplifier is alimited
edition work of strikingly advanced
audio technolgy dedicated to your
passion for music ,designed to reveal
subtule nuances hidden in your
treasured recordings.

conrad-johnson It just sounds right.
2733 Merrilee Drive Fairfax VA 22031 phone 703- 698-8581, fax 703-560-5360

and the penny began to drop.
UNITED KINGDOM
An integrated amplifier is no longer a
Paul Messenger
There's nothing new about bi-amping. "dead end" purchase. It's actually an
I'm sure Ican recall some upmarket integrated pre-/power combo, with a
American speakers with the appropriate power stage that's just right for driving
terminals way back in the 1970s. But tweeters when abeefier external power
until quite recently the practice was amp is purchased to give the bass driver
some extra welly. As soon as the dealers
almost unknown here in Britain.
Maybe it's because the British pace- started demonstrating the effects of bisetters of 20 years back — notably amping, customers with the requisite
Meridian and the Linn/Naim combos twin-terminal speakers started buying
— were concentrating on fully active- add-on power amps — in surprisingly
drive speaker systems, so a"halfway" large quantities.
passive bi-amp (or tri-amp) culture
never really stood much chance of getAfew dissenters still
ting started.
regard bi-wiring as aplot
Such is the perversity of hi-fi cause
and effect— multi-amping probably
hatched between cable
wouldn't have emerged today either if
the idea of bi-wiring hadn't surfaced
makers and dealers, but
sometime around the mid-'80s. A few
dissenters still regard bi-wiring as aplot
it's caught on big-time
hatched between cable makers and
dealers, but it's caught on big-time in
in Britain over the
Britain over the past decade, so that now
past decade.
only the cheapest models (and the few
dissenters) come with just asingle pair
Around the same time, Arcam had
of terminals.
Iwas abi-wire skeptic when Istarted been pondering why Linn was selling so
reviewing large quantities of loud- many power amplifiers, when adealer
speakers for Hi-Fi Choice 10 years ago; I mentioned that one of his customers
also had some matching power amps was (very happily) using two Alpha 3
available, so Iimmediately started ex- integrated amps — one for each chanperimenting with the bi-amp possi- nel! Arcam's upmarket Delta 290 intebilities. Whereas the results of bi-wiring grated amp (now the Alpha 9) already
could be nebulous and unpredictable, bi- had the necessary output sockets, and
amping invariably produced an obvious building a prototype 290P powerimprovement. This posed areviewing amp-only was simplicity itself. The bidilenunai bi-amp drive maximized the amp improvement was so obvious that
performance of the speakers, but was it (now the Alpha 9P) immediately
totally unrepresentative of what was went into production.
It's been so successful — Arcam reckgoing on out there in the real world. So I
stopped doing it. Now I'm starting to ons nearly aquarter of Delta 290 cuswonder whether it's time to get hold of tomers have upgraded by adding asecond 290P — that the decision was made
some extra power amps again.
Linn was the first brand to make a to extend this upgrade option to purserious effort to introduce bi-amping to chasers of the cheaper "budget" amps.
Britain, as an upgrading step to ease the The properly buffered "pre-out" sockets
financial route between single/passive come fitted as standard to the new
and fully active multi-amp drive. But Alpha 7, 8, and 9integrated amps, and
Linn is very much afull-line, complete- an 8P power amp provides aless costly
system brand, and it was some time alternative to a9P.
The latest piece of the jigsaw comes
before other British brands woke up
and smelled the financial possibilities with Arcam's recent announcement of
"retrofit" bi-amp kits for earlier Alpha
across the broader marketplace.
Afew years ago Arcarn and Audiolab budget amplifiers —the 5, 5plus, 6, and
realized the possibilities. Audiolab had 6plus — bringing bi-amp upgrading
an advantage in that its products were within the reach of the tens of thousands
already "bi-amp-ready." Its integrated of Arcam customers between late '93 and
amps had the necessary buffered pre- '96. The kit costs £50 ($80) in the UK,
out sockets operating at the appropriate and involves aqualified dealer installing
level, and the gains of its internal and an extra circuit board and wiring harness
separate power amplifiers matched. The to convert the second of the tape output
company started actively demonstrating sockets to pre-out operation.
With other brands such as Creek also
the effects of bi-amping to its dealers,

supplying "bi-amp-ready" electronics,
and the overwhelming majority of
speakers now coming with split crossovers and twin terminals, there's every
reason to expect bi-amping to continue
to grow rapidly.
Why it didn't start happening 10 years
back, when speaker bi-wiring first
appeared, is maybe the more interesting
question. Maybe the industry was just
too distracted by Compact Disc to notice
what was going on. Or maybe it's that
customers' attitudes have changed —
from aclimate of conspicuous consumption and rapid obsolescence to one more
inclined to buy things that last, and that
can be expanded at some future date
rather than simply junked or traded.
Bi-amping is not without its critics and
problem areas. It's tough on speaker
brands that use series (rather than parallel) crossovers. True, these are very much
the exception these days, but it would be
apity if this fascinating approach were to
disappear. And there's apretty powerful
argument that upgrading acheap amp by
adding another cheap amp is not as good
as putting all the budget into one rather
better amplifier. That very thorny
question is one we reviewers are going
to have to start coming to grips with
pretty soon.
Proponents of full active drive (such
as Naim, Meridian, and ATC) might
argue that bi- (or tri-) amping goes only
halfway. There's some truth in that, but
active drive is effectively afull-system
lock-in. Multi-amp drive using passive
crossovers leaves the complete acoustic
design (including the network contribution) up to the loudspeaker specialist
as well as the free choice of partnering
amplification —which, after all, is what a
lot of specialist hi-fi is all about.
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
In an ongoing effort to make computers
more enticing for the home environment, several standards aimed at improving audio in PC systems have been proposed and/or further established recently.
Microsoft, which knows how to adapt to
and capitalize on apotent market when it
sees one, has been particularly vocal about
setting higher audio specification targets
and design goals for future generations of
computen.
Most industry analysts agree that to
keep computer vendors happy, Microsoft
will likely stay out of the PC hardware
business — the exception being their keyboard and mouse peripherals (the most
profitable division per employee in the
company). Thus, setting and enforcing
39
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Who would have expected the push
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games, and more games. Intel chief Andy
Grove is one who has made several overly enthusiastic statements about his faith
in the inherent creativity of the average
computer-friendly human being. The
jury's still out as to whether his faith will
be vindicated. He and others in his industry have ignored the failed results of various interactive cable-TV experiments. It
seems amighty big leap to extrapolate
from computer-and-Internet use as it
exists today to monster all-purpose PCs
in every living room. On the other hand,
reliable statistics show that people
are watching TV less and using computen more.
Two similar "bridging" products
were trotted out last year to a so-far
lukewarm reception by the public. One
is the WebTV converter that enables
non-computer-equipped households to
visit Web sites and such — for the most
part, acheap way for the curious to test
the digital waters without committing
to the purchase of PC, modem, and
Internet-access server. The other is
"Destination," a large-format computer/television put out by computer
maker Gateway 2000. It, too, has basically tanked.
Unsolved riddle: How do two parallel industries converge and diverge
simultaneously? Stay tuned.
JAPAN
Robert Harley
Sony Corporation sponsored apress trip
for US audio and computer journalists
at the end of February in anticipation of
the US launch of Sony's DVP-S7000
DVD player in April. Fifteen writers sat
through technical seminars on key
DVD technologies, visited Sony's DVD
authoring and replication facilities, and
met with top Sony executives.
A DVD (or Digital Versatile Disc)
looks just like aCD, but has as much as
25 times the data capacity. This additional data density makes it an ideal carrier of
digitally encoded movies, computer data,
and anew super high-quality multichannel audio format. DVD's massive data
capacity could be the platform for an
audio disc with multichannel audio
encoded at 882kHz or 96kHz, and with
20-bit or 24-bit resolution. Such ahighquality audio disc would offer unprecedented sound quality.
The Compact Disc was launched in
the US in 1983 as an audio format.
Later applications — CD-ROM and
CD-Video — were made possible by the
popularity of music CDs. Ironically, the
situation with DVD is reversed: The
first applications of DVD are movies
Stereophile, June 1997

Sony DVP-S7000 DVD player

and computer data, with aDVD music
carrier relegated to the back burner.
This time, DVD-Video and DVDROM will establish the DVD format
and, music lovers hope, pave the way for
aDVD music carrier.
There's no guarantee that DVD will
be used for high-quality music. A preliminary specification calls for twochannel audio at 24-bit resolution and
96kHz sampling rate, but an official
standard for DVD-Audio has yet to be
agreed upon.'
However, DVD is expected to quickly replace CD-ROM. With the voracious appetite for data of today's computer applications, DVD-ROM's huge
storage capacity will likely make the
format a shoo-in for the computer
industry. Sony's DVD-ROM drives are
identical in size and interface to today's
CD-ROM drives, making the transition
from CD-ROM to DVD-ROM relatively smooth. In addition, a DVD-R
(recordable, write-once) format is already
finalized, and will carry 3.9 gigabytes of
data. The specification for DVD-RAM
(rewritable DVD) is still under discussion, but is inevitable ("only" 2.6 gigabytes will be possible with DVD-RAM).
Despite the technical feasibility of
recordable DVD, no recordable DVDVideo or DVD-Audio machines are
planned; recording on DVD is limited to
computer applications.
DVD Data Capacity: Even in its most
basic form, DVD has astorage capacity
of 4.7 gigabytes (4700 megabytes), or
about seven times the capacity of aCD.
DVD's huge data capacity is made possible by shrinking the size of the pits
1See "As We See It" in the May '97 and August '96
issues of Stereophile, and the ARA proposal in the
August'95 issue,

embedded in the plastic disc and reducing the spacing between tracks. Each
dimension has been reduced by roughly
half. Where the track pitch (distance
between tracks) was 1.6p.m on CD,
DVD's track pitch is only 0.74p.m.2
Similarly, the shortest pit on aCD is
0.831.1m; on DVD, 0.41.s.m. These smaller pits are read with alaser of shorter
wavelength (635nm in DVD vs 780nm
in CD) and asmaller beam spot size.
DVD's twofold reduction in pit size is
remarkable considering that pits on a
CD were already among the smallest
manufactured structures. DVD also
benefits from aslightly more efficient
coding scheme that yields an 8% gain in
storage density. These various techniques add up to asevenfold increase in
data-storage capacity without increasing
the disc size.
If 4.7 gigabytes aren't enough, DVDs
can be made with two information layers on one side. The playback laser
beam simply focuses to aslightly different depth in the polycarbonate disc to
read the second layer. This second
layer's storage capacity is 3.8GB, for a
total of 8.5GB for adual-layer disc.
The DVD specification also calls for
two dual-layer discs bonded together
These dual-layer, double-sided discs can
store a whopping 17GB of data. I
expect, however, that DVD will be limited to single-layer, single-sided discs for
the next year. Dual-layer, double-sided
DVDs introduce many more manufacturing steps.
All DVDs are made from two pieces
of polycarbonate, each half the thickness
of aCD. The two halves are bonded
together to form adisc that looks and
feels just like aCD (though its surface
2A micrometer, or micron, is one millionth of ameter,
or 0.000039"; ahuman hair is about 751.un in diameter.
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We'd call them revolutionary,
but quite frankly, we Brits
are still a little uncomfortable
with that word.
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Easily upgradable. Give them a listen and see how they compare with other leading components.
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would have held the smaller DVD pits
that might have contained ahigh-resolution audio format. If you have aCD player, you hear two-channel audio at
44.1kHz and 16-bit resolution. Owners
of DVD players could read and decode
the 882kHz- or 96IcHz-sampled audio
with 24-bit resolution. Everybody's
happy: The record companies and retailers have asingle inventory and backward
compatibility; hardware manufacturers
get to sell new players; consumers uninterested in better sound aren't forced to
buy anew player and replace their CD
collections; and audiophiles get multichannel, wide-bandwidth, high-resolution music in their homes.
The problem is that CD players are
designed to focus through 12mm of
polycarbonate, not the 0.6mm of a
DVD. When Sony lost the battle for a
single-sided disc, the possibility of a
backward-compatible, single-inventory
audio disc may also have slipped away.
Let's hope not.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Wilson Benesch's A.C.T. One speaker,
with its radically shaped carbon-fiber
composite (CFC) enclosure, picked up
all manner of awards internationally in
1996, but a hefty price tag (£6500;
$10,900) placed it beyond the reach of
many potential customers.
WB has now addressed that problem
with aless expensive model, the Actor,
priced at £3800 ($6370). The Actor
uses the same drivers, virtually the same
crossover, and asimilar-size enclosure to
the A.C.T. One. All the effort has gone
into creating an enclosure that sacrifices
as little as possible of the original's performance, but is much less costly to
manufacture, with careful reference
back to the A.C.T. One throughout the
development process.
The latter's alloy baffle is omitted,
there are now five rather than six internal braces, and, in place of the CFC
enclosure, the Actor uses awood-based
composite. However, this is by no
means astandard off-the-shelf material,
as it contains 20-30% air and is then
molded to form acurved shape. The
end result provides high stiffness along
with low mass, and eliminates the need
for internal damping materials.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
New England Audio, which last spring
purchased King of Prussia, Pennsylvania's
13-store Bryn Mawr Stereo & Video, is
hoping to expand into the Southeast.
Stereophiie, June 1997

NEA's subsidiary, Boston-based Tweeter •
•
etc., is negotiating to buy Atlanta's 10store HiFi Buys. The deal is expected to
o,
close by early summer.
HiFi Buys, a mid- to upper-end
audio and video retailer that features
high-end gear in its flagship stores, has
long ruled the Atlanta roost. The company has outlived competitors large and I
small, from CBS-owned Pacific Stereo
to one- or two-store operations like Stereo Village and Stereo Designs. '
"Buys," as it is known locally, was
founded in 1973 by Mel Silverman,
whose claim to musical fame was that
he once played drums for soul act Sam
"High purity, neutral and rich in
and Dave. The original store in Atlanta's
expression" "Definitely the one"
then-bohemian and now very upscale
Bucldiead district was apopular pit stop
Japan
and meeting ground for local audiophiles and musicians in the late '70s and
"Powerful and clear"
early '80s.
In 1980, under fierce pressure from
Germany
Pacific Stereo, the company sought
bankruptcy protection. Current owner
Jeffrey Snow bought a50% interest in
"Wonderfully musical"
HiFi Buys in 1982 and brought it out of
Italy
bankruptcy the following year. Silverman then sold his remaining interest,
and Snow went into partnership with
"The BEST! State-of-the-art"
his brother Richard, employee David
Hong Kong
Ginsburg, and longtime "Buys" manager Walter Liederman. Shrewd management and marketing enabled the
"No holds barred"
partners to increase revenues at an
U.S.A.
annual rate of 10-15%. In 1996, with 10
stores and 380 employees, they had
$100 million in sales, Snow told
Susannah Vesey Rauscher of the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution.
In an unintentional comment on
the relative economic strengths of the
two regions, New England Audio 1
L
ported sales of approximately the same
amount from 35 stores in the
Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states.
(NEA leverages its purchasing power
through abuying cooperative, thereby
competing on price against national
giants like Circuit City.) Tweeter etc.'s
President Jeffrey Stone said that the
takeover of HiFi Buys would be a
good fit, and the Atlanta operation
would provide a strong base from
which to expand throughout the
Southeast. The companies have similar
HIGH PERFORMANCE TRANSMISSION IIN FS
formats: accessibly priced quality
ANALOG
•
DIGITAL
•
OPTICAL
home-entertainment electronics, wellDesigned and manufactured by
trained salespeople, and ahigher staffUnivocal Corporation
to-customer ratio than the major discounters. "We're good at what we do,"
21636 N. 14th Ave., Suite A-4
was Jeffrey Snow's predictable explaPhoenix, Arizona 85027
nation for his success, but fear of
Phone (602) 516-2248 Fox (602) 516-2251
spooking the deal kept him from quotEl 1996 Univocal Corporalion
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ou live for it. That moment when the

violins are soaring and the drums are pounding,
and you suddenly realize you've been holding
your breath. It's this transcendent moment that
keeps us working here at Parasound. That keeps
us combining ground-breaking circuit designs
with premium audiophile parts. Take, for
example, our four most affordable high-current
amplifiers. With independent power supplies
and direct-coupled inputs, they pull you deep
inside the music one moment, and then launch
you out of your scat the next. And now they
even turn themselves on whenever they receive
a 12 volt control signal. They're all part of
our obsession to create great sounding audio
components that arc so well-built you'll be able
to hand them down to your son Thelonius.
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Aragon 6t)08x3
The only amplifier rated Class A
by the Stereophile Guide To Home Theater
_

.

.
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The following is Thomas J. Norton's
quote from the Spring 1997 issue Vol. 3
No. 1 explaining why the Aragon is the
only amplifier to achieve the Class A rating.
"Calling it 'an open window on the
source,' TJN found this three-channel
version of the 'terrific' two channel
8008 to be a superb performer on
both music and movies. 'At the bottom end,' he said, 'you will look long
and hard to find an amplifier that
MONDIAL

betters the Aragon.' As for the midrange,
'it had a convincing clarity, with a slightly
laid back quality and an excellent sense
of depth. There was no glare or edginess;
the sound was neither veiled nor closed
in.' Finally, TJN found the 'top end
transparent and finely detailed.
Resolution is excellent; there is asense
of seeing into the soundstage that
is not bettered by any multichannel
amplifier in my experience. —
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tlast — aCD player from acompany that doesn't like CD. Rega
Developments of the UK is
famous, among other things, for its
Planar 3 turntable and phenomenal
RB300 tonearm. A few years ago the
company branched out into loudspeakers, then electronics, but for several
years into the digital revolution Rega
held fast and made only turntables and
tonearms.
Iremember talking with Roy Gandy,
Rega's co-founder and Managing Director, more than adozen years ago. Along
with Ivor Tiefenbrun of Linn, Gandy
seemed to hope that CD might go away.
It was Tiefenbrun who once told me that
CDs were fine "for little old ladies with
shaky fingers."
Well, CD is here to stay, at least for
the rest of the millennium. Don't look
for an audio-only version of DVD anytime soon — the big boys don't have a
format sorted out yet. Meanwhile, the
record companies aren't clamoring for
it, and the public isn't either. The public
bought the original line about CD:
"Perfect sound forever."
The CD format is what we've got,
Michael Fremer's efforts notwithstanding. And CD playback continues to
evolve and improve to the point where it
has become very good indeed. And no,
I'm not talking about spending tens of
thousands of dollars. That's dumb when
it comes to digital — the stuff gets obsolete too fast. Spend your big bucks, if you
must, on speakers and amps.
Three new digital products have come
to my attention. It so happens that all
three work superbly in concert so that
you can have atruly outstanding digital
playback system on the cheap. Relatively
cheap, that is — because the list prices of
the three units add up to $1500 without
cabling. Can you really mount an assault
on the state of the CD playback art for a
mere $1.5k? Read on.
Rega Planet CD player

Rega is the last major UK specialty
house to produce aCD player.' They
are the "last adopters." You know Rega's
attitude toward digital when you read
the poop sheet they send out to dealers
and distributors: "The Planet is asmall
Stereophile, June 1997
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up, but instead rises and draws back on
two pairs of hinges. It stays open while
you place adisc in the well. The well
itself is ingeniously designed, with four
recessed cuplike depressions for your
fingertips so you can get agrip on the
CD. There's no fumbling, as there is
with the top-loading YBA players.
To close the lid, just press down.
Doesn't matter whether you press all
the way; if you have it almost closed, the
viscous damping takes over and the lid
At last—a CD player
closes automatically. The magnetic puck
built into the lid automatically clamps
from acompany that
the top of the disc as soon as the lid is
closed. The disc takes acouple of turns
doesn't like CD.
and automatically initializes.
There's nothing finicky about loading,
The Planet is atop-loader, which pre- as Isaid. For instance, you can almost toss
sents aproblem if you need to squeeze adisc into the well and it will fall into
your CD player into atight space. You position. Little old ladies with shaky fincan't stack anything on top of the Rega gers will have no problem.
Everything about the Rega Planet
Planer, you need at least 5" of clearance
between the top of the player and the is superbly thought-out. For instance, the
bottom of the next shelf. Better yet, put top of the lid is metal and clear Perspex
the Rega Planet on atop shelf. (Avoid — so you can read the label through the
placing the player on aveneered table or lid. If you leave adisc in the player, you
shelf, the gummy foot-suspension mate- can see what it is. Three raised circles on
rial could stick to the surface and lift the top of the lid let you twirl the disc so that
finish. Cut out apiece of cardboard and you can read the label right-side up withwedge it under each foot. Or put the out taking out the disc.
One thing you have to train yourself
player on asheet of plate glass.)
not to do is open the lid while adisc is
Ilike top-loaders.
Ihave ahangup about drawers. Idon't spinning. Also, you want to leave the lid
like to see my CD swallowed up inside down when the player is not in use so
aplayer. This may not be rational, but I dust doesn't get on the lens. The upside
just don't like to see my CD disappear. of this is that the lens is accessible for
Maybe dtis has to do with childhood cas- cleaning. (Use acan of compressed air, if
you can, or avery clean camel's-hair
tration fears. Ido dislike drawers.
Rega has more rational reasons for brush, either of which is available from a
avoiding drawers. As they point out, a photo shop. Don't overdean.)
There's one slight design flaw you
complex motorized tray is subject to
wear and tear and is thus an area of should be aware of. Over the on/off
potential unreliability. Also, arepair per- switch is what looks like another switch.
son can quickly access the laser diode It's not. It's aclear plastic lens for the
assembly of atop-loading player without remote sensor, which sits behind it. If
you push the lens in — as Idid, curious
taking the machine apart.
The Rega Planet's lid is viscously cat that Iam—the lens will fall into the
damped — rather like acar door.2 You player. Then you'll have to take the
open it by lifting avery convenient fin- player apart, retrieve the lens, which is
ger tab on the front. The lid doesn't fly awkward, and reinstall it. It should be
glued in place.
My only other quibble has to do with
1Rega is distributed in the US by Lauennan Audio
Imports, 519 Noelton Ihive, Knoxville, TN 37919.
the otherwise excellent owner's manual.
Tel: (423) 521-6464. Fax: (423) 521-9494.
On p.20, under "Trouble Shooting," the
2 Before co-founding Rega Developments, Roy
reader is treated like an idiot:
Gandy was an engineer for Ford in Britain.

analogue oasis in adigital world and will
appeal to people who love music but have
to or want to listen to the CD medium."
Rega has engineered this CD player
to give asound and an operational feel
close to analog. Playing discs on the
$795 Rega Planet is alot like playing
LPs: You can read the CD label as the
disc sits inside the player, and you can
see the disc spin as it plays.
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"... its sweet highs, articulate
midrange, and tight, well-defined
bass response were right on
he money."
Recommended Components, Wes Phillips
Stereophile, Vol. 20, No. 4, April 1997

...Only From Esoten

As along-time retailer, reviewer, and now

So it's your choice. You can settle for some of the

Equipment Reports Editor for Stereophile, Wes

music, some of the time, at the whim of some

Phillips has listened to more high end cables than
even he can remember. So we are honored that he

second-rate cables that add their own distortions,
or you can enjoy all of the music all of the time,

selected the Artus Hyper-Balanced interconnect

pure and clean, through our Artus Hyper-Balanced

for the prestigious Recommended Components
List in both 1996 and 1997. From award-winning
designs, through meticulous engineering and
materials selection, to hand-crafted manu-

interconnects. Wes Phillips has recommended
them. When you try them in your own system,
you will too. Call us for details on our in-home
evaluation program.

facturing, Esoteric Audio cables are state-of-theart, built by the world's leading cable
manufacturer.
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Philips mechanism that suddenly became unavailable.
So how does the Planet sound?
"Load adisc"
Astonishingly good, considering the rela"Is the disc label side up?"
tively reasonable price. Of course, the
"No."
average person expects to spend no more
'Turn the disc over"
than $199.95 for aCD player, and wants
My God, could anyone smart enough
a changer. Eight hundred bucks will
to buy aRega Planet in the first place be
seem high.
that stupid?
It isn't. Like the Rega RB300 toneOperation is straightforward, with a
arm, the Rega Planet CD player is one
minimum of front-panel fuss. Full funcof the biggest bargains in hi-fi, and for
tions, including programming, are available from the remote. You can turn off many of the same reasons: it's not
overengineered, not overbuilt. There is
the display LEDs from the remote.
no bullshit about it.
Unfortunately you can't invert polarity,
either on the player or from the remote
handset. Hey, what do you expect from
Rega? This is acompany that doesn't
The Rega Planet CD player
believe in height-adjustable tonearrns.
is not overengineered,
The transport mechanism is acollaboration between Rega and Sony — a
not overbuilt, and
straight-line laser sled. Unusually, the
transport is fixed rigidly to the chassis;
is one of the biggest
there is no suspension. Instead, four viscously damped feet suspend the entire
bargains in hi-fi.
chassis. Tap the top of the cast-aluminum chassis and aCD will indeed
There is astonishing value for money
skip. But tap the table or shelf on which
here. And, as I've hinted, the player is an
the chassis sits, or do the macaitna
ergonomic delight. Elegant. Simple.
on the floor, and the player remains
Solid. Downright brilliant in its engiimperturbable.
neering. To see this player and use it is to
Rega maintains that the traditional
want it —even before you listen.
subchassis suspension in CD players
But let's listen.
actually encourage error correction.
As aplayer — we'll take up the Rega
The more error correction, the worse
Planet as atransport in amoment — the
the sound. Terry Bateman of Rega, who
Rega Planet produces arich, full-bodied,
did alot of the engineering to put the
dynamic (but not overdynamic) sound.
Planet in orbit, says, "We were amazed
There is much more of asense of rhyththat so many of the high-dollar transports supported inexpensive transport mic pace, more of afoundation under
the music than there is, for instance, with
mechanisms in fancy cases."
the Maranta CD-635E. In Linnspeak,
The receiver, or interface chip, is by
the Rega Planet plays tunes. Or as WP
Sony and is part of the transport mediawould say, the Rega Planet boogies. Not
nism. The digital low-pass filter was
that this is aplayer just for rock'n'rollers,
developed jointly by Rega and Burrmind you. My tastes mn mainly to clasBrown, as was the DAC. "We gave
sical and jazz.
Burr-Brown the design philosophy, to
Where the Rega falls down, if only
get us acertain type of analog output,
slightly, is in spatial resolution — this
and Burr-Brown has achieved that for us
compared with far more expensive playusing their mathematics and modiers. It's very good, but not quite up there
fications to an earlier Burr-Brown chip."
with the very best. Ijust had my
The player is said to use a"unique
Micromega Stage 2updated to aStage 6
Rega analog post-conversion filter." The
($1550). There is atubelike beauty about
analog output section was designed by
the 6's midrange and treble, as well as
Rega in cooperation with Sony and
aspacious, open sound, that the Rega
Sanyo. The op-amp chips are manucan't quite match. But for almost twice
factured by Sanyo.
the money.
Roy Gandy told me that he wanted to
The Rega Planet offers a smooth,
avoid some of the problems that other
grainless quality to the sound — even
British specialty firms faced when they
if there's not quite the exquisite delicacy
produced CD players. For instance,
and refinement of the Stage 6. The
according to Roy, one British electronics
sound is crisp and well-articulated.
firm (whose name he chose not to mention) helped drive itself into insolvency The player sounds neither bass-shy nor
by designing a CD player around a bass-heavy.
"Is there adisc in the player?"
«
No. "
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Before you run to aRega dealer, you
should be aware that most dealers
already have awaiting list. Also, if you
intend to use the Planet as atransport,
Rega may eventually introduce adedicated transport (no timetable set). If
they do — according to Roy Gandy, this
is still an "if' rather than a"when" — the
transport will sell for about the same as
the Planet.
Hey, aperson could grow old waiting
for Rega to introduce a transport —
look how long they took to introduce a
player. The Planet is here now.
Actually, Rega hasn't been working
on the Planet for the past 15 years —
more like three years of development,
Gandy told me. Rega hopes to amortize
its development costs over tens of thousands of units, both players and transports, just as they've done with the
RB300 tonearm, which has sold zillions.
My vote for Digital Component of 1997
will go to the Rega Planet!
Musical Fidelity X-DAC
Ithought you were down on DACs, Sam.
That's true. Maybe you're better off
starting from scratch and purchasing
a player like the Rega Planet or the
Micromega Stage 6(my two top choices)
and just letting it go at that.
But you may not want to start over
from scratch. Your old player probably
has little resale value, yet it may have
some life in it as atransport. And even if
you do purchase the Rega Planet, you
might want to add aDAC if it gets you
acost-effective upgrade in performance.
Now I think there's a DAC that
makes sense — the British Musical
Fidelity X-DAC for $499.95, available
exclusively by mail order from Audio
Advisor, Inc.3 The unit is built into the
same cylindrical chassis as the X-10D
tubed whatchamacallit (some people call
it an analog output stage), but the XDAC is tubeless. If you want tubes,
combine the X-DAC and the X-10D.
Bob Harley filled you in on the XDAC last month (Vol20 No.5). Antony
Michaelson, the Managing Director of
Musical Fidelity, attributes the XDAC's good sound in good part to
Musical Fidelity's own analog filter.
"We spent alot of time on the printed circuit board layout, and the small
size of the X-series chassis helps. The
layout is dictated by the chassis size and
the chip positions, not by the bullshit
factor," says Antony, who suKests that
3 Audio Advisor Inc., 4649 17anvcrs 17rive SE,
Kentwood, MI 49512. Tel: (800) 942-0220. Fax: (616)
975-6111.
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Musical Fidelity X-DAC D/A processor

certain DACs arc laid out to make them
"look like something."
"Very short signal paths and perfect
earthing — or, as you say, grounding —
are very important in digital matters.
You have adigital earth, analog earth,
and power-supply earth. These must
not interfere with one another. Not easy
to do."
Iused the X-DAC with the Marantz
CD-63SE and noted asignificant improvement in sound quality compared to
the Marantz's own digital section. There
was more body to the sound. More
drive. More resolution, too — especially
spatial resolution. With CD, Ifind that
nothing is more critical — or hard to
get — than spatial resolution. The medium itself loses so much.
As good as the X-DAC was with the
Marantz CD-63SE, it was better with
the Rega Planet. The sound was still
tighten more rhythmic —more detailed
overall. The Rega kept the pace better.
There was more detail. More dimensionality — more air and more there
there. Performers were better localized
on the soundstage. Ididn't have to strain
to hear these improvements.
Icompared the X-DAC with the Rega
Planet as player. Again, this was adoddle,
since the outputs of the X-DAC and the
Planet are each 2V. No volume adjustment was necessary. Iswitched from
one input to another, using the ICimber
Silver Streak interconnect for both
sources. Did Itell you that Idid most of
my listening this month through aWavac
Music Dandy 811A single-ended triode
line-level integrated? Speakers were the
94dB-sensitive Cabasse Farella 400,
about the minimum sensitivity needed
Stereophile, June 1997

with this somewhat gain-shy 15Wpc
stereo amp.
With the X-DAC, Igot improved
spatial resolution. More bloom. There
was not aworld of difference compared
with the Planet's own DAC, mind you,
but Ithought the sound was an improvement.
The X-DAC marries resolution and
clarity with the kind of easy musicality
one comes to associate with Musical
Fidelity products. Bass is surprisingly
tight and extended, considering the
small size and price of the unit.
Where the X-DAC falls down —
compared to far more expensive DACs
— is in bass extension and dynamic
drive. The power supply, cleverly designed as it is, is still relatively small. As
is the price.
Precisely the point, Isuppose.
By the way, HDCD discs can sound
spectacularly good — another reason,
perhaps, to upgrade your present player
with an X-DAC. (Antony Michaelson
agrees with me about this.) Pity there
are so few HDCD releases, especially
classical. Jazz lovers might be more
intrigued, since there are more jazz
HDCD discs.
Monarchy Audio DIP
Roy Gandy of Rega cautions about
using the Planet as atransport, though
he's not saying don't do it — he does provide adigital coaxial output.
"But be very careful about using outboard DACs," Roy warns. "There
seems to be this popular conception that
you can just pop DACs onto the ends of
players. It will work, but not necessarily
correctly, because the clock speeds from

the DAC and the transport may be out
of synch.
"In general the DAC has to be
designed to work with the transport and
the transport interface chip, and you
can't put just anybody's DAC with anybody's player or transport. They will
work, but you'll get lots ofjitter. Lots of
jitter can make the system sound worse
or better."
Itold Wayne Schuurman of Audio
Advisor about Roy's comment, and he
said he had just the interface solution.
(Wayne always has solutions. That's
why he's the Audio Advisor.) He sent
me aMonarchy Audio DIP to try. "Take
aDIP," Advisor advised.4
"This will eliminate most or all of the
differences between the two players as
transports," suggested Wayne. What the
DIP does is address exactly the problem
Roy Gandy identified: The Monarchy
DIP demodulates the incoming S/PDIF
signal into respective clock and data lines,
which are separately re-encoded and
clocked out by an oscillator. Decoupling
transformers isolate the DAC from the
rt or player, blocking hum and
interference. The unit can also convert
from one digital transmission format to
another. For instance, the standard version can input either acoaxial or TosLink
input and output the signal to either a
coaxial or AES/EBU balanced output.
The only switch is an input selector.
The standard version just described
retails for $199. That's quite abargain. In
the UK, where it has been very well
received, it retails for £245 — nearly
$400. A $249 "superdrive" version adds
aBNC output. Monarchy tells me the
superdrive version can drive digital
cables up to 100' long. It was originally
designed with the broadcast market in
mind, but individual audiophiles have
also been snapping it up.
I put the Monarchy Audio DIP
between the llega Planet and the XDAC, expecting to hear little or no difference. After all, Antony Michaelson
had told me that he doesn't believe
in jitter. But Roy Gandy had told me he
does. Who would be right —Antony
or Roy?
Roy!
Everything improved — clarity, midrange and treble smoothness, spatial resolution, focus, bass extension and tightness. Transients were cleaner, quicker.
There was a more natural decay of
4You may also be able to buy the unit from your local
dealer, or factory-direct from Monarchy Audio for the
sanie $199. Monarchy International Inc., 383 Allerton
Avenue, South San Francisco, CA 94080. Tel: (415)
873-3055. Fax: (415) 588-0335.
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more there there.
However, Ihear from the grapevine
that the DIP doesn't always effect an
improvement. "With a truly state-ofthe-art transport, the DIP doesn't do it,"
said one high-end dealer friend who
nonetheless is keen on the DIP with
most transports and players.
Try before you buy.
XDAC plus X10D
Rats... now digital is getting com-

Monarchy Audio DIP

instruments in time and space — and not
by asmall margin. All of these improvements were so obvious Ididn't have to
strain to hear them. Not like auditioning
one designer digital cable vs another!
Now, with the DIP in place, Itried
switching the Maranta CD-63SE and
the Rega Planet, both as transports. The
DIP should make the digital output signal from the Maranta and the Rega
sound more or less alike. This is what
Antony had suggested when he recommended using it with more or less
any old player.
Not necessarily agood idea.
The Rega Planet, once again, sounded superior to the Maranta CD-63SE as
transport. If anything, inserting the
Monarchy Audio DIP into the chain
magnified the differences between the
two players as transports.
When I substituted the Marantz
for the Rega the music lost clarity, focus,
some treble smoothness, and, especially,
spatial resolution.
So ... what to conclude?
Life is complicated, that's what!
Especially when it comes to digital
sound.
By the way, the DIP may be especially useful if your CD or laserdisc player
has only aTosLink optical out. You can
take your TosLink digital feed —yes,
take it, please — clean up the signal, and
output it properly via coaxial or
AES/EBU.
Try one of these before you start messing around with expensive designer digital cables —just one of which could cost
you more than the DIP. If you want to
save money, buy apair of 75 ohm video
cables from RadioShack (you'll need
two). Itried apair and they worked fine.
Any improvements Igot from designer
cables paled beside the improvement
wrought by the DIP.
The beauty is, the DIP is so easy to
try —just dip it into your system. I'm
almost positive you'll hear an immediate
improvement. More space, more air,
Stereophile, June 1997

plicated again.
You might just decide you want, say,
aRega Planet CD or aMicromega player and be done with it. No jitter box. No
DAC. No X-10D. On the other hand, all
this stuff in this month's column does
work beautifully in concert. If you want
to complicate your life digitally, there are
plenty of ways to do it!

Life is complicated —
especially when it comes
to digital sound.
If you've already bought an X-10D
analog output stage, you did not waste
your money. The X-DAC and the X10D are complementary products —
one doesn't replace the other. Still, if I
were prioritizing...: a) Rega Planet, b)
X-DAC, c) Monarchy Audio DIP, and
d) the tubed X-10D, particularly if you
have no other tubes in your system.
The two Musical Fidelity units look
very cute together side by side: two little
piglets — or matching snouts, if you will.
Ilove pigs, having been apig farmer (or
maybe even apig) in aformer life.
Banging the X-10D onto the X-DAC
(using Antony Michaelson's expression)
further smoothed out the sound; ripened
it, if you will, with what Antony uslh "the
ineffable magic of tubes." The X-10D
can add dynamics, resulting in amore
open, effortless, and less congested sound
than the X-DAC straight out.
In an upcoming column I'll be discussing more of these X-series "piglets,"
including the X-CANS headphone amp
and X-tone tone control. Yes, atone control! (Heh-heh-heh)
Both the X-10D and the X-DAC
make sense, as does the DIP. Why spend
megabucks on digital if you can get sound
this good for so little money? Ihave to tell
5The Rega Planet costs $795; the Micromega Stage 4
retails for $950, the Stag.e 5for $1150, and the Stage 6
$1550. The Stage 4, at $950, is closest of Micromega's
players in price to the Rega Planet. Ihaven't had a
chance to audition it.

you, though, that the Micromega Stage 6,
at $1550, makes avery strong case for
buyingjust aplayer and having done with
these separate units.
The Micromega sounds tubelike, yet
there's not atube in the player. If your
Rega dealer also sells Micromega (quite
afew do), you can make your own listening comparisons.
As for the X-DAC, do not assume that
you will get great performance by "banging" it onto the end of any old player.
Maybe you will. Maybe you won't. Fortunately, you can buy the X-DAC from
Audio Advisor with a 30-day moneyback guarantee. Better yet, you can try the
Monarchy Audio DIP as well. For $199,
the DIP may make more of adifference
than expensive designer digital cable.
Remember, the downside of doing
digital separates is that transports or
players and outboard DACs "don't
always talk to each other particularly
well," in the words of Roy Gandy. You
may need that DIP to get the most from
your DAC. And you'll need all that
extra cabling. Plus you'll have more system clutter.
Imperfect sound forever
And don't forget that CD is an imperfect
system. Never mind "perfect sound
forever." We're stuck with imperfect
sound —if not forever, then for many
years to come.
Roy Gandy told me, "With engineering CD players, it's ascience and
an art, because the whole system is relatively imperfect in itself. Often, real
technical improvements on paper can
take you backward in sound quality."
Other talented designers seem to
share this view. Yves-Bernard André,
for instance, doesn't use adigital filter
on his YBA CD 1, 2, and 3players. As
Bob Harley found when he measured
the CD 1, the measurements are poor.
Yet as JS found when he auditioned the
CD 1, and as Ifound when Iauditioned
the CD 2and 3, the sound isn't poor —
it's clear, open, and spacious.
The same thing has long been true in
the analog domain.
The same day I talked with Roy
Gandy about imperfect sound forever,
Ispoke with an amplifier manufacturer.
He had designed an amp that measures
— and sells — exceptionally well. A
great many customers like it. He intends
to go on making it.
But how does this (almost) perfect
amplifier sound?
In the designer's own words, "competent but boring. But the measurements
are fabulous."
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OUR BIGGEST WEST COAST SHOW EVER!
Free Concerts! Free Seminars! Giant Record &CD Fair!

Plus the greatest hi-fi show in the world— in everyone's favorite vacation city.'

HI-FI '97

is happening in San Francisco at the legendary Westin St. Francis Hate:
May 30 —June 1,1997*

Get set for our BIGGEST West
Coast Show ever —bigger than
any previous San Francisco or
Los Angeles Show. HI-Fl '97 may
be as big or BIGGER than last
year's blockbuster Show in New
York. You've got to be there!

Speakers and other equipment in all
price categories. More hi-fi and home
theater than you could see and hear in a
year of traveling from dealer to dealer.
All in one place

EXCITING EXHIBITS!
SCORES of manufacturers will introduce hot new home-theater and hi-fi
products. New DVD players. Affordable,
high-performance projection devices.
Sensational surround systems. See and
hear them first at HI-Fl '97.
Whatever your interest, you'll find
it displayed and demoed. Affordable
integrated amps from some of the
biggest names in hi-fi. New tube amps
and new tubes. New turntables, arms,
and cartridges.

AFABULOUS HOTEL!
The Westin St. Francis is one of San
Francisco's most popular and posh hotels.
The place is apalace. And you'll be royalty! Most rooms have 10-foot ceilings. The
sound will be superb. The location is tops,
too —right in the center of San Francisco.
SPECTACULAR GRAND CONCERT
Order Show tickets now and we'll
include aconcert-ticket request form
with your advance ticket order.
Request seats for the Grand Concert
with Maynard Ferguson and his Big
Bop Nouveau Band, sponsored by

Kenwood USA Home and Car Audio and
Stereophile. There is only alimited number of seats — first come, first served.
Other free concerts include performances by pianists David Chesky and
Hyperion Knight. Achamber recital with
violinist Arturo Delmoni and cellist
Nathaniel Rosen. Blues guitarist Doug
MacLeod in concert. Spanish folk guitarist Mario Suzuki. More! Free!!
FREE SEMINARS!
Meet the editors and staff of
Stereophile and Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater. Meet leading manufacturers and designers. Meet your friends,
too. Everybody will be there.
GIANT CD & RECORD FAIR!
There will be THOUSANDS of CDs and
LPs on sale at the Show, many at special

prices. These include recordings you will
NEVER find at your local record store,
which probably doesn't even sell records.
Lots of neat accessories and tweaks on
sale, too! Bring an extra suitcase ,
STAY AT THE WESTIN ST, FRANCIS!
Phone The Westin St. Francis now at
(415) 397-7000 to reserve aroom before
they're all gone. Say, "Hi...I'm coming
for HI-Fl '97" to get the special Show
rate. Reserved for you!
NOTE: Ticket orders will be fulfilled in
the order received. Those who order
first will receive Show tickets first —
including the "bounce back" request
form for free advance concert tickets!
'Academy Trade Days start May 28.
May 28 and 29 are for Trade and Press only.
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Stereo Buyer's Guide
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Reference Recordings
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Summit
Revel
Super Analogue
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Right-Way Audio
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Devices
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Rock the House
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Rocktron
Rogue Audio
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System Audio
Roksan Audio
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Imports
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RPG Diffusor Systems
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RPM
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Theta Digital
Schunk Audio
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PopeMusic
Power Enhancer
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ProAc
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PSB Speakers
Purist Audio Design
QED
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OuietLine
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Total Media Systems
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Townshend Audio
Transfiguration
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TreMa Sound
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Video Buyer's Guide
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Note w the Trade Some brands will be represented only by their dealers For alist of manufacturers who will exhibit directly or have representatives present, please fax Lynn Taulbee at (5051989-8791

ORDER TICKETS NOW, SAVE THIRTEEN BUCKS!

And get first crack at
Free Concert Tickets!

You'll receive aconcert-ticket request form along with your advance ticket order!

EXHIBITORS
Still Some Rooms Left!

PHONE YOUR
ORDER TO:

HI-FI '97
(505) 982-2366

be our biggest West Coast Show ever.
Maybe our biggest Show ever —period.
BE APART OF IT!

VISIT US ON THE WEB
AT

for the Advancement of
High End Audio

http://www.

hif ishow.com/hif i

May 30, 31, &June 1, 1997
are Consumer and Trade Days
To Register for Trade Days:

EXHIBITORS

Fax Lynn Taulbee on
your company letterhead:

Contact Ken Nelson!

(505) 989-8791
Or write to her at: PO. Box 5529

NELSON AND ASSOCIATES, INC. 62

Home Theater&
Specialty audio
snow

TWO ACADEMY TRADE DAYS!
May 28 & 29, 1997
Sponsored by The Academy

Call Ken Nelson NOW before exhibit
rooms are completely sold out. This will

ATTENTION:
Members of the Trade

Wendover Road, Yonkers, NY 10705

Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529

PHONE: (914) 476-3157
FAX: (914) 969-2746
See You in San Francisco!

(Please include abusiness card
in all correspondence.)
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ddie Kramer stopped by yesterday
to play me the new MCA Jimi
Hendrix LPs and CDs, which will
be in the stores by the time you read this.
Was it akick having Kramer, who engineered all of the Hendrix recordings
(and some Beatles, Stones, and Traffic,
too) sitting in my "sweet spot"? Duh! It
was also abit nerve-racking. He knows
how these things are supposed to sound.
Ionly know what Ilike.
So before he arrived Icleaned my
connections and checked all the setup
parameters on the turntable. When I
was satisfied that everything was dialed
in, Idemagnetized the Transfiguration
Temper, ultrasonically cleaned the stylus,
and left the 'table spinning to warm up
the bearing grease. Iwuz ready.
KoB revisited
As Iawaited Kramer, UPS delivered a
test pressing of Classic's reissue of Miles
Davis's Kind of Blue. Wow! While some
may quibble with Bernie Grundman's
mastering of classical music, no one
doubts that his experienced ear for jazz
is probably the best in the business.
Here the job was easy: He set up the
three-track master tape and let it play —
no equalization was necessary For the
first time, Grundman used atube cutting
system that was originally part of Contemporary Records' chain, borrowed
from John Koenig. The results are truly
spectacular — an effortlessly natural
overall presentation that offers clarity
focus, and timbral richness superior to
the "six-eye." The two-LP set gives you
the original Kind of Blue on one record
(which means that side one is aquartertone fast), and asecond disc with side
one at the correct speed and a45rpm
version of an alternate take of "Flamenco Sketches" on the other side.
Meanwhile, Sony's just issued its third
or fourth CD attempt at Kind ofBlue (CK
64935), and this time they've nailed it,
too, using a tubed playback deck —a
refurbished three-track vintage Presto
machine —and 20-bit Super Bit Mapping. Grundman's Studer has solid-state
electronics Guess what? While the LP
sounds harmonically richer and has better
instrumental focus and agreater sense of
transparency and depth, the CD has more
Stereophile, June 1997

"air" around instruments and sounds abit
more open — as you'd expect tube sound
to be. In areal-time A/B it's close, folks,
though to my ears the LP is still more
"involving" and nuanced in the ways that
analog is. But, at $10.99 or whatever it
costs, the CD is the real digital deal —
don't leave home without it.

MCA's new Jimi Hendrix
LPs and CDs sound really
BIG, with vicious, deep,
solid bass, rich midbass,
and master-tape—like
extended top end.
Back to Hendrix
Kramer showed up with MCA's 180gram "Heavy Vinyl" test pressings and
CD-Rs of the first four Hendrix reissues: Are You Experienced on two LPs —
the original American running order
plus the mono singles mastered from
the original mixes; Axis: Bold as Love on
one disc; Electric Ladyland on two LPs;
and First Rays of the New Rising Sun —
part of which became The Cry ofLove —
also on two discs. First Rays is the album
as Hendrix intended.
In the limited time we had we compared original American and British
pressings, Japanese pressings, German
pressings, and the older MCA CDs —
the ones with the stamps you lick but
nothing happens—with the new CDs
and vinyl, and we compared the new
vinyl with the new CDs. Only The
Ultimate Experience (an early HDCDencoded European release) didn't make
it to the Audio Alchemy DDS•Pro
transport. Ineed to spend alot more
time listening before Imake any final
judgments, but Ican tell you that the
new LPs and CDs are BIG — really BIGsounding, with vicious, deep, solid bass,
rich midbass, and master-tape-like
extended top end.
There's a big Hendrix controversy
regarding master tapes. Kramer and
Hendrix biographer and archivist John
McDermott claim that what were used

previously were mostly not masters. Joe
Gastwirt, who worked on the previous
issues, claims that they were. That's a
subject best discussed at another time
and in another venue, after some interviews and extensive listening.
However, Gastwirt's recent slamming
of Kramer in the pages of ICE' was a
tactical blunder, in my opinion, that tarnishes Gastwirt, not Kramer. Hey, anyone whose name is on that steaming
pile of sonic excrement called Kits the
Sky should choose his words very carefully. But I'm not going to take sides
until Ispend time listening to the finished products, past and present.
Instead, let me tell you about the LPs:
The lacquers were cut at Sterling Sound
by George Marino from a16-bit digital
source — even though Kramer, an analog
kind of guy, didn't want to. Because the
tunes were recorded over time and
under varying conditions, the head
azimuth shifts from track to track. There
was no way to play the master and cut a
lacquer without running into high-frequency rolloff problems, according to
Kramer. So the heads on the Ampex
ATR deck were aligned for each track,
with the signal going to Pultec and other
tubed analog EQs for minor (1dB max)
touch-up, and then to aGeorge Massenburg 20-bit A/D converter; the output of
which was fed into aNeve digital console
for any kind of final touch-up. The digital data were stored on aSonic Solutions
system. Almost no compression was used
for either the LP or CD versions.
Marino told me that the ATR machine
was chosen for its sound. Since this sample did not come equipped with apreview head, cutting all-analog would have
been impossible even had the tapes been
consistent enough to allow it. He also told
me the Neve's D/A converter was used
to convert the signal back to analog for
the lacquer cuts.
The 180gm LPs were pressed at
MCA's plant in Gloversville, New York.
Kramer and McDermott, aware of the
"nonfilr problems on the first batch of
MCA Heavy Vmyl, were given carte
1Peter Howard's opportunistic newsletter shamelessly hyped the perfection of CD sound from the getgo.
and is appropriately named, given what those "perfect"
CDs sounded like.
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-4-Coming Soon To a'
Price Range Near You
Miles
Theta Digital's first Compact
Disc Player

Theta Digital, the company that pioneered

Pearl is Theta's lowest cost transport.

separate component digital to analog

to date, yet offers much familiar Theta

converters and transports, is bringing out its

technology. Based on the Pioneer

first compact disc player, Miles.

Stable Table, it incorporates jitter

Miles' digital to analogue conversion uses
Theta's famous programming on ahigh

reduction circuitry, and multiple high
quality power supplies.

powered computer, and is offered with
achoice of either single ended or fully
differential balanced output.
Miles offers an analog volume control

Pearl
Theta's new Transport

similar to Casablanca's, excellent
power supplies, Theta's proprietary
jitter reduction technology,
and truly superb sound.

Theta Digital Corporation
5330 Derry Ave., Suite R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301 (818) 597-9195 FAX (818) 597-1079 Email thetadig@aol.com

ANALOG
blanche by MCA to get the pressings
perfect, and they busted hump to get
them that way. We'll wait for the final
vinyl before announcing the sonic verdict, but the test pressings Iheard were
very quiet and nicely finished.
Based on what Iheard, the test pressings and CD-Rs fimbrally track perfectly. The CDs win in dynamics, but not
by much. The LPs win in terms of inner
detail, midrange purity, and depth, the
biggest difference being on Axis: Bold As
Love, "Castles Made of Sand," at least,
sounded much better on vinyl than it
did on CD.
It might have been interesting to hear
what Bernie Grundman or Stan Ricker
or Doug Sax or MoFi's Ken Lee could
have done with the tapes in the analog
domain, despite the azimuth shifts, but
that's not going to happen — Ithink us
vinyl guys and gals should show MCA
that vinyl's viable by supporting these
releases. Eddie ("Digital Sucks") Kramer
is happy with the results, so who are we
to complain?
Iwouldn't let Kramer leave without
playing him the German pressing of
"Baby You're A Rich Man," which he'd
engineered at Olympic Studios. If you
haven't heard that German LP, you
haven't heard Magical Mystery Tour.
Kramer wasn't aware that the American
versions of MMT on LP, including MoFi's, featured many cuts that were originally recorded in stereo —like "Baby
You're A Rich Man" — in badly reprocessed-for-stereo mono. Why? Some
folks at Capitol back then didn't really
give ashit. Isn't that special?

CORNER

But digging through the rubble I
come upon four taped-up, record-sized
boxes of crisp cardboard, bearing the
name of alocal moving and storage company. Ican smell the quality vinyl stacked
up inside. Ican taste the dust. My heart
races as Ifeverishly slit the tape on the
first box. Irip open the flaps and there it
is — the mother lode, the vinyl sdmorrer's wet dream. An entire box of mint —
Imean unplayed-looking —MoFis, Nautiluses, MasterSounds, and Japanese pressings. I'm not kidding you. The Doors, Aja,
Ziggy Stardust, Fleetwood Mac, Abbey Road
—I'll spare you the whole list — and

Digging through
the rubble Icome upon
four taped-up,
record-sized boxes
of crisp cardboard.

Japanese pressings of Dire Straights,
Tom Petty, Alan Parsons, Pink Floyd,
Steely Dan, and more — more than 30
pristine collectibles.
'What could be in the other boxes ... ?"
Ithink. Well, no more half-speeds, but
dozens and dozens of machine-cleaned,
rice-paper-sleeved rock and jazz albums
from the '60s, 70s, and '80s —and the
Shure V-15 Type V test record. This was
some audiophile's collection. Either he
died or ended up following Audio Editor
Michael Riggs into digital hell—almost
the same thing.
You know, Icould have said "a buck a
piece and I'm taking these 50, here's $50,"
Temptin' temptations
My local public library announces a and no one at the library would have
been the wiser. But Ididn't. This was for
"friends of the public library" book sale.
charity. Plus, Ialready had clean copies of
They advertise for residents to donate
all of them, so why be a vinyl pig?
their used books, CDs, and videos.
Instead, Iput them out for $15 each — a
Something missing here, right? Icall the
sum no one at the library thought we'd
woman in charge and tell her that
ever get—and the rest for abuck, and
records are agood draw, which of course
by the first afternoon of the sale all the
is abig shock to her even though she still
collectibles and over two thirds of the
plays hers. Iconvince her to add the
rest had been sold. Idid snare about 50
groovy ones to the announcement,
other records for abuck each, though.
which she does. "And you can sort them
So Iwas rewarded, the library made
when they show up!" she announces.
Talk about putting the fox in charge of money, and abunch of record collectors
—many of whom were my friends —
the hen house (slurp slurp)!
The Monday before the sale, Iarrive at went home smiling.
the library basement. I'm greeted by 5'Sorry, sold out
high piles of boxes and plastic bags, mostNow that Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs has
ly filled with books. The records are the
exited the LP market, "investors" are buyusual suspects: Streisand, Michael Feinstein, The Cannen Cavallero Story (it must ing multiple copies of what's left, for
future speculative value. Grave robbing, if
have been the Thriller of the '50s), and the
you ask me. Where were these people
others you always find and never want —
when the label needed encouragement to
even for aquarter.
Stereophile, June 1997

continue? Meanwhile, according to MoFi's latest catalog, the following LPs are
sold out: We're All Together Againfor the First
'Time (Brubeck and Desmond), Derek and
the Dominoes In Concert, Ella Fitzgerald and
Louis Armstrong, Getz/Gilberto, Body and
Soul (Billie Holiday), Gerry Mulligan Meets
Ben Webster, Nevemünd (Nirvana), ADay at
the Races (Queen), Reckoning (R.E.M.), and
Muddy Waters's Folk Singer. I'll bet there
are copies of some of those lurking at
dealers. The Bob Marley albums are still
in stock, but for how long?
The Stan Ricker saga—finally
Last summer's visit to LP pressing house
RTI in Camarillo was areal treat for
many reasons, not the least of which
was achance to sit down and talk with
Stan Ricker, who does the cutting at
Chad Kassem's and Don MacInnis's inhouse AcousTech mastering facility.
[Ricker mastered Stereophile's recent Sonata
LP; see March '9Z pp.75-89 — Ed.1 Never
aguy to hold back what's on his mind,
the pleasantly cantankerous Ricker
greeted me one morning at the Alexis
Park 1997 WCES venue with "Fremer,
you look terrible! You look like you
were ridden hard and put away wet!" (I
should have been so lucky.)
Ilaughed — Iknew Ricker was just
horsing around. [0y.] Besides, I'd gotten
up early that morning to do three miles
on atreadmill and was feeling great?
The mastering veteran does rub some
folks the wrong way, but Ican relate: I
find him refreshingly candid.
Ricker is one of those names wellknown to long-time vinyl fanatics. He
cut audiophile discs at JVCs fabled Los
Angeles facility in the 70s, and went on
to greater glories with the first wave of
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab half-speedmastered LPs. (He also plays stand-up
bass and tuba.) As achild, the Marblehead, Massachusetts native moved to
Highland Park, Illinois, near Chicago. As
soon as he was old enough he began to
visit Allied Radio, "when it was at 833
West Jackson Boulevard, which was the
back end of ashoe store. That's where I
first heard Electrovoice SP-12s in an
Aristocrat comer enclosure actually get
32-cycle low C. That was cool; that was
something you normally don't hear,"
Ricker recalled, reliving the experience
as he spoke.
Ricker lacked formal training in this
field; he was "a hobbyist" who had built
aconsole with three Webster, Chicago
2You know you're at high-end headquarters when
you're the only one in the gym every morning. Tins is
an industry in serious need of getting up off its collective fat butt and doing sonic exercise! End of sermon.
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CS.5
cC ne of the best speakers available at any
ph( e—Thiel's full size CS.5. /5
—Tim Smart, Business Week, December 11, '95

CS3.6

GC...thu (53.6s outperform every other
speaker I've heard in their price class...
—Robert Harley,
Stereophile,
Vol. 17, No. 5, May '94

CS7

CS1.5
GC The CS .5 is alandmark speaker of the
1990s...an astonishing speaker.
—Sam Tellig, Stereophile, Vol. 17,
No. 8, August '94

C22
cc Ithink they are one of the best,
if not the best, performers Ihave
come across. //
—Andy Benham, Hi Fi Choice

GG Thiel's CS7 loudspeaker is one of the finest
sounding loudspeakers that Ihave heard.
—Anthony Cordesman, Audio, August '95

CS5i

GC A completely flawless design. //
—Nagashirmi.
Stereo Sound
Japan, Winter '9.•

U.K., Winter '92/93

00111111.111111.11.e 1."11.1111/9°
From left to right: CS.5, CS2 2, (36, CS5i, CS7,CS3.6, CS1.5, 5(32
Priced from $1,450 to $12,300 per pair. All are carefully hanecrafted in avariety
of finishes from the world's finest woods.

Ultimae Perf4rmance Loudspeakers
For home music and video sound systems
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or write for out Ih-page brix hure, review reprints, and Ilw shunt •of your nearod NIEL dealer.
NIEL • 1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentuc ky, 40111 •Telephr
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turntables fitted with General Electric thing from manufacturing (and con"variable reluctance" cartridges. Ricker stantly inventing new formulations of)
vinyl to disc cutting, plating, and pressremembers mounting three 15" Jensen
ing — even printing labels and fabricatH-510 loudspeakers in acloset door in
ing jackets on four-color presses. 'That
his bedroom. He modified the drivers
by adding cloth suspensions fashioned was when vinyl was getting really bad, if
you're old enough to remember.
by his mother, aseamstress. He still has
Ricker taught himself to cut records
one; it still works, he told me.
y
by watching how it was done at Keysor
Ricker cut his first record when he
though what was happening there was
was Century Franchise Recording Asnot exactly kosher. He recounted how
sociate in Lawrence, Kansas in the late
p &delimit !
the company had bought the first two
'60s. He sent the tapes he was making —
Neumann computer lathes sold in the
he thought they sounded pretty good —
tated many times
to the Keysor-Century pressing plant.
How were the LPs he was sent back? "I
"The first time Iwalked
for being "one of the
don't mean to be disrespectful, but they
were god-awful records. Jack Renner
into adisc-cutting room,
bests sound of the
[co-owner of Telarc] was going through
show"...
Isaid, 'By God, that's
the same thing."
Keysor-Century franchisees recorded
what Iwant to do!"
high school and college bands around
the country The tapes were sent to the
—Stan Ricker
company's Saugus, California headquarters, where they were mastered, plated,
US. (Previously they'd used Sc-ullys with
and pressed into those "god-awful" recWestrex cutter heads) They bought the
ords. Each production sold 100 to 200
lathes but not the Neumann cutter-amp
copies. The company is still around, suppackage or the Neumann cutter heads.
plying vinyl to pressing plants like RTI.
Ricker complained so much about They kept the big, heavy Westrex cutting
by SimAudio
heads, which required extensive modifiTel.: (514)4450032 •Fax: (514)4456626 1
the poor quality records Keysor was producing from his tapes that the company cation. They had no variable depth for
I
See us at Hi Fl '97
cutting stereo, so to prevent vertical overhired him. But not before he'd humiliatmodulation they used adevice called a
ed them by sending one of his tapes to
Compatilizer, which would let you
famed disc masterer George Piros, who
cut all of the original Mercury Living choose the crossover frequency where
getAnuut
you'd sum left- and right-channel bass to
Presence records. Every record with
mono. They'd set the device at 700Hz —
Piros's name on it sounded good, Ricker
"A musical love affair"
an octave and ahalf above middle C!
told me, so it seemed like alogical idea.
"Everything was gone — the spaciousImagine Piros cutting Byron Janis's perness was gone," says Ricker.
formance of Rachmaninoffs Piano
Ricker left Keysor in 1970 to work for
Concerto 3 in the morning, and the
Glen Glancy at United Sound Recorders
University of Kansas Orchestra in the
in Burbank, which had aprecomputer
afternoon!
Neumann lathe. The company was cutBut that's just what happened. From
ting lacquers for Keysor franchisees who
there, the lacquer went out to Keysor like
wanted better quality than they were getall the others. When K-C's QC people
ting from the home office. There was so
heard the test pressing, Ricker told me
much work that Glancy needed asecond
they said, "Holy cow! What is this?"
engineer. In 1972 he gave Ricker the run
Ricker and Piros went on to become
of the place, telling him, "Here's acutting
good friends. Ricker told me that while
room, here's abunch of tapes — go in
Piros enjoyed cutting "Freddie Fennell
there, have aball, make your mistakes,
records," he didn't much go for the
loud, screaming stuff he had to cut later and do your thing."
Later, Keysor hired Ricker back to
at Atlantic Records.
run the recording facility and cut
In 1969 Ricker picked up his things
records. By then Keysor had sprung for
•
and moved to Saugus to oversee quality
the rest of the Neumann gear. While
control for Keysor-Century, where he
A Breathtaking
there Ricker cut a15-LP set for the US
found that most of the problems were
related to disc cutting. "The first time I Navy called Heritage of the March, which,
performance that must
Frederick Fennell later told Bicker, had
walked into adisc-cutting room, Isaid,
be experienced!
`By God, that's what Iwant to do!' It's become amuch-sought collector's item.
Ricker's
cutting
star
was
on
the
rise.
Gershman Acoustics
your last chance in the process to apply
From there Ricker moved over to Loany musical sensitivity"
Tel. (416) 730-0955
cation Recorders for afew years, and
At Keysor, Ricker found himself in
Fax (416) 250-1830
then on to the cutting facility that JVC
one of the few places that did everyStereophile, June 1997
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had opened in Los Angeles to cut CD-4
quadraphonic records (of all things!),
since the company had signed onto and
was sponsoring the ill-fated format.
For those of you too young to remember, there were three main competing
quad formats: SQ (Columbia Records),
QS (Sansui), and JVCs CD-4. CD-4 LPs
were mastered at half speed because the
format required a 30kHz carrier frequency to be engraved in each groove
wall. You couldn't put 30kHz through a
cutter head, of course, but 15IcHz you
could. This was not the first time halfspeed mastering was used, Ricker told
me. "Half-speed mastering had been
done earlier by London Records -Decca ffrd, the early Phase-4 recordings — because] there were no cutter
heads available at that time with which
to cut good level on arecord. So when
you cut at half speed ... it drops the frequency bandwidth an octave, and it
requires only one fourth the power to
cut the record."
CD-4 didn't take off, and Ricker was
sitting there with this superb cutting
facility — he had to drum up some business to keep it open. By turning off the
FM carrier-band generator and raising
the level 6dB, Ricker found he could
cut great-sounding LPs. Ironically, one
of Ricker's first clients was Brad Millet;
of the original Mobile Fidelity Sound
Lab — the company that produced
sound-effects records, and that today is
pushing DTS-encoded, 5.1-channel
CDs! Talk about abig circle game!
More than just one man's personal
tale, Ricker's chronicle is bound up in
the later history of the LP. After Mobile

Fidelity Sound Lab, Ricker cut highquality conventional two-channel lacquers for Telarc. It was Ricker who cut
the infamous 1812 Overture with the
almost 90°-groove cannon shot — "bigassed displacement," he calls it.
Ricker cut the famous direct-to-disc
recordings for the Crystal Clear label
by packing up the lathe, loading it into
the back of his '59 Ranchero, and hauling it over to the Garden Grove Corn-.
munity Church (now The Reverend

Stan Ricker on the MoFi
Beatles box's jacked-up
treble: "I told Gary Giorgi,
Brad Miller, and Herb
Belkin we should not be
doing this —it's not valid.
But Gary was calling
the shots."
Robert Schuller's Crystal Cathedral),
where the famous Virgil Fox direct-todisc records were cut. Fox died shortly
thereafter.
Ricker recalls measuring the Ruffati
Brothers organ's output at 117dB — one
loud organ. That was the first time the
dedicated half-speed lathe was used for
real-time cutting. Ricker had to borrow
a"real-time" RIAA card from RCA's
cutting facility, located in the same
building at 6363 Sunset Boulevard.
It was at this JVC facility that Ricker

Rus cutting master, Stan Ricker
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CORNER
began cutting the Mobile Fidelity halfspeed-mastered LPs we all know and
some love, including The Beatles Box.
The original master tapes, securely
packed in mu-metal cases and insured
by Lloyds of London for amillion dollars each, were hand-carried from England. "I was really excited just to have
this historical product in my hands,"
Ricker told me.
Iasked Ricker about what sounds like
jacked-up treble on the Beatles records.
"Some of that stuff Idid because Gary
Giorgi —who by this time was occupying the position not only of vice president, but was the 'gum' in charge of production — slipped and fell, landed on
one of his ears, and damaged his hearing.
His high-frequency hearing was way
down. It got to the point where Ihad to
send him reference discs of everything I
was cutting.... He'd phone me back,
saying, 'Yeah, sounds pretty nice, but I'd
like to add about 6ciB more at 10k.' I
told him, Itold Brad Miller, and later I
told [Mobile Fidelity President] Herb
Belkin we should not be doing this —it's
not valid. But Gary was calling the shots.
Ilike `zingy' myself, but [The Beatles]
are overzingy.
"See, Gary didn't understand the
interface between the mass of the stylus
and playing a lacquer, as opposed to
playing a glass-hard JVC pressing. I
mean, the groove deformation in playing alacquer is monstrous. You only get
about 50% of the high end you put into
it.... When you cut, you have to know
what kind of vinyl it's going to be
pressed on."
Ricker told me that one of the records
he cut at the JVC facility for MoFi that
he's most proud of is MoFi 008 — the
John Williams Star Wars/Close Encounters,
with Zubin Mehta and the Los Angeles
Philharmonic.
MoFi offered Ricker afull-time cutting job in about 1979. He took it, but
left in 1983 because of family health
problems. He went to work for the
Navy doing administrative work; he's
still there because there's not enough
work cutting records. In 1986 Ricker
went back to MoFi for ashort time, but
that "didn't work out," he told me.
When MoFi returned to the LP business afew years ago, Ricker was back at
the cutting lathe, though most of the new
LPs, including Muddy Waters's Folle
Singer, were cut by Ken Lee. Last year,
when Chad Kassem and Don Machmis
decided to buy Wilson Audio's cutting
system (previously owned by Fidelitonc
of Los Angeles), they called Ricker. End
of story.
S
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"There is now

Every

obstacle

has

been overcome. Every

No Limit

constraint removed. Every
engineering challenge
met with an elegant and
awesomely effective design
solution.

POWERED To PERFORM!
The new 1295is is a full-range Bipolar
speaker with an integrated powered
subwoofer, rated 100 watts amplifier
power per channel. With dual tweeters
for the crispest detail. Twin injectionmolded mid/bass drivers. Two 8" Bipolar
If you thought Mirage

subwoofers with a high current discrete

was innovative in our

MOSFET amplifier for astounding bass

design of the original

response down to a true 28 Hz. And, of

Bipolar loudspeaker,

course, the amazing spaciousness of

ouroy

brace yourself for the most

Mirage's famous 360° Bipolar sound.

mind-blowing
innovation yet.

t

Listening
pleasure"

Don't be satisfied with yesterday's thinking when tomorrow's is already
on the shelf. Stretch out, gear up and take off with apair of Mirage
1295is's. Now there really is no limit to your musical enjoyment.
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Lisa Astor

T

he "listening session." Sounds harm- Speaker placement: The average time
less enough. Young children are required to find the appropriate placetold to "listen to their elders." ment for speakers is six months. Which
Coaches instruct athletes to "listen up." roughly coincides with the amount of
Listening is apassive sort of thing, isn't it? time an audiophile will own any piece of
Wrong! A listening session requires equipment.
the physical abilities of Arnold Schwar- Tubes: Testing your tubes before the seszenegger, the technological vision of Bill sion takes time, but ensures that all tubes
Gates, the knowledge of physics and are ready for action. To test or not to test,
mathematics of Stephen Hawking, and that is the question. Silly, did you forget
about the whining? Forget the testing!
the whining capacity ofJerry Seinfeld.
After years of watching my audio- Of course, this doesn't mean that you
phile "listen," Ithink I've got aclear pic- shouldn't pull out the silver polish and
ture of what's involved. First, you've got clean every one of the tube pins. And
don't forget the connectors.
to get the right conditions:
Weather: My audiophile explains that
20-30% humidity is key. Futures traders
The system now sounds
have ameteorologist on staff to predict
perfect. The obvious
crop conditions, helping traders determine whether to buy or sell. Why should
thing to do is to
audiophiles settle for less? A900 number
staffed by an audio meteorologist could
change something.
clue you in to good listening days.
Late night is better: The electricity is
Record and CD cleaning: The first time
cleaner. There are fewer spikes, fewer
TVs and computers on the AC distribu- Iheard my audiophile cleaning records, I
tion network, and the neighbors just love thought he was vacuuming the living
hearing the Batman soundtrack at 3am. A room. (I was young and delusional.) Connew moon is optimal. A total lunar sidering that audiophiles only listen to
one minute of each record or CD and the
eclipse will also work. And don't dare
average listening session is two days long,
turn any lights on.
What if conditions are not right? Should the number of albums required is... well,
see, what did Itell you? You need the
you reschedule your listening session?
Never! This is where some good brain power of Hawking here.
Almost ready to go. Quick, look out
whining comes into play. Next, check
the window to check that the sun hasn't
out the room conditions.
Room treatments: Are all the Room- risen. Nope? Great. Still time to get in
Tunes securely fastened? It doesn't mat- some good listening. My audiophile
ter — audiophiles feel compelled to puts on the first record. Ohh no — got
move each one just alittle bit. And to adjust the VTA. Now the azimuth. Is
those marks from the adhesive fasteners the turntable bouncing properly?
Finally, in the still of the night, the
make such nice designs on the walls.
Wow, doesn't that mark look just like the sound is perfect. But "If perfect sound
emanates from your system and no
Altis transport? Cool.
Time for the Shun Mook placement audiobuddies are there to hear it, does it
check. For some reason the disks always really sound good?" Of course not. My
seem to move. Could it be Ikeep step- audiophile rings up all his audiobuddies,
ping on them because they stick out three who converge on our apartment armed
feet from the speaker and are the same with their latest purchases. Since the
color as our carpeting? May Irecom- system now sounds perfect, the obvious
thing to do is to change something. And
mend little flashing beacon lights on the
tops of the disks? Hmm, the XL0 color hey, why wait for your audiobuddies to
arrive? Just afew more tweaks could
scheme (bright purple, green, and brown)
make the system even more perfect!
is beginning to finally make sense to me.
Oops. Snapped the cartridge cantiThe room looks good. On to checklever. Oh no. Go to the back-up.
ing the equipment.
Stereophile, June 1997
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The audiobuddies arrive. Here's
where the strength part comes into play.
Your amp comes out. An audiobudcly's
amp goes in. Everyone squeezes on the
couch. Now for the hard-core whining:
"Does it sound like one of the output
tubes is dying?"
"No wonder it sounded so great!
Systems always sound the best just
before the output tubes die."
"Oh, no, just when everything was
perfect!"
"Ohh, Ihate that."
Everything immediately sounds bad.
Well, not "bad." Worse than bad. Comparisons are made to Avery Fisher Hall
and CDs. But does the listening session
come to an end?
Never! Change the cables. Change
the interconnects. Hmm, forgot to factor
this into the calculation on how many
records to clean. Although the listening
sessions last two days, only one hour is
actually spent listening. Didn't really
need to clean all those records.
Food: Audiophiles need food to achieve
listening nirvana. Of course, this is not as
easy as it sounds. First you gotta locate the
take-out menus, buried somewhere
among the piles of Stereophiles, manuals,
and manufacturers' information. My
audiophile finds the menu, orders, and
the food arrives. Everyone successfully
steps over the assorted equipment, cables,
bricks, Tiptoes, and Shun Mook disks.
Then, the real challenge: eating.
Because coffee tables and TV trays
would interfere with the sound, audiophiles must juggle food and drink while
still holding on to the transport and linestage remote controls, tools, and some
duct tape. (The need for duct tape is not
obvious now, but you never know...)
How many audiobuddies are really
needed for the perfect listening session? If
you consider Carnegie the perfect listening
experience, Iwould guess acouple thousand. Of course, our apartment is slightly
more limited. But the more audiobuddies,
the better. The only real rule is not to listen
alone. If an audiobuddy is not available,
wives love being dragged from their warm
beds in the middle of the night to participate in alistening session. Don't they?
Just in case, maybe there should be
rubber blowup audiobuddies
S
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gODI) ..P-POJICE
Taiga W-OVS Of LISTINIMG TO
11 1WOMMG SISÇIOM
(with apologies to Wallace Stevens)
Wes Phillips

The chapel is quiet. Early morning sunlight, tinted by stained glass,
glares through the gloom. Golden dust-motes leap up at our
entrance, flashing crimson, then cerulean as they dance among our
rattling footsteps.
Silence is not emptiness, Imuse, sitting in the deserted sanctuary. Even when still, the space is full of itself The walls and roof
are but askin; what they contain is the thing itself
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Hyperion Knight, drawn to the Steinway, begins to play, and the
chapel seems smaller. There's areason we refer to the loudness of
asound as volume: the sharp attack of the hammers seeks the
boundaries of the space, even as the reverberation of the strings
begins to fill it. As the other musicians enter they too begin to play.
The chapel is fulle4 warmer, closer.

t
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Ill
The vestry is behind the choir loft, only 30' from the musicians but
another world entirely. Our tables overwhelm it Upon them we
have set up three synched-together, two-channel,
961cHz Nagra-Ds and three 96kHz dCS Elgar
D/A processors for monitoring, Stereophile's
44.1kHz four-channel Nagra with an Assemblage
DAC-2 monitor processor, a fold-back microphone, two Stax amplifiers and three pairs of Stax
and Semiheiser monitor headphones, two laptop
computers, notepads, and an assortment of stopwatches, docks, and pens. The room is cramped
and stuffy, and — seemingly —miles away from
the musical activity in the chapel outside.

01,
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IV
As we position the microphones in the chapel,
Natalie Brown photographs the proceedings,
documenting them for this insert. A violist,
noticing Natalie carefully composing ashot of
John Atkinson cabling the main pair of B&K cardioids, opines, "We don't need any shots of the
sound guys."

A portrait of the artist Hyperion Knight at the Steinway.
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Wes Phillips, Hyperion Knight, and John Atkinson
discuss the genesis of Stereophile's latest recording,
featuring anew orchestral arrangement of
George Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue
V
Recording is aprocess scarcely less collaborative than musicmaking. Throughout the afternoon, Hyperion and the other
musicians pore over Rhapsody in Blue and the Preludes measure by measure, discussing note values, emphases, and each
instrument's entrances. Since Joe Cea's arrangements are new,
never performed, some of the discussions concern the handwritten scores, but they also hammer out compromises that
second-guess Gershwin's intentions. If music is an art in time,
then we must also consider that it is an art beyond time as well.

Hyperion conducting from the piano. Note the microphone stands supporting the front and rear cardioid pair in the left foreground.

it has begun to cool. As the timbers shrink, they rub against
one another and moan.
The chapel, even when quiet, is filled by its own sound.
The rustling pops from the cooling boards pierce through it,
simultaneously transforming and defining it. Is this what
John Cage meant when he said, "There is no silence?"
VIII
What sounds more hopeful than astage-full of musicians
honking, climbing scales, working the kinks out of their fingers? Chaos is disordered confusion, which this is not — each
musician is concentrating on the same goal of aperfect performance. Most professional musicians are no longer even
aware of their pre-performance rituals; they have become
instinctual, as when adog turns clockwise three times before
settling down on the rug in front of afire.
Ix
"Hyperion?" Itry to keep my voice calm through the foldback speaker. "We need aminute to solve atechnical problem. Could you rehearse the opening while we attend to it?"
Disaster has struck at the last possible moment —it is
6:15pm, aquarter-hour after we were scheduled to begin
recording. One of the three Nagras slaved together to record
at 96kHz is refusing to synch up with the other two. Steve
Lee is frantically trying to repair it, calls have been made to
Nagra in Nashville for technical support, and we are all conscious that the clock is running.

VI
Ienter the packed vestry. In afew hours we will begin
recording arrangements that we have never even heard prior
to this afternoon's rehearsal —in fact, we have yet to hear a
complete performance of any of the four orchestrations.
Arrayed around me is more equipment than we've ever marshaled for asingle session —in addition to the two-channel
44.1kHz recording for this CD release, we're attempting to
make what might be the world's first six-channel 96kHz
recording, one day to release as asurround-sound high-quality
audio DVD.
Icatch John's eye and wonder if he's pondering the same
question Iam: What were we thinking?
VII
A two-hour break separates the rehearsal and recording sessions. Isit in the chapel watching the dying daylight dull the
stained glass. The roof creaks — heated by the afternoon sun,
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Clarinetist Tia Perdomo's passionate cadenza introduces Rhapsody in Blue.
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Notes on the Performances
Hyperion Knight
sGeorge Gershwin relaxed with agame of pool at the Ambassador Billiard
Parlor on Broadway in January 1924, his brother Ira browsed through the
New York Tribune Ira's attention was captured suddenly when he read
"George Gershwin is at work on a
jazz concerto" — and the advertised premiere was
scheduled for February. As it turned out, George was just as surprised by the
announcement as his brother. He had discussed the possibility of writing a"serious"
concerto utilizing jazz idioms for aPaul Whiteman concert, but the budding composer had no idea that Whiteman had already booked Aeolian Hall for his jazz
"experiment." The 25-year-old Gershwin's dream of incorporating American popular musical idioms into works for the concert hall was about to come true — but he
had less than amonth to prepare. The concert that was to launch Rhapsody in Blue
and its composer to international fame found Whiteman conducting from ascore
full of blank pages, with such written indications from Gershwin as "Wait for nod."

A

We discover Tuesday afternoon that Hyperion has broken the piano. Specifically, aglue
joint holding afelt hammer to its lever has failed.
The piano technician quickly repairs it, pointing
out that it could've been worse. "He might have
broken astring."
"Those strings break?" JA goggles.
The following afternoon, one does.

Concertmaster Krzysztof Zimowski concentrates on his entrance.

Atransistor in areel motor has failed, and we can't even get
areplacement unit the next day. There are only six machines
in the US that can be synched to that clock speed —one
belongs to the San Francisco Symphony, two are in transit to
Nagra dealers, and we are using the other three. JA quiddy
decides to record just the front- and rear-channel pairs ofB&K
cardioids at 961tHz; the 44.1kHz omnis will be mixed with the
front, 44.11cHz cardioids on this CD release —and, we hope,
we'll be able to up-sample the 44.1k orrini channels for the
surround DVD. At 635pm Islate the first take: "Rhapsody in
Blue, take one—from the top."

XII
Downtown Albuquerque is noisy. We require
another 50 takes to complete Rhapsodys piano
parts. We record ahelicopter, buses, motorcycles,
heavy military transports circling overhead, and
many police and ambulance sirens. Hyperion is a
recores dream: focused, prepared, infinitely
patient. Later, he even helps us muscle the piano
into its new position when we decide to record
the solo pieces with the lid on.
"Hyperion, let's do that again. We heard a
motorcycle."
"That's okay —I'm just getting warmed up."
"Rhapsody in Blue, take 49 — from rehearsal mark 21."
XIII
At 9:47pm Wednesday evening, after afull day's performance encompassing nearly 100 takes, Hyperion plays, at
Steve Lee's request, Chopin's Revolutionary Etude. The recording session is over, but Hyperion's still bursting with music.
—Wes Phillips

X
Three hours—some 53 takes later —we have recorded all of
the orchestral parts we require for the three Preludes and
Rhapsody in Blue. The musicians have jelled as aunit and have
performed brilliantly. Although we have contracted with
them for an additional three-hour session the following afternoon, we won't need it. This, at least, we count as asuccess.
XI
Steinway concert grands share acertain heavy-metal brotherhood with that other grand American icon, the HarleyDavidson motorcycle — the lacquered wooden shell and
beautifully bronzed harp look indestructible. Nonetheless, an
instrument takes areal beating in performance — especially
readings as mercurial as Hyperion's Gershwin.

JA adjusts the microphone angles on his crossed pair of 138,K cardioids
prior to raising them on the Starbird stand.
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While Gershwin's songwriting was
Gershwin prompted the American
already known for its use ofjazz syncoRecord Guide to comment: "Not since
pafions and "blue" notes, the Aeolian
Heifetz has anyone played Gershwin
Hall concert furnished audiences with
solos [with] this much panache — the
another element ofjazz, that of improvisongs glitter like jewels against black
sation — an element that had been largesatin." The Absolute Sound found
ly missing from "serious" concert halls
Hyperion's recording of Mussorgsky's
since the time of Liszt. In addition to
Pictures at an Exhibition "breathtakingly
Gershwin's "rhapsodizing" at the keytextured, rich and wonderful, showboard, the clarinetist improvised his own
casing Hyperion's world-class style at
cadenza at the opening, to stunning
the keyboard."
effect. Gershwin would soon have astanAn enthusiast for piano transcripdardized score of the Rhapsody to present
tions, both of his own making and by
to his admiring public, but the debut
other pianists, Hyperion recently
concert held the secret to the enduring
recorded agroup of little-known virsuccess of Gershwin's music with both
tuoso transcriptions for the Golden
classical and popular musicians.
Hyperion Knight, pianist and musi- String label, which earned him this
The classical performer, scrupulously
cal director, was born in California. His description in Fi magazine: "Hyperion
trained to observe the composer's printdebut at age 14, playing the Beethoven [is] a daredevil atop his gleaming,
ed score (an often regrettable state of
G-major Concerto, was lauded in the polished, silken-voiced machine ...
affairs), can flirt with lighter music
press for its "remarkable virtuosity." He Bravissimo!"
while re-creating the era of Gershwin's
Hyperion appears frequently both
attended the San Francisco Consershort life (1898-1937). The popular or
vatory, where he studied with Nathan in recital and concerto, and has soloed
jazz musician, on the other hand, can
Schwartz and graduated at the age of with such orchestras as the Utah
manipulate the raw materials of Gersh19. Graduate studies took him to the Symphony and the Cleveland Philwin's inspiration to fit the mood, the
Cleveland Institute of Music and stud- harmonic. His diverse musical talents
prevailing style, and the performer's
ies with Eunice Podis and Paul Schenly. have also led him to appearances at
own personality. Each approach has its
Hyperion received the Arthur Loesser the famed Rainbow Room in Manappeal, but we have many "authentic"
award upon graduation, receiving both hattan, where he often plays show
accounts on record already (including
amaster's degree and adoctor of musi- music and jazz.
performances by Gershwin himself, as
Hyperion Knight has recently been
cal arts degree by the age of 22.
well as by his compatriot Oscar Levant
A pianist of great diversity, Hy- named aSteinway artist. He makes his
and Gershwin's sister Frances), and
perion has recorded works ranging writing debut for Stereophile in this
most of these certainly demonstrate far
from Beethoven to Stravinsky on the issue with a"Building aLibrary" artimore freedom than is indicated in the
Wilson Audiophile label. His perfor- cle on the noted conductor Wilhelm
text of the music. For me, the individmance of the works of George Furtwängler.
ual touch of the performer is essential,
and the ongoing evolution of jazz
brings with it new and exciting insights
FMajor, for which this melody may originally have been
into Gershwin's immortal tunes and concert works.
conceived). 'The First and Third Preludes are energized with
For this recording, jazz composer-pianist Joe Cea has prosaucy cross-rhythms between the instruments, taking acue
vided new arrangements for piano and chamber orchestra of
from Gershwin himself: "The rhythms of American popular
both Rhapsody in Blue and the Three Preludes. While the
music are more or less brittle; they should be made to snap,
Preludes arc usually heard in their original form for piano
and at times to crackle."
solo, Rhapsody in Blue has appeared in many forms since its
The art of transcribing Gershwin songs for solo piano is reoriginal inception for jazz band by Ferde Grofé. While mainpresented on this recording by two very different approaches.
taining many of the felicities of the standard Grofé orchestraConcert pianist Earl Wild's style is that of the 19th-century
tion, the new version by Joe Cea adds the exotic sonority of
virtuoso, serving the songs up for pianistic display as well as
the marimba, giving the Rhapsody atouch of nightclub atmosclever manipulations of the thematic material. Wild's tranphere. The instrumentalists were encouraged to exercise their
scriptions are clearly designed for the concert hall, making use
imaginations in their respective solos, and the opening clarinet
of modern classical composition techniques and playable only
solo in particular is truly acadenza, flirting with swing rhythm
by the most dedicated concert pianists. The transcriptions I
and played like afantasy.
worked out with Joe Cea, on the other hand, are modeled on
For all its whimsy, however, Rhapsody in Blue is still prijazz improvisations, and would be equally at home in acockmarily apiece about the rhythmic energy of ayouthful
tail lounge or concert hall.
America. Gershwin portrayed it as asort of tone poem about
"Let's Call the Whole Thing Off' is an upbeat, sassy, conNew York life: "In the Rhapsody Itried to express our mantrarian sort of tune conceived for Broadway, but found its
ner of living, the tempo of our modern life with its speed
appropriate home with the Fred Astaire/Ginger Rogers duo in
and chaos and vitality." The Three Preludes were originally
the film Shall We Dance? "Someone to Watch Over Me" also
intended for an eventual set of 24 preludes modeled on
began life as an upbeat tune, but during rehearsal George was
Chopin's magnum opus, aproject Gershwin did not live to
vamping through it slowly when he and Ira realized that it was
complete. Cea's orchestrations remain close to Gershwin's
even more effective as aballad. (1 have tried to give it the
original conception, but arc enlivened with bluesy instru"warm and wistful" treatment Ira felt it truly deserved.) "'They
mentation, particularly in the Second Prelude (reminiscent
Can't Take That Away from Mc" started out as asimple
of the muted trumpet solo in Gershwin's Piano Concerto in
Stereophile, June 1997
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A CENTENARY TRIBUTE TO GEORGE GERSHWIN
"The popular or jazz musician ...can manipulate the raw materials of Gershwin's inspiration
to fit the mood, the prevailing style, and the pedo-rmer's own personality ....
For me, the individual touch of the pedormer is essential ...." — HYPERION KNIGHT

R HAPSODY
Works for Piano & Orchestra by George Gershwin
Hyperion Knight, Pianist & Conductor
ENGINEERED BY J
OHN ATKINSON

C

clebrate the forthcoming centenary of George Gershwin's
birth with this stunning new recording from Stereophile.
This disc captures the spirit and freshness of Gershwin. His
saucy rhythms. His jazz syncopations and "blue" notes. The way
Gershwin himself was in synch with a
youthful America.

Ilbrlis by Gene Gertencin
Hi-onion Knee, Monist 6. Conductor

g

III The program concludes with the Porgy and Bess Fantasy, composed by Earl Wild. Truly aGershwin extravaganza!

0 Check enclosed

FAX — (
505) 424-9212

40'1,
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"The result," says amore restrained JA,
"is the best of both worlds. You get an
accurately defined image, where you can
almost look into the soundstagc to see
where the musicians are. But at the
same time you get some of the sense of
bloom that you would have heard had
you been at the live event."

JA carefully redithered the 24-bit data to
the 16-bit CD standard, preserving as much as possible of the original's midrange resolution.
Don't you dither! Order this recording now. You judge the result!
We guarantee you'll be thrilled by the performance and the recording, or you can call the whole thing off — return your disc(s) for a
refund! Total timing is agenerous 65:01. The CD is available for
immediate shipment and makes agreat gift — everyone loves
Gershwin. Order extras and delight family and friends.

Please charge my 1 MC

ACCOUNT NO.

Iwant
copies of Rhapsody
@$16.95 each CD.
S
HIPPING AND HANDLING
($3 per item US. and Canada, $8 per item
foreign airmail)
TurAi.
ORCALL IN YOUR ORDER — (
800) 358 6274

Stereophiles John Atkinson used two pairs of time-aligned microphones for both excellent imaging and a
sense of space and envelopment. For the
primary mikes, he used apair of cardioids, full-range. These give superb resolution in the midrange and treble, but
lack low-frequency bloom. So JA also
used apair of omnidirectional mikes to
give tonal richness and asense of space
and environment. Sam Tellig puts it this
way: "With cardioids, there's where
there. With omnis, there's there there."

nen,

3 The program continues with Four
Songs arranged by Earl Wild, and Five Songs, arranged by Joe Cea
and Hyperion Knight. All for solo piano. These include some of the
standards Hyperion Knight has performed to great acclaim at the
Rainbow Room in Rockefeller Center, New York City — such as
"Fascinatin' Rhythm," "The Man ILove," "Someone to Watch
Over Me," and "They Can't Take That Away From Me."

Mail to: STEREOPHILE
P.O. Box 1702, Santa Fe, NM 87504-1702

"You can almost look into the soundstage to see where the
musicians are."

R HAPSODY

3 Get set for Rhapsody in Blue, arranged
for piano and chamber orchestra by Joe
Cea — with a marimba added for a
touch of exotic sonority. The instrumentalists were encouraged to exercise their
.
imaginations in their respective solos,
and the opening clarinet solo, which
flirts with swing rhythm, is played like a
fantasy. You must hear this!
3 Gershwin composed the 'Three Preludes
for solo piano. Joe Cea arranged them for
orchestra, taking his cue from Gershwin,
who said: "The rhythms of American popular music are more or less brittle; they
should be made to snap, and at times to
crackle." In these performances, they do!
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repeated-note rhythm, but when Ira suggested the lyric "'The
way you wear your hat," George agreed to add acouple of
notes to the motif, taking the melody up athird on the last note
of the first line. 'This is aprime example of the cruda! role Ira
played in many of the team's most inspired songs. My treatment
of it is more rhytlunic than lyrical, in the style of ajazz trio.
"A Foggy Day" is unique among the Gershwin collaborations in that it was written within the space of an hour,
after George had returned from aparty at one in the morning.
(More typical of Ira's pace was the three weeks it took him to
come up with alyric for "I Got Rhythm.") In this rendition, the
soulful refrain is followed by two fast variations on the rhythmic motif. The beautiful number "Love is Here to Stay," the
team's last song, was neglected until it achieved immortality in
Hollywood's tribute to Gershwin, An American in Paris. For all
the song's optimism, it has abittersweet quality for me, evoking thoughts of all that Gershwin might have given us had he
not died at the age of 38. Accordingly, this transcription has a
somber, elegiac tone.
Earl Wild also makes ample use ofjazz piano techniques in
his transcriptions, but he brings many other resources to the
task as yell, consciously fusing the piano virtuosity of the 19th
century (he calls his transcriptions "Etudes") with the diverse

Earl Wild takes "Fascinatin' Rhythm"
at its word, treating the catchy tune
to various rhythmic and
polyrhythmic transformations.
compositional styles of the 20th. His "Embraceable You" is
evocative of Debussy, showering the familiar melody with an
impressionist mist. "The Man ILove" was conceived by Wild
as an etude for the left hand alone, much in the style of the
Brahms's transcription of Bach's Chaconne. Wild takes
"Fascinatin' Rhythm" at its word, treating the catchy tune to
various rhythmic and polyrhytlunic transformations (I can't
resist adding abit of swing feel to the occasion). The innovative nature of this song was such that the brothers Gershwin
disputed at length about the lyrics, unable to agree on where
the accents should fall in the melody. Wild's "I Got Rhythm"
is even more complex, adding polytonality and showers of
notes to the rhythmic mix.
The lantasy on Pov and Bess follows in the tradition of the
Liszt and Tausig concert paraphrases on popular operas of the
day. Pon was to be Gershwin's only opera, the culmination of
adecade-long effort to realize atruly `American" opera in a
jazz idiom. While the melodic material he used was all original. he traveled to South Carolina to inunerse himself in the
atmosphere that had inspired DuBose Heyward's novel and
libretto. The pair attended prayer meetings and black schools
to sample the true musical flavor of the region, and this helped
the songs from Poe to achieve their realism. (Gershwin was a
bit out of his element, complaining to afriend, "They are still
talking about the war — the Civil War — down here.")
Wild uses many of the most popular numbers from Pore
and Bess, such as "Summertime" and "I Got Plenty O'
Nothin'," liberally recombining their themes in astyle reminiscent of Liszt, but always with an eye to the larger structure.
"Bess, You Is My Woman Now," for instance, is heard in its
entirety, with the theme from "I Loves You Porgy" superimposed in the second verse for added variety and emotional
Stereophiie, June 1997

Rhapsody: The Music
Rhapsody in Blue, arranged by Joe Cea
Hyperion Knight, piano; Krzysztof Zimowski,
Anthony Templeton, Carol Swift-Matron, Linda Anderson, violins; Katherine Reynolds, Christine Johnson
Rancier, violas; Joan Zucker, cello; Jean-Luc Matton,
double bass; Robert Dorer, trumpet; Debra Taylor,
trombone; Tia Perdomo, clarine Lori Lovato, bass
clarinet; Jeff Cornelius, Steven ICimple, percussion.
[1] Rhapsody in Blue
15:59
Three Preludes, arranged by Joe Cea
Hyperion Knight, piano; ICrzysztof Zimowski,
Anthony Templeton, Carol Swift-Matton, Linda Anderson, violins; Katherine Reynolds, Christine Johnson
Rancier, violas; Joan Zucker, cello; Jean-Luc Matron,
double bass; Robert Dorer, trumpet; Debra Taylor,
trombone; Tia Perdomo, clarine Lori Lovato, bass
clarinet; Jeff Cornelius, Steven ICimple, percussion.
r
4i
Prelude I
1:41
3 Prelude II
3:44
Prelude III
1:19
Four Songs, transcribed by Earl Wild
Hyperion Knight, piano
5 "Fascinatin' Rh
6 "The Man ILove"
7 "I Got Rhythm" (Etude No.6)
8 "Embraceable You" (Etude No.4)
Rye Songs, transcribed by Joe Cea and Hyperion
Hyperion Knight, piano
'
9] "Let's Call the Whole Thing Off'
10 "Someone to Watch Over Me"
il "They Can't Take That Away from Me"
12 "Love is Here to Stay"
13 "A Foggy Day"

2:10
2:57
2:18
2:52
Knight
2:07
3:20
204
3:31
3:13

Porgy and Bess Fantasy, by Earl Wild
Hyperion Knight, piano
[14] Porgy and Bess Fantasy

17:47

Total Playing Tune:

65:01

Notes on the Arrangers
Wild, born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania in 1915, qualifies as an
American national treasure. Still at the pinnacle of his mastery and
enjoying an active performing career at the time of this writing, he is
one of the few remaining pianists with adirect link to the masters and
traditions of the past. Over the years Wild has enjoyed many professional lives, induding as pianist for Toscanini and the NBC Symphony,
improviser and staff musician for Sid Caesar during the golden age of
television, and standard-bearer and diampion of the romantic piano
revival. He has published numerous original compositions as well as his
piano transcriptions of the music of Gershwin, Rachmaninof and
many others.
—HK

Earl

was born in Brooklyn, and is active as ajazz performer and
arranger in New York. In addition to piano studies with Norma
Verrilli, he studied composition and arranging with Bill Finegan. He
has collaborated in performance with such jazz greats as Dizzy
Gillespie, Pepper Adams, and Kenny Burrell as well as major entertainers like Steve Allen, Jim Nabors, and Joan Rivers.
—HK

Joe Cea
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impact. Wild's ¡i2u1a5y is exquisitely detailed throughout, and in its original form lasts
almost half an hour for this recording Ihave chosen to play aslightly abridged version). The rich conception of Wild's piano transcriptions, and the great devotion to
Gershwin's music that they signify, ensure that his name will be linked with Gershwin's in the recitals of enterprising pianists for many years to come. —Hyperion Knight
Notes on the Sound
John Atkinson
scan be seen from the diagram (fig.!, pg.79), the piano and orchestra were laid
out for the Rhapsody and Preludes sessions much as if we had beenr
ec
ording a
Mozart concerto. This was appropriate, as pianist Hyperion Knight was directing the musicians —some of New Mexico's finest — from the piano for these performances. The 9' Steinway D piano had had its lid removed and was placed with the performer's back to the microphones. (Listeners should note that the bass notes of the
piano will appear to come from left of center and the treble notes from the right, the
opposite of what is usually heard on piano recordings. For the solo piano works on this
CD the piano was rotated into the usual concert position: the performer and keyboard
on the left, and the lid replaced and set to its nuximum extension.)
The choice of recording venue is fundamental to any classical recording project,
because it defines what the basic character of the sound will be — the way the rever-

A

A

The 96kHz Surround Alternative

syou will have gathered from Alliance for Multichannel Music at the
reproduced soundfield when played
Wes Phillips's comments, in
1996 ABS Convention in Los Angeles
back on asurround system. Inspired by
addition to making atraditional
last November. With the exception of Peter's results but not having either a
two-channel recording sampled at a Decca recording of a choir and
Schoeps Sphere or apair of figure-8
44.11cHz for release on CD, we also
orchestra, the surround channels
microphones, Idecided to use asecond
captured a surround-sound version
seemed to have little connection with pair ofB&K cardioids, again configured
sampled at 961cHz. This was the idea of the front information. Rather than help
as an ORTF pair but mounted beneath
Steven K. Lee of Canorus Inc., who disre-create acoherent sound picture of the front pair and pointing to the rear of
tributes dCS and Focus Audio products
the original acoustic environment, the
the church. The outputs of these mikes
in the US. With the cooperation of rear information tended to hang in
were fed via balanced Cardas cables to a
dCS Ltd. and Nagra USA,
Forssell tube preamplifier,
Steve assembled an array of
which in turn fed athird dCS
Ibelieve the difference due to
four dCS 902D 961cHz/24-bit
902D 961cHz converter and a
A/D converters and three
do ubling the recording bandwidth to
third Nagra-D.
Nagra-D, each fitted with the
As Wes described, aprobbe significant.—John Atkinson
v2.0 version of the control softlem with one of the Nagras
ware, which allows the mameant that we could not
chine to be switched to operate as a clumps localized at the two surround
record the omni mikes at 961cHz. I
two-channel digital recorder running at speaker positions.
must admit that, at the time of writing,
twice the usual sampling rate. In effect,
The surround recordings demonIhave no idea how successful this surthe 96IcHz-sampled data for each chanstrated by EgglestonWorks' Peter
round rniking has been. While Ican
nel is split into two 48kFlz data smarm.
McGrath at the 1997 Winter Conlisten to one pair of the 96kHz-samThe balanced preamplifier output sumer Electronics Show last January pled tracks at atime by feeding two
for each of the four front-facing micro- were much more convincing. Peter AES/EBLJ cables from Stereophdds
phones was fed to apassive splitter via
had used his usual Schoeps KFM-6
Nagra-D to adCS Elgar D/A convert1
m lengths of AudioTruth Lapis x3.
"Sphere" stereo microphone, but had
er, Ineed asecond Nagra-D and asecAdditional lengths of Lapis fed both the
placed aforward- and backward-facing
ond Elgar to simultaneously audition
44.1kHz ADCs and two of the 961cHz
figure-8 microphone in front of each of the four surround channels. Ialso need
ADCs, the latter being synchronized to
the Sphere's sideways-facing omnidito update our Sonic Solutions digital
asingle 961cHz SDIF worddodc signal
rectional capsules. In effect he was
audio workstation to run at the higher
provided by the fourth dCS converter.
using aside-firing M-S array for the left sample rate. And, as there is no release
100' runs of Canare AES/EBU cable
and right halves of the surround soundmedium yet available that can carry
took the digital signals to the back room
stage. For playback over four speakers,
multiple channels of 96kHz-sampled
where the Nagra-D recorders had been
he dematrixed the two pairs of M-S
audio data, my editing of the surroundset up.
signals using Audio Engineering
sound version of Rhapsody had to take a
What miking to use for the sur- Associates decoders.
back seat to getting the conventional
round channels took some thought. I
The important point to note about
CD edited and mastered in time for
had not been very impressed by most Peter's technique is that he is basically
HI-FI '97. But the 96IcHz tapes are sitof the surround-sound recordings
sampling the live sound at asingle point
ting there waiting. And, who knows, I
demonstrated by the International
in space, which should give acoherent might in the meantime put together a
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beration and the ambience wash over the individual images of
the musicians and the way in which they modify the tonal colors of the instruments. The sanctuary of the Albuquerque
church we chose for Rhapsody is not very large, but it does
provide excellent support for the sound of solo piano—as
we found when we recorded Canadian pianist Robert
Silverman there. (His Stereophile recording of the Liszt Piano
Sonata in b(Sonata, STPH008-2) was released in 1996. 1)We
decided to use similar miking for the Rhapsody project, based
on acentral stereo pair of directional microphones and apair
of outrigger omnidirectional mikes.
John La Grou of Millennia Media kindly loaned us four
high-voltage &tie' & Kjaer microphones: apair of 4012 cardioids and apair of 4003 omnis. (For previous Stereophile
recordings we used the 48V equivalents, the B&K 4011 and
4006; La Grou feels the high-voltage versions have considerably better dynamics and transparency.) The two cardioids
were used in whaes called an ORTF configuration: the

mikes angled at about 115°, their tips spaced about 7" apart.
(They were mounted on an Audio Engineering Associates
Stereo Mike Positione which has calibrated angle and spacing markings.) The cardioid pair was about 9' behind and
about 10' above the keyboard, supported on a Manley
Starbird boom stand. The omni mikes were spaced about 3'

There arc nine other Serophile recordings available, including Sonata. Call (800)
358-6274 for credit-card orders or see ad elsewhere in this issue.

DTS-encoded surround CD, down- no doubt in my
sampling the surround-channel data to mind that the In arack on the stage were (top to bottom): passive splitter boxes; Sonic
higher sampling Frontiers UltraJitterbug; two Millennia Media HV-313 microphone preamps
44.1kHz. Watch this space!
In this issue's "As We See It," Wes rate gives asound (front cardioids &omnis); dCS 9000 /VD converter (front cardioids); Manley
A/O converter (front omnis); Forsell M2a microphone preamplifier (rear carPhillips describes his reaction to com- more true to the dioids); Power Wedge AC conditioner.
paring the same music recorded at the mike feed. A
96kHz and 44.1kHz sample rates telling indicator was the deflated look really resent it being taken away.
It is naïve, Ibelieve, to attribute this
using the dCS Elgar D/A for playback. on Hyperion Knighes face when I
(For playback, two AES/EBU cables switched back to a44.1k tape after lis- improvement solely to the increase in
connect the Nagra's digital outputs to tening for awhile to a96k tape while bandwidth. Yes, there is published
two of the digital inputs of adCS Elgar we were deciding what takes to use for research showing that humans react
processor, when this detects the two the Rhapsody master. If you only hear physiologically to frequencies above
48kHz two-channel datastreams, it the CD-standard 44.1kHz sound, you the nominal 20-20k band regarded as
remultiplexes each into a96kHz sin- won't be aware of what you're missing. "human hearing." And it has been posgle-channel stream.) Having been able But listen for awhile to the same music tulated that while we don't "hear"
to carry out similar comparisons with with the higher sampling rate and you ultrasonic frequencies, they do contribute to the envelope of awavethe two sets of Rhapsody cardioid
form in a manner that we can
master tapes, Iam astonished at
detect. While the dCS converters
the difference. The response of
for both sampling rates are almost
the B&K microphones we used
identical, the high-speed dCS 902
for Rhapsody is about 10dB down
must be somewhat different in that
at 30kHz, while tweeters rarely
any artifacts from its anti-aliasing
extend much above 30kHz. And
and decimation filters will be
my hearing cuts off above
either an octave higher in frequen16kHz! You would think, therecy or will last less than half the
fore, that extending the recorded
time, however you wish to look at
bandwidth by just over an
the matter. This surely must be a
octave, from 22kHz to 48kHz,
contributor to the difference in
would be irrelevant
sound quality.
Yet in level-matched comparBut yes, whatever the reason, I
isons the 96kHz-sampled tapes
believe the difference due to doubhad apalpability, an ease to their
ling the recording bandwidth to be
sound, that the 44.1k venions, as
significant If you're attending HIgood as Ithought they sounded
FI '97, taking place at San Franin isolation, only hinted at. The
cisco's Westin St. Francis Hotel
darinet in Rhapsody in Blue, for
from May 29 to June 1, you'll be
example, sounded more like an
able to hear the difference for yourinstrument with a pipe of air
self in the Canorus room.
vibrated by areed and the player's
/can't wait for the high-quality
embouchure. And the sense of
audio DVD to appear.
the acoustic space captured on One of these 96kHz Nagras went on strike just prior to the
—John Atkinson
tape was more tangible. There is recording session.
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DOUBLE BASS

ond AES/EBU output feeding the dCS converter's word-clock input. Because even a short
/TROMBONE
length of AES/EBU cable can introduce jitter,
,
something that is most deleterious at the analog/digital conversion stage, this clock signal was
BASS
CLARINET
cleaned up with aSonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug.
CLARINET
Figs2 and 3show spectral analyses of the dCS
PERCUSSION
900D's digital noise floor encoding ahigh-level
VIOLAS
20kHz tone, with the encoder clocked by the
1
STEINWAY D
(LID OFF)
Manley via two 1m lengths of AES/EBU cable
VIOLINS
without and with the UltraJitterbug. Ichose a
N >i)
high-level tone at the upper edge of the audio
band for this test, as this will be most prone to jit22
ter-produced errors. Note that the noise floor
STAGE
EDGE
with the dCS clocked by the Manley via the
Sonic Frontiers is lower and cleaner, with less
LSB toggling, than when it was clocked by the
B&K
B&K
Manley. Note also the dCS converter's extremely
65
4003 04- r- 65'
MIKE
low noise floor implying resolution better than
120"
120"
20
bits.
ABOVE
ABOVE
STAGE
It is very important when you're using spaced
STAGE
microphones to ensure that their outputs are in
‘Ic7-1 115°
rx .
time synchronization. In other words, for amusician at the center of the stage, the sound from the
instrument should reach all the microphones at
El&K 4012 MIKES
exactly the same time. In the analog days, you
er ABOVE STAGE
couldn't do that unless you very carefully measured the distances from each microphone to the
Fig.1 Microphone and musician layouts for the Rhapsody and Preludes sessions.
instrument and made sure they were the same. But
then
the
microphones
might not be in the right place to get the
to either side of the piano's keyboard, set back by 5', and
optimal sound quality from each. So the cardioid pair were
again placed about 10' high.
placed to give the optimal sound picture, the omni pair to give
The outputs of the microphones were amplified with solidthe optimal tonal colot With digital recording and editing, the
state Millennia Media HV-3B preamplifiers, which also supfour channels could be synchronized later in post-production.
plied the mikes with the necessary 130V. The output of the
Each reel of tape started with the sound of Wes Phillips
omnis' preamplifier fed aManley/ UltraAnalog 20-bit anastanding at the dead center of the stage banging slapsticks. This
log/digital converter running at 44.1IcHz, and the cardioids'
is exactly analogous to the "clapper board" used in movie-makpreamplifier fed adCS 900D 24-bit A/D converter—both
ing, and gives avery nice, clean impulse on each of the four
via 1m lengths of AudioTruth Lapis x3 balanced interconnect
tracks of the digital recorder. Before the editing and mixing
with passive splitters to send asecond feed to the 96kHz
were begun, those four channels were uploaded into aSonic
recording setup. To get the maximal transparency, the mike
Solutions hard-disk editing system running on aMacintosh
preamplifiers and A/D converters were placed on stage as
computer. Each channel could be independently slid backward
close as possible to the microphones; two 50' lengths of
and forward in time until the sound of the wood blocks was
Apogee Wyde-Eye AES/EBU cable took the digital data to a
synchronized on all four tracks. Anything that was in the cenNagra-D four-channel tape recorder in the remote vestry.
ter of the stage will therefore produce asignal at exactly the
Because the microphone signals were to be mixed togethsame time —or at least within one sample period —in all four
er in post-production, it was important that the A/D conmicrophone channels, and therefore, by definition, be in the
verters be sample-synchronized. The Manley ADC therefore
exact dead center of the reproduced soundstage.
served as the master clock for all four channels of data, its secTRUMPET1/
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Fig.2 dCS 900D, clocked by Manley ADC, spectrum of 20kHz tone at
-10dBFS, DC-22kHz (10dB/vertical div., -60-150dBFS, linear
frequency scale).
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dCS 9000, clocked by Manley ADC via Sonic Frontiers Ultralitterbug,
spectrum of 20kHz tone at -10dBFS, DC-22kHz (10dB/vertical div.,
-60-150dBFS, linear frequency scale).
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DAT or CD-R, thereby truncating each digital word from 20
The ORTF technique was developed in France and gives a
to 16 bits, both reduced the sense of recorded space and added
nicely defined soundstage from apair of cardioid microphones,
afeeling of "digititis." Itherefore "redithered" the data when
but the tonal balance lacks low-frequency bloom. The spaced
Iprepared the master using a Meridian 518 Mastering
omnis, on the other hand, give awonderful sense of bloom and
Converter, which manipulates digital data in real time. The
very accurate tonal coloç but have mediocre stereo imaging.
input and output data word lengths can be independently
In post-production, the cardioids were used full-range to
selected; pre-emphasis or gain can be added if the operator so
preserve their excellent imaging. The treble was cut on the
wishes;
and, most important, the 518 applies achoice of noise°Innis, then the two pairs of mike signals were mixed
shaping curves to the music data. By shifting quantizing noise
together. The cardioids are the primary microphones in the
up to the inaudible 20kHz region as it reduces the master's
upper midrange and treble, while the omnis give the sense
24-bit word length to the CD's 16, the 518 preserves as much
of space and envelopment in the low frequencies. The result
as possible of the original's resoluis, we hope, the best of both
worlds: You get an accurately The combination of recording venue, tion in the midrange.
The maximum level on this CD
defined image, where you can
was adjusted in the mastering to
almost look into the soundstage
microphone technique, and
reach almost OdBFS, the maxito see where the musicians arc.
But at the same time you get recording hardware makes Rhapsody mum possible on aCD. For those
listeners with sound-pressuresome of the sense of bloom that
Stereophile's finest-sounding CD yet. level meters, OdBFS on this recordyou would have heard had you
ing corresponds to apeak spl at the
been at the live event.
microphone position of 110dB. If you set your volume conBy using the minimum of milting, we tried to achieve avery
trol so that the opening of the first Prelude generates apeak
natural, realistic soundstage with this recording. There were no
level of 98dB at your listening position — which is loud —
spot microphones on any of the instruments, which helps prethe playback level will be pretty much the same as that in
serve the sense of depth. However, if you think about this, it
the church where the recording was made.
does mean that instruments that were farther away from the
Ifeel the combination of recording venue, microphone
microphones do sound farther away. Robert Dore?s trumpet in
technique, and recording hardware makes Rhapsody Stereothe second Prelude, for example, was at the rear of the orchesphi/ès finest-sounding CD yet; Hyperion's blistering perfortra and sounds distinctly more reverberant than, for example,
mances are allied to accurately captured tonal colors and a
the bass clarinet and the violins, which were at the front of the
recorded soundstage that is almost holographic. And Joe
stage. To stay with this rather wide-angle perspective was a
C,ea's arrangement, in my opinion, breathes new life into
deliberate decision, however.
Rhapsody in Blue—check out that delicious-sounding
All the editing of the performance tapes was done with 24marimba as well as lia Perdomo's creamy clarinet and
bit resolution to preserve as much of the original quality as
Debra Taylor's bluesy 'bone! You'll find an advertisement for
possible. But once the master edit list for the CD had been
the Rhapsody CD elsewhere in this issue — buy acopy and
assembled, the problem remained: How to reduce that 24-bit
let us know what you think of our efforts.
data to the 16 bits mandated by the Compact Disc Standard?
Enjoy!
—John Atkinson
Simply dumping the output of the computer hard disks to

Rhapsody: The Cast of Characters
Project inspiration: Wes Phillips
Production: Hyperion Knight &John Atkinson
Engineering, John Atkinson, Wes Phillips, &
Steven K. Lee
Digital Editing/Mixing: John Atkinson
Executive Producer: Gretchen Grogan
Musician Liaison: Christine Johnson Ranciar
Road Managers: John Bookwalter 8c David
Hendrick
Steinway D piano supplied by Washburn Piano
Company, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Piano Technician: Charles Rempel
Photography: Natalie Brown
Recorded at the First United Methodist Church,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, March 10-12, 1997
Equipment used: two Britel & Kjaer 4012 highvoltage te cardioid microphones (front); two
Brüel & Kjaer 4003 high-voltage
omnidirectional microphones (front); two Brüel & Kjaer
4011, 48V, h" cardioid microphones (rear);
Millennia Media high-voltage microphone cables
(4003s and 4012s); Cardas 300B Microtwin balanced microphone cables (4011s); two Millennia
Media HV-3B solid-state microphone preamplifiers (4003s and 4012s); Forssell Technologies
M2a tube microphone preamplifier (4011s); dCS
900D 44.1Id-lz/24-bit A/D converter (4012s);
Manley 44.1kHz/20-bit AID converter (4007s);
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tour dCS 902U 961d-lz/24-bit Aip converters;
Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterhug (master 44.1kHz
redock); AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Lapis x3 balanced interconnects; Apogee Wyde-Eye, Illwninati Orchid, Canare, and Madrigal MDC-1
AES/EBU datalinlcs; Nagea-D 4-channel, 44.1
kHz, open-reel digital recorder; three Nagea-D
2-channel, %kHz, open-reel digital recorders;
Dorrough AES/EBU peak/average level meter,
Audio Engineering Associates LD-2020 Stereoscope; recorded and mixed with 24-bit resolution; CD master prepared and edited using the
Sonic Solutions Sonic Studio v52, and dithered

JA and Steve Lee discuss microphone balance.

to 16-bit resolution using the Meridian 518 Mastering Converter.
Hyperion Knight thanks Joe Cea for his creative
work in this recording, and is also very grateful to
Carl Battaglia of the Kampel Foundation for his
help in preparing the performances. He would
also like to express his deep appreciation to
StertyphiWs Wes Phillips, John Atkinson, and Gretchen Grogan, as well as his attorney, Kirstin
Knight, for their enormous efforts to make this
Gershwin tribute areality.
Stetrophile thanks Steven K. Lee (Canorus Inc.),
Mike Story (dCS Le), Nancy Belt (Nagea USA),
John La Grou (Millennia Media Inc.), Fred
Forssell (Forssell Technologies), Richard Eden and
Erika Lopez (Afebce Electronics), Wes Dooley
Audio Engineering Associates), Bob Stuart
Meridian), Bill Low (AudioQuest), Les Eclelberg
Audio Power Industries), Bryan Shaw (Digital
Brothers), and Tony Chunn (First United
Methodist Church, Albuquerque, New Mexico).
And special thanks to: Audio Engineering
Associates, AudioQuest, B&W, dCS, Digital
Domain, Dorrough, Focus Audio, Madrigal
Audio Laboratories, Meridian, Sennheiser, Sonic
Frontiers, and Stax, whose components were
used in the monitoring and editing.
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Years...

and just Getting
Started!

S

eptember 1997 sees the 35th anniversary ofStereophile magazine, founded by J. Gordon Holt back in 1962. In the first
installment of my anniversary interview with Gordon last
January (Vol.20 No.1), he talked about how he ,got started in
audiojournalism and what led him to stan amagazine devoted to describing how components actually sounded. Ikicked off this session by asking
him about Videofax the Home Theater magazine he published brie in
the'80s...
J.Gordon Holt: Iwas subscribing to asmall magazine called
Laser News that folded. Ithought it was acrying shame to see it
die, so Ibought its circulation list and picked up most of the
writers. Istarted putting the thing out in late 1986. It was actually coming out reasonably on schedule for awhile, believe
me or not [laughs]. The biggest problem Ihad with it was
that Ihad no money behind it. Ihad my own small bank
account, that's all. But... it was kind of alabor of love, and I
.
threw alot of money at my love. And it was actually making
alittle bit of profit. The problem was Icouldn't pay my writers enough. Every time Iwould pick up areally good writer,
Harry Pearson would cherry-pick him for The Perfect Vision.
After that happened about four times, Ifigured, screw it —
not going to bang my head against awall. So I
just let it die. I
published six or seven quarterly issues.
Stone: Was that when your interest in Home Theater began?
Holt: My interest in Home Theater began with an interest in
color television. Igot hooked in 1970 when friend of mine
built aHeathkit color TV and it actually worked! One of the
few that did, Irecall. Iwas impressed with the picture on it
but Icouldn't afford to buy one, and Ididn't have the time or
the patience to put one together. So Ipicked up aused RCA
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color chassis — aCTC-7, as Irecall. No cabinet, just the naked
chassis with the picture tube attached to it. It must have
weighed close to 100 lbs. It had around, 15" picture tube that
was, like, 21
/'deep.
2
When Igot it it was completely out of adjustment. So Ipicked
up acouple of books about color TV servicing, and Ispent
months just messing with it, tweaking it into shape. Itaught
myself the basics of doing setups, gray-scale, convergence, and
some of the other hideous adjustments that you had to do on
those sets — like actually adjusting the colter matrix in the thing!
You had to twiddle two tuning screws inside apair of transformers in there to get the colors to matrix out properly. And if
they were mis-set, it seemed the first thing you lost was green.
So you watch aPGA tournament on TV and the lawns would
be gray with agreenish tint. Ialways knew Ihad it right on the
nose when greens like that were actually bright green.
That's how Igot started. Istarted watching the first color
TV programs on TV, but soon Iwas watching movies on it.
When VCRs first came out, Ibought one. It was anatural
progression. It's been asecond hobby, running parallel with
audio, ever since then.
Iforesaw Home Theater originally as something that would
develop into ahobbyist-type thing, like audio. But it doesn't
seem to be going that way. It seems most of the people who are
buying really good Home Theater systems buy the system for
their family, because they're too busy making that kind of
money to be able to enjoy it. They never get into the thing as a
hobby. They have agreat system, they have somebody else
install it, and then it just quietly goes down the drain because
they don't maintain it — especially the sophisticated and expensive systems.
Right now, however, it's really difficult to even know how to
do it yourself because many manufacturers of projectors, for
instance, will not sell aservice manual to aconsumer because
they don't want them messing around in there. They're worried
about lawsuits.
Things are getting more and more complex. Home Theater
brought us surround sound, with several more channels and surround processors that are extremely versatile and configurable.
You can use them with four channels, five channels, or seven
channels, whatever. Two subwoofer channels, stereo and mono.
And you can have the front channels operating full-range or
attenuated — rolling-off the low end, and all this kind of thing.
It's reached the point where acomplete system setup is
becoming the kind of job that no one except asophisticated
audiophile is going to be able to handle. And when we get into
the matter of bad instructions and lousy user interfaces, some of
these things are an absolute mess. So, Trend Number One:
Things is gettin' confusing. [laughs]
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Eclipse. At Sonic Frontiers, we continue to outshine our competition

with our latest generation of innovative new products -leading the
way is our new LINE 3preamplifier.

In 1993 we introduced the SFL-2 linestage, a product which rede-

fined the standard for a true reference quality tube preamplifier.

However, with the introduction of the LINE 3 not only have we

eclipsed our competition's latest offerings, we've advanced the design
significantly over our own Class A rated SFL-2.

The LINE 3represents the pinnacle of performance in our LINE Series

of preamplifiers, giving audiophiles aproduct with both fidelity and

flexibility for their changing home entertainment needs -whether it be

areference 2-channel system, amulti-user home theater installation or

TOTAL

the intimate environment of their favorite headphones -using the

ECLIPSE.

lead Room

circuit.

The LINE 3shares the advanced features of its siblings, the LINE I,
and LINE 2but additionally offers these following design attributes:
• 2chassis design (both full size) -60 lbs net weight

• fully dual mono design, featuring 3toroidal power transformen

and 26 regulated power supply stages (8 of which are high
voltage, precision tracking shunt types)

• innovative new 12 tube linestage circuit with active error correc-

tion to ensure wide bandwidth, balanced performance and
extremely low 75 ohm/150 ohm (SE/BAL) output impedance
• Unique PCB decoupling system

• Highest quality parts, featuring Multi-Cap, Solen &Wima capacitors plus Vishay, Caddock and Mills resistors.

The appearance of such a product is a rare event which comes

around but afew times in an audiophile's life. To experience the awe

inspiring LINE 3 for yourself at your local dealer or to receive a
complete set of literature, Call, Write, Fax or E-Mail us today.

..•••••
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SONIC FRONTIERS
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Available at those

THE SOLINC1 BARRIEr 1

and other fine dealers.

Audio Associates
Jackson, Mississippi
(601) 982-7054

Audio Video Center
New York, NY ¡Broadway)
(212) 571.4143

Audio Video Center
New York, NY (Bowery)
(212) 226-1815

Good Ear
Boise, ID
(208) 323 9150

Goodwins
Shrewsbury, MA
(508) 791-8200

Goodwin,
Bost., MA
(617) 734.8800

Goodwins/Northarnpion Sound
Northampton, MA
(413) 584-9547

Sound Designs
Meguorn, WI
(414) 242 5599

Stuart's Audio
Westfield. NJ
(908) 232 0483

Professional Sound & Acoustics
Sudbury. ON
(705) 522 6708

Rot. Electronique
S1 Foy, OB
(418) 653-7768

Whitby Audio
Whitby, ON
(905) 668.0787

Contact Sank Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.
2790 Brighton Rood, Oakville, Ontario, Canada, LOH 5T4

Tel

pos) 829 3838

Fax: (905) 829-3033

E-Mail: SF1@sonicfrontiers.corn

Web Site:http://wwwsonicfrontiers.con
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nHolt

Stone: How do they do that?
Holt: Usually by dishing down the whole midrange by a
few dB, and tipping up the low end and the high end. And
another problem is that high-end speaker systems generally can't handle anywhere near the volume that's
required of aTHX-level soundtrack.
Stone: Do you think bons speakers represent asolution?
Holt: One solution, yes. I've been very impressed with
some recent horn systems I've heard, mainly because
they have immense speed and dynamic range. They
don't seem to compress things at all, and they're
absolutely effortless at very high volume levels. You
have the feeling that they're just breezing along.
There are still alot of god-awful horn speakers out
there, but there arc some others I've heard that I'd go
to bed with any day.
Stone: So, obviously, it seems like part of the trend eif horn
speaker systems is also usinqsinqle-ended triode amplifiers. How do
you feel about those?
Holt: Iwould say single-ended triodes are practical only
with horns — full-range horns. This is one reason why
horns are currently so popular in Japan. It goes along with
their liking for the sound of single-ended tube amplifiers—
only horns can get decent volume levels with amps like that.
Stone: What do you think is the sound eifsingle-ended amplifiers?
Holt: Most of them sound what Iwould call "tufiey."
They're very pleasant, alittle warm. They're sweet in the
high end, but unless you have horns, they overload every
time somebody hits apiano keyboard.
Stone: Do you feel the loudspeaker is still the weak link in most
music systems.
Holt: Yeah, Ithink so. Face it, they're the only thing in the
system that's still mechanical, except for the CD transport.
As soon as you get into mechanical stuff, you've got resonances and the problems of how to get rid of them. Add to
that the fact that they're acoustical — they have to move air.
Stone: Do you think there's ever »lbw to be any ideal design
fir speaker systems—one particular method that will solve
everybody's problems?
Holt: I'm certainly never going to say "never." But
if it happens, it won't be from any technology
that exists now.
The people who
Stone: It seems like now there are so many difcle44.
94e
ferent ways of making aspeaker that the average consumer must be rather confused. Iknow
loeichpealeem
the average reviewer is.
/woe', hove 0144C.IL ped
Holt: They all basically come down to
one thing: they're just devices to push
ele Pe°Ple ialge" 441
air. There shouldn't be anything conellte#
fusing about it. And the thing is, the
bigger the surface, the snore air it can
"44 ihede a)ze otoeie
push, which means the deeper the bass.
Loudspeakers
people. geltal
But the other thing is, the bigger the surStone: Do you /eel that the main shortcoming
face, the heavier it is and the worse it is at
in most people's systems is still their speakers?
die4y
reproducing treble. This is why I'm kind of
Holt: Yeah. Most high-end audio speakers
currently used for straight stereo are designed to
intrigued by the idea that Linaeum is pursuing, or
exaggerate image depth because they have no other
at least have started messing around with — their soway of producing real depth.
called true line-source thing. The interesting thing about it is

Stone: Do you see most peoplejust having one system primarilyfor Home Theater rather than a
stereo system and aseparate Home Theater
system?
Holt: Everybody except high-end
audiophiles is going to end up
doing it that way. There will still be
people in the High End who continue to argue until the cows come
home that Home Theater and highend audio don't mix.
Stone: Do you feel that's true?
Holt: No, Idon't.
Stone: What are the primary reasons people
feel that Honte Theater's not suitable music?
Is it not high-enough fidelityfor music?
Holt: That doesn't have to be the case,
but all too often it is. My own experience
has been, if you buy Home Theater
loudspeakers, you'll end up with asystem that's much worse in terms of fidelity than what you can get from ahigh-end
audio source. Ithink it's because the people who design them don't really have
much respect for the people who buy
them. Ithink they figure, "Ah, these arc
movie people. What do they know?"
Stone: Do you listen to alot of music on your
Home Theater system?
Holt: Yeah.
Stone: Why?
Holt: Laziness. [laughs" No, I have a
Home Theater system right now that I
think does avery good job of straddling
the line between music and Home
Theater. But the loudspeakers I'm using
currently —Tannoy 10DMT-IIs [reviewed
by Gordon in Stereophile Guide to Home
Theater, Vol.3 No.1, Spring 1997 —Ed.] —
weren't made either for Home Theater use
or for high-end audio use. They were
designed to be recording-studio monitors.
It's important to have high-resolution
speakers. In fact, that's one of the first
steps toward getting asystem that will
satisfy both the high-end audiophile
and the Home Theater buff. Most
Home Theater speakers don't meet
that requirement. Most studio monitors do.
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that, theoretically at least, it could, if the thing
was made big enough, perform very much
like an ideal line source. Which is to say, it
would have very wide dispersion at very high
frequencies. It wouldn't be frequency-selective in terms of its dispersion.
Stone: That's aribbon system.
Holt: Sort of. It's asoft ribbon —and that's a
very important distinction. A regular ribbon
is attached at both ends, the center is free to
vibrate, and the whole surface is sitting in a
magnetic field. When it moves, all of it
moves at once. In the Linaeum, the ribbons
are actually nothing more than wave carriers.
You have these two semicircular loops of soft
ribbon, and when the voice-coil moves them,
they're too soft for the whole ribbon surface
to move at once. So what happens is, the ribHEY, 1•Ou WANMA HEAR SOme REM- 8AS3 ?
bon flexes at the point where it's been
moved, then that flexure travels along the
Classic Holtabilia
length of the ribbon like awave. At small
amplitudes, which also happen to be high
Recording
frequencies, the little wave motions die out very soon. In
Stone: Recording classical music has been another hobby of yours.
other words, they only go ashort distance along the ribbon
How has that changed over the ran?
loops before they die out. So the radiating surface is very
Holt: It's never really changed that much. And we're not yet
small, which means wide dispersion.
at the point where it makes sense beyond just experimenting
With higher-amplitude stuff—lowto record with more than two mikes —you know, more than
er frequencies — the waves travel
two channels. Very few people are set up for discrete surroundall the way along the ribbons to
sound. And most of the surround decoders in consumers'
Thew coe
their fixed ends, giving amuch
homes are just not suitable for ambience extraction.
larger radiating area that has
Stone: Doesn't agood stereo recording have all the ambience
143
9ed-c"4"1
about the same dispersion
infirmation within it?
as the treble. Which, right
hem' dpealzeja Ged
elef
Holt: Yes, it has alot in it. But if you try to use Dolby
there, is almost adefinition
t
eisi
4040,,e °e els
Pro-Logic, which is the only surround mode that
of a perfect loudspeaker. 1
most decoders offer, the surround information condon't know how practical it
.9'oe hewer/ iltai
fuses the decoder because it isn't mono. It sort of
would be to make areally big,
,4 le Geri age
varies continually from semi-mono to largely uncorrewide-range system with this
lated, because reverb is random. The decoder is
technology; all they're doing
affly
looking for acorrelated difference signal to lock
with it now is using it for tweeters.
onto, so if it finds amono signal there for a
But my recollection was they had
moment, it will steer it to the rear. When it
some earlier systems that had amultipleloses that, it steers back to the front. And
driver array of larger size.
because the reverb is random, it just jumps all
Stone: But those still used traditional woofer
over the place. So you get pumping and all sorts
columnsfor low-frequency transmission.
of things—very weird effects.
Holt: As far as Iknow, Linaeum's soft
Stone: But you listen to most ofyour recordings
ribbon is the first new kind of tweeter
in surround-sound, correct? How do you get
radiator that's come along in, what,
around that problem?
40 years?
Holt: Most of the higher-priced
Stone: Unless you want to consider the
decoders have a straight
onginal Apogee, which used aloose ribbon
"Hafler matrix" for music
hanging in afield.
surround, which is aleftHolt: Well, again, the Apogee w as
minus-right subtraction
the same kind of unithing like Dolby Surround
form-motion ribbon
except that there's no steerthat's been in use for
ing. So you get the suryears and years.
round effects but not
the pumping.
th

/
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WHO SAYS: HOTEL
MAKE
GREAT HI-Fl?
Compact

Tuners

DAME Integrated Amplifier
Preamplifiers
1111b:1101111011116._

"...the RA970BX is simply so exceptional, regardless of
price, that it seems more aproduct of some audio deity
than ahuman. The gods were smiling and the universe
in order the day Ratel designed this monster."
The Audio Adventure, Volume 1, Issue 2, Nov. 1994

RB990131( Power Amplifier
Power Amplifiers

"If Iwere doing ablind test, I'd swear the 990 was a
Class-A amp in the plus three grand bracket."
Mark Block, The Audiophile Voice, Volume 2, Issue 1

EOM Compact Disc Player
11111111
Integrated Amplifiers

"The performance of the Rotel RCD990 is breathtaking. It
would surprise me very much if you could get anywhere
near the sound quality with CD separates for under
S2000. Maybe S3000... Thank you Ratel."
Sam Tellig, Stereophile, Vol. 20, No. 3, Jan. 1997

11A910BX Integrated Amplifier
Surround Sound Processor

"With products like the RA970BX available, there's
absolutely no reason for anyone to buy mass-market
junk... The RA970BX proves you can get true high-end
sound for the same price as mid -fi."
Robert Harley, Stereophile, Vol. 19, No. 12, Dec. 1996

Multiroom Controllers

For more of what the critics say, ask your dealer or call
(508) 664-3820 for our Critical Acclaim review booklet.

1111111E11i 1111 OF ME YEAR "
ROTEL OF AMERICA • 54 CONCORD ST. • NORTH READING, MA

01864 • TEL 508-664-3820 • FAX 508-664-4109
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L'he performance of integrated amplifiers is compromised for
all-in-one convenience. Integrated amplifiers are not equipped
with the heavy-duty, high current, high voltage power supplies
available in the best separate power and preamplifiers. First of all,
there just isn't enough space. More importantly, there are
technical limitations. In an integrated amplifier, such supplies
would generate unacceptable levels of heat and hum. And the
high signal levels found in the power output stages create asource
of noise, crosstalk, and preamplifier instability. Obviously, heat
and noise-generating elements shouldn't be operating in close
proximity to the preamplifier circuits. However, this is
exactly where such elements, scaled down-to be sure, are found
in integrated amplifiers.
Demonstrably superior quality, along with flexibility, is what
Adcom now offers in two significant new components:
The GFA-5802 power amplifier and GFP-750 preamplifier.
In the GFA-5802 we chase a classically simple circuit
topology. Two high capacity transformers provide superb
isolation between sensitive input stages and high current output
sections. A massive toroid transformer with dual secondary
windings, high current regulators, and enormous quick response
storage capacitors provide all the current necessary for
unparalleled clarity even under the most difficult operating
conditions. MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect
Transistor) devices are widely praised by knowledgeable
audiophiles for their unique combination of solid state
dependability, dynamic capability, and tube-like smoothness. Each
channel uses eight carefully matched pairs to produce 300 watts

per channel into 8ohms and 450 watts per channel into 4ohms.
The GFA-5802 also includes switchable balanced (XLR) and
unbalanced (RCA) inputs and dual sets of heavy duty, gold
plated, five way binding posts ideal for biwiring.
The GFP-750 is a purely passive attenuator/switcher or, at
your option, an active preamplifier. In passive mode, the signal
sees only input switching and the high resolution attenuator. In
typical Adcom fashion, the GFP-750's massive high current power
supply features alarge toroid transformer with multiple secondary
windings for each channel. Specially chosen storage capacitors
insure responsive voltage supply to all active elements. For active
gain functions, it offers true differential balanced audio
signal paths, with MOSFET devices. The GFP-750 features remote
control, balanced (XLR) and single ended (RCA) inputs for CD as
well as single ended inputs for four additional line level analog
sources. Independent balanced and single ended outputs allow
easy interface with almost any amplifier.
We've achieved something that you can appreciate even
without a technical background. Value. Adcom components
provide real value by raising the performance level our customers
can expect from their investment. We don't subtract quality for
convenience, we add performance to build value.
Goodbye integrated.
Hello Adcom.

ADCOM

Designed for your ears.
And what's between them.

II Elkin, Ri mil • Te,t
Tel: oce390-113o • Fax 908-390-56i - • \‘,•I,

N.J.
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Stone: Most ofyour recordings are done with just
two stiikes?
Holt: You're asking me?! [laughs] Yes.
Most of our recordings UGH and SS rtgularly record their local symphony orchestra
together — Ed.] are done with two
mikes, unless there's an obvious situation where we can't do it with two.
Like astage layout where there's a
great deal of front-to-back distance
—chorus at the back, orchestra in
the middle, soloists at
the front. In that case, a
single pair of microphones is going to be a
bad compromise at best.
For that we borrow a
mixer and use additional mikes.
Stone: Purists might argue
that there's always some
place that has the right balance so it can be done tvith
just two microphones; you
just have to find it.
Holt: Well, they're welcome to spend all the
time they want looking
for it! [laughs] Imean,
there are certain situations where I've walked
in, looked at the stage
layout, and knew right
off that Icouldn't do it
all with two mikes.
That's when the mixer
comes out.
Stone: Most ofyour rewrdings are done with an M-S
mid:without' coryiguratiott
Holt: Yeah. I've been experimenting with M-S because it
showed promise of being free from some of the problems of
ORTF, which Iotherwise would be using.
Stone: For readers who don't know, what is M-S?
Holt: It's called "Middle-Side" recording. It's also called
"Mono-Stereo," which is wrong! What it means is, you have
one microphone that's picking up from just asingle direction — usually aiming forward, or it might be an omnidirectional mike picking up from all directions. And then the
other mike — the Side mike — is a side-facing figure-8,
which is dead at the front and the back and sensitive only
toward the left and the right. The two sides of that mike are
out of phase with each other, and you orient the mike so its
left-aiming side is in-phase with the M mike. When you add
their signals together, you get amix of front and left that
behaves like acardioid mike aimed about 45° to left of center. To get the right channel, you first reverse the polarity of
the Smike's signal and mix that with the M mike's signal.
Stereophile, June 1997
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'This time, the resulting polar pattern is
directional at 45° to the right of center.
Stone: What's the advantage ofM-S over ORTF
with apair e
microphones?
Holt: The main advantage is complete mono
compatibility. If you're recording something in
stereo and it's going to be broadcast over radio
— you know, mono radio — or it's going on a
mono soundtrack, you have the output from the
M microphone to use as is. All you have to do is
mix the two channels together, eliminating the difference signal from the Smike, and
you end up with the output that
came only from the M mike. So you
don't have problems with flanging or
interference.
The other advantage is that, since
none of the instruments is way off the
M mike's axis, there's no tendency for
the sound to change in treble response according to direction. With
ORTF and coincident cardioid, in
order to get adequate separation, you
have to angle the mikes so far apart
that instruments that arc way off-axis
from each mike suffer from treble
rolloff, and imaging specificity gets
badly degraded.

cardioid
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Two cool: Gordon (above) appears nonplussed by his effigy in ice.
Below: Who cut the cake? Gordon, being incisive, as always.
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EXCELLENCE:

To make Home

cessing. Inputs are

takes something

included for aMcIntosh

unique. It takes

MAC-3 Surround Decoder to

48 years of American design and engineering

audio components.
It takes McIntosh. Start with the Remote Controlled McIntosh
MX130 AudioNideo Tuner Control Center. The MX130 is afull fledged
audiophile component; but it's alot more. Besides its impeccable

THEATER

with optional THr pro-

Theater REAL, it

experience building internationally acclaimed

HOME

reproduce '"Dolby Digital sound tracks from Laser Video
Discs or DVD's.
The MX130 AudioNideo Tuner Control Center, matching MC7106,
960 watt, six channel amplifier and aset of McIntosh speakers combine to create asuperb THX-certified McIntosh Home Theater System.
If you thought you had heard Home Theater, you owe it to yourself

sound and picture quality that is built to last, it also includes second

to hear McIntosh.

zone capability, video switching and built-in Dolby Pro Logic 3 circuitry

REALLY.

11Itintash

Components of Excellence
McIntosh Laboratory Inc., 2 Chambers St., Binghamton, NY, USA 13903-2699 607-723-3512
"Dolby". "AC-3", "Pro Logic" and the Double D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. THX is aregistered trademark of Lucasfilm, Ltd.

,Gordo

record what you're hearing, with the goal cfjust trying to get an accurate
Stone: Sonic feel that omnidirectional mikes are the only way to
portrayal ofwhat's currently there: literal recording. 11w other
really capture iillJidelity. How do you !eel about that?
is trying to get as dose as possible to what you might conHolt: In some respects, they're-right. Spacedceive the ideal sound ofan orchestra to be They seem
omni mikes have the most realistic low-end
9oed a9ain4i
to be diametrically opposed to each other.
weight when reproduced through astereo
4eAvie
Holt: Iprefer the "documentary" or
pair of speakers.
literal sound, because it's there. It
Stone: What are their disadvantages?
exists in nature. Admittedly, no one
la ludieue 1h
0 1ps cati
Holt: If you get them far enough apart to
in an audience seat is going to hear
get real instrumental separation, the imag441y2,2od4ece dowas thai
what your microphones hear when
ing stinks. Center images are too broad,
they're 15' in the air. But at least
eicvuotaihy came al qcus
and their directionality is vague. And if
you're starting out with areal sound,
you use omnis for surround reproduction,
1040t all ezecliao.d. 1/1/10449h
and if you aim to reproduce that, you
which is the only way to reproduce threecan end up with arecording that actui444 1
aapeahe4S
dimensional space properly, the amount of
ally sounds very much like that through
bass you get is much too much. You end up
4.411 4 f) II G i
44*
agood system. The idea of using the
being overwhelmed by bass.
orchestra as simply astarting point, like raw
Stone: There seem to be two
material that is then shaped to fit someone's
schools in tenus ofrecording orchestras.
preconceived notion of beautiful sound, is slipperyHolt: I flunked them
slope material because the result depends entirely on the
both! [laughter]
personal preferences of the recording engineer.
Stone: /didn't say tests,
Stone: Doesn't that put the audiophile at adecided disadvantage
/said schools! One being
when he's trying to evaluate his system, if most of his software is "bel
that you go in and
canto"— engineered to sound beautfiul rather than accurate?
Holt: Oh, absolutely. Unfortunately, there isn't much you
can do. The hard fact of the matter is that the best performances are generally done by the best orchestras,
and they're usually recorded by the companies that
have the most money and the least concern for the
music! They multimike everything because it
gives them maximum "creative control," and then
they can't keep their cotton-picking fingers off
the knobs.
Stone: So you usually usejust two microphones in M-S.
Holt: I'll tell you, if Icould afford areally multichannel recording system, that's how I'd be
recording everything. Ambience-recovery surround is fine as long as it's all Ihave, but discrete
surround would be much more realistic. And a
lot more fun to record, too.
Stone: Do you think surround-sound will offer a
chance to do better quality documentary recording?
Holt: Well, sure. Imean, it just goes against all
common sense to believe that you can reproduce
sounds that normally come at you from all directions
through just two speakers in front of you.
Stone: Some people argue that, if the phase is totally accurate
the ear re-creates all of those multidirectional cues.
Holt: The ear can re-create asemblance of them, yes. I
have arecording —a test CD done by JVC way early in the
CD period — that has acouple of tones on ir, sinewaves, I
believe. They suit off being in synchrony with each other so
the signal appears dead center in front. And then the tone
repeats over and over, each time with alonger phase difference. If you sit in the middle of aroom that is reasonably
good for music listening, you'll hear the sound actually
march all the way around the room, including behind you,
from just two channels. But if you move your head off-cen-
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makes you love the music." Imean, if it does that to you,
that's basically what it's about to begin with. A home stereo
system, or home music system, is about you. If the way it
reproduces music leaves you unmoved, then it doesn't matter how "accurate" it may be, it's not doing it. But it seems
to me that's only half of it.
The other half requires combining that with accuracy It
can be done. Imean, do you know of anyone who'll come
back from alive concert and say the sound was unmusical?
Stone: But again, it sounds like there's still adichotomy between
musicality and accuracy. It's like the dichotomy between what aprofessional listener wants—accuracy—vs what arecreational listener
wants: musicality.
Holt: You're right. There is adichotomy there, but there
doesn't need to be. Well, as Isaid earlier, the musicality end of it is aslippery slope — once you
The Future
say there's no standard for what something
Stone: This brings us to where high-fidelity might
should sound like, then anything goes. I
go in thefitture. It seems as ¡Res dividing into two
'tome dIe4eG asidleos,
remember when, many years ago when I
camps: surround-sound or Home Theater, and
oil home »ludic dldieen, id
was working for another magazine, the
two-channel stereo.
publisher once told me, "I don't care if
Holt: That's not going to continue.
aleiet yea. 9j1he wag it
you play the damn thing with your finWhen electrical recording came along, a
4etvzociaceet oeuidic leaved q.044.
gernail, if it sounds good."
lot of record collectors insisted that electrical recordings were no good because
44414010Gied thee,
deedetl
they didn't sound musical. The same
the High End.
onaeet luxe "accseale" d
thing happened again when stereo came
Holt: That's right. Many, many of the
along; alot of people fought that, too, for
0141 Ifte, led «el
things high-end people want are things
years and years, and eventually they changed
that you do hear in live music. Things like
ciai419.
detail, resolution, imaging, soundstaging,
their minds or died off and their opinions didand so forth. But when it comes to spectral
n't matter any more. Imean, try to find someone
balance, which is very often athing that's the first
today who'll argue that mono is abetter way of listo go in a"musical" system, no one seems to agree.
tening than stereo. Maybe for certain purposes it
Stone: We talked alittle in the last interview about the
is, but certainly not for realism.
emphasis on soundstaging vs harmonic accuracy, and the
The same thing's going to happen with
tendency of many reviewers and many people in the highsurround-sound. And surround-sound is a
end industry to make soundstaging, not harmonic accuracy,
great way for dealers and manufacturers to
the raison d'être. And how that leads to systems that are
sell more equipment! They'll love it.
not accurate
To me, the biggest threat to what we call
Holt: Ithink one of the reasons for this is that
high-end audio right now is the idea that
fewer and fewer people have the inclination to
realism doesn't count at all — that the only
attend enough live concerts to know what realism actuthing that counts is, does it move you musicalally sounds like. Ifind this trend more than alittle
ly? Does it give you an emotional, amusical,
depressing. I've read that some concertgoers are
experience? Of course that's important,
starting to be bothered by the fact that
but so is accuracy
what they're hearing live doesn't
Stone: The didwtomy between
sound enough like what they
the petfia and the real is one
hear at home from their stereof the problems in high-end
os, and they want the concert
stereo systems: accuracy vs
management to do someidealized bel canto.
thing about it.
Holt: Accuracy vs
Stone: The cart is beginmusicality. You can't
ning to pull the horse.
argue it. I'm certainly
Holt: Yeah. And a
not going to sit here
number of symphoand say, "No, you
ny orchestras are recan't buy this syssponding — addtem because it
ing electronic endoesn't sound real,
hancements or
even though it

ter by an inch or so, it's gone. With surround speakers, you
can turn and face the back of the room, and hear areal stereo
"stage" behind you. If you ever hear real surround reproduction done properly, you'll never mistake the two again.
The thing about areally good multichannel system is that,
if you're hearing something coming from behind, you can
turn around and look toward it and it stays there. You still
hear it coming from where it was. With astereo system, you
turn to look toward it and all of asudden it's coming from
one or the other of the stereo speakers. One of the big deals
about discrete surround is that you can actually produce
phantom images between the front and back speakers, so
that they locate along the sides of the room. That rarely happens with derived surround.
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abasic human drive—that you can go back to primitive peospot-miking soloists. Some are even using artificial reverb
ples andfind that the collecting urge has been around
because of supposed deficiencies in their halls. Imean,
as long as Homo sapiens.
God knows, the hall where we record could use alittle
Holt: I'm sure this is true. But the ability to
bit more reverb ... but then it wouldn't sound like that
collect things — Imean, collecting things is
orchestra in that hall.
going to become so expensive that only
But the ear is alot more forgiving of the quality
institutions or wealthy individuals are
of reverb than it is of the direct sound from instrugoing to be able to indulge in it. The rest
ments. You can get away with alot of veiling, disof us will have our bread and circuses, but
tortion, and stuff like that in the surround chanwe won't have access to "the finer things."
nels if they're just reproducing reverb. You don't
And we'll sec anationwide campaign to
even notice it, let alone fret about it. You've
convince us that we really shouldn't want
probably noticed on acouple of occasions
them anyway, so we won't feel too bad
when we were recording the Boulder Phil- about it.
harmonic and they used amike and their
Stone: That's grim.
PA loudspeakers to amplify the soloists.
Holt: One of the good things that will come
Stone: With Pepe Romero's guitar.
from it is that there will be less use of natural
Holt: The sound that we got from the solo instruresources. Which is needed. Imean, when
ment was considerably enhanced by that addione person or amillion can be equally served
tional hall sound coming back. There was alot
by one recording of abook online, that will
more bloom from the PA system. Now there was
save an awful lot of trees. And can you imagan example of artificial reverb that improved the
ine, for instance, an 81
2"
/
by 51
2"
/
back-lit panel
recording and was not at all detrimental to it. So
that would weigh maybe afew ounces, and would
I'm not saying that, for instance, doing good things
have acouple of knobs on it, and probably alimp,
with reverb is bad. But again, the problem is that that
hardwired connection to anational network. You
kind of thing is usually overdone; and second, it's just
could take it anywhere you wanted, plug it in, sit
ashort step between that and starting to amplify one
down, call up any book that you wanted from a
group of instruments, like the woodwinds, and maybe
national database, charge the user fee to your
another group, until the whole orchestra is what you
account, and there it is. You advance or go backmight hear if you listen to amultimiked recording in
ward by pages, either by keying in anumber or
the hall. Then what's the point of going out to hear it
by pressing aPage key. You wouldn't own the
live? Iwill refuse to pay money to hear alive orchestra
book, and you couldn't touch aleather binding
amplified when Ican hear it amplified at home for free.
or smell the ink, but you could read any book
Stone: Any other new trends that worry you?
any time you wanted to.
Holt: A very worrisome thing is what has been built
Stone: Makes sense.
into the new DVDs — the regional copy protection.
Holt: Is that encouraging?
Right now they're using it to control what countries a
Stone: Idon't know. Being very much acollector kind
particular movie can be shown in at aparticular time,
ofperson, it's sort ofdiscouraging. It does mean that natso it can't be released on DVD before it's debuted
ural
resources would stretch to the vast quantities ofpeople
there in theaters. What is there to prevent them
on earth who need the resources.
from changing this code just alittle so that you can
Holt: Well, you know, another upside to
only view amovie for aperiod of ayear, after which
that would be that people wouldn't accuyou must pay arenewal fee to be able to watch
mulate vast collections of stuff that had
it for another year?
to be carted with them every time
Some coneeid9oem
Stone: So you see the trend as being not owning
they moved. And people are movor collecting software, but roiling it on apay-perletheited liey the laci
ing more and more often. Also,
listen or pay-per-view basis?
they could live in smaller houses
Holt: The precedent has been set now
Mal what theef'4e hea,z4:41,.
because they wouldn't have to
in computer software. Basically, when
doedet't 4.944#1ci ei143449.11,
store all that stuff.
you buy acomputer program, you don't
Stone: True
own it, you own the right to use it. If
Whal
Ilea4 at home
Holt:
Ithink it's scary! [laughter]
you don't want to use it any more, it's
m Me-14 dieitead,, aid
But anyway, that's one of my
illegal for you to sell it to someone else.
visions of the future. Idon't think
wael14e coeceizi
Stone: Well, renting software will make Jqr
I'd like it very much.
less clutter in people's homes.
ma.41a9eme‘tt to da
Stone: No, but then you probably
Holt: Yeah. Ithink that, eventually, holdwon't have to be around to deal with it.
ing areal book in your hand is going to be
domelhies9 akuil
Holt: Icertainly won't be around to
something limited to just afew wealthy people.
deal with it.
S
Stone: But sonic miqht argue that the need to collect is
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audio equipment in history has achieved the legendary status of the Marantz vacuum-tube

electronics. So timeless are the sonic and aesthetic attributes of this classic trio that, almost four

decades after their introduction, pristine examples are still eagerly sought by committed music

lovers and audiophiles alike.
Fortunately for those remorseful souls who parted company with their beloved originals, Marantz proudly
announces the reintroduction of the Marantz Classics. The Model 7preamplifier, Model 8B stereo and
Model 9monaural power amplifiers sound as remarkable today as when they first defined the state of the art
during the Golden Age of Stereo.
These recreations are true to the originals in every way. In many instances, parts like transformers and
meters have been sourced from the very suppliers who furnished them over ageneration ago. Faceplates,
knobs and switches are identical, and even the Marantz

logo

has been restored for absolute accuracy.

All wiring is point to point ;no circuit boards have been substituted for the sake of convenience or cost.
Only genuine safety improvements, like detachable LEC power cords, standard fuses, and contemporary
speaker terminals in place of archaic output taps, differentiate these modern units from their predecessors.
Ultimately, these jewel-like components could have you listening to music from awhole new

à

perspective, while providing the kind of satisfaction that comes from possessing atimeless classic.
So instead of kicking yourself, you can sit back and enjoy the company of along-lost friend.
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fit feels good, it is good. Whether Don
Was is producing Grammy-winners for
Bonnie Raitt and the Rolling Stones or
just digging some musicfor his own enjoyment,
he's guided by an intuitive senseforfinding the
rightfeel. This is why his talents are sought by
the likes of the B-52's, Willie Nelson, Bob
Dylan, Iggy Pop, k.d. lang, and amyriad of
artistsfrom all styles ofmusic. His latest release
Forever's A Long, Long Time, is acollection of sometimes radical reworkings of
Hank Williams songs by Orquestra Was,
which includes such diverse talents as Herbie
Hancock, Sheila E., the MC5's Wayne
Kramer, and Merle Hagard.
Ispent asunny afternoon with the evercasual and eminently likeable Mr. Was at his
California home nestled in the serenity of the
Hollywood hills. Or, more correctly, at his secStereophile, June 1997

ond home next door, which serves as his recording studio (it's the one with the slightly smaller swimming pool).
"If you want to kick back and hear
something for pleasure, is the studio
where you listen?"

"It's where Ilisten for accuracy which
more often than not is also pleasure, but
this is my standard. I've got a more
expensive stereo setup at home, but it's
really for surround video, and Ihaven't
yet figured out how to reconcile the two
curves. Iprobably listen in my car more
than anything. And Ilisten to little boom
boxes. Really, that's pleasure."
"What's the difference for you when
you're listening to aboom box, or to your
expensive system, or your studio system?"
"If you're attracted to music that's
about feel, which Iam, then you should
be able to listen anyplace. Feel should
translate through the speaker on your
laptop computer. The goal of making
records is to make sure that you can
sense the `feel' everywhere, but that
97
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room really does strange stuff to abass
drum, so Idon't listen much here."
"Do any of your musician friends
have killer systems?"
"No... [laughs] At Keith Richards'
house, he has his speakers in the rocks.
He has like fake rocks, and he walks
around with aremote control. The farther he gets into the garden, new speakers turn on and off. Idon't know how it
does it. It knows where he is by the
remote."
Upstairs, Don showed me what he really
listens to... a Panasonic RX-DT680
portable stereo.
"The most important part about this
boom box is that Istole it from Mick
Jagger when we were doing Voodoo
Liiitige. So Ibeseech your readers, don't tell
him. You know what else I've been lis'The studio is where Ilisten for accuracy, which more often than not is also for pleasure: .
tening to? Ibought this Apple Macintosh
when you get to big speakers, it also prises various hqh-quality components neatly
1400 CS PowerBook. Has aCD player
housed in acustom wall cabinet. Included are a built in and alittle speaker. It's pretty cool
sounds nice. It's adelicate balance. Ilike
it when music is just one component of Nakamichi cassette deck, Sony DAT in ahotel room. Iuse the Internet for lisPioneer Elite laserdisc player, Lexicon
the environment. It's complementary,
tening to all these radio stations around
THX decoder, amplification by Aragon and the world with RealAudio. Ilike the
and that's kind of where you get your
Adcom, Mitsubishi 40" monitor, and a whistling and all that crap. It sounds like
feel from. This is like areally hot sumSnell surround speaker setup.
short-wave radio."
mer day today, right? So you would
"As far as feel goes, are you able to liscomplement it with `Groovin' by the
ten more for pleasure on something
Young Rascals, or 'Spill the Wine' by
What sounds good in
simple?"
War, or something. Those songs are like
"You know, it's kind of like talking
barbecue music. Music becomes like a
the subwoofer for tanks
condiment, really. Just like Ketchup.
about food. Do you want to eat Italian
food every night? No. Do you like Italian
[laughs] And you need the other eledriving across your room
food? Ilove it. Different systems have
ments. If you isolate yourself from the
really does strange stuff
highly distinctive functions and moods,
thing, that's not what it's about. That's
and the beauty is that one CD can be
why Ilike little boom boxes. Because
to abass drum.
played on all the stuff. That's what's realthey don't dominate. They colon"
ly cool. It's that you can choose."
"What about the audiophile ap"I hired someone to install the system.
"The records you produce come
proach of sitting in the listening chair
I've got that Audio Video hiteriois magazine.
across as high-fidelity. Do you go for a
and immersing yourself in the music?"
live sound, with musicians playing
"If you get off on that there's nothing
Iused Robert's Audio Video. They did
whatever was on the cover. It works great
together?"
wrong with it, but Idon't understand
for video, but what sounds good in the
"I tend to do that myself. I'm amusibeing exclusive about anything ... anysubwoofer for tanks driving across your
cian and Ilike when people interact with
thing's legitimate. When Iwas alittle
kid, we had these transistor radios that
had like one-inch speakers in them. And
they are beautiful-sounding. I'm flooded
with sensory information. It's as evocative as sittiitg in the front row at
Lincoln Center. Igrew up listening to
AM radio, and that's got areal sound.
The compression and the lack of frequency response is an evocative texture.
In fact, I've been toying with buying an
AM station and going back to a'60s kind
of free-form programming. You can get
one in abig city for less than amillion
dollars. If someone played the right
music on AM, I'd never go back to FM."
"Can you show me what you listen to
at home?"
"What Ihave at home, or what Ilisten to? I'll show you both ... "
"That's why Ilike little boom boxes. Because they don't dominate. They color."
The audio/video room in Don's home coinStereophiie, June 1997
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each other and play. That may not always
be right for the song. Kraftwerk to me is
as evocative as Robert Johnson. It's evocative of an emotional coldness, but that's
still an emotional state. [laughs] They nail
that. It would be inappropriate to do
like ... the song where they count. [laughs]
You really wouldn't want to do that with
aslide guitar. You've got to do whatever's
right. Sometimes you want the music to
be acomponent in everyday life, to spice

Kraftwerk to me is
as evocative as Robert
Johnson. It's evocative of
an emotional coldness.
up the fed. Other times you enter into
the false environment that the artist has
built. That's anoble thing to aspire to.
And it's hard to pull it off, because it
requires musical impressionism. So many
records today, the picture you get in your
head is of aband sitting there playing for
you, which is okay, but it's not poetry. It's
cinema venté.
"I've been working with Richie
Sambora on arecord here, and musically we arc trying to evoke visuals. I
don't mean with sound effects, like the
sound of abus driving by, but what's an
impressionistic way of implying 'Bus
Driving By'." [laughs]
"A good recording will translate that
feel."
"A good arrangement translates the
feel. It can be badly recorded. Imean,
Duke Ellington is one of the great 20thcentury impressionists like that, and
those aren't like really audiophile
records."
"True. Ireally dig the old monos."

Don Was Selected Discography
The B52's, Cosmic Thing, Reprise 25854-2 (1989)
The B-52's, Good Stuff, Reprise 26943-2 (1992)
Bob Dylan, Under the Red Sky, Columbia CK 46794 (1990)
Jaguares, El Equilibro de losJaguares, BMG Mexico 78635-41236-2 (1996)
Waylon Jennings, Waymore's Blues, Part Two, RCA 66409-2 (1995)
Elton John, To Be Continued..., MCA MCAD3-10110 (1990)
Willie Nelson, Across the Borderline Columbia CK 52752 (1993)
Randy Newman, Faust, Reprise 45672-2 (1995)
Orquestra Was, Forever's A Long Long Time Verve Forecast 314 533 915-2 (1997)
Iggy Pop, Brick By Brick, Virgin V21S-86173 (1990)
Bonnie Raitt, Longing in Their Hearts (Grammy Award: Best Pop Album, 1995),
Capitol CDP 81427 2(1994)
Bonnie Raitt, Luck ofthe Draw (Winner of three Grammy Awards, 1991), Capitol
C2-96111 (1991); DCC GZS-1107
Bonnie Raitt, Nick of Time (Winner of four Grammy Awards, 1989), Capitol
CDP 91268 2, DCC LPZ-2025 (1989)
Bonnie Raitt, Road Tested, Capitol C22V 33705 2(1995)
The Rolling Stones, Stripped, Virgin 41040 2(1995)
The Rolling Stones, Voodoo Lounge (Grammy Award: Best Rock Album, 1995),
Virgin 39782-2 (1994)
Bob Seger, The Fire Inside Capitol CDP 91134 2(1991)
Travis Tritt, The Restless Kind, Warner Bros 46304-2 (1996)
Various, Rhythm, Country &Blues (Winner of two Grammy Awards, 1995), MCA
MCAD-10965 (1994)
Was Not Was Are You Okay?, Chrysalis F21S-21778 (1990)
Was Not Was ,Hello Dad... rm InJail, Phonogram
Was Not Was, What Up, Dog?, Chrysalis F21Y-21664 (1988)
Brian Wilson, IJust Wasn't Made Fer These limes (Was also directed the film),
Karambolage/MCA MCAD- 11270 (1995)
"Oh, good. My tendency is to he the
same way. Leaving some stuff to the
imagination, creating textures by blending and viewing the whole as opposed
to isolating the components, is good. I
just had areal lesson, though. Iheard
these new stereo mixes of Pet Sounds. It's
pretty fucking good. Idon't think that
the feel is altered substantially, and yet
I'm hearing stuff that Inever knew was
in there. That's always been the Holy

Voices seem to emanate from the sculpture next to Don's studio monitors.
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Grail of mono rock and roll. And it's
fine in stereo."
"When you listen to Pet Sounds, what
do you hear —as someone who makes
records?"
"Brian Wilson as an arranger is the
Bible, man. Really, the arrangement ideas
and composition ideas that he innovated
in rock and roll have become such apart
of the everyday musical vocabulary that
people don't even realize it. I find
that if I'm stumped, if Idon't really know
where to go on arecord and Ineed some
inspiration, I put on Pet Sounds or
not saying, you know, let's
steal that guitar line, but the mentality of
it...it gets you in the right headspace.
You can get out of any situation by listening to Pet Sounds."
"Have you heard any of the audiophile reissues of your stuff, like Nick of
Time?"
"No, I'd like to. Is it really different?"
"Definitely. There's nice heavy vinyl
from DCC. They have a Pet Sounds
that's amazing, too."
"I'll tell you an interesting story. When
we were doing Voodoo Lounge for the
Stones, it was right around the time that
Virgin was preparing CD reissues of the
catalog, so Bob Ludwig was heavily
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bought a1955 Seeburg jukebox, and I
loaded up all my 45s from my formative
years. It's apretty cool way to listen to
music. Ilove the fact that the needle
doesn't sit right on the thing, and there's
always alot of scratching before each
record starts, and you hear the needle
pull off. Those are evocative textures."
Heating the Beatles on avintage Seebutg
Select-o-matic 100 is apure pleasure experinice. "Eight Days A Week" crackled with mere and apalpable sense ofnostalgia that led me
to think it may have been the best way I've
heard it.
Back in the studio control room ive listened
to "tieing from Graceland," a soon-to-bereleased track that had evolvedjrt.mt alive band
recording to the multilayered presentation coinme at me front the Manley/Tannoy and
Genelec Monitors atop the console. The
impressionistic approach traded a natural
acoustic fir alushly textured soundscape surrounding Richie Sambora's voice and ,quitar.
Don's 1955 Seeburg jukebox.
Don described to me an expaience oftvanderittq
around Nell , WYk 01St' night with no monty
involved trying to finally remaster the stuff
and no place to stay, which he tappedfi inspiwith some real integrity. And we were
ration for
or thefeel thty were tryittq to attain:
trying to figure out, what is the frame of
"So I'm walking around at lam, it was
reference? What was the truc intention of
I've been shocked to
startin' to drizzle, and you know how
this record? We listened to every possible
the city—like if you go to the top of the
source, and the thing that sounded the
discover the degree of
Empire State Building and listen... I
best was the first-generation vinyl presshaven't proven it scientifically, but if you
ing. So we called some collectors who
error and variability in the
stand all the way at the top, the sum
came over unsuspecting, and here's Mick
total of all of the noise in the city is aD.
manufacturing of CDs.
and Keith... 'Thank you.' I1atl We
All the air conditioners, all the trucks,
sent those to Bob Ludwig. We were just
they average out to one note. Kind of
about at the point where we were going
like 'Om' is the resonant frequency of
"I was really into that stuff. You
to record the vinyl and just transfer that to
the universe...? Well, the resonant freCl) when Ludwig nailed the essence of know, like the Garrard turntable with
quency of New York is D...I don't
a Shure cartridge and AR speakers.
what was on the vinyl. Ithink those reisknow. Fr:twined There wasn't alot of
'The one thing that Ireally wish Istill
sues sound really good as aresult.
activity at that rime of day, but you
had was this great old McIntosh tube
"Now, Ihave no problem with aCD
heard all these little things goin' on
power amp. It was beautiful."
vs vinyl. Ilike the way well-manufacaround you, and it added up to asum
"It's probably in Japan now."
tured CDs sound, but I've been shocked
"Yeah. Iwas concerned then, but I total. The street cleaner coming by, the
to discover the degree of error and varijust drizzle, we tried to evoke those images."
ability in the manufacturing of CDs. I didn't have the bread for the stuff. I
mean, there's this factor called 'jitter'
that Idon't fully understand, but this
enters into things. And it's erratic. Even
your cables impact jitter.
"When we did the Rolling Stones
Stripped album, the guy who designed
the Enhanced CD stuff ran all the audio
into his computer and made the stamping master out of that. Well, we got it
back and it sounded awful, man. I
freaked out, and Icalled the plant. Isaid
'Wait a minute. Are you telling me
there's no way you can mix the digital
information, and then the audio-visual
information, and bring that down, and
then mix?' And the guy at the plant was
dead serious. He said, 'Well, we could,
but that piece of equipment costs
$10,000: Isaid, `Do you have any idea
The Seeburg Selecto-matic 100: It creates evocative textures.
what the record company paid for this
record, or how much money is at stake?'
No one cares about this phase of it, and
it's crucial, man. The main thing is,
there's no reason to believe that just
because you're dealing with zeros and
ones, there's any kind of accuracy or
standard reference."
"And it's definitely avoidable. The
information is available to those who
care to seek it out. What ashame."
"It was acool record, man. Now it's
just mush."
"Do you still listen to vinyl?"
"Only for things that I couldn't
replace on Cll."
"Yet you just finished telling me how
superior those early LPs can be."
"You know, Imiss that little sound of
the thing turning through the groove,
but Itell you, Iwas ateenager when I
bought alot of those records, and they
arc not in great shape. Taking care of
records is annoying. It's not in my
nature to do that." [laughs]
"What equipment did you have back
then?"

!
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Future faces Garry Cobain and Brian Dougans
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here was atime when the defiant Future
Sound of London duo, Garry Cobain and
Brian Dougans, defined their sound by
determining who their musical enemies
were—what was popular at the time—and
either going countercurrent to it or butchering
the form into agruesome image of itself.
"The first 29 years of my life Ispent deciding
who my enemies were," Cobain, now 31,
explains. "Brian and Iused those enemies as a
starting point for making an album. That's what
we did with dance music." In the late '80s, dance
music became an overhyped craze in the UK, so
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Yet it didn't take long after LYijà nits for FSOL to grow
Dougans and Cobain took the genre, removed its drum and
restless. The record performed well but seemed to its crebass (two elements responsible for its popularity), and reators too "conventional," too mundane. Because they
created the genre without them. Anti-dance music. When
weren't interested in the usual rock'n'roll options of touring
the techno music of the early '90s prided itself on polished,
and promotions, FSOL began to focus on more ambitious
perfect fidelity, FSOL mutilated their own sound with disprojects. "We knew we could reach people at their strongest
tortion and reverb, again defining itself by its enemies. With
and most vulnerable on the radio," says Cobain. "Radio had
electronica anointed as the music of the new millennium,
become jaded and misused just as television had, but people
who will FSOL target as its enemy now?
hadn't lost the power to use their ears."
"Now Idon't care who my enemies are," says Cobain,
So, by combining the power of the latest ISDN technoladmitting that he and his partner have grown in more posogy with the influence of radio, FSOL pulled off something
itive ways. "I'm concentrating on the bits of life and music
historic: They broadcast live from their studio in London,
Ido like, and gaining the strength and confidence to use
and had the results piped into
those forms."
clubs worldwide through an elabWhen Dougans and Cobain —
orate broadcast network. These
the former an avant-garde audio/
"virtual live jams" were heard
video stylist, the latter an advenacross the earth, reaching millions
turous musician — first came toof listeners and establishing anew
gether eight years ago in Manstate-of-the-art pathway for musichester, each had grown bored
cal communication. For a band
with his chosen musical idiom,
light-years from commercial radio
and both were intensely interested
play, FSOL had suddenly found a
in electronics and in moving elecway to dominate the airwaves for
tronic music forward to the milhours at astretch.
lennium. They also realized how
"Here record companies are
well their personalities meshed:
running
around to get one track
Dougans was quiet, contemplaplaced on aradio format, and we
tive, analytical, Cobain more
just came in and did it," Cobain
loquacious, passionate, and tactile.
laughs. "The potential was immeTheir union produced creative
diately
there. We could have
changes almost immediately, efturned it into some huge deal, like
fectively dragging them from
the death of rodenioll or somecommercial terrain, and they
thing. But it really had to do with
began releasing records under a
THE FIRST 29 YEARS OF MY LIFE ISPENT
avoiding
the two great bastions of
host of different names—one
the music industry: promotion
album, for example, under the
DECIDING WHO MY ENEMIES WERE.
and performance."
band name Amorphous AndrogIn C,obain's view, fans and the
NOW IDON'T CARE WHO THEY ARE.
ynous. In pursuing this kind of
media
who wanted to watch the
musical shapelessness, Cobain and
band perform were missing the point. "We were evolving
Dougans allowed themselves ample elbow room to dabinto something not based on spectacle."
ble in avast spectra of sound without conforming to any
The "ISDN sessions" also resulted from defining another
specific mode.
musical enemy. "When we did the sessions we tried to reIt was this multifaceted ambition that laid the groundwork
create not the reality of a'70s jam —not the Santana shit that
for the Future Sound of London. "That bopping around early
you
hear going on for hours in ahallucinogenic state — but
on forced us into some completely plastic, throwaway
the mythology of that, the idea of that. We tried to create an
moments," admits Cobain from his London studio. But that
acid jam on the computer that sounded shiny, and there was
scattered vision also forced out of the band songs like "Papua
areal magic and spontaneity to it"
New Guinea," agroundbreaking record, and arevelatory
The resulting "live" recording, titled ISDN (Astralwerks
mix of dance, world, and ambient styles. The song proved to
6144-2) after the technology that facilitated it, is alandbe amilestone for FSOL, ahit in the clubs, acritical success,
mark album of alandmark event that put electronics techand the notch in their belt that got them signed to Virgin
nology where its mouth was. Not only did FSOL use
Records UK.
futuristic machinery to create its music, it used it to transLgiomis (Astralwerks 6114-2), their first record for their
mit its music throughout the world. As oxymoronic as it
new label, was asprawlingly beautiful work of state-of-thesounds, the two concepts of control and spontaneity are
art electronics, ajourney through waves of mind-numbing
the elements of their music with which FSOL seem most
trance, soothing soundscapes, pulsating dance grooves, and
concerned. Making ISDN was ahyper-controlled process
experimental etherealisms. I4e.fontis proved FSOL to be an
that oddly enough produced wildly spontaneous results.
eloquent — and surprisingly human — electronic outfit.
"Spontaneity is very important," says Cobain, "but I'm not
Like the grandest cinematic scores (and unlike most techinterested in seeing the kind of spontaneity we've seen go
no art), Lgorms could move you with songs, touch your
out of rock'n'roll. In away it's been one of my stru
heart with an accessible melody, then shiver your timbers
because however much Itry Ican't help but feel guilty
with scorching noise. "We were very proud of Lifdornu," says
that Idon't have any romantic notion of spontaneous abilCobain, speaking for himself and Dougans, who refuses
ity. What Imean is, Ican't pick something up — an instruinterviews. "A little uptight about it, but proud nonetheless."
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"I like the idea of FSOL being the whole history of sound
regurgitated," says Cobain of Dead Cities. "But my one
remaining sadness is the conception that bands who use
electronics are inorganic. Ithink we're one of the most
organic bands in the world, actually. We're redefining the
notion ofjamming and spontaneity. One minute we're using
computational music, and the next we're using the computer like ascribble pad. Once Isent acat scrambling across the
keyboard and used ir, it's quite fascinating."
Obviously, adiscussion of ambient and instrumental electronic music doesn't lend itself well to talking about concrete ideas the way, say,
Paul Simon would discuss
chord changes, or James
Brown would discuss horn
charts. Like the music
itself, discussion about
clectronica tends to be
abstract, far-reaching, and
occasionally inscrutable.
"Brian and Ihave actually just finished having a
three-and-a-half—hour
conversation," says Cobain.
"We start our rehearsals
with discussions. We discuss our relationship, how
the music's going, how this
record is going, and what
eillr4i
111111à
our perspective is on why
things are happening the
way they are."
One fear Cobain and
Dougans have is that their
musical relationship will
stagnate. "When you
spend alot of time with
someone you fall into
WE'RE REDEFINING THE NOTION OF JAMMING AND SPONTANEITY.
habits — the way you talk
to them, the way they talk
ONCE ISENT ACAT SCRAMBLING ACROSS THE KEYBOARD AND USED IT.
to you back, the way you
cohabit.
We
like
to
discuss
the
habits
we're falling into musihow to write your article, but Ihave to allow the bad articles
cally and socially, and how those habits affect our music. It's
to come out in order for the good ones to get achance to
important to get it out, and Ithink it keeps our projects
emerge, too. I've learned to control my shit and not control
exciting and innovative."
your shit."
Another fear FSOL has is of caving in to conditioned
What Cobain and Dougan have controlled, and beautifulmusical expectations. "We've both been brought up with
ly so, is the creation of their new album, Dead Cities
these notions that this is the way Ishould act, this is the way
(Astralwerks 6181). A visionary work of grand scope and
music is, this is the way television is, this is the way /am. But
sterling fidelity, this disc proves that making electronic music
I'm finding generally that when Ifulfill all that — when I
doesn't necessarily mean neglecting more conventional
follow in the footsteps of other people's expectations —I
musical elements like melody, soul, and terrific hooks.
don't deliver. I'm no good. I'm not good at being acopyist
Indeed if electronica is to fill the bill as predicted as "The
It's only when Iget rid of all that 'romantic' shit I've been
Next Big Thing" in modern rock, the current surge of techbrought up with that Imanage to deliver.
no outfits would do well to follow FS01.:s lead. From the
"Painfully, we've learned not to impose the baggage of
industrial clatter of "Herd Killing" and the eerie, noirish
our upbringing on our material. Rather, we like to stand
doom of the title track ("I had killed aman, aman who
apart from our upbringing and baggage, and jam aload of
looked like me") to the tremolo-laden ambience of "Her
sounds and feelings and spirituality into what we do. We
Face Fonns in Summertime" and the impassioned generic
jumble it all together. That said, my head only works when
vocal sample on "Everyone in the World is Doing
my heart has been kicked, not the other way around. Icould
Something Without Me," Dead Cities is aresonant, memowork my ass off and make all the right moves and finish a
rable journey into the more accessible regions of electronipiece, and if my heart isn't moved it's, 'Sorry, haven't been
ca. First time-travelers to the regions of future sound would
touched down here. Try again.'"
S
do best to stop here.

ment — and enlighten everybody around me with it. In a
way, I've had to form aphilosophy that covers up my
weakness." Part of that philosophy, admits Cobain, is the
need to control his art. "When we play radio stations, it's
partially live and partially controlled. Ifeel safe when I
have some control."
Like filmmakers who like each shot to be measured,
every frame designed, FSOL tightly controls their art. "But
we're realizing we can't control everything," says Cobain.
"For example, Ican't control what you or what people in
your media say. Iknow how Iwant to be portrayed. Iknow
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Vacuum Tube Logic MB 175 Signature
monoblock power amplifier
Michael Fremer

p

rcjudice is bad — whether it's
directed at people, places, or
things. You know how it goes:
digital is "bright," analog is "warm,"
solid-state is "brittle and etched," tubes
are "smooth and soft" dynamic drivers
are "low-resolution," electrostats and planars are "high-resolution" copper wire is
"smooth," silver is "bright," etc. While
putting everything that crosses your path
into one box or another makes life simpler and seemingly more organized, the
truth, musical or otherwise, usually gets
mutilated in the process. Not that we all
don't have pnlimites —but those are not
the same as prejudices.
Early in my reviewing career, I
switched on asolid-state amplifier only
to have it go up in smoke and flames! I
had to use my kitchen fire extinguisher
to quash the inferno. On the other
hand, Iowned apair of tube VTL 300s
for about four years, and during that
time not one tube blew up or needed
replacing. Even the biases on its 16 tubes
didn't fluctuate sufficiently to require
adjusting. Once something fell off a
shelf and shattered atube — but only
the terminally transistorized would use
that to argue against valves. And during
my almost nine months with VTL's
new Signature MB 175s, nothing untoward happened.

Does this mean that solid-state amplifiers catch fire while tube amplifiers
arc maintenance- and trouble-free? Of
course not. But when Ihear someone
say that tube amps are not for them
because tubes are "too much trouble" or
"unreliable," or because they "don't
want to mess around with changing
tubes all the time," Itake the time to
disabuse them of their silly prejudice.
And now that I've spent the better
part of ayear with the VTL 175s, if
someone tells me they don't like tube
amps because they sound soft and
rolled-off on top, euphonic in the middle, and flabby and amorphous on the
bottom, Istraighten them out on that
account too. The VTLs are "tubcy"sounding — you'd never mistake them
for solid-state — but rolled-off, soft, and
flabby they're not. No more than the
transistor-driven Rowland Research
amps Iheard at the January CES sounded thin and wiry.
If looks could kill, the Signature 175
would be apacifist
There are many sexy-looking tube amps
on the market, but VTUs 175 isn't among
them —not that it's ugly. If you want an
amplifier with dramatic looks, you'll have
to look elsewhere — to Cary's openarchitectured retro 805s, for example, or

VTL MB 175 Signature monoblock power amplifier
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Description: Vacuum-tube monoblock amplifier. Output power
(20Hz-20kHz into 4 ohms): 175W
(19.4dBW) (tetrode), 90W (16.5
dBVV) (triode). TFID (20Hz-20kHz at
maximum power): <3%, tetrode or
triode mode. S/N ratio: 106dB
(tetrode, 120Hz); 108dB (triode,
120Hz). Input sensitivity (for full output): 1V. Input impedance: 130k
ohms. Load impedance: 3-8 ohms.
Power consumption: 160W idle,
380W full power.
Dimensions: 19" W by 8.5" H by
10" D. Weight: 50 lbs.

Serial numbers of units reviewed:

501262 &3.
Price: $4990/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 35.
Manufacturer: Vacuum Tube Logic,
4774 Murietta Street, Suite 10,
Chino, CA 91710. Tel: (909) 6275944. Fax: (909) 627-6988.

Audio Research's Con Edison-ready
VT160s, or Scott Franldand's Visible V-8
Wavestream Kinetics, to name three
striking-looking tube designs. You've
seen the VACs, the C-Js, and the others
you can ogle. The boxy, businesslike 175
doesn't make any kind of fashion statement —until you turn it on.
The 175's layout will be familiar to
anyone who's ever seen VTI.'s MB 300
and 225, on whose chassis the 175 was
built: six output tubes, three on each
side (the 300 and 225 are eight-tube
designs), a power and output transformer flanking apair of large filter
capacitors, and two input tubes front
and center. The deco-ish front panel
sports an on-off rocker and atoggle to
switch between 175W of push-pull
tetrode amplification and 90W of triode. The rear panel contains line and
B+ fuses, RCA and IEC AC input jacks,
and custom-made speaker binding
posts. Hookup is straightforward, with
output transformer taps factory-set at 5
ohms. This gives the amps achance to
provide peak performance with most
4-8 ohm impedance loudspeakers.
115

No trouble in paradise
As most Stereophile readers know, VTL
was founded just over adecade ago by
the irrepressible David Manley, who ran
the company with his son Luke. The
two split afew years ago, the senior
Manley starting the company that bears
his name, supposedly dedicated to
designing and manufacturing tubed studio gear. Isay "supposedly" because the
company's extensive line includes both
agrab-bag of tubed electronics clearly
designed for home use as well as solidstate pro electronics.
Despite David Manley's shift into
VTL territory, father and son enjoy a
friendly if sometimes competitive relationship. Luke has spent the past few

T

he VTL MB 175 amplifier developed a glitch about halfway
through my first attempt at measuring it, the S/N and THD+noise
deteriorating markedly. Isuspected a
bad tube, but Luke Manley of VTL
elected to fly to Santa Fe to repair the
amp on the spot. In the process he also
made some minor upgrades to the
power supply and tweaked the bias.
The measurements presented here
reflect those changes. Isuspect that the
initial defect Idiscovered happened
either in transit or on the bench. Had
MF experienced the noise level the unit
exhibited for me at its worst (it was
-45dB), he could not have missed it.
The measurements here reflect
tetrode operation except where otherwise stated. After the usual one-hour
preconditioning test, the MB 175's
operating temperature was no hotter
than is typical of atube amp —perhaps
even alittle cooler. The VTI:s input
impedance measured 93.9k ohms
(97.5k ohms triode), its voltage gain into
8 ohms 29.9dB (28.7dB triode). The

,It at onsLI
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years tidying up the company's image
and product line while building a
nationwide dealer network.
The 175, though not designed by the
senior Manley, is based on the basic circuit guidelines outlined in his book on
tube design, 71w Vacuum Tube Logic Book.
The power supply features asolid-state
rectifier bridge and apair of 3800uF
caps —meaen'potatoes stuff. The power
tubes arc more unusual: 807s —inexpensive, relatively low-power radio transmitter devices (no longer in use for that
purpose) that feature ultra-wideband
response said to reach from above
125MHz down to DC. Using the 807s
(similar to KT66s, according to Manley's
book) as power tubes is tricky, because

their wide bandwidth makes them prone
to oscillation, but using 807s would be
the "push-pull answer to the sound of a
single-ended amp." The tube is afivepin, classic Coke-bottle-shaped device
complete with anode cap. The design
uses amodest 6d13 of negative feedback
and is switchable between triode and
tetrode modes. Claimed frequency
response is 20Hz-20kHz, and alow
1.5% THD at hill-rated 175W output
into 4ohms.
Manley told me that average tube life
is arelatively high 2500 hours, in part
duc to the design's low 30mA current
draw. Combine that with the 807's low
cost —currently about $20 each —and
you have, theoretically, alow-mainte-

VTL is noninverting, apositive-going
input resulting in apositive-going output. DC offset at the output measured
0.3mV. The S/N ratio measured
66.8dB from 22Hz to 22kHz (unweighted), 66dB from 10Hz to 500IcHz
(unweighted), and 75dB A-weighted
all ref. 1W). (S/N improved slightly in
the triode mode, but only by amaximum of 1.5dB.)
The maximum measured output
impedance of the MB 175 measured
under 137 ohms, with slight variations
with frequency and load (under 1.25

ohms in the triode mode). We have
measured worse (higher values) with
other tube amplifiers, but this output
impedance will still affect the frequency
response somewhat into most realworld loads (see below).
Fig.1 shows the MB 175's frequency
response (the triode and tetrode results
were virtually identical). The effect of
the fairly high output impedance on the
response is evident, and should be audible; the actual degree will depend on
the loudspeakers.
1.171.£ Irtl
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Fig.2 VTL MB 175, tetrode mode, small-signal
10kHz squarewave into 8ohms.

1elt

Fig.4 VTL MB 175, triode mode, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
10kHz): 4W into 2ohms; 2W into 4ohms;
2.83V into simulated speaker load; and 1W
into 8ohms.
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Fig.1
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3011.

VTL MB 175, frequency response at (from
top to bottom at 20kHz): 1W into 8ohms,
2W into 4ohms, and 2.83V into simulated
speaker load (0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.3 VII. MB 175, tetrode mode, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
10kHz): 4W into 2ohms; 2W into 4ohms;
2.83V into simulated speaker load; and 1W
into 8ohms.
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Fig.5 VTL MB 175, tetrode mode, IkHz waveform at 2W into 4ohms (top); distortion
and noise waveform with fundamental
notched out (bottom, not to scale).
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nance, high-performance amp that can
be completely re-tubed for about $150,
including the 12AT7 and 6350 input
tubes (dual triode drive and phase splitter, respectively). Given the long tube
life, re-tubing should be necessary only
once every four or five years, with average use.
The key to getting high-quality performance and sound from any tube
amplifier is its output transformer. The
Signature 175 uses VTI:s newly developed, highest-quality, and most expensive "Signature" transformer, which has
been precisely matched to the plate
impedance of the output tube for greater
efficiency. Manley told me that the tight,
carefully layered windings of each sec-

non result in "smooth sound" and "very
clean squarewave response."
Build quality was fine, though the 175
lacks the point-to-point wiring found on
some other amps, and doesn't make use
of the most expensive, highest-tolerance
electronic components. Manley was
forthcoming on this: He believes that
tube designs are somewhat more forgiving of wider-tolerance parts, and that
his use of high-quality if lower-tolerance parts on aprinted circuit board has
not degraded his amp's performance.
Besides, he told me, he was building
a high-quality product to what he
thought was areasonable price point:
$4990/pair.
Before leaving apair of MB 175s

with me, Luke cautioned that they
were not designed for big, dynamic
speakers with 12" woofers. "It's excellent with smaller speakers and with
horns," he told me. Since Iwas going to
audition the amplifiers with my reference Audio Physic Virgos, which feature apair of 8" woofers per side and
whose impedance drops to around 4
ohms over much of their frequency
range, Manley left satisfied that I'd get a
good measure of what the Signature
MB 175 could do. He was correct.
Simple setup
Like most other VTL amplifiers, the
175 features a pair of large frontpanel-mounted handles. Good thing, as

(-47.4dB or about 0.4% at 100Hz, and
though the differences are not huge.
The VTI2s reproduction of asmall-36.7dB or about 1.5% at 150Hz). A
signal 10kHz squarewave is shown in The THD+noise waveform is shown in
similar spectral plot in fig.7 shows the
fig.5. The triode result (shown here) is
fig.2. The risetime is slightly slowed,
IM at the output resulting from a
marginally worse than the tetrode. As
and there is asmall, damped overshoot
19+20kHz input at 70.3W into 4ohms
MF conjectured, it is heavily low-order,
(the lkHz risetime is quite fast, with
(the highest output possible with this
but it is mainly third- rather than secthe overshoot still visible). The squaresignal prior to visible clipping). The
ond-order. There are also unmistakable
waves in the niode mode were essenlkHz IM distortion here is relatively
higher harmonics present. The 2 ohm
tially the same.
high (462dB or 0.5% at lkHz, and
The distortion curves in figs3 and 4 result (not shown) transitions to adom-36dB or about 1.5% at 18kHz). The
inant third harmonic.
show arising distortion at higher frecorresponding spectral responses in the
A plot showing the output spectrum
quencies but areasonable performance,
triode mode, and also into our simulatresulting from a50Hz input is shown in
particularly up to 10kHz. The triode
fig.6 (the power level was 99.4W into 4 ed real load, differed slightly in detail
distortion in fig.4 is actually slightly
from those shown, but were essentially
ohms). The artifacts are relatively high
higher than that for tetrode operation,
very similar.
The THD+noise vs output power
sweeps for the MB 175 (at lkHz) are
shown in figs.8 and 9. The discrete clipping levels are given in Table 1. Note
that these are given for 3% THD+noise
at lkHz, instead of our standard 1%.
While the amplifier just exceeds its
power spec in triode mode, it is about
J
i
0.6dBW short in tetrode mode.
While the S/N measurements of the
VTL MB 175 are alittle high, its other
Fig.6 VTL MB 175, tetrode mode, spectrum of
Fig.8 VTL MB 175, tetrode mode, distortion (%)
measurements are about average for a
50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 99.4W into
vs output power into (from bottom to top):
tube amplifier. Not remarkable, per4ohms (linear frequency scale).
8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
haps, but respectable. -Tbomasi. Norton
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Table 1 Vacuum Tube Logic MB 175:
Discrete Clipping levels
(3% THD+noise at 1kHz)

0 030 .,
10

Fig.7 VTL MB 175, tetrode mode, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
70.3W into 4ohms (linear frequency
scale).
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144

Fig.9 VTL MB 175, triode mode, distortion (%) vs
output power into (from bottom to top):
8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.

Impedance
Tetrode
ohms
W_OBW)
8
108.8 (20.4)
123V
4
149.8 (18.8)
123V
2
57 (11.6)
123V

Triode
W (dBW)
88.6 (19.5)
118V
91 (16.6)
118V
68 (12.3)
118V
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the compact 50-lb units are ungainly as
hell to move around. With both heavy
transformers mounted to the rear of the
chassis, setting the 175s down without
crushing the rear-mounted speaker
binding posts is a skill best learned
quickly. But as you hopefully only have
to do it once, it's not abig problem.
Irested the 175s on apair of Target
amp stands, sandwiching four A.R.'T.
Q-Dampers between each amp and the
wooden Target shelf. Later Iswitched to
three of Lloyd Walker's lead/brass Valid
Points (best name, don't you think?)
under each amp, each Point sitting on its
(supplied) heavy lead/resin disc.
Hookup was straightforward, as was
monitoring the bias to each tube —"on
spec" at the outset, and remaining so
for the entire review process. Itried a
variety of AC cords during the 175s'
lengthy stay in my system, including
samples of WireWorld, TARA Labs,
Transparent, A.R.T, and finally the latest Yamamura Millennium 6000 and
Quantum power cables, plugged into
the Yamamura Ciabatta — a passive
power-line conditioner.
I'd sold my VTL 300s for two reasons: Because the power-hungry Eminent Technology VI speakers didn't fit
into my new, smaller listening room, Ino
longer needed the mega-wattage; and
the 300s had amechanical transformer
buzz that was obtrusive in the new space.
But upon powering up the 175s for the
first time, Iwas greeted by apleasant surprise: nothing. Both 175s were mechanically and electrically silent. Luke Manley
assured me that all current VTL amps
run equally quietly, and that the 300's
buzz was due to the less than stellar QC
of afirmer transformer vendor. Iran the
amps with their covers off and aShakti
Stone on each power transformer.
Sound
The MB 175s replaced apair of Cary
805s I'd been auditioning for the previous few months. When Luke Manley
told me "bass punch" with large woofered speakers was not the 175's strong
suit, Iwas concerned about losing the
Cary's luxurious, single-ended, triode
midrange purity and getting nothing
compensatory from the VTLs.
So Iwas more than pleasantly surprised by the 175's low-frequency performance; to my cars, it bettered what I
got from the larger 300 in every respect
save that of sheer power. In fact, the MB
175 proved to be an ideal match for the
Audio Physic Virgos, which displayed
abit of midbass warmth when driven by
the 300 (see my review, September
118

1995, p.121). While some of this
warmth is endemic to the speaker; the
175s proved abetter match.
Powered by the 175, the Virgo produced deep, well-controlled, welldamped bass down to the speaker's lowfrequency limit of about 30Hz. Blending
the Virgos with the solid-state Audio
Physic Terra powered subwoofer, which
goes down well under 20Hz, proved relatively easy — far easier than with the
Carys, which, though seductive and pure
down below, were somewhat slower and
warmer overall. While the better solidstate amps still have the bass edge in
terms of sheer brute force and control,
the 175 has nothing to apologize for.
If your prejudice is that tube amps
produce soggy, warm, rolled-off bass, a
few minutes with apair of VTL 175s
driving appropriate loudspeakers will
straighten you out quickly. Ditto if your
prejudice is that tube amps are soft and
rolled on top. The 175 offers "fast,"
extended high frequencies that are neither etched nor edgy, though lovers of
creamy warmth might be put off.
I've yet to hear asolid-state amplifier
that can deliver the combination of
high-frequency extension, sweetness,
and harmonic complexity of agood
tube amp. The better solid-state amps
I've heard are convincing on top but
tend to either homogenize transients or
accentuate them. The better tube amps
have amuch easier job finding that inbetween point where the magic sound

of "real" occurs, surrounded by genuine
air. Of course, maybe that's my prejudice — but look at the unlikely proliferation and increased popularity of tube
amplifiers over the past few years. I
think this is one of the reasons why.
Beyond its surprising extension and
control at the extremes, the 175's tonal
balance is neutral, if tending toward the
lean side. If you like your sound lush
and ripe, with awell-padded harmonic
envelope surrounding instruments —
the sound some listeners consider to be
the "classic" sound of tubed amplification —the MB 175 will probably not be
your choice.
Returning to the Carys produced a
midrange purity, transparency, and luxuriousness the VTLs couldn't match.
But there's apretty stiff price to pay for
that opulence, in the forms of aclear
loss of bass authority and adiminution
of the large-scale dynamic swings that,
even at high spls, the 175s pulled off
with ease. The Carys deliver awarm,
deep, rich bottom end; the VTLs put
out apunchy, taut, articulate one.
And even if the harmonic portrayal and
textural presentation the Carys deliver on
guitar records like Laurindo Almeida's
Impresoes do Brasil (Capitol P8381, LP), or
Manitas de Plata's famous Connoisseur
Society Recordings, is more redolent of
wood and nylon (or gut?) than that served
up by the VTLs, the transmitter-tubed
amplifiers come close enough, after afew
minutes with them, for the differences to

Associated Equipment
Analog Front-End: Transfiguration Temper, Lyra Parnassus and
Clavis D.C., AudioQuest Fe-5,
Dynavector XX-1L, Crown Jewel
cartridges. Rockport Series 6000,
Graham 1.5t/C, JMW Memorial,
Immedia RPM 2, Wheaton Triplanar IV Ultimate tonearms. VPI
TNT Mk.IV turntable.
Digital Front-End: Audio Alchemy DDS•Pro transport, DTI•Pro
32 enhancer/jitter reducen Enlightened Audio DSP 9000 III HDCD
processor.
Preamplification: Audible Illusion
Modulus 3A preamp, Millennium
line-stage, Audio Research PH-3,
FM Acoustics 122, Plinius 14 phono
sections.
Power Amplifiers: Cary 805 SE
triode, OCM 500 solid-state.

Loudspeakers: Audio Physic Virgos, Audio Physic Terra subwoofer.
Interconnects: Yamamura Millennium 5000 and 6000, A.R.T. and
XL0 Signature.
Phono cables: XL0 Type 3.1 Signature, Transparent Audio Ultra,
Precision Interface Technology.
AC cables: Transparent, A.R.T.,
Mango, WireWorld, Yamamura
6000 and Quantum, TARA Labs.
Accessories: Power Wedge 116 line
conditioner; Bright Star Audio Big
Rock, Little Rock, and Air Mass
platforms; Townshend Seismic Sinks;
A.R.T. Q-Dampers; DJ. ICasser Black
Diamond Racing cones; Harmonix
tuning feet; Lloyd Walker Valid
Points; and Yamamura Millennium
Bearing speaker supports.
• -Michael Fremer
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be rendered meaningless.
What little you lose in tonal purity is
more than compensated for by the
impressive reach-out-and-touch-it threedimensional image of aguitar hanging
between the speakers. The amplifier's
bass control ensures that the instrument's
warm lower register and resonant signature don't get mixed up with the surrounding space.
The VTLs deliver solid images that
are impressive for their clarity, focus, and
etch-free three-dimensionality. The best
recording of Wes Montgomery I've ever
heard is &Hokin' at the Half Note, aVerve
LP reissue (V6-8633) recently issued by
the German Speaker's Corner label.
Each pluck of the guitarist's thumb on
the string carves aspace in your chest —
if you know what Imean — that combines the tonal weight and transient
speed of both the real physical event and
the electronic one reproduced through
the guitarist's onstage amp. It just sounds,
feels, and looks right. Both the Carys and
the VTL 300s — the only other tube
amps I've had in my system —diminish
the illusion somewhat with their added
lower-midrange warmth.
While the 175s imaged superbly
through the Virgos, they didn't offer the
ultimate in soundstage depth. Both the
VTL 300s and the Carys push the rear of
the sonically visible stage somewhat farther back and out to the corners. The
175's stage picture is more ovoid than
square, probably due to the amp's faster,
more prominent top end. Brighter balance equals more forward picture —not
that the VTLs sound bright. I've come to
find the 175s more neutral and pleasingly
"analytical," if not as seductive as the Carys
or as "massive"-sounding as the 300s.
Despite its outstanding high-frequency
extension, transient speed, and airy overall
presentation, the 175 proved to be essentially free of grain or other high-frequency
electronic artifacts. Nor did it unduly
emphasize vinyl defects (though the Cary
masks these more efficiently, at the
expense of some top-end air and sheen).
The Virgo isn't known for its highfrequency veiling — it's quite Germanic
in that respect, measuring "remarkably
flat," according to JA. Rich recordings
sound rich, brittle ones brittle, rolled
ones rolled. In the many months Ihad
VTL:s MB 175s in my system, Inever
felt that these amplifiers imparted a
particularly strong character to the
sound — or one Icould readily identify,
even after ahundred listening sessions.
Perhaps information was missing; if so,
Iwon't find out until Iinstall some
other amplifier capable of retrieving it.
stereophile. June
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AUDIBLE
RESULTS WITH
THE FINEST IN
CONNECTING
COMPONENTS

203 FLAGSHIP DRIVE/LUTZ, FL. 33549
PHONE: 813/948-2707 • FAX: 813/948-2907
E-MAIL: SCI@VAMPIREWIRE.COM
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Uther v2.0
A NEW PRODUCTION BY CAMELOT TECHNOLOGY
STARRING: UTHER v2.0 The Father.
State-Of-The-Art CD playback from this Fully Balanced. HDCD and IS compatible 20-bit D/A
Converter with Remote. Unexcelled resolution.

ARTHUR v3.0 The Son.
Burr Brown 1702 20-bit DAC's. HDCD. "Charge Pump" Analog
Stage. IS compatibility featured in this unparallecl value D/A Converter.

ALSO FEATURING:

Merlin PRO CD Transport.

Pioneer "Stable Platter" Mechanism with enhancements such as precision
TCXO and multiple power supplies results in ‹S ps litter.

Excalibur S-Video Cable.
Simply=statech The Best in the World. ALL-POWERED S-Video Cable System
will also drive up to 50 foot lengths with NO LOSS'

Premiere: HI-FI'97 Show, May 30-31
Suite 525
Westin St. Francis •San Francisco

e

•30 Snowflake Road •Huntingdon Valley •Pennsylvania 19006 USA •215/357-8356 •fax 215/357-7859
w.w.w.camelot-tech.com •Email: camelot@camelot-tech.com
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Life is stressful. You could spend afew thousand dollars rushing to a
weekend getaway at arejuvenating retreat. You could mortgage your
home for one of those "quiet as arecording studio" motor cars you've
seen on television. Or you can keep the family fortune and relax in the
sanctity of your own home with apair of Sennheiser headphones.
Discover the ultimate in surround sound...
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at abudget you can easily afford.
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The fact is, the combination of components I've had in my system over the
past few months has produced the best,
most musically convincing, and balanced sound I've ever had at home.
Many visitors, some owning far more
expensive systems situated in far better
rooms than mine, have come away
telling me that the performance I'm getting just sounds "real," tonally, spatially,
and dynamically — save for large-scale
orchestral works with which my smallish room and speakers can't quite cope.
Nonetheless, the illusion comes pretty
close to the concert hall despite the
compressed space.
When Iplay what Iconsider to be
the great recordings of the past few
decades — like Mel Tonné and Friends
(Finesse W2X 37484), Little Feat's
Waiting for Columbus (Mobile Fidelity
MFSL 2-013), Joni Mitchell's For the
Roses (Asylum SD 5057), Janis Ian's
Breaking Silence (Analogue Productions
APP 027), The Clash's London Calling
(CBS Clash 3), Miles Davis's In Person —
Friday and Saturday Nights at the Blackhawk,
San Francisco (Columbia CS 8469/70),
Pulse (New World 319 original or Classic
Records reissue), or any of the better
Classic Records RCA or Speaker's Cor-

ner Decca reissues (or any of the originals) — the sound Iget often surprises,
and always satisfies.
Voices sound of flesh, drums have
skins, nightclubs and concert halls have

The 175s' constant has
been their big, open,
detailed, reasonably neutral, and smooth sound—
tonally balanced, harmonically convincing, dynamic
at both ends of the scale.
boundaries and reverberant fields, strings
have wooden bodies, brass instruments
terminate in bells, and electric basses
have balls Live recordings sound like I'm
there, only more so than they did before.
And for pure rhythmic get up'n'go, the
VTL 175 gives the better solid-state
amps arun for their money.
Because each of the components is
the best there is? Or is utterly neutral?

Of course not. Because the strengths and
weaknesses of the various components
have combined to achieve that rare synergistic system balance we all seek but
rarely realize. While components in my
system have come and gone over the
past nine months —various arms, cartridges, CD players, phono sections, and
the like — and the sound has changed to
various degrees, the one constant has
been the pair of VTL 175s.
And the 175s' constant has been their
big, open, detailed, reasonably neutral,
and smooth sound — tonally balanced,
harmonically convincing, dynamic at
both ends of the scale, and seemingly
not in need of more or less of anything.
The 175s do rock, jazz, vocals, and classical with equal grace and skill. What
more could you ask for? Perhaps adollop of "rich and luxurious"?
You can have that by shifting to triode
operation at aflick of the front-panel
switch (after turning the amps off!). I
tried it but didn't end up liking it very
much. Ninety watts sounded anemic to
me, with sloppier bass and compressed
dynamics. Rock music got stuck in the
mud, solo violin sounded abit more rich
but too syrupy for my taste. Perhaps the
amps would work better in triode mode
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monoblock

offers an outstanding
technical virtues at amore

MUSIC

Man'

VTL MB 175

combination of sonic and

COPLAND

ON EARTH

with other, casier-to-drive loudspeakers.
Ipreferred the taut bottom-end control,
the outstanding high-frequency extension, and the overall dynamic thrust
tetrode operation offered. Idid all of my
listening with the switches set like this.
While the VTL 175s lack the physical
sex appeal of some other tube amplifiers
out there, they offer sufficient power to
drive small- to medium-size, efficient,
sinall-ivadired speakers at amore than
reasonable price point. Add outstanding
extension and control at the frequency
extremes, low noise, and low audible
distortion, and you have aprescription
for long-term musical satisfaction.

than reasonable price.
Conclusion
The 807-driven, medium-power VTL
MB 175 monoblock offers an outstanding combination of sonic and technical
virtues at amore than reasonable price.
Over the nine months Ihad the pair in
constant use, they required no maintenance, nor did their performance
change. If you like your sound "warm
and tubey," you probably won't like this
amp. If you like your sound "lean, clean,
and tubey," as Ido, you might really like
it. Mikey did. Definitely worth checking out if it's in your price range and you
have appropriate transducers.
Ican't wait to read the measurements
to see how well they correlate with what
Iheard. Here's my prediction: Rated
power will be 10-15% below spec, or
about 160W at less than 3% THD.
Frequency response will be less rolledoff on top than some other tube amplifiers, and squarewave response will also
be respectable at 10kHz with good risetime and perhaps abit of ringing, less so
at 1
kHz. Ipredict reasonably low second-hannonic distortion for atube amp
from a50Hz sinewave only because this
is not a"warm"-sounding product.
Probably foolish of me to make these
kinds of predictions, but there you go.
As for some of the other things TJN
measures, Ican wait to find out —and I
can definitely wait to read about how
what I'm hearing that Ilike is all some
kind of distortion. So be it, TJN!
S
Stereciphile, June

1997
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Stax Lambda Nova Signature headphones
Wes Phillips
/I

N

hen Ifind something that
works," John Candy leered, "I stick with it!" Ihave
no idea if the folks at Stax Industries arc
fans of Splash or not, but they've certainly
taken Candy's philosophy as their own.
Despite manufacturing superb —if demanding—loudspeakers and electronics
for the last 15 years or so, Stax has
been best known for producing one
thing: electrostatic ear-speakers, aka
headphones.
Stax headsets aren't quite like any
others. The Lambda series sports large
rectangular drivers that are held away
from the ear at an angle —they're deeper at the front than at the rear. They
function more like tiny electrostatic
speakers placed within an inch of the
car than like aconventional headphone
that couples to the car canal — which
also means that they feature less of that
"in your head" sensation than most
headsets, although they aren't any better
at portraying image depth with conventional stereo recordings.
Stax has continually refined the basic
Lambda headset by improving the
diaphragm as well as by upgrading the
energizer/amplifier that drives it. As a
result, one incarnation after another has
inhabited the Class A section of our
"Recommended Components" listing
since the Lambda's inception. John
Atkinson and Steven Stone use the
Lambda Signatures as location monitors for their recording projects, while
TJN — lucky man! — uses the state-ofthe-art Omega (currently not in production) as his reference for neutrality
in atransducer. I've owned apair of
Lambda Pros since 1984 — complete
with a no-longer-in-production battery-powered energizer.
So it came as ashock and asevere disappointment to audiophiles everywhere
when we heard that Stax had closed its
doors about ayear ago. Just when things
looked darkest, however, a group of
engineers — former employees — were
allowed to re-establish the marque for
limited production of the ear-speakers,
on the condition that they honor existing
warranties on Stax products) (Actually,
this didn't put an end to the confusion, as
Stereophile, June 1997

Lambda Nova Signature push-pull
electrostatic headphones
Description: Frequency range: 7Hz41kHz. Electrostatic capacity: 110pF.
Impedance: 145 ohms at 10kHz.
Sensitivity: 100dB/100V RMS input/
IkHz. Maximum output: 100dB/
400Hz. Standard bias voltage: 580mV.

Weight: $16.5 oz.
Serial numbers of units tested:
S01501/501502.

SRM TiS tube headphone amplifier
Description: Frequency response:
DC-44kHz, +0/-1.5dB. Gain: 60dB.
Harmonic distortion: 0.02%. Inputs:
RCA (2), XLR (1). Input impedance:
50 ohms. Maximum output voltage:
300V RMS. Power consumption: 49W.
Tube complement: 6FQ7/6CG7 (2).
Dimensions: 14" D by 8" W by 4" H.
Weight: 7.5 lbs.

Serial number of unit tested:
C01845.
Price: $1499.95 (with one pair of
Lambda Nova Signature ear-speakers).

the new Stax authorized no fewer than
four US companies to distribute the line.
However, since three of them have not
placed any orders with Stax recently, it
seems that Audio Advisor has become
their sole agent by default.)
"I'm just changing"
As I mentioned above, the basic
Lambda design is familiar: 'They're kind
of bulky, although not particularly
heavy, and tend to slide off your head if
you're given to sudden movements.
They're reasonably comfortable, although the vinyl "synthetic leather"
carpads become uncomfortably warm
and slick if worn for extended periods
in warm weather. The ear-speakers
attach to aU-shaped "spring," under
which is slung asynthetic leather strip
that rests upon the head. By sliding the
strip up or down the side pieces of the
spring, the headsets can be adjusted for
1For North American repairs and warrant),service,
call Morishita and Associates: Tel: (41(,) 244-6200.
Fax: (416) 245-0829.

SRM-T1W headphone amplifier
Description: balanced class-A, twostage electrostatic headphone amplifier with passive control/input selector
function. Frequency response: DC44kHz, +0/-1.5dB. Gain: 60dB. Harmonic distortion: 0.02%. Inputs: RCA
(3), XLR (1). Input impedance: 50
ohms. Maximum output voltage:
300V RMS. Power consumption: 45W.
Tube complement: 6FQ7/6CG7 (2).
Dimensions: 12" D by 12" W by 4"
H. Weight: 9.25 lbs.

Serial number of unit tested:
W00382.
Price: $1699.95 (with one pair of
Lambda Nova Signature ear-speakers).

Common to all: Approximate number of dealers: 1. Distributed by Audio
Advisor, Inc., 4649 Danvers Drive SE,
Kentwood, MI 49512. Tel: (800) 9420220 (orders), (616) 975-6100. Fax:
(616) 975-6111.

different-sized heads. Ifind this arrangement comfortable; others — my
wife among them —do not.
The most visible difference between
the Lambda Nova Signatures and earlier
Lambdas is the color: The Nova Signatures arc asoft brown, whereas the earlier models were black. Inside, Stax
claims, the diaphragm is thinner and the
electiodes have been improved. The sixconductor ribbon cable that attaches the
headset to its energizer/amplifier is wider
than on previous models, and each strand
appears to be thicker, while the conductors arc now made from Pure Crystal
Ohmio Continuous Casting copper.
Electrostatic headsets require "energizer" boxes, specialized power amplifiers that both charge the stator and
drive the ear-speakers. The Lambda
Nova Signatures arc sold with two different models —the SRM-T1S and the
SRM- T1W, both utilizing FETs in the
first stage and pairs of 6FQ7/5CG7 triodes in the output stage. Both amplifiers
accommodate balanced inputs without
resorting to the use of transformers or
123
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inversion amplifiers in the signal path,
due to the double-axis quad volume
controls Stax employs.
SRM-Tl S: The SRM-T1S can be considered the "standard" model; it was the
amplifier TJN used in his review of the
$6000 Omega Ssystem. It's quite deep
(14" from volume control to RCA
input), but only 8" wide and 4" tall. The
front two thirds of the top plate arc perforated for ventilation; in the center, the
two 6FQ7s bulge slightly out from the
surface —circular patterns in the perforation, resembling stylized daisies, highlight their location. There's no practical
advantage to this, of course, but it adds a
welcome touch of whimsy to the otherwise austere package.
Dominating the front panel on the far
right is alarge split-volume control; the
front half adjusts the left channel, while
the rear half adjusts the right. 'This pot
has asilky feel and both halves track
tightly. To the left of the volume pot, in a
row along the lower half of the face, are
three connections for Stax headphones
(Stax does not use the typical 1
/"phono
4
plug) — two are labeled PRO ONLY, the
other NORMAL. Above them are three
switches: power, and inputs 1and 2.
The rear panel has connections for an
IEC power cord, two RCA inputs, one
XLR input, and an RCA output. There
is also agrounding post and aswitch
that allows you to use input 2as either
RCA or balanced XLR. The SRMT1S's output is not connected to the
volume control; it's designed to let you
connect the unit between apreamp and
power amp, or in atape loop, without
interfering with the regular operation of
the system. (Wherever possible, the unit
should be installed in atape or effects
loop, bypassing the preamp's volume
control.) The unit is quite transparent
when inserted in acircuit—try as I
might, Icouldn't hear any differences
that couldn't be ascribed to an extra pair
of cables. In fact, Iused apair of femaleto-female RCA barrel connectors to
connect two interconnects, and the
SRM-T1S had less coloration than the
connectors, which were, after all, just
off-the-shelf Realistic plastic-and-potmetal junk.
While the Lambda Nova Signature/SRM-T1S has a "list price" of
$2600, Audio Advisor is currently selling the set for $1499.95.2
2
not sure that "list price" has any meaning in asituation like this. Audio Advisor is the de facto Start distributor, so the price is what they say it is — in this caw,
and as long as the yen remains stable, it is 60% of the
putative list.
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Stair Lambda Nova Signature electrostatic ear-speaker with SRM-T IS tube headphone amplifier

SRM-T1W: The T1W is wider than the
T1S at 12" by 12" by 4". It has three RCA
inputs rather than two, and also functions
as apassive preamplifier. It accommodates one pair of balanced XLR outputs
in addition to the RCA line outs. It, too,
drives the ear-speakers with FET inputs
and 6FQ7 triode outputs.

of these outputs between 480 and 580V.
It comes set to 580V, and that's how I
left it for my listening.
The rear panel is similar to that of the
T1S, with the exception of the XLR
outputs, which pass out the signal from
the XLR input. The Lambda Nova
Signature/SRM-T1W system "lists" for
$3200 and sells for $1699.95.

The Nova Signature is fast

"Is this the big secret
you've been keeping from me?"
By my count, we've reviewed variations
It sounds superbly
on the Lambda theme 10 times over the
years, and each time, the reviewer
balanced from top to
decided that the basic Lambda sound —
fast, detailed, uncolored, transparent,
bottom ... and Stax has
and ever so slightly etched in the upper
inids — had been improved upon.
resisted the temptation to
The Nova Signature is no exception.
It is fast and vivid and uncolored. It
hype bass presence.
sounds superbly balanced from top to
Its faceplate resembles the T1S's but bottom, and while the phones lack a
sense of real wallop in the deep bass,
is necessarily wider. To the right of the
Stax has resisted the temptation to hype
volume control is aswitch that selects
bass presence.
between VARIABLE or FIXED, referring to
There is still the slightest hint of
the output. In VARIABLE, the T1W mutes
roughness in the upper-mids/low-highs
the headsets and acts as apassive preamregion, which, by itself, lends an almost
plifier; in FIXED, it serves as a passpleasing touch of realism. When comthrough for the signal, but the volume
pared to the Stax Omega, however, this
control adjusts the sound level of only
the headsets. If you use the T1W as a revealed itself to be aform of coloration.
As good as the Nova Sigs are —and as
preamp, you must remember this, else
close as they come to the Omegas,
you're likely to select FIXED with the
which is very close — the more expenamplifier unmuted, as Idid once, and
sive (and currently unavailable) headsets
blast yourself—and perhaps awoofer —
had an even greater sense of relaxed,
out of the room.
To the right of the output selector is a natural musical detail.
But since you can't get the Omegas, I
rotary input selector. The other frontwouldn't worry about such asmall difpanel difference between the T1S and
ference for a minute. The Lambda
the T1W is that the latter has abias conNova Signature represents asubstantial
trol next to the two PRO ONLY connecimprovement over the Lambda Pro
tions. This allows you to adjust the bias

and vivid and uncolored.
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"STTAF” (which is anative Guiding Force)
is the first floor-standing loudspeaker from
Totem, the company that showed the world
how great small loudspeakers could be. Are
there still advantages to larger speakers?
Certainly, and you can look to Totem to
demonstrate them. Ask to hear the STTAF at
your Totem dealer. And be prepared to party.
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Signature in every parameter and, given
the current price, represents one helluva
bargain as well.
"Some people will never be
that happy..."
The only question is, winch amp to pair
them with? The good news is that you
can't really go wrong. The SRM-T1S is
powerful and has great frequency extension. You can even insert it between
preamp and power amp without compromising the signal substantially.
But music through the SRM-T1W is
even better: it's fuller, more harmonically
complex; bass is strong and clear, voices
arc more "embodied," sounding less like
just any old sound and more like something uttered by aliving, breathing person. Not to slight the T1S's vocal reproduction, but the Ti 'W's is even better.
Plus, you get the passive preamp. I'm
aheadphone-loving kind of aguy, so I
listened to both the T1S and the T1W
with adedicated source most of the
time. But Iwondered just how good a
preamp the T1W would make, so I
tried it in my main system driving 8m
interconnects, VTL 750s, and Aerial
10Ts. The sound was natural and detailed. Even with the long interconnects,

Associated
Equipment
Digital Front-End: Naim CDS
or CD2 CD player.
Analog Front-End: Linn Sondek LP12 turntable with Naim
Armageddon power supply, Nairn
ARO tonearm, and Transfiguration Temper phono cartridge.
Phono Section: Naim Prefix/
HiCap.
Power Amplifiers: VTL Wotan
750 monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: Aerial 101
Cables: Straight Wire Crescendo
interconnect; Straight Wire Black
Silc bi-wire speaker cable.
Accessories: API Power Wedge
112; Magro 24 Component Stand;
The Shelf by Black Diamond
Racing; Mark 3 Cones (equipment) from Black Diamond
Racing.
Room Treatment: RPG Abffusors; ASC Tube Traps, Bass
Traps, Studio Traps, and Slim
Traps; Slap-happy lap-catty.'
—Wes Phillips
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Ihad plenty of gain. And music had
such ungimmicked sound with the
T1W, it almost glowed. Ileft it in the
system, despite having several $4-$10k
preamps around the house. Iwon't say it
embarrassed them, since Istill prefer
what gain brings to the table—but it
certainly startled them.
"What aweek I'm havingr
But where the T1W really comes into its
own is driving the Lambda Nova
Signatures. When we recorded Hyperion Knight down in Albuquerque for
Rhapsody, the new Stereophik CD of
music by Gershwin —see "The Rhapsody Project" elsewhere in this issue —
Steve Lee and Imonitored the sessions
from the vestry with Nova Signatures
driven by the T1W. I've got to tell you
that alive microphone feed, especially
coming out of a24-bit/96kHz Elgar
processor, sounds considerably more real
than anything I've ever heard committed
to any medium. Ifound it disorienting to
slip the headsets on and be immediately
transported into the acoustic of the
chapel —which makes me wonder how
the characters on Star Trek can handle
transporter beams with such aplomb. Ah,
the wonders of bad acting.
It sounds silly, but
not kidding.
Putting on the Nova Sigs took me so
totally into adifferent space that it was
confusing. Of course, microphones hear
differently than do cars, so Steve and I
were getting ahyper-detailed picture of
what was going on in the chapel —
which is exactly the point of amonitor
system. We found it distressingly easy to
hear Albuquerque's street sounds, buses,
motorcycles, and air traffic. But that
allowed us to stop the take and resume
when we were confident that things
were silent. Confident —that certainly is
the right word.
Ialso continued to use the Nova
Signature/SRIvI-T1W system as John
Atkinson mastered the tape for production. Over the course of along week, I
took home five or six CDRs containing
different performances, microphone
mixes, and edits. Each time, part of the
critical process involved the use of the
Nova Signatures. Was there street
noise? A balky sustain pedal? A particular key above the staff that stood out
more than its neighbors? (By the last
session, there was — a G, Ireckon.)
None of these questions were answered
definitively until Ihad listened with the
LNSISRM-T1W system.
Not to mention the much more subtle, yet musically very important, question of balancing the two pairs of micro-

phones in time. Idid alot of listening
through the Aerial 10Ts trying to assess a
variety of mixes, but Ialways ended up
listening on the Nova Signatures before
venturing abinding opinion. To echo
TJN's comments on the Omegas: At the
very least, everyone involved in recording
needs apair of Lambda Nova Signatures,
preferably driven by the SRM-T1W. Not
least because for all of the system's ability
to spotlight individual trees —and even
the vein patterns of leaves—it never let
me lose sight of the musical forest.
A

live microphone feed

sounds considerably
more real than anything
I've ever heard committed
to any medium.
One day Ispent six hours poring over
the Gershwin scores, critiquing every
note (and Hyperion is capable of jamming in as many notes per measure as
any man alive). It was put-up-or-shutup time: anything that Hyperion, John,
or Ilet slip by was destined to remain on
the disc forever. 'This is akind of listening that couldn't be more opposed to listening for pleasure. And yet, at the end
of it all, I felt compelled to call
Hyperion and thank him for the musical pleasure that was my continual
reward for all the hard work.
"I don't ask much, do I?"
Ultimately, that's the only reason any
sane person would spend $1700 for a
pair of headphones: They are apleasure
to listen to for hour after hour. Yet they
present music in gloriously natural,
minutely detailed sound. You don't
have to spend this much money to get
great headphone sound — $60 gets
you a fine pair of dynamics from
Grado, and Sennhciser and Koss offer
other choice items as well — but you
sure aren't throwing your money away
on the Stax either.
The Lambda Nova Signature, and
SRM-T1S or SRM-T1W, are hard to
fault on any level. I'd opt for the SRMT1W for its warmer, more harmonically
fleshed-out sound — especially since it
costs only $200 more and offers an
impressive passive preamp in the bargain.
And I'd buy now, before the Yen recovers and prices climb. As Sam Tellig sez,
go into debt if you've gotta; it is the
American way. And these headphones
are really something special.
S
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Waveform Mach 17 loudspeaker
Larry Greenhill

1

first heard the Canadian-made
Waveform Mach 17 loudspeaker
system in New York City at HI-F1
'96, Stereophile's Home Theater &
Specialty Audio Show. Another Ontario
native, Chris Russell of Bryston Ltd.,
had raved to me about their sound. His
recommendation sent me outside my
assigned reporting area and down to the
sixth floor of the Waldorf=Astoria, to
dimly lit room 602 — full of ASC Tube
Traps, amplifiers, cables, and the twin
truncated pyramids of the Mach 17s.
The loudspeakers Iheard that day
sounded very dynamic, delivering the
frequency extremes with definition and
power while providing awide, deep
soundstage and superb imaging. Irequested apair for review.
Readers familiar with Larry Archibald's statement of Stereophiltes "firm
ground rules" ("The Final Word," December 1994, Vol.17 No.12, p.306)
know that amanufacturer must have a
minimum of five US dealers before a
review of one of their products can
appear in this magazine. Why, then, am
Ireviewing the mostly mail-order Mach
17? Wes Phillips and John Atkinson
gave me the go-ahead for several reasons. First, the speaker is awidely advertised (in magazines and on the Internet)
mail-order product with a 30-day
money-back guarantee — a sales approach the manufacturer claims keeps
the product's cost down to $7k. Second,
various versions of the 17 have been in
production for more than seven years.
Third, the street buzz, as well as informal
raves from magazine staff who stopped
by room 602 during HI-FI '96, is that the
new Mach 17 is worth aserious audition.
Fourth, the Mach 17 has been adopted as
arecording monitor by the Telarc, Delos,
and Dorian record labels.
Design features
Waveform only makes one product, the
Mach 17, which represents the 11th version of the company's basic floorstanding, full-range dynamic speaker. It differs greatly from the much earlier version (roughly aMach 3) that LA reviewed for Stereophile back in 1989. 1
Compared to that earlier model, the
Stereophile, June 1997

Description: Three-way, tri-amped
floorstanding dynamic loudspeaker.
Drive-units: one 1" (25mm) silkdome tweeter, one 6" (150mm) vacuum-formed TPX-cone midrange with
vented pole-piece phase plug, two
reflex-loaded, 12", treated paper-cone
woofers. Crossover frequencies:
325Hz, 1850Hz. Frequency response:
27Hz-17kHz ±1dB anechoic, 20Hz20kHz ±3dB room. Sensitivity:
91.5-94dB/2.83V/1m. Nominal impedance: 8 ohms, tweeter and midrange sections; 4 ohms, woofer section. Low bass electrical equalization:
14dB @ 22Hz. Finishes available:
architectural-grade American steamed
black walnut veneer, quilted makoré,
pommele mahogany. External electronic crossover: fully balanced
(inputs and outputs), stereo, threeway, with three level controls and a
mute switch for each driver on both

Mach 17 has two 12" woofers (rather
than asingle 15"), one midrange (rather
than the earlier version's D'Appolitostyle double-midrange surrounding the
tweeter), and one dome tweeter (rather
than adome tweeter plus aribbon supertweeter.) The previous version was bi-,
not ni-amplified like the Mach 17. The
outboard electronic crossover is now
made by Bryston, aleading electronics
manufacturer, instead of being produced
in-house. The 17's pyramidal enclosures
are four-, not eight-sided. Finally, each
Mach 17 enclosure is 55 lbs lighter, and
the whole system $2800 cheaper than
the earlier version.
These design changes arc the result of
acollaboration between John Ótvüs, a
master cabinetmaker and audio enthusiast; Claude Fortier, acoustic designer;
and the team of Bryston engineers who
created the external electronic crossover. However, the continued existence
Iin 1989. LA reviewed the four-way, S9800/pair
Wavehirm Loudspeaker (November 1989, Vol.12
No.11, pp.122-132).1Ie praised its dynamics, but criticized the high-frequetwy boost from its rilsbon supertweeter (now gone from the design). This review
elicited a I2-page mantificturer's co lllllllllll (December 1989, pp237-249) from designer John otvOs.

channels. Crossover slopes: LinkwitzRiley slope, 24dB/octave. Amplifier requirements: three stereo amplifiers
with identical voltage gain, 120W
maximum for tweeter and midrange,
400W maximum for the woofer.
Dimensions: 42" H by 23.5" W by
23.5" D. Woofer enclosure volume:
4.79 cubic feet (134 liters). Weight:
125 lbs each (136 lbs crated).
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
L5009/10.
Price: 86995/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 1(factory-direct only).
Manufacturer: Waveform, R.R. #4,
Brighton, Ontario, Canada KOK 1HO.
Tel: (613) 475-3633, (800) 219-8808.
Fax: (613) 475-5849; (800) 219-8810.
Internet: www://waveform.ca .
US pro
audio dealer: Posthorn Recordings,
142 W. 26th Street, New York, NY
10001. Tel: (212) 242-3737. Fax:
(212) 924-1243.

of this product is primarily due to the
vision, perseverance, hard labor, and
craftsmanship of John Ótviis, who single-handedly spends 75 hours to create
each Mach 17 system. This one-man
production team can build only 30 such
systems each year.
Ótvôs's design goals for the Mach 17
are very ambitious. The speaker is
claimed to have aflat (-1-2d13) measured
response over the audio bandpass, a
smooth vertical response within a0-30°
envelope, and a smooth off-axis response up to 60° horizontally. The
Mach 17's dispersion was made the first
priority over other design considerations, such as time alignment, or the
ability to reproduce asquarewave or
step pulse. The 30° and 60° off-axis response curves were honed and refined
during many nips to Canada's National
Research Council (NRC) Acoustic
Testing Laboratories in Ottawa. The
Mach 17 was designed to have high
power-handling and high sensitivity
(over 90d13/1W/lin), while being an
easy impedance for amplifiers (no lower
than 4ohms). At the same time, total
harmonic distortion was not to exceed
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1% for continuous 85dB levels.
The Mach 17's crossover is aspecial
version of the Bryston 10B LR electronic crossover. The front panel features an
adjustable level control for each of the
three speaker-driver sections. Separate
mute switches are placed on the front
panel for each driver in both channels
to enable the owner to identify buzzing
drivers or poor, noisy connections. It
uses all discrete components (which accounts for its 1500 part count) for its 14
discrete class-A op-amp buffer and filter
stages per channel (twice as many as the
stock Bryston 10B). This provides a
complete three-way, 24dB/octave Linkwitz-Riley design.
Waveform calls the Mach 17's external
electronic crossover an "active filter." It is
argued that there are several advantages to
an outboard electronic crossover. Amplifiers driven by an electronic crossover are
only required to work within arestricted
signal range, so that midrange response
can be isolated from the large power
demands that might occur from bass
transients. This should be evident for
instruments like the pipe organ,
whose heavy deep-bass
notes can make significant power-sup-

ply demands on an amplifier. The outboard crossover also means the absence
of inductors and impedance-matching
circuits from the signal path. The amplifier can then directly control the back electromotive force of the cone driver, which
can result in superior transient behavior.
Individual loudspeaker driver level controls can aid in room-response smoothing. Furthermore, the manufacturer
claims that the design results in reduced
intermodulation distortion, and distortion produced by high current-flow
within passive crossover components.
The crossover is fully balanced, input
to output, to prevent hum or other
noise sources from affecting the intricate cabling required for the Mach 17
system. Yes, this means that three pairs
of high-quality balanced output cables
to the amplifiers are needed, in addition
to the pair of balanced interconnects
from the preamplifier feed. All connections are gold-to-gold to prevent signal
degradation from corrosion or oxidized
contacts. The manufacturer claims the
Linkwitz-Riley alignment used in this
crossover corrects phase alignment for all
crossover points, and provides auniform
power response.
The disadvantage of the Mach 17's
tri-amplification design is the cost of
the six channels of similar-gain
amplification needed to drive it.
John Cetviis, an authorized Bryston
dealer; drives the Mach 17 at trade
shows with a pair of Bryston
5B-STs, this athree channel solidstate amplifier with 120Wpc
continuous output. The
5B's multiple channels
yield savings by enclosing the needed six
channels in only two
amplifier chassis.
The Mach 17's
specified wide dispersion results from
mounting the tweeter and midrange
drivers in an adjustable, 37-lb,
egg-shaped "head
module." "The
magic is in the
egg,"
Ótvôs
claims, due to
the egg's relative
pointsource dispersion characteristics. To
provide opWaveform Mach 17 loudspeaker
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timal imaging, the egg can be turned or
tilted up to 45° left or right, and 13° up
or down, to provide exact on-axis
response for the listener's seated position. The upper frequencies are handled by a 1" Vifa silk-dome tweeter,
the same driver used in the Snell Type
A. The midrange unit is a6" Audax
with avacuum-formed plastic TPX
cone, flat surround, vented pole-piece
plug, and cast aluminum basket. The
vented phase plug improves dispersion
at the driver's higher frequencies. The
metal baskets of each driver are cut so
they can be mounted in overlapping
fashion, bringing their acoustic centers
closer together.

The tweeter and
midrange drivers are
mounted in an
adjustable egg-shaped
"head module."
The egg itself is template-cut on a
bandsaw to make the cabinet cavity,
with the resulting 16 layers of MDF
glued together in avacuum bag, handturned on a lathe, and then further
template-worked by jig and router on a
bench. The egg is then finished with a
silver-pearl glaze over black minitextured, acid-cured paint. It is then filled
with off-cuts of foam and fiberglass to
damp back-radiation, and mounted on
abase (2.5" of acoustic foam, 1
/"of
4
MDF) called the "transition molding."
This base is designed as an absorbent
pad to prevent acoustic bounce-back off
the top of the woofer cabinet, which
would produce acomb-filter effect in
the midrange's output. The head module is isolated from spurious bass vibrations by four 1
/"rubber dowels and a
4
sheet of 1
/
4
6" Neoprene rubber. Electrical
connection is made via a4-pin, goldplated Neutrik XLR connector. The
removable grille is of acoustically transparent cloth on acage of '4" by 1
/"bar
4
steel, and weighs exactly 2.83 lbs —"an
important number in speaker measurement," John Ótviis reminds us.
The 88-lb woofer cabinet is constructed from Y," MDF with nine internal braces, has afront baffle constructed
of double layers of 1
/"MDF, and an
4
internal volume of 4.8 cubic feet. This
section's top, on which the head module
rests, has atote handle of black nylon
rope; this allows the user to pick up the
unit and move it with ease, and folds
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back to disappear under the head module's transition molding. The cabinet sits
on rubber-insulated nylon furniture
guides; spikes are not provided. The two
12" treated paper-cone Philips woofers
arc reflex-loaded with two 3" ports, one
on each side of the woofer array.
The three pairs of speaker terminals
mounted at the rear of the woofer cabinet are heavy gold on solid brass. My
review samples had received Waveform's standard finish: architecturalgrade American steamed black walnut
veneer, with black laminate at the cabinet's top and bottom. Black-oxide line
inlay is provided for the vacuumformed radius-mitered cabinet edges.
Other available finishes include quilted
makoré and pommele mahogany. It is an
understatement to say that the fien'finish
of this cabinetwork is the finest I've
encountered.
Setup is greatly enhanced by the Mach
17's modular design —the system can be
unpacked, set up, moved, placed, and
assembled by one mere mortal. The packaging of the system parts is also topnotch:
Foam surrounds arc used for all delicate
parts, and the midrange-tweeter "egg"
conies with foam surrounds that mount
inside the speaker grille for shipping stability. Each carton comes with both
unpacking and repacking instructions.
John Otvees refined shipping proce-

ison tests, of course) to play the Waveforms than when playing the Snell
Reference A system. Waveform doesn't recommend alengthy break-in for
the Mach 17, as they've found that
speakers requiring break-in tend to
have drivers whose surrounds change
during use (not afeature of the Mach
17). For this reason, Iskipped my stanWaveform doesn't
dard seven-day, low-volume FM music
break-in period.
recommend a
Setting up the Mach 17s involved
lengthy break-in
connecting eight pairs of balanced interconnect cables and three pairs of speaker
for the Mach 17.
cables. This could have been anightmare liad it not been for the crossover's
mute switches, which were used to isodinged. Waveform also uses Shocklate each driver section for checking
watch packing tape, which leaves atelltale red trace in the tape if the carton is channel operation and phasing. For this
dropped during shipment. The whimsi- purpose, Iplayed track two of Stereocal owner's manual contains useful set- phile's Test CD 2, featuring Richard Lehlien's speaking voice and JA's Fender
up instructions for achieving optimal
bass. The Mach 17 created the most cenbass response through room placement,
tral image of JA's bass when Ireversed
information on the history of the comboth sets of woofer speaker cables (at the
pany, abiography of John Ótviis, and
loudspeaker terminals) relative to the
dispersion frequency-response plots
midrange and tweeter cables.
from the NRC tests.
Ithen followed Waveform's recotnmendations for obtaining optimal lowSet-up
bassimidbass response, using the crossThe Mach 17 had amuch higher sensiover's level controls, aRadioShack spi
tivity than other loudspeakers I've had
in my listening room. This required a meter, Stereophile's Test CD 2, and a
Heathkit sinewave generator. The level
lower volume setting on the Krell KI3L
controls on the crossover enabled me to
preamplifier (matched during compar-

dures even further before the review
samples were shipped from my home to
Santa Fe for testing. New instructions
were given about removing screws from
the base of the egg's mounting, and
cardboard buffers were added to protect
the woofer cabinet's corners from being

Reference System

L

drivers). This amplifier trio provided
istening tests were carried out in
six channels, each rated at 2V sensitivmy main listening area —a spaity, to reach maximum output. My
cious, 5500ft3 room with an
other combination retained the 7Beffective length of 51', awidth of 13',
STs (requiring 2V for full balanced
and aheight of 12', in awood-frame
house with only moderate masonry output) for the woofers, but substituted two slightly more sensitive Mark
infill. The room has only one area mg,
Levinson stereo amplifiers (1.4V remaking it alive listening environment,
while its generous length supports low quired for full output) for the two
bass, with reinforcement from the side Bryston 3B-STs: aNo.27 (now discontinued) for the treble and a
and back walls. Previous reviews
No.331 for the midrange. To prodescribe this large room's construcmote better matching of gain betion, exact dimensions, contents, listween the 7B-ST and the Levinson
tening positions, rugs, windows, reveramplifiers, Iadvanced the electronic
berant character, and bass modes (see
crossover's bass-level control to +2dB.
March 1992, Vol.15 No3, p.181).
The comparison loudspeaker sysThe system was controlled from a
tem was the Snell Type A Reference
Krell KBL preamplifier (now discontinued). Not having apair of Bryston system using single-ended cables. The
5B-STs available, Iused two different Snell's huge subwoofers permitted
me to establish abass "reference" in
combinations of solid-state stereo
amplifiers for this review. Two Bry- the listening room.
Use of the Mach 17 loudspeaker
ston 3B-STs stereo amplifiers (treble
and midrange) were used with apair meant switching to balanced conof Bryston 7B-STs (for the woofer nections. For this purpose, connec-
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tions were made with XLR-tipped
balanced cables made by Krell
(Cogelco Yellow), Bryston, and Madrigal. Bi-wired OCOS speaker cables
from Sumiko were used for the
midrange section, Mark Levinson
speaker cable for the midrange, and
Monster speaker cable for the Mach
17's subwoofers.
Other associated equipment induded aDay Sequerra FM Reference
tuner, aRotel RHT-10 FM tuner, and
aLinn Sondek LP12/Lingo turntable,
Ittok arm, and aSpectral moving-coil
cartridge. CDs were played on aKrell
MD-1 turntable, which drove an
Audio Alchemy DTI jitter attenuator
using a75 ohm Silver Starlight digital
coaxial cable. This unit fed either an
Adcom GDA-700 D/A processor or
an Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0
HDCD°'D/A processor over its I
2S
bus. This converter was fitted with an
RW-1 Remote Wand One.
—Larry Greenhill
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match the 40Hz output of the woofer
section to the 1
kHz output of the midrange. This kind of fine-tuning is just
not possible with most "passive" loudspeaker systems. After these level
adjustments, tplaced the speakers 8'
apart, 2' from the rear wall, and 3' from
the side walls.
Ilistened from avariety of positions.
First, Iplayed pink noise and performed the sit-down/stand-up/walkaround test. This confirmed that the
Mach 17 had good vertical dispersion
characteristics when I stood above
tweeter level. However, Iheard some
dulling if Imoved my head much
below the tweeter-midrange axis —
probably duc to interference from the
head module's transition molding —so
Itilted each speaker's egg down slightly.
With this adjustment, Icould move
around in my listening chair and hear
no notch in the pink-noise response.
The tweeter was thus aimed directly at
my seated position.

Iprefer to listen to most speakers
while sitting in the farfield, depending
on the late-arriving sounds to smooth
any midrange roughness. Not so with
the Mach 17s —after listening in both
the nearfield (about 10' back from the
speakers) and the farfield (about 18'
back), Irealized that they sounded better to me from the nearfield.

T

motion point occurs at alow 26Hz,
with the port output broadly peaking
between 20Hz and 70Hz. Without the
crossover, the port output is low in level,
however. The woofers' intrinsic response is quite extended, not rolling off
until above 700Hz, but then with some

he Waveform Mach 17 is indeed
very sensitive, with 2.83V of noise
raising asound-pressure level of
93.5dB/W/m at 1m. Figs.1-3 show the
electrical impedance curves for the
woofers, midrange, and tweeter respectively. Note that these are wideband
curves, but in fact the partnering amplifiers will only see that portion of each
drive-unit's impedance in its passband.
The woofer curve, for example, shows
some cabinet resonance-related spikes in
the upper midrange, but these will not
be excited in normal use. While the
midrange is basically an 8ohm device,
the tweeter and woofer are 4ohm-rated.
The rather confusing plot in fig.4
shows the responses of the drive-units
and ports without the crossover in-circuit. The woofers' reflex minimum-

Listening
With the all-Bryston amplifier setup, the
Mach 17 displayed asmooth and powerful bass response down to 35Hz, rolling
off to —3dB at 30Hz. This response pattern was not changed by switching to
the Mark Levinson/Bryston 7B-ST
amplifier pairing, which Ipreferred for
long-term listening. But the room
response tells only part of the story of
the Mach 17's bass performance.
Playing music, the Mach 17 used the
500Wpc of the 7B-ST's available bass
power to superb advantage. (Needing
high solid-state power for woofer con-

trol, Iwas able to substitute my nowdiscontinued Krell KSA-250 for the
bass amplifier, with equally excellent
results.) The resulting low notes sounded solid, powerful, strikingly tight and
defined, very dynamic, and —best of all
—did not muddy or compress the rest
of the musical spectrum. James
Homer's "Main Title" music from his
Clear and Present Danger soundtrack
(Milan 35679-2) features powerful, extreme—deep-bass synthesizer notes; they
shook the room. At the same time, the
Mach 17s created aroom-filling orchestral sound —with brass, chimes, violins,
and harp — that spread from wall to
wall and was fully detailed
The bass-drum notes at the beginning of Williams and Curnow's Liberty
Fanfare, front Winds of War and Peace
(Wilson WCD-8823), were rendered
with an explosive, tight, well-defined
whack, even while the speaker reproduced the woodwind section with exact
timbre and reed resonance. Iwent on to

vicious spikes in the low treble. The
woofers are also alittle more sensitive
than the midrange unit, and alot more
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Fig. 1 Waveform Mach 17 woofer, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Waveform Mach 17 tweeter, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/vertical div.).

Fig.5 Waveform Mach 17 electronic crossover,
electrical responses of tweeter, midrange,
and woofer outputs with controls set to
maximum and minimum positions
(5dB/vertical div.).
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Top-of-the-Line
Vacuum Tube Stereo Preamplifier
Model PA-4

•7Tube Perfection
•5Hz-100kHz within ldB
• Lowest Distortion & Noise
•60dB Channel Separation
• High Polish Chrome Chassis
•Stereo Recorder Outputs
•Tube Rectifier and Regulator
•Cerafine and MIT Capacitors
• Low Noise DC Filaments
• Point to Point Wiring
•Gold plated RCA
•Superb Quality and Sound
•Operates from 100/115/230VAC

Technical Specifications
Line Inputs (four)

CD, Tuner, Tape, Auxiliary

Frequency Response
Voltage Gain

+10dB maximum

ldB from 5Hz to 100kHz

Volume Control Range

80dB continuously variable

Channel Separation

-60dB minimum @ IkHz

Hum and Noise

(-80dB) .2 millivolt maximum

Input Impedance

100K Ohm all inputs

Output Source

1.5K Ohm Totem pole

Plate Voltage Supply

Highly regulated

Heater Supply

Well filtered low ripple DC

Tube Compliment

4ea 12AU7, 12AX7, 12BH7, 5AR4

Front Panel Controls

AC Power, Input Selector, Gain Adjust

Rear Panel Connectors

4stereo inputs, Recorder out, Line out

AC Power Required

100/115/230VAC 50/60Hz

SizeWxDxH

15.25 x 10.75 x8"(38 x27 x20 cm)

Weight (net)

19 pounds (8.7 kg)

Enclosure (chassis)

Chrome plate high gloss polish

Front Panel (machined)

Gold anodize

List Price

$1,795

Our world-wide dealer network is now being formed, apply now!

Antique Sound USA
6717 NE 181' Street, Seattle WA 98155 USA,
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listen to more orchestral fireworks,
including the startling bass drum and
chimes from the opening of H. Owen
Reed's La Fiesta Mexicana, from the
Keith Johnson recording Fiesta! (Reference Recordings RR-38CD). The
plucked bass on "The Silence of a
Candle," from Oregon's Beyond Words
(CheskyJD130), is very tight and clean,
and shows great pitch definition, with
all the detail of the resonances of the
instrument's wood and strings. 'There is
asense of air around each instrument,
including Ralph Towner's acoustic guitar and piano —as if each were recorded
in its own space.
Besides this ability to deliver explosive bass transients, the Mach 17's sustained bass notes were very realistic.
Bone-chilling, sinister, growling, rumbling synthesizer chords offset by drumbeats were heard during "Assault on
Ryan's House," from James Homer's
Patriot Games soundtrack (RCA 660512). Similarly, Iheard the eerie reverbera-

so than the tweeter. The midrange unit's
intrinsic response starts to roll out below
lkHz and above 4kHz, while the tweet-

100D

Transient response was also superb,
and responsible for much of the Mach
17's immediacy and impact. The Mach
17 is one of the few loudspeakers that
can reproduce the power and suddenness of the Synclavier II digital synthe-

sizer crescendo in the opening of Terry
Dorsey's "Ascent," from Time Warp (Telarc CD-80106). The opening chord hit
like asledgehammer when played on
this loudspeaker, with no ringing, distortion, or overhang. In contrast, the
Snell Type A Reference was much
more "polite." The explosive tom-tom
strokes on Flim & the BB's Tricycle
(DMP CD-443) jumped out of the quieter musical background, startling me
and giving the piece raw energy and
drive. This transient capacity contributed to the Mach 17's ability to capture
bass power while preserving the concert
ambience of the instrumental opening
of "Hotel California," from the Eagles'
Hell Freezes OVer (Geffen GEFD 247252). The dense, thunderous conga-drum
beat explodes just before the first notes
of the main melody, and continues to
play clearly through the crowd's thunderous applause and foot-stomping.
Similarly, the tom-tom strokes and subterranean synthesizer chords on David

er is basically flat above 2kHz.
The crossover, of course, both equalizes and adjusts the sensitivities of the
individual drive-units as well as implementing the high-, low-, and band-pass
filter functions. Fig.5 shows the electrical responses of the three crossover outputs, with the controls in their maximum
and minimum positions. You can see that
the tweeter section both raises the gain to
compensate for the driver's low sensitivity and offers asubtle tilt if necessary. The
midrange section tightly defines the

unit's passband, basically 400Hz to
1500Hz, while the woofer section offers
asignificant and adjustable degree of
boost at the port tuning frequency.
The result of combining the driveunits' raw responses with the tonal shaping offered by the crossover—with the
latter's controls set to their middle positions — is shown in fig.6. You can see
that the port output now rises above the
reference level. Note that the midrange
bandpass response seems alittle too sensitive compared to those of the tweeter

tion and the sinister growling synthesizer in the beginning of "Monkey Mayhem," from Homer's soundtrack for
Jiiinatiji (Epic Soundtrax EK 67424).

Iheard the eerie
reverberation and the
sinister growling
synthesizer in
"Monkey Mayhem,"
from Homer's soundtrack
for Jumanji.

Fig.6 Waveform Mach 17, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at se, corrected for microphone response, with nearfield woofer
and port responses plotted below 300Hz.
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on "Don't Get Around Much Anymore," from the When Hany Met Sally...
soundtrack (Columbia CK 45319), was
so real and timbrally correct that Connick seemed to be standing next to me
in the room. The lead clarinet on La
Fiesta Mexicana, from Fiesta!, was unusu-

Bowie's "Putting Out Fire," from the
Cat People soundtrack (MCA MCAD1498), were reproduced with drive and
propulsive force. The sudden, dramatic
plucked bass and synthesizer notes in
the opening of "Something's Wrong,"
from the soundtrack to My Cousin Vinny
(Varèse Sarabande VSD-5364), conveyed tremendous pace and impact.
While the Mach 17's bass was solid,
quick, and deep, its midrange could be
best described by what effects were
absent. Missing were the cabinet colorations, distortions, grain, and compression that commonly afflict loudspeakers; what was left was amidrange
that was immediate and clear. This type
of response made it very easy to hear
differences between amplifiers, so I
used the Mark Levinson No.331 to
power the midrange section. The resulting timbre and naturalness of male
vocals was startling, reminiscent of
Spendor S-100s or original Quad ESLs.
For example, Harry Connick, Jr.'s voice

ally lovely, sweet, and captivating. This
was also true of the clarinet in "The
Lord is My Light and My Salvation,"
from the HDCD-encoded recording of
John Rutter's Requiem (Reference Recordings RR-58CD).
The Mach 17's treble was open, airy,
and extended, and greatly aided by the
loudspeaker's ability to reproduce lowlevel detail. Iwas able to discern individual voices in the soprano chorus on

and woofer outputs. Note also the very
steep acoustic filter slopes. Combining
these individual responses, with the
"egg" pointed straight ahead, results in
the trace shown in fig.7. As suspected
from fig.6, the upper midrange is alittle
prominent, but the response is otherwise very flat throughout the midrange
and treble. The bass appears to peak
up alittle in this 2pi nearfield low-frequency measurement, but this will actually depend upon the room acoustics
and the exact setting of the crossover
bass control.

LG didn't remark on the upper mids
sounding forward; in addition to the fact
that this appears to be asimple matter of
the midrange unit being acouple of dB
too sensitive —something that can easily be compensated for by turning down
the volume on just the midrange amplifier —fig.8 offers apossible explanation.
The speaker's lateral dispersion is alittle
narrower in this region than it is above
or below, which will make the room's
reverberant field more evenly balanced.
The tweeter output can be seen to fall
off reasonably rapidly to the speaker's

Iwas able to discern
individual voices in the
soprano chorus.

the Requiem album, or in the chorus
behind Jose Carreras, spread across the
soundstage in the opening Kyrie of Misa
Criolla (Philips 420 955-2). The decay of
the flute-stop of the pipe-organ rendition of Bach's Prelude and Fugue in D,
from James Johnson Plays Bach (Titanic
TI-162, engineered by the late Peter W.
Mitchell) made it possible to hear the
reverberation in the hall, and sense the
acoustic space. The Mach 17's uppermidrange and treble responses made it
possible to hear (for the first time) how
the drummer on Flim & the BB's
Triqyle plays up and down on the closed
hi-hat cymbal.
The Waveform is the best speaker to
come along in years for getting subtle
percussion details right, while producing much of the direct power of a
drumkit when it plays loud. Low-level
detail resolution also made it possible to
hear the choral synchronization (many
singers enunciating each syllable at the
saine instant) on the "0 Fortuna" sec-

sides, which in an overdamped room
will make the balance alittle mellow.
In the vertical plane (fig.9), anotch
develops at the upper crossover point if
you sit significantly below the tweeter
axis. Iassume this is why LG ended up
tilting the egg downward alittle for his

os
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1
.
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Fig.10 Waveform Mach 17 `egg" unit, step
response on tweeter axis at 50" (5ms
time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.9 Waveform Mach 17, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 15°-5 ° above tweeter axis; reference response;
differences in response 5°-15° below tweeter axis.
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Fig. 11 Waveform Mach 17 tweeter, step response
on tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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don of Orff's Carmina Burana (Tetare
CD-80056), a characteristic Robert
Shaw develops in his choruses.
The Mach 17s' imaging was commensurate with their transient response.
During the instrumental finish of
Richard Thompson's "Why Must I
Plead," from his Rumor and Sigh (Capitol
CDP 7 95713 2), the acoustic guitar's
sonic image fell well to the right of the
right loudspeaker. In Rutter's Gaelic Blessht' on Requiem, the layering of instruments was clearly evident, with the harp
well separated from the chorus and organ.
The resulting sound was three-dimensional in away Ihadn't heard before.
Waveform art thou?
Reviewing the Waveform Mach 17s
was an exhilarating experience. 'This system belongs in the small group of loudspeakers that are highly dynamic, uncolored, have great transient response, and
are totally involving. The Waveforms
can resolve fine-grained background

auditioning. But if you sit too high, the
tweeter output falls off in the top
octave, adding to the mellow balance
noted above.
Fig.10 shows the Mach 17 headunit's step response on the tweeter axis.
This is hard to interpret, so figs.11 and

While the treble response was very
smooth, extended, and airy, an electrostatic-like transparency was less evident. Of course, electrostatics like the
Quad ESL-63 do not enjoy the Mach
17's dynamic range, extended treble
response, or wide dispersion characteristics. While the lower midrange
blends smoothly into the upper-bass
region, I'm not sure I'd call the deep

bass extremely extended or subterranean. The Mach 17's bass missed the
20-25Hz region in my listening room
by a "handful of Hertz," to use a
phrase coined by Robert Deutsch.
Even so, the bass sounded quick,
defined, and taut, with the excellent
pitch definition needed to reproduce
pipe-organ recordings. More important, the bass was smoothly integrated
with the overall Mach 17 system
response. This general overall performance and system pricing (see below)
makes the Mach 17 aperfect candidate
for the "Class A— Restricted Extreme
LF" category of Stereophile's "Recommended Components."
Reviews that end in positive recommendations invite readers to listen to
the products for themselves. However,
until Waveform acquires more dealers,
an audition will require an appointment
at Posthorn Recordings in New York, or
avisit to Srereophiftes next Home Theater
& Specialty Audio Show, due to be held

12 show the step responses of the
tweeter and midrange units on this axis.
You can see that the tweeter is connected with positive polarity, but the midrange step is initially negative-going,
with atime delay of about 0Ams. Fig.13
shows the step response of the equalized woofer module, which is also negative-going as well as following the
midrange by about 2ms. (Remember
that LG found he got the best integration between the woofer and midrange
by reversing the former's polarity.) By
no means can the Mach 17 be considered atime-coherent design.
The cumulative spectral-decay or

waterfall plot of the Wavefonn's head
module is shown in fig.14. It is very
clean throughout the treble, though a
modicum of stored energy is apparent
in the upper midrange.
Finally, using asimple plastic-tape
accelerometer to investigate the resonant behavior of the cabinets revealed
only out-of-band modes to be present
in the woofer module. While the
egg had a strong mode present at
420Hz, this is almost below the unit's
passband, so its subjective effect should
be negligible.
Overall, this is apretty impressive set
of measurements.
—John Atkinson

detail with clarity while capturing an
orchestra's full dynamic range.
The tonal balance of the Mach 17
stresses aclear, immediate treble and a
midrange presentation that remains
uncolored even at very high volumes.

The sound was
three-dimensional
in away Ihadn't
heard before.

15.-na .11.116

Fig.12VVaveform Mach 17 midrange unit, step
response on tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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and budget Upgrading your Series 2000 turntable is as
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at the end of May in San Francisco.
Short of that, folks, you must buy them
to hear them, without benefit of dealer
handholding or setup. The 30-day
money-back trial period makes this a
less risky proposition. In fact, I'd argue
that an in-home audition is far more
meaningful than acursory listen at ahifi show. But keep in mind that this will
require following setup instructions
carefully, checking phasing and connections, and buying four pairs of balanced
interconnects and six channels of solidstate amplification.
Iagree with John Ótviis that you'll
need asolid-state stereo amp to extract
the tightest bass from the ported 12"
woofers, and four additional channels of
equal gain to power the drivers in the
egg. A pair of three-channel Bryston
5B-STs, costing around $2100 each, can
be purchased from Waveform to meet
the Mach 17s' amplification needs:111e
total price of such afull Mach 17 system, including amplification and cables,
will run between $11k and $12k — a
typical price for aClass A recommended loudspeaker system.
Some audiophiles may hesitate to get
involved with the Mach 17 because
they're not ready to commit to solidstate amplification, or the purchase of
multiple amplifiers. However, if you're
interested in aspeaker system at this
price :performance level, there arc
strong reasons to consider an audition of
the Mach 17. Its power handling, transient speed, lack of coloration, ability to
resolve low-level detail, and dynamic
range are not exceeded by any other
loudspeaker I've heard in my listening
room. Isuspect that the channel isolation afforded by the speaker's tri-amped
design contributes heavily to these special sonic qualities. For these reasons,
the Mach 17 compares well to other top
loudspeaker systems.
Although Ihaven't been able to compare them directly with the Aerial 10Ts, which seem to possess similar
strengths in transient response and
dynamic range, the Mach 17 comes a
close second to the $21k (not including
amplifiers) Snell Type A Reference.
The Snell Reference has more bass
extension, slightly greater soundstage
depth, and aslightly bigger sonic image,
but lacks the Mach 17's transient speed
and ability to resolve low-level detail. If
you're shopping for atop-quality, fullrange dynamic loudspeaker system and
don't mind owning the solid-state
amplification needed to drive it, alisten
to the Waveform Mach 17 is strongly
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official loudspeaker of the Triode Guild, and why
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"You might, as Idid, find the
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5
nothing less than an Aladdin
among amplifiers adiamond in the rough."
Thomas J. Norton
Stereophde. February 1995
Vol. 18. No. 2

Mr. Norton's other comments:
"... my first reaction was 'Marvelous!'"
"... portrayal of aconvincing soundstage
was first-rate"
"...superb throughout the midrange"
"...bass was powerful, deep and well-defined"
"... WI did virtually everything right"
Musical magic from an "Aladdin" amplifier.
For $1295. If you think big sound costs big
bucks, better think again.
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Focus Audio Signature Model 88 loudspeaker
John Atkinson

A

science-fiction parable Iread
too many years ago to remember who wrote it featured the
image of aglass jar stuffed with colored
plastic spheres. The story's protagonist
was asked whether the glass was full.
"Of course," was his reply, whereupon a
hidden faucet was turned, the jar filled
up with water, and fish swam in the
spaces between the balls.
The high-end loudspeaker industry
reminds me of that story Given the literally hundreds of manufacturers in
existence, each offering audiophiles a
more or less complete line of speakers at
every possible price point, how could
there possibly be room for even one
more brand? Yet even as every market
niche seems full, up springs another
manufacturer, justifying its existence
with products offering good or even

Focus Audio Signature Model 88 loudspeaker

Stereo/D/1de, June 1997

better sound quality
Such was the case with Focus Audio.
Ifirst encountered one of this new
Canadian company's products at HI-FI
'96, where their Signature Model 88
loudspeakers were being used with a
Nagra-D, adCS D/A converter, and
Reference Line amplification. My main
interest in the demonstration was that it
was my first exposure to 24-bit data
sampled at 96kHz, something Wes
Phillips and Idiscuss at length elsewhere in this issue. But even as Ifound
that Iwas not having to strain to hear
the difference due to the digital signal
bandwidth being doubled, it struck me
that the speakers being used were something special. Accordingly, Irequested a
pair for review.
Design

At $8800/pair, the floorstanding 88 is
the most expensive of Focus's three
Signature models. Like the two smaller
two-way Signature series speakers (the
stand-mounted 68 and the floorstanding
78), it uses asoft-dome tweeter coupled
with an Eton Nomex/Kevlar-coned
midrange unit. However, it adds an 11"
Eton Nomex/Kevlar-coned woofer to
extend the bass to almost 20Hz, this driver mounted on the speaker's side nearest the room's side walls.
Conceptually, the big Focus is a
high-performance minimonitor allied
to asubwoofer in the same enclosure.
Superficially, it resembles the NHT 3.3
in that it is much deeper than it is wide,
and features aside-firing woofer. The
latter speaker, however, uses two
midrange units mounted above and
below the tweeter, to the side of astrip
of foam, to affect the dispersion. The
Model 88 mounts its single tweeter —
an expensive Scanspeak "Revelator" —
above and slightly to one side of the single 7" midrange unit. (The speakers are
supplied as amirror-imaged pair.) It
also differs from the NHT speaker in
that it needs to be used well away from
room boundaries. The setup instructions in the comprehensive handbook,
for example, recommend aposition
3-4' away from the wall behind the
speaker, and mention that the Model

Description: Three-way, floorstanding, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 11" (280mm)
Nomex/Kevlar-cone woofer, 7"
(178mm) Nomex/Kevlar-cone midrange unit, 1" soft-dome tweeter.
Measured crossover frequencies:
180Hz, 2kHz. Frequency response:
22Hz-25kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity:
89dB/VV/m. Nominal impedance:
6 ohms. Amplifier requirements:
200W recommended.
Dimensions: 38" (965mm) H by
9" (229mm) W by 24" (610mm) D.
Weight: 120 lbs (54.5kg) each.
Serial numbers of units tested:
48L/R (first samples), 88L/R (second samples).
Price: 88800/pair in piano-black
finish. Approximate number of
dealers: 8.
Manufacturer: Focus Audio, 43
Riviera Dr., Unit #10, Markham,
Ontario, Canada L3R 5.16. Tel: (905)
415-8773. Fax: (905) 415-0456.
Internet: Focusipoline.com .US distributor: Canorus Inc., 240 Great
Circle Rd., Nashville, TN 37228. Tel:
(615) 252-8778. Fax: (615) 2528755. Internet: http://www.can
OrUS.COM

88 is to be used in rooms with volumes
of between 4000 and 7000 cubic feet.
The big Eton woofer is reflex-loaded
with aport 4" in diameter and 12" deep
on the rear panel, positioned just above
the recessed panel that carries the terminal posts. The two pairs of posts are
Cardas OFC/Tellurium types. The
hardwired crossover is mounted to the
terminal panel and appears to be second-order, with aZobel network across
the midrange/woofer terminals and a
series resistor in the tweeter feed.
Other than anonpolarized electrolytic
in the woofer filter, the circuit
is implemented with polypropylenedielectric capacitors — large values
paralleled with smaller caps — and
inductors wound with high-purity copper wire. The midrange and tweeter
coils are air-cored. Component tolerances are said to be held to within 1%.
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of single-ended triode transformers. At the Triode Guild we say, 'Ascend to Micro-Power' and
at long last we have arefined floor standing $3500 loudspeaker. the Lotus SE, that only needs
eight triode watts to transport us to the Nth Dimension of Music Hyper-Space."
Harvey "Gizmo" Rosenberg
Guildincister The Triode Guild

For those who appreciate the unique characteristic of triode amplifiers, meet Romeo and Juliet
in room 454, Hi-Fi '97, at the Westin St. Francis.
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The internal wiring, however, is relatively narrow-gauge.
The cabinet is made from 1" MDF,
with the front baffle 2" thick. It is extensively braced and filled with polyester
fiber. The finish is ablack "piano" lacquer, which adds asubtle touch of luxury
to what is visually aquite self-effacing
loudspeaker. Small cloth grilles cover the
tweeter and midrange unit. Ileft these
off. The original review samples were
supplied with SolidSteel aluminum
cones. These have been replaced by
hardened steel spikes that Focus believes
are more consistent in producing good
sound from the Model 88. All the serious

listening was performed using these
spikes to couple the speakers to the tileon-concrete floor beneath the rug in my
room.

111/ ith an estimated B-weighted
sensitivity of 88dB/2.83V/m,
the Signature 88 will play
quite loud with only afew amplifier
watts. Certainly the 30W Aleph 3had
no problem raising decent sound pressure levels in my room. The impedance
(fig.1), however, drops to alow 3ohms
at 65Hz, with apunishing combination
of 4 ohms and -50° electrical phase
angle just alittle lower in frequency.
Although the impedance remains an
amplifier-friendly 7 ohms above
120Hz, the Model 88 still needs to be
driven by abeefy amplifier. Note that
the shape of the impedance curve
means that if the big Focus is used with
an amplifier having a high source
impedance, the response will be tilted
up. There are acouple of very small
wrinkles in the impedance traces, at
350Hz and 650Hz, possibly indicating
the presence of cabinet resonant modes
of some kind.
The "saddle" at 26Hz in the fig.1
magnitude trace indicates the tuning of
the port, this very low in frequency,
implying good bass extension. The
actual acoustic response of the port,
shown to the left of fig2, indeed does
peak just below 30Hz, but actually

extends an octave higher in frequency
before beginning its steep descent. The
woofer's output is the trace with aminimum-motion point at 29Hz. It actually
peaks up significantly at 65Hz — the
frequency of the impedance minimum
in fig.1 —before rolling off steeply and
crossing over to the midrange unit at
180Hz. The latter actually starts to gently
roll off below 300Hz. The upper
crossover frequency is in the region of
2kHz; asharp spike at 4kHz in the
midrange unit's output is suppressed by
12dB or so by the crossover. There is a
similar spike in the woofer's response at
800Hz. Again, this is suppressed by the
crossover's low-pass filter.
Fig.3 shows how all the individual
drive-unit outputs add up at adistance
of 50" on the tweeter axis, averaged
across alateral window of 30°. The very
flat response meets excellent ±1.5dB
limits between 200Hz and 7kHz, with
slightly more energy apparent above
that frequency, reaching +2.6dB at
1431cHz. In the bass, the woofer region
peaks up as expected, then rolls off to
reach -6dB (relative to the level at
1
kHz and 100Hz) at a low 25Hz.
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Sound
Iactually auditioned two pairs of the
Focus 88s. Soon after Ihad set up the
first pair, Focus e-mailed me to let me
know that they had made some minor
changes to the crossover in December
'96 and that they were sending updated
samples. Ifound the differences between the two pairs of speakers minimal. All my auditioning comments refer
to the second pair, however.

It took me quite awhile to find the
best positions for the Model 88s in my
room, which, at around 3000ft3,is
somewhat smaller than Focus recommends. The entire bass range, while
clean-sounding, was generally elevated
above the midband level; if the bass was
not to sound too boomy, the speakers
needed to be farther away from room
boundaries than the B&W Silver Signatures that usually fill my room with
sound. And even then, it was essential to
use the spikes to preserve the low-frequency definition. (While the Focus 88
has two sets of speaker terminals for biwiring or bi-amping, it is not possible to

However, this is alittle higher than suggested by the specification of -3dB at
22Hz.
The Signature 88 offers wide, even
dispersion in the horizontal plane (not
shown), the top octave progressively
rolling off with frequency with off-axis
angle once you get more than 20° or so
off-axis. (It rolls off alittle earlier on the
side away from the tweeter.) This
behavior always correlates with welldefined, stable stereo imaging, something Idid note in my auditioning.
Vertically, the speaker also has good dispersion, the measured response not

,000

100

Fig.3 Focus 88, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 50", averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with complex sum of nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted below
300Hz.
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Fig.2 Focus 88, acoustic crossover on tweeter
axis at 50", corrected for microphone
response, with nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below IkHz.
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Fig.4 Focus 88, spatially averaged, '/,-octave
response in JA's room.
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AUDIO ENTHUSIASTS WARNING:

Audio Magic Products Cause Feelings
of Euphoria, Excitement, Shortness of
Breath, And May Complicate Pregnancy.

Don't miss us at

HI-FI 97 in

San Francisco

May 28-June 1
Electronics Diversified
Raoria IL
309-688-2444

Booth #14-I 6

For the dealer nearest yob, call:
Ph (303)364-8202 Fx (303)364-8102

The Elements

of Perfection
The Paragon of audio signal chains.
A commitment to sophisticated
aesthetic refinement and perfect
music reproduction—from the
high-performance mbl 6010
Preamplifier through the powerful
mbl 9010 Amplifier to the handcrafted mbl 111 hybrid-monitor.
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6010

preamplIfler

mid—Engineered in Germany,
Enjoyed in ,iinerica.
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mbl of America 602 991 8001 fax 602 991 8797
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fine-tune the woofer balance or its integration with the midrange by reducing
its level or experimenting with its electrical polarity. Unusually, one set of terminals feeds the tweeter, the other the
midrange unit and the woofer. Given my
&miters, Iwould have split the feed into
woofer and midrange/tweeter.)
Once I'd found their optimal placements, it was possible to hear how low
these speakers went. The bass warble
tones on Stereophiltes Test CD 3-I filtered these in the mastering so they arc
much cleaner-sounding than those on
our two earlier test CDs - were repro-

duced at full level down to 25Hz, without any wind noises from the port. Only
on the 20Hz warble tone did the output
fall and the woofer cones start to unload.
Idragged out my "bass spectacular"
recordings. Pipe organ sounded majestic.
Bass guitar had gutbucket weight. Even
with the speakers driven by the 30W
Pass Aleph 3, the monstrous bass drum
on EMI's 1977 recording of Elgar's
Coronation Ode (re-released on Cl) in
1987 with the 1969 Boult Kingdom, EMI
Classics 764209 2) was reproduced with
awesome power, the sound lighting up
the reverberant acoustic of King's

College Chapel, Cambridge.
However, when Iput "Le temps
passe" from Michel Jonasz's Lain.bideuse
histoire de Mister Swing (French Warner
Bros. 2292 42338-2) which admittedly
has overcooked bass, in the Levinson
transport, the little Pass Labs lost control
of the Focus's low frequencies, the
sound degenerating into ablurry boom.
These speakers really require solid-state
muscle for their exaggerated low frequencies to remain tight; for most of the
rest of my auditioning Iused aMark
Levinson No332.
When it came to the midrange, the

changing significantly over a±10° window centered on the tweeter axis.
In my listening, the spatially averaged
response measurement (fig.4) reveals
the woofer region to be elevated by 4dB
or so with respect to the midband. This,
of course, was not unexpected from my
auditioning. The crossover region between the woofer and midrange is also a
little depressed. But otherwise, the inroom response is very flat, with just a
slight excess of energy apparent in the
mid-treble. Again, this is something that
doesn't surprise me.
In the time domain, the step response
(fig.5) reveals that the tweeter and
midrange are connected with the same
positive acoustic polarity, the former
leading the latter by afraction of amillisecond. The woofer's step response
can't be seen on this graph, but it too is
connected with positive acoustic polarity
The Focus's cumulative spectral-decay or
waterfall plot on the tweeter axis (fig.6) is
commendably clean, which correlates
with the speaker's exceptional treble clarity. A small amount of delayed energy,
however, can be seen at 4kHz (the cursor
position), which Ibelieve is due to acone
resonance in the midrange unit. While
this is well down in level, it is associated
with aslight step in the on-axis response

that might be associated with the degree
of added presence Inoted in my auditioning.
Finally, despite the large area of the
Signature 88's side panels - which,
with aless well-constructed enclosure,
might be thought to indicate the presence of high-level, low-frequency
vibrational modes - they are wellbraced and rigid. Fig.7 is awaterfall plot
calculated from the output of asimple

plastic-tape accelerometer fastened to
the side panel above the woofer. A single midrange mode can be seen at
305Hz, but this is well-suppressed.
There are some other modes present,
but as these are also very low in level
and higher in frequency, it is unlikely
that they will have any subjective effect.
The front baffle also had amode present
at 650Hz, but this too was well down
in level.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.7 Focus 88, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to side panel above
woofer. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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ACOUSTICS Equipment Supports

Model One Hundred Sixty

available for purchase here in the U.S.
for the very first time. Before now, all
you were likely to experience was that
nagging longing created by dozens of
rave reviews...
"Mana makes an important difference to
the petformance of aturntable but makes an
equally big improvement to any component.
The Mana Equipment table is not just good.

The quest for music leads to Muse.

it's filndamentally necessary for good
sound... if you don't put Mana at the head
of your shopping list you will never hear
the true potential of your hi-fi system."

Muse Electronics
PO. Box 2198
Garden Grove, CA 92842-2198
Telephone +714-554-8200
FAX +714-554-5643
Email muse_usa@itt.netcorn.com
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-Alan Sircom. HI-FI CHOICE, March 1995
The Mana stands are less an improvement

Model Eighteen

in asystem than awhole new system. I
know this sounds like an exaggeration, hut
Mine me, it's not... Icannot recommend
the Mana Acoustics Equipment Supports
more strongly. They're agreat investment
themselves and asure way to increase the
value of the investment you've (dreads
made." -Steve Sullivan, FL October 1996
"I don't know of anything priced close to
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the [Maw Acoustics] Reference Table that
could have improved my system so much."
-Rob Doorack. LISTENER, Summer 1996
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908/359-0950

FAX: 908/359-2170

We also sell other line products -ask about our shop!
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Focus had no identifiable colorations.
However, it is voiced to have asomewhat
forward character, which added an excellent sense of realism, of presence, to
recorded voice and saxophone. No "midhall" speaker, the Focus 88 was superbly
revealing of small details of recorded balance. When you make your own
recordings, there are always small differences in tonal quality, of the quality
of the ambience, between tapes made
on different days even when everything
is the same. These were revealed so
clearly on the big Focuses that when it
came time for me to edit the masters of
Stereophde's new Rhapsody recording
(STPH010-2 —see "The Rhapsody Project" elsewhere in this issue), Ialmost
exclusively used these speakers to judge
the quality of each crossfade between different takes. If the splice sounded seamless on the transparent Focus 88s, Icould
be sure it would be acceptable on more
forgiving loudspeakers.
These speakers also offered accurate,
tightly defined stereo imaging. Dualmono sources produced anarrow central image that was stable with frequency; i(, it didn't "splash" to the sides
at some frequencies. This was also ahelp

in the editing of Rhapsody: slight soundstage differences either side of an edit
point go wmoticed on headphones, duc
to the reproduction's in-the-head character. They will also be obscured by speakers that broaden and smear individual
soundsource images within the sonic picture. But on the Focus Model 88s Icould
hear even the slightest "gear-change"
effect if the soundstagcs didn't match
exactly. Image depth, however, while
good, was not as great as Ihave heard
from some time-coherent speakers.
Overall, the treble was superbly clean
and free from grain. However the combination of aforward balance and exceptional clarity was unkind to recordings
that themselves were rather grainy.
Musically, Iam abig fan of the series of
recordings Hyperion has been releasing
of Matthew Best conducting the UK's
Corydon Singers. Irecently found in a
local CD hut's secondhand bins their
1987 performance of Bernstein's
Chichester Psalms (CDA66219). Ibought
the disc for the Bernstein, afavorite work
since Ifirst heard it live. However, the
standout piece on this disc is Samuel
Barber's Agnus Dei, his 1967 unaccompanied vocal arrangement of the famous

System Context

T

he Focus 88s were positioned
some 2' from the rear wall of
my room (which is faced with
books and LPs) and approximately 5'
from the side walls (which also have
bookshelves covering some of their
surfaces). This placed the midrange
units well out in the room. The
woofers were on the outside edges,
the tweeters on the inside. The
amplifiers used were either aPass
Labs Aleph 3 or aMark Levinson
No.332. The preamplifier was the
remote-controlled Mark Levinson
No38S, with aMod Squad Phono
Drive EPS used to amplify LP signals from aLinn Sondek/Cirkus/
Trampolin/Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv
setup on an ArchiDec table. Digital
sources were either aMark Levinson
No30.5 HDCD" D/A processor or
adCS Elgar D/A processor, both
driven by aMark Levinson No.31
transport via Madrigal and Illuminati
AES/EBU cables and aMeridian
518 jitter-reduction unit. Master
tapes of Stereophile's new Rhapsody
recording, and of Stereephile's Steven
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Stoner playing his new Remo drumkit in the same church, both sampled
at both 44.1kHz and 96kHz, were
played back on aNagra-D digital tape
recorder For the editing of Rhapsody,
the TosLink optical output of aSonic
Solutions digital audio workstation
fed aSonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug.
Interconnects used were AudioQuest's AudioTruth Lapis X3;
speaker cable was ahi-wired set of
AudioTruth Sterling. All source
components and preamps used in
my listening room were plugged
in to aPower Wedge 116 Mk.II,
itself plugged in to adedicated AC
circuit and fitted with the Power
Enhancer option.
The speakers were broken in before audition by being placed face to
face and driven with out-of-phase,
high-level pink noise for 12 hours,
followed by the Burn-in Noise track
on Stereophilds Test CD 31 for another 12 hours.
—John Atkinson
1$9.95 plus $3.50 S&H. Credit-card orders: (800)
3S8-6,74.

AdagiofirStrings, which was recorded with
awide dynamic range.
At moderately high playback levels,
you could marvel at the feeling that
while every voice was identifiable within the soundstage, they still blended into
aluminous-sounding whole. And the
Focus speaker's bass character reinforced
the bass line without adding boom or
Ithoroughly enjoyed my
time with the Focus 88s.

You will too.
excessive bloom. But as the scoring
swelled and the sopranos added ahigh
descant, the sound acquired alittle bit of
an edge. Was it due to the fact that this
disc is one of the few in my collection to
have been pre-emphasized? Or was the
Focus 88 adding alittle presence-region
bite? Isuspect the latter, as this characteristic was aconstant in my auditioning.
While naturally balanced recordings —
the superb new Brahms Symphony 4
from Andrew Davis and the BBC
Symphony Orchestra (BBC Music
MM56) comes to mind —were reproduccd with amusically satisfying presence, the sounds of more upfront classical and solo piano recordings had alittle
too much of agood thing, which made
me reach for the volume control.
Overall, however, the cleanliness and
clarity of the Focus's presentation had
me playing recordings at higher levels
than Iwas used to with the B&W
Silver Signatures. The 24-bit solo drum
recording Imade at the same time as
the Rhapsody sessions has immense
dynamic range; despite the rather distant miking, the kickdrum punched
forth from the Focus speakers in avery
satisfying manner. And the cymbals on
the 96kHz version, recorded in parallel
with the 44.1kHz version, simply
sounded real.
Condusion
The Focus Signature Model 88 is
undoubtedly expensive, though its discreet profile and piano-black finish
hardly scream "high perceived value" at
passersby. Yet it offers high-quality
sound, with excellent stereo imaging,
clarity, bass extension, and dynamics.
Balanced alittle on the forward side,
and with low frequencies that will be
overgenerous in smaller rooms, it nevertheless sounds eminently musical. I
thoroughly enjoyed my time with the
Focus 88s. You will too.
S
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Why Spend Thousands When You
Can Upgrade Your CD Player
For Only 199.95?

NEW!

Upgrade Your CD Player Now With The Musical Fidelity
X10-D Tube CD Upgrade. Plug the X10-D in between your
CU player and preamp or receiver and something magical
happens to the sound. "Musical Fidelity's X10-D may be
the most cost-effective CD upgrade EVER!" raves Sam
Tellig in Stereophile, *November 1996. "XIO-D transformed the sound, especially in those areas where the (Cl)
player) itself is weak. There was more body, more bloom."
How X10-D Improves CD Sound. Inside the Klong, 4.25"
wide metal cylinder is apure Class Aanalog output stage
with two Russian 6922 tubes. The XIO-D optimizes CD
sound by buffering the player's output to the preamp. "It
takes the $500 (Marantz) and makes it sound more like a
$1,500—$2.000 CD player." swears Sam Tellig.
Order The X10-D—And Take No Risk! Call us toll-free, at
1-800-942-0220, and order the X10-D, regular $249, now
only 199.95 plus $8.95 shipping in the US. Listen to the
XIO-D for 30 days—if not thrilled by the improvement,
return for afull refund. Why not call today?

o
MUSICAL FIDELITY
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X10-D Specifications: THO' <0.005% 10-100 kHz. Frequency Response: ±0.2 dB 10-100
kHz. Crosstalk: <-90 dB. Noise: <-98 dB. Input: 470 kt2. Output: <200 illubes: two 6922.
Dimensions: 7.75" long; 4.25" wide, 4.25" toll. Outboard power supply w/6h power cord.
Warranty: 2years parts/labor. Made in England. 'Stereophile, Vol. 19, No. 11, November 1996.

X-Rated HDCD DIA
Converter-Under $500!
"If you're looking for an upgrade...on asensible budget
the X-DAC should definitely be on your short list," recommends England's Hi-Fi News & Record Review, "The almost
magical feathery airiness of the X-DAC weaves apowerful
spell...Thoroughly recommended!"
The superbly designed X-DAC brings audible improvements
like better dynamics, firmer bass, and smoother treble to
both standard and HDCD-encoded CDs. Offers coaxial and
Toslink digital inputs and two pairs of gold-plated RCA
analog outputs. Features new Burr-Brown PCM69AP 18-bit
"co-phase" converter and PMD100 digital filter.
X-DAC Features: HDCD-compatible DAC with Ind co-phase system, 8e oversompling,
256 Fo master clock, auto decoding of HDCD discs, etc. Both Toslink &coaxial RCA digital
inputs. Two pairs of analog RCA outputs. Specifications: FR. 20 Hz-20 kHz±0.2 dB. THD:
<0.008% 20 Hz-20 kHz "A" weighted; S/N: >100 dB "A" weighted. Output: 2.2 Wins @ 0
dB. Dimensions: 4.3" Hx3.9" Wx8.7" D(including feel). Weight: 3lbs. Warranty: 2year
parts glabor. Made in England. New X-PSU upgrade power supply only S199.95.

Order The X-DAC—And Take No Risk! Call us toll-free, at
1-800-942-0220, and order the X-DAC, regular $595, for
only 499.95 plus $8.95 shipping in the US. Listen to the
X-DAC for 30 days—if not thrilled by the improvement,
return for afull refund. Why not call today?

Audio Advisor, Inc. 4649 Danvers Drive S.E., Kentwood.
MI, 49512. Phone: (616) 975-6100. Fax: (616) 975-6111
0 Copyright 1997 Audio Advisor, Inc.
In the USA Musical Fidelity products are available
exclusively through Audio Advisor, Inc., the world's largest
seller of high-end audio gear by direct mail.

Order With No Risk!
If not satisfied with an "X" product for any
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reason return within 30 days for arefund!

To Order Call 1-800-942-0220

Web Site: http://www.audioadvisor.com
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Signet SL256 loudspeaker
Muse Kastanovich

D

espite their lack of low frequencies, minimonitors have advantages over larger speakers. Small
speakers don't need great quantities of
construction materials, so they have relatively low building costs. Their light
weight and small size lower shipping
costs. The result is increased value to
the customer. The small panel areas on
all sides minimize cabinet-wall vibrations. Also, the four other sides that
connect to each panel make good, rigid
supports, and no part of any panel is
very far from these supports, both minimizing resonances and pushing them
up in frequency, where they do less
harm to the music.
Signet's inexpensive SL256 minimonitor allies asilk-dome tweeter to a
6" polypropylene-cone woofer. Both
drivers arc proprietary units manufactured in the Far East to Signet's specifications. The speaker's grille is apiece of
thin fabric stretched over asimple plastic frame. If the grille is removed, the
flower-shaped cutouts in the Sonofelt
surrounding the tweeters stand out
visually. This pattern has been acharacteristic of Signets for many years. The

Description: Two-way, reflex-loadfelt slightly narrows the tweeter's dised loudspeaker. Drive-units: 61
2"
/
persion pattern as well as reducing difpolypropylene-cone woofer with
fraction problems.
rubber surround, 3
4 " silk-dome
/
The Sonofeles surface lines up well
tweeter with ferrofluid cooling.
with the top of the woofer frame, but
Crossover frequency: 3kHz. Sensithere is aprecipice between the rest of
tivity: 89dB/W/m. Frequency range:
the frame's edge and the front baffle.
45Hz-20kHz. Nominal impedance:
This sharp edge, and the 90° edges of
8 ohms. Recommended amplifier
the baffle itself, will theoretically intropower: 20-100Wpc. Finishes availduce undesirable diffraction effects.
able: black or "mahogany" vinyl.
Rabbeting the woofer into the front bafDimensions: 13" (330mm) H by 81
/
8"
fle would have removed one potential
(206mm) W by 12V8"(320mm) D.
source of diffraction, though then the
Weight: 16 lbs each.
connecting screws could not have dug as
Serial numbers of units reviewdeeply into the baffle material as they
ed: 11743/11744.
do. This would have raised the speaker's
Price: 8360/pair. Warranty: 5years.
price, however.
Approximate number of dealers:
Removing the connection panel and
50.
peeking inside the speaker, Ifound a
Manufacturer: Audiosphere Techgenerous amount of recycled cotton
nologies Corp., 25 Esna Park Drive,
batting. This lining was bunched up in
Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R IC9.
the bottom half of the cabinet, rather
Tel: (905) 474-9129. Fax: (905)
than fully lining both sides of the interi474-9812.
or. The cabinet itself is made of dense,
3
/
4"-thick MDF with a1"-thick MDF
front baffle. A horizontal brace spanning the interior reduces cabinet side- is made with high-quality components.
One large air-core inductor is wired in
wall vibration.
The crossover operates at 3kHz and series with the woofer for afirst-order
low-pass rolloff. The tweeter crossover
incorporates an air-core inductor and a
polypropylene film capacitor, resulting
in asecond-order high-pass rolloff.

Signet SL256 loudspeaker
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Sound
The Signets were initially broken-in in
my second system in the living room,
driven by an NAD 1600/2100X pre/
power-amp combination with awide
variety of cheap signal sources, including FM radio, TV, Hi-Fi stereo VCR,
LP, and cassette. The SL256s sounded
wonderful from the start, making the
most of seriously flawed sources and
recordings, and gave strong evidence of
being an excellent choice for all-purpose bookshelf speakers. They do not
require elaborate attention to setup or
expensive electronics to sound good.
When the Signets replaced my
$2200 B&W 804s in the dedicated listening room, the serious auditioning
began. They were in the standard
speaker positions in my listening room:
34" from the back wall and 62" from
153

KIND

BLUE.
Miles Davis' Kind of Blue transferred from the
original 3-track master tapes and featuring
a"bonus LP" containing side A at the
"correct speed" and an alternate take of
"Flamenco Sketches," cut at 45 rpm,
from the original studio sessions.

Also available:
CS 812 7

Duke Ellington/Jazz Party

CS 8171

Charles Mingus/Mingus Ah Urn

CS 8192

The Dave Brubeck Quartet/Time Out

CS 8241

Duke Ellington/Blues In Orbit

CS 8503

Kenny Burrell/Weaver of Dreams

BA 17012

Charlie Rouse/Yeah!

BA 1700P

The Dave Bailey Sextet/
One Foot In The Gutter

BA 1702

Tubby Hayes/Tubby The Tenor

•

Order now from...
1-8110- 157-25;;

the side wall for the right speaker, 38"
from the back wall and 44" from the
side wall for the left. The speakers
were 68" apart, and toed-in just
enough that Icould see their inside
walls from my listening seat.
At first Itried the SL256s with an
old pair of very inexpensive speaker
stands borrowed from Stereophile. The
speakers were coupled to the stands
with four squares of electrical arcproofing tape) Listening to Steve
Tibbetts's apioded View (ECM 1335), I
thought the sound more lightweight
than with the 804s. It was obvious that
the SL256s were not as sensitive, necessitating a small turn of the volume
knob to get the saine listening level.
Since the 804's true sensitivity is around
87dB/2.83V/1m, the SL256 must be
about 85d13, not as high as the claimed
89e. The top octave was not as crisp,
and there was a slight hump in the
upper bass. The leading edges of transients were slower, and the trailing
IElectrical are-pnbofing tape is like very thick electrical
hut with no adhesive.

A

s MK surmised, the SL256
doesn't quite meet its sensitivity
spec. My estimate of its Bweighted figure was 86.5dB/2.83V/m,
which is quite respectable for asmall
speaker. However, its impedance (fig.1)
drops below 6ohms through most of
the midrange, which, in conjunction
with the high, capacitive phase angle in
the upper bass, will render the speaker a
moderately hard load for the partnering
amplifier to drive.
Although it's hard to see on the scale
we have to print graphs, the traces in
fig.1 feature asmall glitch at 400Hz,
indicative of some kind of resonant
behavior at this frequency. Examining
the vibrational behavior of the Signet's
cabinet walls with asimple accelerometer revealed the presence of two strong,

Associated Equipment
CD Transport: Audio Electronics
CD-1.
Jitter Reduction: Audio Alchemy
DTI•Plus, Monarchy DIP.
D/A Processor: Parts Connection
Assemblage DAC-2.
Preamplifiers: Audio Electronics
AE-2, NAD 1600.
Power Amplifiers: home-built
Zen monoblocks, Sonic Frontiers
Power 1, NAD 2100X.
Loudspeakers: B&W 804.
Digital Cables: Sound & Video
Digiflex Gold Iand Digiflex +Plus,
Illuminati DV-30.

edges lingered alittle longer than they
should have - some of the complex
percussion rhythms were confused by
being mashed together. Nor did images
float free of the speakers. The Signet
was more delicate, tiptoeing through

closely spaced modes at 406Hz and
426Hz. These resonances were present
on all surfaces; fig2 shows the resulting
cumulative spectral-decay or waterfall
plot for the side wall. Although quite
high in amplitude, the hig,hish frequency of these modes might minimize their
subjective effect.
Turning to the frequency domain,
fig3 shows the individual responses of
the tweeter, woofer, and port. The
tweeter comes in higher than the specified 3kHz crossover frequency would
suggest, with its output peaking above

Interconnects: TARA Labs RSC
Prime, Kimber PBJ.
Speaker Cables: Straight Wire
Maestro (bi-wire pair), TARA Labs
RSC Reference Gen2.
Speaker Stands: May Audio
TB888-24.
Accessories: RoomTune JustaRack
with solid brass nuts, home-built isolation transformer power conditioner,
AudioPrism CD Stoplight. Acoustic
Treatment ASC Alpha Wedge foam
panels, blankets. Warstar Surprise
Attack Team X-Men action figure.
-Muse Kastanovich

the music where the B&W had leaped.
So the SL256s did not measure up to
my reference speakers. This was no
great disaster, given their low price and
the mediocre stands they were initially
paired with. Idid find one ray of sun-

10000

100
Frequency

le

Fig.3 Signet SL256, acoustic crossover on tweeter axis at 50", corrected for microphone
response, with nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below 300Hz.
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Signet 51256, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Signet SL256, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to cabinet sidewall. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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"
IHIGHLY RECOMMEND T
HESE COMPONENTS."
"The mighty conrad-johnson Premier 8s have finally met
their match in amagnificent work of ART. Introducing
the limited edition (only 250 individually numbered units
will be produced) of conrad-johnson's Anniversary
Reference Triode (ART) Line Stage. The ART is alabor
of love created to celebrate conrad-johnson's 20th year
designing and crafting the world's best tube components.
It is amilestone of sonic detail, sound stage and
harmonic richness."
Andrew Singer
President
Sound by Singer

Anniversary Reference Triode (ART) Line Stage $14.995.

conrad-johnson

it SOUND

Premier 8 $16.990 per pr.

by

SINGER L
T
D

HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT

18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
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shine in my listening notes, however: "I
just want to kiss whoever voiced these
speakers. Their lack of low bass is 'offset'
by asoftened treble and top octave, leaving quite agood illusion of abalanced
presentation, even though there are
some things missing."
To obtain the very best performance
that the Signets were capable of, it was
necessary to try better stands. Luckily I
had handy apair of the very heavy, 24"
high, $550/pair May Audio TB888-24
stands. Though it's unlikely that anyone in the real world would use these
stands with the SL256s — they cost
more than the speakers — they did
ensure that the Signets were performing at their optimum level. May
Audio's John Griton did a little
research into the origin of the dense
Malaysian rubberwood used in these
stands, and found that it is abyproduct
of the rubber industry. That certainly
gets the big environmental OK sign
from me. The six vertical members
have thin lead inserts to minimize ringing, and indeed when Irapped them

8kHz. The woofees output peaks up in
the upper bass, then gradually slopes
down to the mid-treble, where its
response is broken by ahandful of peaks
before arapid rolloff above 7kHz. The
woofer's minimum-motion point occurs
at 55Hz, the frequency of the "saddle"
between the bass peaks in the impedance
magnitude trace (fig.1, solid curve). The
pores maximum output actually occurs a
little higher in frequency, however.
Fig.4 shows how these individual
responses sum. As MK suspected, the
upper bass peaks up. This is the old
"LS3/5A trick," where the designer
exaggerates aminimonitoes upper bass
to conceal the lack of low bass. While

was obviously better right away. On
Steve Reich's Octet (ECM New Series
1168), the bass clarinets were more
solid and better fleshed out with the
May Audios. The flute's position was
more distinct in the soundstage, which
was now nice and wide. The lower
mid/upper bass region was quicker and
more authoritative. Iwas able to distill-

guish the identities of the different
instruments, even when some of them
played the sanie rhythms and melodies.
The imaging was not as pinpoint as the
804s', but the sweet spot seemed to be
larger. (I I
OW this piece of music; like
many of Steve Reich's compositions, it
grows on you in abig way.)
In the interests of experimentation,
Iremoved the TB888s' pliant foam
disks. Ithen placed the Signets directly
on the stands, with one or two pieces
of arc-proofing tape supporting each
front corner. The stands were tilted
back alittle by raising the front spikes,
and with the tape under the speakets'
front edges my eyes were on the axis
of the upper edge of the woofer. The
images became even more solid, and
there was more space in the (artificial)
soundstage. The cello had more body,
and the piano sounded more like a
piano. The violins' treble was cleaner.
more incisive.
Closely coupling the Signets to these
excellent stands truly transformed them.
If Iwere to write asong about my lis-

this can be quite effective (especially
when allied to atop octave that is also
somewhat exaggerated), it mandates that
the speaker be used well away from
room boundaries if it isn't to boom. The
midrange is reasonably smoothly balanced, though a peak in the upper
midrange might make the speaker alittle
fatiguing on closely miked recordings.
The peaks at the top of the woofer range
also make their presence known in this
graph, while the tweeter range is balanced to be alittle hot. Inote that MK
did comment on the speaker having a
slight "crispness" —probably due to the

woofer peaks—though overall he found
the treble and top octave "softened."
This softening might be due to the
speaker's dispersion. However, laterally
(fig.5), the Signet's response seems wellmaintained off-axis, at least below
3kHz and between 7kHz and 12kHz.
The speaker does appear to beam alittle
between 3and 7kHz and above 121cHz,
but not so much that Iwould have
thought it to soften the treble. However,
all things being equal, the lack of offaxis energy in the mid-treble will make
the speaker sound more polite.
In the vertical plane (fig.6), the off-

they rang no more than a concrete
sidewalk. The stands come with good
spikes that are easy to adjust.
The Signets were initially coupled to
the TB888s with the four foam disks
supplied with each stand. The sound

The Signet's lack of low
bass is "offset" by a
softened treble and top
octave, leaving an illusion
of balance.
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Fig.4 Signet SL256, anechoic response on tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30° horizontal window and corrected for microphone
response, with complex sum of nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted below
300Hz.
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Fig.5 Signet 51.256, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-90* off-axis.
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You've heard the difference...
Introducing the latest titles available on xrcd, JVC's acclaimed mastering and
manufacturing process which allows listeners to experience sound closer to that of
the original master tape than ever before. The xrcd is compatible with all CD players.
Count Basie and his Orchestra
88

\

Sage Street"

88 Basie Street

HP,

JVCXR-0021

The title of one of the songs on this classic album is "The Blues
Machine," an apt description of the big band which Count Basie
maintained for half acentury. Basie and his orchestra are presented
here in outstanding fidelity captured by Allen Sides at Oceanway Studios.

Duke Ellington
Duke's Big 4
1VCXR-0022

This sonically pristine release captures Duke Ellington,
Joe Pass, Ray Brown, Jimmy Blanton and Louis Bellson
at the peak of their game. An intimate look at one of the
greatest musicians and composers of all time.

Doug MacLeod
Come To Find
JVCXR-0023

Come To Find is the remarkable fruit of Handy Award winner
Doug MacLeod's collaboration with harmonica great
Charlie Musslewhite and Mighty Flyer members Jimi Bott
and Bill Stuve, recorded by Joe Harley at Oceanway Studios.

...now you can understand it.
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Also available on xrcd:
Jimmy Rogers Blue Bird

To find out more about xrcd access our
web site at: xrcd©jvcmusic.com

JVCXR-0015-2

Victor Feldman Audiophile
John Coltrane Black Pearls

To order by phone with amajor credit card,
call toll free 1•800•JVC•1386

JVCXR-0016-2
JVCXR-0017-2

The Montgomery Brothers Groove Yard
Bill Evans Trio Everybody Digs Bill Evans

JVCXR-0020-2

Music, 3800 Barham Blvd.,
Suite 305, Los Angeles, CA 90068

JVC

JVCXR-0018-2

Barney Kessell, Ray Brown and Shelly Manne The Poll Winners

JVCXR-0019-2

JVC
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tening experience, two of the lines
would be: "More precision and palpability /Greater microdynamic agility."
While browsing through Stereophile's "Recommended Components,"
Inoticed the passage that states: "...
for speakers that need stands, every
dollar spent on good stands is worth $5
when it comes to sound quality."
Initially Ithought we must be crazy to
print such asilly thing. Imean, we're
talking about stands here — they don't
even make any of the sound!2But after
hearing the Signets sitting directly on
the TB888s, Ino longer doubted this
recommendation. (Still, it might be a
little extreme. A more realistic equation might be that $1 spent on stands
equals $2 of sound quality.)
Overtaken by tweak fever, Iplaced
the 2kg solid-steel slabs that normally
2Stands are not 511VZHHI to make any sound, hut they
dojust like anything else in your listening room,
stands can vibrate in unpredictable ways, emitting
sounds that are not an exact replica of what is coming
out of the speakers. The best stands are so dense or so
stiff that they minimize any such inmisions.

axis responses also have alack of energy
in the same region, due to destructive
interference between the outputs of the
two drive-units. In addition to making
the speaker rather critical in terms of listening height—MK found that he got
the best balance slightly below the
tweeter axis—this, too, will offset the
Signet's on-axis treble balance.
In the time domain, the step response
(fig.7) is absolutely conventional, with
both drivers connected with the same
positive acoustic polarity. The associated
cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.8) is
clean in the midrange and in the midtreble and above, but is dominated by a
woofer-cone resonant mode at 4kHz.
Again, this probably correlates with MK
finding the speaker "crisp." -John Atkinson

weigh down my 804s on top of the
Signets. The bass was even more solid! I
then added 2kg concrete weights on top
of the steel slabs. Bass instruments now
had an even better sense of size, and the
low end held its own better! These

Iabsolutely loved the way
heavy metal sounded on
these speakers!
It was irresistible.
tweaks cost nothing — the junk was just
lying around the house. Don't you just
love afree tweak?
'The Signets were really singing now.
There was a slight emphasis of the
upper bass, though not enough to warrant searching for abetter speaker position. The Signets in this setup could
make you think that the knee in the
price/performance curve for speakers

starts lower than you might have previously believed. Like, below $400.
This is probably going to totally discredit my taste in music, but Iabsolutely
loved the way heavy metal sounded on
these speakers, in particular the greatest
music ever recorded for staying awake
while driving: Rates Out of the Cellar
(Atlantic 80143-2) and Damns' Undercover
(Atlantic 81683-2). These discs sounded
irresistible through the SL256s. Okay, so
their lyrics are stupid and meaningless,
and their singing is generally cheesy. But
you can't deny that lead guitarist Warren
DeMartini is serious competition for
Eddie Van Halen. His solos are at once
lyrical, exciting, powerful, blisteringly
fast, full of dexterity, and map out fascinating melodies. But the main reasons I
love this stuff are the two rhythm guitars
that fill entire songs with complex, dissonant chords. The way their rhythms lock
in with those of the drums is something
that everyone can enjoy, but that only
someone who's played in arock band can
truly appreciate.
Igot great results from the SL256s
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Fig.7 Signet 51256, step response on tweeter
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Fig,.6 Signet SL256, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back
to front: differences in response 45 °-5 ° above tweeter axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-45 ° below tweeter axis.
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The Golden Dragon project is controlled in England by former employees of Mullard, M-0 Valve, and Brimar.
Each Golden Dragon tube goes through many prototype iterations, each of which is evaluated for both measured performance
and sonic character. Only when superb sound is achieved does adesign become aDragon.

TRIODES/PENTODES Each

12AT7A
12AU7A
12AX7A
60J8/6922
12AT7A Gold Pin
12AU7A Gold Pin
12AX7A Gold Pin
6DJ8/6922 Gold Pin
6SN7GT
EF86 Gold

18.00
18.00
18.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
30.00
22.00
25.00

POWER TUBES

Pairs
23.00
30.00
42.00
55.00
65.00
45.00
55.00
70.00
95.00

EL84/6805
E84U7189
6V6GT
EL34M
E34L
6L6GC
5881
350B
6550A

tow Noise
28.00
28.00
28.00
40.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
45.00

Quads
54.00
68.00
92.00
118.00
138.00
98.00
118.00
148.00
198.00

Matched Pair
46.00
46.00
46.00
72.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
82.00
54.00
Sextet
83.00
104.00
140.00
179.00
209.00
149.00
179.00
224.00
299.00

Noise
&
Low
Matched
70.00
70.00
70.00
102.00
84.00
84.00
84.00
112.00

Octet

112.00
140.00
188.00
240.00
280.00
200.00
240.00
300.00
400.00

6550WB
KT66
KT66 Super'
KT88 Classic
KT88
KT90*
KT9OLX*
807
2A3
2A3 Octal
211
300B Super
4300B*
4300BLX*
811A
845

Pairs
170.00
55.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
170.00
68.00
120.00
120.00
155.00
380.00
380.00
560.00
65.00
193.00

RECTIFIERS

5AR4
GZ34
GZ37

Quads
348.00
118.00
308.00
308.00
308.00
308.00
348.00
144.00
248.00
248.00
318.00
768.00
768.00
1128.00
138.00
394.00

Sextet
524.00
179.00
464.00
464.00
464.00
464.00
524.00
218.00
374.00
374.00
479.00
1154.00
1154.00
1694.00
209.00
593.00

Octet
700.00
240.00
620.00
620.00
620.00
620.00
700.00
292.00
500.00
500.00
640.00
1540.00
1540.00
2260.00
280.00
792.00

Each
Each
25.00
5U4G
20.00
25.00
2748
38.00
20.00
'Denotes New One Year Warranty (others 90 days)

TUBES BY DESIGN DIVISION, VAC •807 BACON ST. •DURHAM, NC 27703 •919 -596 -2037 FAX
Distributed in the
US exclusively by

TUBES BY DESIGN
919-596-1107
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Plinius SA-250

pumus

It's Got
The Power!
SA-250 balanced power
amplifiers
provide
250
watts per channel stereo
or 1000 watts mono (8
ohms).

Pinpoint images,

tonal clarity, subtle detail
and authority are the hallmarks of quality Class A
design.

111-F1 CHOICE
206-936-3340 •305-891-9540
www.hifichoice.com
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using my home-built Zen amps, but I
still wanted to try them with another
high-end amp. A review sample of the
Sonic Frontiers Power 1arrived just in
time for some listening with the
Signets. It provided good articulation
and truly glowing vocals when Iput
on Tears for Fears' Raoul and the Kings
ofSpain (Epic EK 67318). The speakers
sounded less rolled-off in the treble
with this 0.3-ohm output impedance
amplifier than with the Zen, which is
rated at around 0.7 ohm.
Still listening through the Sonic
Frontiers tube amp, Iput on one of
my old favorites, the Eurythmics' Touch
(RCA PCD1-4917). The Signets
seemed to have aslight crispness that
they hadn't had before. Though it was
hard to decide whether Iwas hearing a
previously unnoticed tweeter resonance or if the top octave was merely
less attenuated, this crispness was
minor enough to ignore after abit.
The speakers sounded very human,
even with sounds other than singing.
Annie Lennox's jungle-cat fierceness
came across very well. Her vocals were
highlighted by the speakers, but not
too much. Bass guitar had anice, rich,
growling quality.
These speakers have no true low bass,
and their midbass is rolled-off. However,
what bass they do have is quite satisfying.
The rear port makes fine-tuning of the
distance to the rear wall necessary for a
balanced bass response. Their particularly
seductive midrange well serves vocal
music, woodwinds, and guitars. The treble was alittle forgiving, which should
mate well with the sonic balance of budget electronics. Despite the slightly soft
balance, they did not shy away from
uncovering subtle yet important musical
details in the top end of their range.
Their imaging and dynamics were very
good for such low-priced speakers.
Conclusions
Spread the good news! Truc high-end
speakers can be had for just $360/pair. I
was pleasantly surprised by the high level
of sound quality that the Signet SL256s
provided in my reference system. In no
way could they match the sound quality
of my B&W 804s, but they could come
close enough to make such acomparison
less ridiculous than Ihad thought. The
Signets were indeed able to keep me
happy during long listening sessions, and
almost never made me feel as if Ihad to
return to the much more expensive
speakers in order to really hear the music.
Highly recommended.
S
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CT-26v preamp/tuner $659 suggested retail
AV -505 five -channel amplifier (80 W x5/130 W
Power Steering): $859 suggested retail

"If you are in the market for
acombo that excels in darity,
effortless power handling, ease
of use and excellent surround
steering- indeed, if you are in
the market for an incredible
value, place your bets on this
duo..."
Greg Pelan, The Audio Adventure,
January 1997

Get This Catalog Before
You Make Your Next HighEnd Audio Purchase!
Huge Selection At Low Prices.
Hundreds of high-end audio products
including hard-to-find accessories,
speakers, analog and digital audio,
audio cables, power conditioners,
acoustic treatments, equipment racks,
and more!
Learn What You Need To Know Before
You Buy. Get complete information—
product descriptions, specifications,
buying tips, colorful images, detailed
comparison charts, revealing cut-away
illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and designer, and more!
How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The
Catalog. Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445.
and give us your name and address.
The call is free, and so is the catalog.
This catalog request hot-line is open
24 hours aday, 7days aweek.

Call Now!
1-800-451-5445

CARVER
Carver Corporation
P.O. Box 1237. Lynnwood, WA 98046
(206) 775-1202

MAGNUM DYNALAB
"The FM Specialists"
Improve your FM reception.
Add a
MAGNUM DYNALAB
ST-2 antenna
This uniquely designed omnidirectional antenna will greatly
improve your listening pleasure
on any receiver or tuner.
There is only one MAGNUM
DYNALAB ST-2, the rest are
only copies.
USA: 575 Kennedy Road
Cheektowaga, NY 14227
Tel: (800) 551-4130
Fax: (905) 791-5583
EXPORT & CANADA:

Auclto Advlsor. Inc .IS Me worlds largest
seller al high-end audto products by mail
1
...„Iress

4649 Danvers Drtve SE

r•
•t6vood MI. 49512 P/Iane

8Strathearn Avenue #9
Brampton Ontario
Canada L6T 4L9
Tel: (905) 791-5888

htlp ,irdow audroadmor corn

Fax: (905) 791-5583
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eTRUE SUBWOOFERS 1
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at avery
affordable price.
New HSU TRU
SUBS will extend
the bass of your
stereo or video
system for that air
shaking all around
you effect.

Rosetta Stone
HSU Peesech HRSINI2V

Hare's what exports ate saying about HSU TRU SUBS:
' output to mal many 18 inch subs along with the rare ability to
homogenize almost perfectly vilth hgh-performance man
speakers
rated fiat way down to 20 Hz but a my room It went
even lower, and could get stomach-churning loud dyou asked it'
Dan Sweeney. AudroNtdeo Shopper, December 1996
'An excellent Sensible choice a the Hsu powered subwoofer
Its 19 Hz and 110 dB SPI, should please anyone soundwise
Torn NoLisene. Sensible Sound No 59, July/August 1996
Tight and Deere's!
Everyone looked blown away
that a link) sub (10V) could do so much
Stacey L Sews, Secrets al Hone Theater and Hoh idelem June 1996
'A single 10' abwooter?? AI that baser> We were shocked
Iam sold HSUIOV gets my subwcofer business hands-down'
Scott Wenmann. Rec. Audio Hooh•End. June 2.1996
the hou has to be considered an outstanding bargain
Robed Deutsch. Stewed. Gel. oHome Theater Vol 1No 1 1995
• this woofer achieves a combination of extremely quick
speed and gut massaging bass irnpact eat Ihave seldom
expo enced from any subwooter •
Peter latchen. Stereophde Vol 18 No 1. January 1995
Send for full details on the vastly Improved new 12Va.
the 10V, and automotive subs. Write or call

HSU

RESEARCH

HSU RESEARCH
14946 Shoemaker Ano Urul L.
Santa Fe Springs. CA 90670
1-800.554-0150 (Vece)
1,562-404.3848 (Volce/Fas)
nsureseearehnk net
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HTR-880 audio/video receiver (85 Watts x3
30 Watts x2). $859 suggested retail

"Recommended component...
without question the most
musical A/V receiver Pve
reviewed...the A/V receiver of
choice in acrowded field of
lesser products."

Robert Harley, Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater, Spring 1997

"...a best buy for home theater."
Kevin Hunt, The Hanford Courant,
November 19.96

CARVER
Carver Corporation
P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046
(206) 775-1202
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Magic or Science?
Myth: A black colored stone, believed to
have magical properties, that Indiana
Jones is still looking for.
Fact Discovered by archeologists
in 1799. Contains three parallel
alphabets that reveal the hidden
definition of Egyptian Hieroglyphics.
No magic here, the scientific method
put to use, building on prior
understanding of these alphabets.

Shakti Stone
Myth: A black colored
stone believed by audio
tweakers to have
magical properties.
Fact Discovered
by serious music
lovers in 1994.
Contains three
parallel electromagnetic trap circuits
that reveal the hidden definition of their music systems.
No magic here, the scientific method put to use, building on prior
understanding of the coupling effects of electromagnetic fields.
Shakti technology provides an audible and measurable benefit in noise
reduction that improves the resolution of audio components. Visit
Listening Room for alice copy of Shakti's white paper and independent
lab tests that verifi,the engineering logic employed. The execution is pure
science, but the reward of greater musical enjoyment, is pure magic.
PATENT CLAIMS HAVE BEEN ALLOWED

L. .

Shakti

The Essential Component

istening room

495 Central Park Avenue, Scarsdale, NY 10583
(914) 472-4558 Fax (914) 472-4578

High end without the attitude.
Stereo/Auk, June 1997
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Copland CDA 288 CD player
Martin Colloms

T

he Copland CDA 288 CD player
was designed by Copland Research and Development of Copenhagen, Denmark, and is manufactured and marketed by Xena Audio AB
of Vaxjo, Sweden. Such cooperation in
the audio and electronic fields is not
uncotnmon across Scandinavian boundaries. Over the past few years Copland
has been acquiring agrowing reputation
in Europe for well-built audio electronics. The company designs and markets interesting combinations of solidstate and tube technologies in addition to
all-tube and all-transistor designs. On the
European side of the Atlantic their prices
are considered reasonable, given their
products' good build quality, technology
content, and finish.
Copland is now available in the US;
the company makes its Stereophile debut
with this review of its top-of-the-line
CDA 288 CD player. This well-balanced design is 17" wide but measures
6.9" high —almost double that of standard slimline units. Black enamel is used
for the casework, whose undamped,
heavy-gauge steel accounts for much of
the CDA 288's considerable weight (35
lbs). Silver alloy constitutes the cleanly
anodized faceplate, distinguished by just
two control knobs of machined alloy
and one small, chrome pushbutton, the
latter so discreet that one might not even
notice it. This button operates the open-

close function for the slim CD drawer
located beneath the central, fluorescentgreen display window.
With the left control configured as an
old-style rotary power switch and no
other buttons in sight, one might legitimately wonder how to manually operate the player with the one remaining.
But the smooth-acting rotary knob not
only controls track step forward or back,
but selects Play and Pause when pushed
in. Stop is achieved by operating the
drawer button.
When the display is in Off mode
(dimming is available on the handset),
no operating indicators arc lit — save
the green HDCD k lamp, if such adisc
is playing. When commanded, the display is illuminated and remains so for a
couple of seconds, indicating the relevant operation.
An IEC mains socket is located on
the rear panel, along with high-quality
gold-plated unbalanced audio outputs
(nominally 2.5V maximum output),
optical (TosLink) and coaxial (RCA)
digital outputs, and an output off switch.
(Though the CDA 288 is intended to
be astandalone player, it can also be
used as atransport.) It lacks such luxuries as aheadphone socket or aremote
volume control.
The remote handset, made in Japan,
has clear labeling and aquite logical button layout. Secondary controls available

Copland CDA 288 CD player
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Description: Single-box CD player
using aTEAC VRDS transport mechanism, HDCD decoding, and optical
(TosLink) and coaxial (RCA) digital
outputs. Maximum output level:
2.4V. Output impedance: 30 ohms.
Dimensions: 17" W by 6.9" H by
15" D. Weight: 35 lbs (16kg).
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
19608-50-26-CDA 288, 19502-5050, 19502-50-43.
Price: $3200. Approximate number of dealers: 12.
Warranty: 1year.
Manufacturer Xena Audio AB, Vaxjo, Sweden, by arrangement with
Copland Research and Development, Copenhagen, Denmark US
Distributor: Divergent Technologies
Inc, RO. Box 8287, Sylvania, OH 43560. Tel:
(800) 5147555. Fax: (419) 885-7148.
include display on/off, drawer open/
close, time mode (elapsed, track, total),
and index access. A 10-key numeric array
allows for rapid track access and programming, these facilities including auto
space (for track-seeking cassette dubs).
Play modes include single-track and
total, program repeat, and A-B repeat.
The infrared control has agood range
and is not unduly directional.
Technology
The Copland CDA 288's moderately
priced TEAC VRDS mechanism uses
engineering-grade polymer moldings
rather than metal-alloy die-castings.
Nevertheless, the standard of precision
is high, with alow-resonance arm carrying the clamping plate that quells resonance in the spinning disc.
The transport is centrally located and
flanked by the power supplies on the left
and aTEAC control and servo board on
the right. Separate transformers serve
the main sections: the first powers the
digital and motor drive, while the second covers the analog department. The
abundant multiple IC regulators provide
good isolation between stages, though
they tend to be remote from the locally
decoupled circuit sections.
Behind the transport lies the well163

laid-out and well-packed digital decoder
section. Copland has aimed for the top
here, with no-holds-barred implementation of the popular Burr-Brown colinear PCM63 20-bit DAC. And, touching all the bases, they have also installed
the Pacific Microsonics PMD 100 digital
filter, which automatically includes
HDCD decoding when appropriate. Its
high-resolution filtering is achieved at 8x
oversampling; to accommodate the output resolution without truncation and to
pass the reconstituted '20-bit" replay of
HDCD material, the output word length
is also fixed at 20 bits.
Using fast chip logic, Copland has
chosen to further double the sample
rate; this logic also inverts the digital data
to provide adifferential data highway. A
pair of PCM63s is used per channel; it;
in maximum-resolution, digital differential mode. By this means the
already minuscule PCM63 nonlinearities should approach zero —assuming,
of course, that such artifacts were a

T

he measurements were all performed on the orginal review sample. This AC-coupled unit has an
extended response, dead flat to 20Hz,
when loaded with the usual higher
impedances — e,
50k-500k ohms —but
it may show some mild bass rolloff with
lower loadings (10k ohms or less). The
maximum output level was 2.4V sourced
from avery low 30 ohms impedance,
this 1.6dB above the usual 2V standard
— so watch out when running A/B
comparisons. Channel balance was
extremely good: ±0.03dB overall over a
20Hz-20kHz bandwidth, while channel separation was held virtually constant at 103dB or more, again over the
entire bandwidth.
The CDA 288 was essentially of flat
response before de-emphasis, measuring
20Hz-20kHz, +0.05dB, -0.12dB. With
de-emphasis it remained flat to 5kHz,
then measured -0.04dB at 10kHz and
-0.16dB at 161cHz —essentially as good
as the primary response.
The player didn't invert absolute
phase. Fssentially linear phase, the digital
filter had good dynamic headroom,
showing no signs of premature clipping
on peak-level white noise. The transport
operated quietly and efficiently, with
clean loading, fast access, and good errorcorrection for the test gaps on the Pierre
Verany Test disc. Up to 1.5mm gaps
were rendered cleanly, with ahint of
164

proven source of audible loss in fidelity
and thus worth the effort. Lots of local
and bypassed decoupling — too much
to count—can be seen around the
DAC aum!.

Using fast chip logic,
Copland has chosen to
further double
the sample rate.
With the high, 16x oversampling
rate, very little analog filtering is
required; asimple second-order, linearphase Bessel type is used. Rather than
op-amp ICs, the analog output, stage
features adiscrete transistor amplifier
with adifferential input. This sums the
DAC outputs to asingle-ended signal.
While there are DC offset controls present on the board, the output amplifier
is actually AC-coupled via atantalum

clicking at 2mm. There was audible
dropout on 2.5nun gaps. Less than lrrun
of protection is considered questionable,
while better than 2.5mm is rare; to some
degree, the result depends on the fundamental design of the player and not unitto-unit variation. More representative
disc faults may, in any case, be handled
differently.
There are good indications that the
intrinsic linearity of the digital decoder is
higher than that of the Copland's discrete
output amplifiers. This is of no consequence, and is shared by designs from
Krell to Conrad Johnson, Muse to California Audio Labs. Thus the measured
total harmonic distortion plus noise at
full-level of -89dB (0.0035%) is not only
quite negligible, it isn't due to lack of lowlevel linearity in the DAC. Measured at
10dB below peak level, the THD+N was
now -t38dB, equivalent to full 16-bit resolution of this undithered test signal.
A better indication was given by the
THD "result" for a201cHz tone, where
the high-frequency harmonics are beyond the system bandwidth. The measured result, -100dB for any spurious
intermodulation tones that may be present within the audio bandwidth,
is fine.
The Copland performed well with
high-frequency intermodulation, reading
-922dB (0.0025%) with 19kHz and
201cHz tones at full level. Still, there was

electrolytic capacitor bypassed by a
small 0.0111F film capacitor. On the
board there's achangeover pad for DCcoupling the output, but in practice the
DC offset isn't very low (I measured
25mV), nor is there any DC protection
muting. Copland plays safe with their
AC output option — unless your preamp or amplifier is also known to have
AC input coupling, in which case you
may override the cap.
System context
Bearing in mind the Copland CDA
288's high-end aspirations, Ididn't want
to miss out on its potential by underestimating its abilities. Iauditioned
the player in two different systems: one
appropriate to the Copland's price region,
the other closer to reference quality. This
helped greatly in providing aperspective
on overall performance.
The higher-end system comprised a
Krell FPB-300 driving Wilson WITTs,
with both Conrad-Johnson Premier

some impairment at the -10dB test level
to a measured -80.6dB, or just over
0.01%. A check with the spectrum analyzer confirmed this result (fig.1). While
the result gives no cause for concern, it is
not readily obvious why this should be so.
This analysis also showed avery good
rejection of spurious modulation products, both above and below the driving
frequencies—a fine result.
Moving on to dithered single signals at
lower levels, the measured distortion for
a-70dB, lIcHz tone was at the reference
level of -46dB. On the graph for the
overall spectrum (fig2), the distortion
and noise in the audio bandwidth can be
seen to be essentially below -115dB relative to full level, OdBFS. There was a
trace of 44.1kHz and 58kHz breakthrough, but at negligible levels.
The Copland could deliver clean

51,

05 0.1

Fig.1 Copland CDA 288, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
—10d8F5 (linear frequency scale,
10d8/vertical div.).
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Fourteen and Audio Research LS15 preamplifiers and direct coupling to aKrell
KSP-200 CD player with its own volume control.
The lineup that more closely
matched the 288 included MordauntShort Performance 860 speakers and an
Audio Research LS7 line stage. Power
amplification was by Krell's KAV-300i
integrated, plus aNaim NAP250 and a
Conrad-Johnson MV55. Other digital
sources included aNaim CD2 CD player, a Muse Model 2 and an Audio
Synthesis DAX-2 DAC (using the 288
and ICrell as transports), plus acheap but
still good-sounding Maranta CD63 II.
Connection was via Siltech and van den
Hul cables, the latter of the pure carbon
variety. Iconsidered the use of various
low-resonance supports, like the Mana
tables, mandatory.
The review sample was manufactured
literally days before delivery in midOctober 1996. The CDA 288 required
the usual few days' burn-in, though some

sinewaves of fine linearity at -90dB,
again dithered (fig3). The undithered
result is also shown in fig3, and despite
some display ringing, the correct threestep nature of this low-level waveform
was clear enough, and judged to be of
good symmetry.
Lacking the correct software for the
Audio Precision System Two at the
time of the review, Imeasured the linearity by checking replay levels on
dithered tones. The results were excellent, as Table 1shows.
These results indicate areplay linearity close to 20 bits, with very good

toward adeeper understanding of this
player's complex character, Imight have
misunderstood the intentions of its
designers — which could well happen
to other critics denied the luxury of
extended listening.
There was alot in the Copland's favor:
askillful, competitively priced, hightechnology package with apedigree assoThe CDA 288 proved to be
ciated with tube equipment, clean, fresh
styling and finish; and agrowing brand
one of the more difficult
reputation. Iadmit it —I really wanted
products I've had to
the CDA 288 to do well.
However, Inever quite came to terms
assess recently.
with that brightness. It really sounded as
if moderate treble lift was in force above
1or 2kHz. (Here I'm talking about the
Sound
balance as heard, judged by changes in
The CDA 288 proved to be one of the
more difficult products I've had to assess
the timbre and natural tonal color of
musical instruments. However, there
recently. First impressions were very
may well be no measurable treble lift on
positive but misleading. To begin with,
the test bench.) After the first few days
the 288 ran ahead of my ability to keep
the Copland's treble started to sound
control of my reactions to the sound.
Had Inot spent more time (which, I fairly smooth (a lesson if ever Ineeded
hasten to add, Ialways do!), working one not to make quick judgments), but
the feeling of treble lift remained.
To say the treble sounded bright is
easy enough. Icould add that Joni
Mitchell's piano on the title track of Bhie
lost its usual richness and bloom, sounding smaller and thimer, while Joni herchannel match and monotonicity.
self was less husky, sounding more
When measured at a-100dB level, the
toothy and sibilant. There are several
distortion reading was -26dB; ie, 126dB
other ways of describing the effect —for
below peak level.
example, to talk of the mids as bleached
Signal/noise ratios were excellent:
or whitened, the natural richness of tonal
109dBA, 107dB unweighted, and 10L5
"color" somehow faded. Naturally bright
dB CCIR ARM. Good filtering of
material —such as Neneh Cherry singultrasonic and radio-frequency noise
ing "Manchild" on her Rau,Like Sushi
signals was shown up to ameasure(Virgin 86116 2), asuperbly timed track
ment limit of 250MHz.
— was considered over the top, even
In summary, the lab test perforwith atolerably well-balanced matching
mance was generally excellent, with
audio system.
the kind of linearity and resolution
The character of available HDCD
typical of afine execution of the digirecordings is fairly laid-back compared
tal technology.
—Martin Collonn
with my several rock standards, and here
the 288 fared better, the still present if
mild perceived treble lift making less of a
negative impact; indeed, on certain
recordings it could be said to have
-•• ••1
enlivened matters. In general, HDCD
replay compared favorably with nonHDCD recordings.
My notes record that on first hearing,
Iwas seriously impressed. The 288 cerFig.3 Copland CDA 288, waveform of
tainly sounded airy, with abroad sounddithered (top) and undithered
(bottom) IkHz sinewave at -90dBFS
stage, fine image depth, and very good
(16-bit data).
detail. And the detail was undoubtedly
impressive. Leading edges of transients
Table 1: Copland CDA 288 Linearity
were energetic, lively, full of impact and
contrast. The treble sounded fast and
Error right
Test level
Error left
clear, even sparkling. Simple percussion
+0.2dB
-70dBFS
-0.1dB
-0.5dB
-0.3dB
-80dBFS
or solo material was carried very well,
-0.3dB
-0.8dB
-90dBFS
with adegree of spaciousness beyond its
-0.6dB
-0.01dB
-100dBFS
price class — for example, the opening
changes were evident in the first few
hours following connection. The 288
sounded rather bright at first, and though
this burned off somewhat over time, it
never entirely disappeared, as the following report will explain.
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Copland CDA 288, spectrum of dithered
lkHz tone at -70dBFS, with noise and
spuriae (16-bit data, -50dB indicated is
equivalent to -130dBFS).
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PSOUND DEALS. SOUND PRICES.

•

MB Quart QL 402S
2-Way Bookshelf
Loudspeaker

•2-Way bass
reflex design
•70W-120W Handling
•19mm Titanium
dome tweeter
•160mm Paper cone woofer
•FR: 41Hz-32kHz •4Ohm
•Sensitivity: 90dB é
Avail. In Oak, cherry,
White Black 8. Walnut

Monitor
Audio
Orig
se7o •

289Pr
BEST BUY
'HI-FI CHOICE
MAGAZINE ,

Audio Innovations ALTO

Integrated Amplifier

•4 Line level min tape loops
•35W/Ch •FR: 6HZ-150k1-12
•Made in England

Ong
S99

RCA RC5200P
Digital Video Disc Player
•Distortion free special effects
•Parental rating control
T oo

MAG903
Floor Standing
Tower
Speakers

•SVideo output

LOW TO
ADVERTISE!

•Headphone lack
wivolume control

NEW OVO MODELS FROM SONY, PR'OSCAN TOSfrng,
DENON ONKYO, PIONEER, PANASONIC
NOW AVAILABLE ,

•Gold anodized
metal drivers
•2 Mid bass drivers
•Shielded drivers
•Designed for
bi-wire applications
•Mass loading

PSB Subsonic
Passive
subwoofer
•Bandpass
subwoofer
•Two 6 1/2"

$199

polypropylene
woofers

119

Ong

249

Video Audio
8e Mobile
ElectronicS
• RETAIL STORE •
89 Route 46 East
Denville, NJ 07834

FREE High-End

Audio Catalog!
Get This Catalog Before You Make
Your Next High-End Audio Purchase!
Huge Selection At Low Prices. hundreds of name-brand
high-end audio products including hard-to-find accessories,
analog and digital audio, audio cables, loudspeakers, speaker
stands, power conditioners, acoustic treatments, equipment
racks, replacement vacuum tubes, audio books, and more!
Learn What You Need To Know Before You Buy. Get complete
information—product descriptions, specifications, buying
tips, colorful images, detailed comparison charts, revealing
cut-away illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and
designer, and much, much more!
How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The High-End Audio Catalog.
Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445, and give us your name and
address. The call is free, and so is the catalog. This catalog
request hot-line is open 24 hours aday, 7days aweek, so
call anytime. Why not call now? Call 1-800-451-5445
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movement of Stravinsky's Firebird, with
Eiji Oue and the Minnesota Orchestra
(Reference Recordings RR-70CD,
HDCD).
So what went wrong? It wasn't just
the treble, though perhaps Icould have
coped with this by including more
Carbon cable, together with some judicious shift in the toe-in angle of my
speakers. The answer is as complicated
as the CDA 288 sound itself; as Icontinued to listen, the mystery slowly
unraveled.
Iwanted to know why Ifelt restless,
swapping discs and not settling in for the
duration of each. A brief reacquaintance
with the Naim CD2 (which Irecently
reviewed for Hi-Fi News &Record Review,
and which Michael Freiner reviewed
for Stereophile in February '97) drove the
point home forcibly: Timing and rhythm
arc not the 288's fortes. In comparison
with the $4100 Naim, Neneh Cherry lost
her exquisite syncopation, and the sense
of musical drive was impaired. Even digitally friendly MOR musician Dave
Grusin, playing "Mountain Dance" on his
Gawk'', (GRP 95792), sounded tired.
Almost as an aside, what had at first
seemed aquite full-bodied bass that
almost balanced the treble energy began
to sound soft and ill-damped, lacking
both speed and slam, and failing to stir
my 12" woofers sufficiently in the lowest
audible frequencies.
The transport section is not the obvious culprit, as aquick linkup to the
DAX-2 decoder proved. Moreover, as a
single-box player, the 288's decoder section has the benefit of direct and potentially jitter-free connection to its own
onboard transport.
What really caused the confusion was
the matter of dynamics — I noted
almost-mysterious, hard-to-pin-down
changes in quality with increasing program complexity and loudness. The airy,
attractive clarity Iheard with simple,
transient-rich material began to fail when
the going got rough. Then the soundstage shrank away, ambience was curtailed, clarity suffered, dynamic contrasts
were muted, and the sense of pace further eroded.
Again, take Joni Mitchell's "Blue":
Alone, the piano fared fairly well; but
when Joni came in, central and in good
voice (some say her best ever), the clarity
of her piano playing was significantly
diminished, as was the sense of space
around both. On such occasions even the
Mk2 Marantz '63 sounded superior.
Overall, the result was that Ibecame restless, the Copland's performance detracting from listening pleasure and
Stereophiie, June 1997

casting doubt both on my own judgment and on the player.
This was adisappointment — those
first impressions really did hint at an
audiophile performance not too distant
from that of the reference-grade Krell
KPS-20iA. Focus and depth were very
good, while detail and space were both
excellent. However, by the end of the
auditioning, the excitement had evaporated, leaving the question, "How
could so much well-intentioned design
and obvious high-tech content have
gone so astray?"

To my surprise, when
my results were decoded
to reveal the identity
of these players, the
so-called "faulty" original
review machine came
out on top!
In the end, in overall musical terms
the CDA 288 only just held its own
against the best budget-reference CD
players. And in case there's any doubt
regarding siting and setting, Imade sure
that the 288 had the benefit of athreetiered Mana Acoustics table, while the
clear improvements to be obtained by
switching off the digital "transport" output, as well as muting the display, were
duly noted and were indeed implemented for this appraisal.
Initial conclusion
Measuring just about as perfectly as one
could wish for, the CDA 288 is yet
another example of adesign whose sonic
properties cannot be associated with conventional test results. While these are
often a good backstop for trapping
incompetence and traditional errors, they
still rarely reveal those subtle differences
that matter so much to audiophiles.
Icould say that the good first impressions generated by the CDA 288 are
probably due to its accurate performance
in the lab; Icould then speculate that, for
ahigh-quality product, AC coupling of
the output via an unpolarized tantalum
electrolytic capacitor might indeed prejudice the sound without upsetting the
measurements —but this would be second-guessing the design, and the designer could rightly accuse me of irresponsibility. Such speculation would require
proper listening tests to back it up.

Well-built and finished as it is, and
with clean Techno-Danish styling that I,
for one, find appealing, the fact remains
that the CDA 288 didn't really provide
sufficient listening satisfaction. This isn't
abad player; but it compares favorably
with the best at the lower rather than
the higher end of the price spectrum. At
$3200, the Copland represents only
average value, therefore.
But by all means, try it for yourself—
preferably over aweekend, at least—to
see how you get on together.
Copland —the rematch
When Stereophile sent Copland the
review preprint for a"Manufacturer's
Comment," the company replied with a
sorry tale of work in progress, plus afoulup over an imminent revision to the
player design, all of which resulted in
what they described as an unrepresentative review sample. In particular,
Copland pointed out that while the measured results were fine, the final fine-tuning of the analog circuitry for what actually had been intended to be the new and
hitherto unannounced model had not
been performed. These enhancements
supposedly would have delivered optimal sound quality. The manufacturers
agreed that the revised sample might
well have sounded inferior to the standard 288.
Iam nevertheless driven to ask why
Copland didn't do asound check before
sending me the original review sample.
Ialso have to wonder how amodest
improvement to an established player
that still tested superbly on the bench
could so damage its sound.
A second review model duly arrived,
and was signified by an "X" appended to
the serial number, now officially denoting the revision and the changeover to
the new model type. It would, however,
seem that Copland had originally intended to deliver an "X" type to
Stereophile without informing me or the
magazine that this was what they were
trying to do.
Accordingly Iset up anew set of listening evaluations comparing the second
model, the "official" 288X, plus astandard 288 [which we originally thought we had
been reviewing and which had beat wellreviewed in other magazines—Ed], and the
original review sample. Many thanks to
all those who made this possible.
The players look identical from the
front, and for the test were only discreetly
labeled on the back; they were assigned,
coded, and presented randomly for comparison and were also referenced to key
units — the Krell KPS-20i, Marantz
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CD63 II, and Marantz CD17 K1.
Monitoring was via an Audio Research
LS15 driving aKrell FPB300 into apair
of Audio Physic Caldera 2loudspeakers.
Preliminary checks showed that output
levels and other sonic performance parameters were well matched and were
unlikely to prejudice the listening-test
result. Still, Isuffered asetback when I
discovered that, when fired up from cold,
the original 288 occasionally exhibited
intermittent distortion in the left channel
at peak signal levels. Afurther sample had
to be airlifted to me. Fortunately, it
arrived very quickly.
It is with some regret that, after so
much effort has been taken on all sides,
Imust report an essentially null result.
To my surprise, when my results were
decoded to reveal the identity of these
players, the so-called "faulty" original
review machine came out on top!
Taking the comparison with the standard 288, the original review sample
exhibited firmer, crisper bass, while
both rhythm and timing were alittle
better, as were dynamics. Image focus
was perceptibly sharper than for the
older, established design.
Turning to the result for the official
production 288X, Iwas astonished to
find that it hadn't fared significantly bet-

greater attack and life.
Yet give it more than ahalf hour, and
move on to amedium-grade reference,
and you immediately hear what you've
been missing. Somehow Copland has
managed to achieve asound quality that
sounds like good "hi-fi" and that may
well convince in the short term. At the
same time Ifound ashortfall in musicality, in a sense of humanity from
vocalists, and in longer-term enjoyment
and satisfaction.
This mysterious affair leaves the
review findings basically intact, revealing only nuances of difference among
all three samples, with my preference
being for the first, "faulty" sample. On a
numeric basis Ifind that Ihave scored all
three test samples within 8% of each
Overall conclusion
other for longer-term sound quality —
As we discovered during the original
though none of them really hits the spot.
review, assessing these players is
mighty difficult. Contradicting the
For the record, Copland originally
above commentary, and reminiscent of was going to market both the 288 and
the 288X. However, in January 1997
my comments in the original review,
they announced that only the latest
these Copland players continued to
give surprisingly convincing first im- 288X will be made, together with the
newer 277.
pressions. When you first listen to it,
It looks as if Copland has had unusuthe final, official 288X does give the
ally bad luck with this review project. I
best impression. The bass sounds
shall keep my ears open for further
firmer and more powerful, the stereo
image is more direct and better- developments, and perhaps try out one
S
focused. There is also an impression of of their new amplifiers.

ter in the listening tests than the original
288. Yes, there were minor differences;
for example, the new X version had a
sweeter treble. But in absolute terms
there was also astrange veiling, alack of
explicit clarity and presence, that appeared to be associated with perceptibly
poorer dynamics. Still stranger was the
outcome on rhythm and timing, the area
said to be directly addressed by the X
improvement. Here the bass lines were
late, while rhythmic involvement was
mildly impaired. In addition, the qualities
of swing and subtle syncopation were
found to be diluted in such classic rock
recordings as Joni Mitchell's Blue and
Janis Ian's Breaking Silence.
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The combination of the Thiel CS-7's driven by Classe's top electronics, interfaced with MIT's Reference cables was already world class.
Then Bruce Brisson and the MIT engineering/design team re configured it as an OP2 *System (Output Power Squared") ...and raised
the performance to anew dimension.
"When MIT approached us with a new way of putting a system
together, we didn't expect it to drop our jaws. After all, we'd 'heard it
all before'. The speakers completely disappear, bass and dynamics
are far beyond the (already excellent) performance we've come to
expect from the CS-7's powered with the Classe' CA-400's. Imaging
is out well beyond the side walls and deep behind the back wall. No
other system we've heard can reproduce music on this level."

Thiel
CS-6 loudspeakers

—Keith Lundell
OPT - (Opposite Phase Terminator") technology is MIT's proprietary

method of substantially increasing power and control without changing the hardware. The dedicated MI-350 OPT balanced interconnect
and MH-770 OPT speaker cable allow two amplifier channels to
drive a speaker simultaneously — the ultimate configuration of a
push-pull drive system. The result is light years beyond the same
amps configured as mono-blocks.

MIT
MI-350 OPT" CVTerminator Proline &
MH-770 OPT CVTerminator
Opposite Phase Terminator Interfaces

Bay Area Audio's Classe', Thiel, MIT, OP2 System; proof that the
whole can really be greater than the sum of its parts. Bay Area Audio
is the only West Coast dealer authorized for the MIT OP2 System.
We invite you to schedule an audition to experience this new leap
forward for yourself.
Hear this remarkable system at Hi -Fi '97- at the Westin St. Francis,
Union Square Suite, San Francisco, CA -May 30 thru June 1, 1997
THIEL . CLASSE

MUSIC INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES

THETA DIGITAL .CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS .MARTIN-LOGAN
AUDIO RESEARCH .MERIDIAN .PARADIGM .VELODYNE .NAD
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY .ADCOM .MARANTZ .RUNCO

Bay Area Audio
1362 So. De Anza Blvd
San Jose, CA 95129

Classe'
CP-60 preamp & CA-400 power amp
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Balanced Audio Technology VK-P10 phono stage
Jonathan Scull

S

orne of the most innovative
thinking on hybrid circuit design
these days seems to come from
Russian designers. As agroup, they are
technically very well educated, pragmatic, and unfettered by American
high-end didacticism.
Balanced Audio Technology's Victor
Khomenko, late acitizen of Leningrad,
emigrated here with his wife Anya in
1979. Most of his working experience
has been in the field of instrumentation
for the military and aerospace industries.
He and soon-to-be partner Steve Bednarski met while pursuing careers at
Hewlett-Packard. They found their
commonality, high-end audio; Victor
built Steve one of his custom amps; they
both took deep breaths; the rest, as they
say was Balanced Audio Technology.
Technology
The VK-P10 is aversatile, true all-tube,
differential, high-current phono stage.
Its well-vented case is identical in size to
that of BAT's VK-5i remote-control
couch-potato preamplifier. (RD, having
reviewed the original VK-5 line-level
preamp, brought you word of this
upgrade in April (Vo120 No.4, p245).
Suffice it to say, it's aterrific piece. The
user interface is severely habit-forming!)
An on/off toggle switch protrudes from
the left of the VK-P1O's aluminum faceplate, while adiscreet blue power-on

Balanced Audio Technology's VK-P I
0 phono

Stereophile, June 1997

LED peers out from the center. After a
45-second soft-start ramp-up with two
relay clicks, you're ready for signal.
Iwas interested to note the polarity
switch on the right side of the front
panel. With adifferential circuit, phase
inversion comes almost free. The signal
path is the same either way, the only
penalty being an additional switch in
the signal path.
Around back, the unit sports both single-ended and balanced input jacks, but
only XLR outputs. Not to worry; BAT
provides the finest XLR/RCA adapters
I've ever heard. (Check out my sidebar
interview with Victor for his interesting
thoughts on mixing single-ended and balanced equipment.) As for the two types of
input, Victor explained, "You'd have abalanced input if the cartridge was abalanced device. But since it only has two
leads, the cartridge doesn't know if it's
balanced or single-ended. The fact is, you
get better noise performance when you
connect the cartridge in single-ended
fashion. However, we recommend balanced connections from that point on."
The back panel also carries aground
connector, a fuse port, and an IEC
receptacle.

Description: Tube phono preamplifier. Tube complement: eight
6922, two 6SN7. Inputs: RCA single-ended and XLR balanced.
Outputs: XLR balanced (RCA adapters available). Gain adjustable
between 50 and 73dB. Loading
switch adjustable for 100 ohms to
47k ohms. Capacitance switch
adjustable between 100pF and
1000pF. Power consumption: 150
VA maximum.
Dimensions: 19" W by 5.5" H by
14" D. Weight: 35 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
OP100050.
Price: $4000. Approximate number of dealers: 42. Warranty: 5
years if registration form sent in
within 30 days of purchase; 1year
otherwise.
Manufacturer: Balanced Audio
Technology, 26 Beethoven Dr., Wilmington, DE 19807. Tel: (800)
255-4228, (302) 999-8855. Fax:
(302) 999-8818.

from the power cord on.) A number of
squat black capacitors carpet the forward
section of the circuit board, bristling with
over 200 Joules of get-up-'n'-go. (Thaes
Layout
more than some medium-powered amIn general tenis, the VK-P10 is afully
differential three-stage zero-feedback pieers, Victor tells me.)
The caps filter and smooth the DC in
device with apassive differential RIAA
what Victor describes as aDouble-Pi
network. Peering into
the exposed chassis, I configuration. Pi filters arc essentially
two caps to ground with aresistor in
noted that it was efbetween. The cap/resistor/cap assembly
ficiently laid out and
obviously built to a looks like the sign for Pi. Remove one
cap, and you're looking at an L filter!
high standard. Two
We're demystifying science here.
current-source 6SN7
These two Pi filter stagçs are linked
tubes dominate the
in series. Post-Pi, as it were, the
boardscape, with two
smoothed DC branches three ways: to
rows of four 6922s
the output stage, through an additional
each ranked to either
L filter to the second stage, and via
side. All tubes arc
Russian: the big 'SN7s another L filter to the input stage.
Input each side is handled by asingle
branded "Sovtek."
6922. The second stage —another 6922
One of two toroi—functions as asimple differential pair
dal transformers is
with the 6SN7 providing the current
mounted vertically
source. This stage boosts the signal and
on either side of the
provides buffering for the differential
front case. (The VKpreamplifier
passive R1AA network that follows. Two
P10 is dual-mono
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more 6922s are paralleled together per
channel in the output stage.
I've given you the gruesome details
regarding circuit topology because it's
one of the defining elements in the
overall design. You see, many high-end
preamps use heavy regulation in their
power supplies. But regulation implies
feedback, and that's something Victor
doesn't care for.

"Throwing feedback in
improves measured
performance," Victor
explained, "but Isimply
don't like the way
it sounds."
"Throwing feedback in improves
measured performance," he explained,
"but Isimply don't like the way it
sounds. You know, it's something like
your ideal body weight. Let's say that's
160 lbs..."
Ilooked down at my paunch, sighed
heavily, and fixed Victor with my best
"Pray continue" look.
"... so you do nothing but diet and
exercise like crazy; you have no life, but
you get down to 160 lbs. Or you don't
do anything drastic, enjoy yourself, and
wind up at 170 lbs, a little above
your target. Which would you prefer,
Jonathan?"
Yup. So BAT builds symmetrical,
bipolar power supplies that let their
equipment breathe. (Symmetrical means
the power supply generates both plus
and minus 150V rails rather than relying
on the ground—full of schnuitz as it
often is—for the return.) Light regulation but heavy filtering is the word of
the day.
Victor: "We also believe plate-loaded
triode circuits always sound best, so
there are no cathode followers in the
VK-P1O's output. And no cascode circuits either. Still, the output impedance
of the phono stage is low enough not to
be aconcern in 'normal' systems. By
that Imean atypical line-stage preamp,
such as our VK-5, with an input impedance of at least 10k ohms, and interconnect under 100' or so."
Build considerations
Iwas surprised to learn that the VK-P10
is built of galvanized steel, an inherently
magnetic substance. According to
Victor, this offers adegree of attenuation
Stereophiie, June 1997

of the 60Hz component that surrounds
us all. (New York is such aradiated environment, it's awonder we don't wake up
toast some mornings. Perhaps we do ...)
Ilearned that this build sensibility is
reflected everywhere in the design. For
instance, mass-damping the chassis top
cover might give the unit amore substantial "feel" but have little actual effect.
Rather, Victor uses an "intelligent"
approach to vibration control. For example, the bottom chassis is coupled to a
vibration-absorbing plate, which is an
integral part of the structure. The PC
board is bolted to this plate in 17 places!
BAT analyzed the vibration modes and
found the nodes and antinodes. Once
these were known, sensitive components
— such as the tubes and the potted
paper-in-oil capacitors — were positioned at the antinodes.
BAT also uses ceramic tube sockets
with silver contacts, and... the list goes
on and on. Istrongly suggest all interested
parties contact BAT for acopy of their
various White Papers. They do aterrific
job of explaining, in very cogent fashion, the engineering and implementations featured in their designs. It is
truly fascinating reading.

selectable cartridge loading of resistance
(100, 1k, or 10k ohms, or User Selected)
and capacitance (100 picofarads, 470pF,
1000pF, or User Selected), or any parallel
combination. A 47k load resistor is permanently connected to the cartridge
input as the default. Female posts are
provided, along with pin terminations for
your favorite audiophile cap or resistor.
The factory will be happy to oblige you
in these matters.
There's aswitch to choose between
high and low gain modes. Low cuts
the output by 6dB for cartridges with
afterburners. There's yet another switch
to choose between Direct and Step-Up
modes, which introduces apair of transformers into the inputs. The trannies feature both 12 and 18dB taps, chosen... by
throwing aswitch, of course!
Overall, this provides the user with a
range of between 50 and 73dB of gain
to work with. The phono stage should
function with cartridges ranging in output from 0.1mV to 5mV powerhouses.
If you can't get your cartridge to settle
in, give it up.

Loading
Because the VK-P10 is so flexible, I
futzed and fiddled with its many settings. Itried the board-mounted values
Versatility
The input stage incorporates most of of 100, 10k, and 100k ohms. Ialso tried
afew Holco resistors of differing values
the elements responsible for the VKP1O's versatility. That includes user- that Victor had left with me. My conclu-

Equipment and Setup

I

began my auditioning with the
VK-P10 sitting on its own rubber
feet atop aSignature ClampRack.
As Ibegan to listen, Imixed and
matched components and adjusted
gain and loading.
The final optimized playback
chain included the Symphonic Line
RG-8 on the Forsell Air Force One,
XL0 3.1 phono cable with singleended RCAs at both ends into the
P10, then balanced runs of TARA
Labs Decade line-level interconnect
to the VK-5i preamp. The Forsell
Air Force One, after asmall service
by the factory, was once again spinning its magic tune. (The selfadjusting air bearing sometimes
needs... adjusting.)
Irelied on the Jadis JA 200s and
the Forsell Statement for amplification, these wired up with along
run of Decade (both single-ended

and balanced). Decade also did the
deed between the amps and the
Avalon Ascents. In addition, Ispent
time with the P10 wired up to both
the Graaf 13.5B line-level preamp
and the YBA 6Chassis; through the
latter, I could listen to the P10
and compare it to the Y13A's own
phono stage.
Itickled the best sound out of the
VK-P10 by putting it and the VK-5i
up on Shun Mook Diamond Resonators. Iset apair of Shakti Stones
on end and pushed them close (but
not touching) the case of the BAT
units near the front-mounted vertical transformers. (Shakti earmuffs!) I
also experimented —and had good
results — with Shakti On-Lines.
These little black thingies snuggle
up against interconnects, secured
with Velcro ties. More on them
later.
—Jonathan Scull
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Lyric Hi Fi is pleased to announce its appointment as MITs authorized OP 2- dealer in New York. The OP 2 (Output Power SquaredTM)
concept, from the engineering team at Music Interface Technologies ."
(MIT'), allows the system to produce more power with less noise and
greater control than would be possible in aconventional configuration.
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"We're astonished at the level of spatial coherence; bass authority;
sense of effortlessness; absence of congestion; but most astonishing is
the ability of this system to convey the emotional richness of the music.
Lyric Hi Fi invites you to listen. We believe you'll be astonished too."
Leonard Bellezza
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sion is that there arc no hard'n'fast rules
when it comes to cartridge loading. Try
it with your cartridge of the moment
and listen for the result. Trust me on
this—you will easily hear the difference. My advice is to find what pleases
you and go with that. Don't read me or
anyone else who dictates what you
should do in every case. There is no
"every case."
Take the Symphonic Line RG-8.
Well... let's leave it here for now. It
likes abit of loading, but it's not very
happy at 100 ohms. Ipreferred the 1k
ohm setting Iused throughout the test
period, with no capacitance switched
in. An input impedance of 10k or completely unloaded at 47k ohms was even
better, but rather too noisy for RFI-rich
New York. It's better to let things be
what they are, what?

Isettled on the RG-8 for most of the
Sound
review period. It made awonderfully
Ieyed the system as Isat down to do
some critical listening. (Can we find a synergistic match with the VK-P10.
less clinical way to describe this, Iwon- The cartridge sounded impressive at an
initial 1.4gm VTF. With a dab of
Mortitc on the headshell, the palpability
Analog is apain in the ass,
and "body" improved. (I keep 'ho-gram
it takes up alot of time,
Mortitc boogers handy for this purpose.
Can you say, "Get alifer?)
and one has to be
Let's start with Beck! (He won a
Grammy, you know. There's hope for
completely obsessed
the world.) When Ispun Odelay (Bong
Load Custom Records BL30), the illuand demented to go
mination, clarity, and air were astounding — as was the imaging. Big Boogie
through it all.
Factor, lots of pace, and terrific dynamics.
der?) Yes, it's truc, analog is apain in the Before too long that old sense of analog
awe fell over me, and Iyearned to drop
ass, it takes up alot of time, and one has
something serious on the platter.
to be completely obsessed and dementThat would be Patricia Barber's f
ed to go through it all. But when everyBlue LP (Premonition 737). Small adthing's just right ... ah, the wonder.

T

should be at least 10 times this value, or
more (which would rule out anumber
of otherwise good preamps). BAT takes
exception to this, arguing that the
important design characteristics are the
ability of the device of high output
impedance to deliver current, and the
size of its output coupling capacitor.
The VK-Pb, they argue, has good current capacity, although its use of a1tiF
output cap means that apreamplifier
with aminimum input impedance of
10k ohms should be used to avoid premature bass rolloff.
To check this, Iran several additional
tests. The preamp's 11(Hz gain drops to
42.7dB into a600 ohm load, and to
323dB into a150 ohm load —both figures inadequate for alow-output moving-coil cartridge. The VK-P1O's output
impedance at 50Hz measured 62k
ohms. While it would deliver 2V into a
150 ohm load (sufficient to drive almost

.
he BAT VK-P10 was measured as
delivered: set up for atypical lowoutput moving-coil. All measurements were made from the balanced
inputs to the balanced outputs.
The BAT's gain measured 55dB
(1kHz). S/N (ref. 1V) was 64dB from
22Hz to 22kHz, 612dB from 10Hz to
500kHz (both unweighted), and 78.7dB
A-weighted. Pin 2of the balanced configuration was positive. The input
impedance was 46.7k ohms in the left
channel, 472k ohms in the right.
Fig.1 shows the VK-P1O's frequency
response/RIAA error into the Audio
Precision System One's 100k ohm load.
Except for a relatively insignificant
rolloff in the bass beginning at 60Hz, it
is very flat. The output impedance of
the VK-P10 measured 1885 ohms (L)
and 1894 ohms (R). These figures are
relatively high. Normally Iwould recommend that, with such an impedance
characteristic, the input impedance of
the next device in the chain —in this
case, most likely aline-level preamp —
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any power amp into clipping), it took an
input of 65mV for it to do so, which
resulted in aTHD+noise reading of
10.9% at lkHz.
A load of 150 or even 600 ohms is
relatively unusual, however, rendering
the above figures of mainly academic
interest. To see what happens to the frequency response of the VK-P10 into
moderately low but real potential loads,
Iloaded it down with 5k ohms, 10k
ohms, and 20k ohms. Since we at
Stereophile can only do this single-ended,
the measurements shown in fig2 for
these loads were taken across one leg of
the balanced output. (The slight added
rolloff above 20kHz was due to this single-ended tap, not the loading.) As you
can see, there is measurable rolloff in
the bass with any of these loads. The
rolloff with 20k ohm at the output is
very slight, but the audible effect of any
of the lower loads will depend very
much on the capabilities of your loudspeakers and the type of program material you listen to. Notice the effect of
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BAT VK-P10, RIM error into 100k ohms
(0.5dB/vertical div., right channel dashed).
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Fig.2 BAT VK-P10, MA error (from top to
bottom) into 100k ohms, 20k ohms, 10k
ohms, 5k ohms (all single-ended); 600
ohms, and 150 ohms (balanced) (2dB/
vertical div.).

Fig.3 BAT VK-P10, crosstalk (from top to
bottom): R-L, L-R (10dB/vertical div.).
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justments of VTA brought her into
astonishing focus and presence. It was a
snap finding the balance between sharpness of focus and harmonic integrity that
Ilook for when setting VTA.
Isat back and wallowed in the burnished textures, reveled in the coherent, transparent soundfield. The Symphonic Line cartridge was strutting its
stuff, dishing out detail, dynamics, and
timing right on the button! It had asnapfactor even Martin Colloms would like.
If you don't "associate" the RG-8
with the finest of amplification blocks,
it's bound to sound bad. I'm not being a
snob — some components are, by their
nature, more revealing than others. It
can be both ablessing and acurse.
But during extended listening sessions,
it came to me that I'd never heard the
RG-8 sound so good. The burnish and

150 ohm and 600 ohm loads, however
(both of these measurements were
taken fully balanced). Iwould definitely
not recommend using this preamp into
such low-impedance loads. As noted
above, though such loads are rare, they
do exist (if rarely in tube products).
The crosstalk in fig.3 is very low,
even with the typical increase at high
frequencies.
The THD+noise vs frequency result
shown in fig.4 is good. Two input levels are shown, each of them far higher
than you'll ever see with alow-output
moving-coil. But, as with most phono
preamp measurements, a high-level
input is required to minimize the effect
of noise on the reading. The minimum
noise reading was at an input of 24mV;
such ahigh level often results in an
unrealistically high THD+noise result
at high frequencies. At a10mV input,
still very high for alow-output movingcoil, you can see the HF distortion

of the Ascents at the climax of the cut.
Something else came to nie during
an extended analog orgy Ienjoyed one
evening after scoring a dozen or so
OJCs in perfect shape for $8.98 each in
the East Village. Just to tantalize you...
During extended listening
Monk and Coltrane; Kenny Burrell and
Coltrane; Red Garland with Tram and
sessions, it came to me
Donald Byrd; Art Farmer's Farmer's
Market; Gene Ammons with Byrd,
that I'd never heard the
Jackie McLean, and Mal Waldron;
RG-8 sound so good.
Clark Terry with Monk; and Dexter
Gordon's Tower of Power!
But the prize of the evening was "The
were filled with velvety nooks and cranTimekeepers": Count Basic Meets Oscar
nies. The bass and dynamic slam gave me
Peterson, on Pablo 2310-896. (l'in always
goosebumps.
You think that happens all the time in a saying, "Oh, it's just aPablo." But Pablos
are great. They deliver more quality for
reviewer's system? Forget it. Work, work,
work... Yet surely worth it, Ithought, as I your analog buck than practically any
other jazz label out there. Look for
sat back in the Ribbon Chair, stunned by
them.) "Fin Confessin' (That ILove
the soaring emotional energy pouring out

shimmer of the cymbals at the end of
"Too Rich for My Blood" was so apparently real to the event that it just wasn't
possible to tell. The midrange textures

starting to come down and the distortion at lower levels increasing —
the latter result due simply to noise.
Fig.5 shows the THD+noise percentage plotted against output voltage
at 1kHz. The minimum level corresponds to an input of 24mV — the
same input used above for the
THD+noise vs frequency graph (and
for the crosstalk measurement). This
result, obtained with both channels
connected to the BAT's inputs and
outputs, was essentially unchanged
whether one or two channels were
driven. After all the measurements
were completed, Inoted that with
only one channel connected, the distortion minimum occurred at alower
output voltage (5V) and was lower in
level (under 0.1%).
In fig.6 Ihave plotted the spectral
response of the VK-P10 to a 1mV,
50Hz input. This input was not preequalized — linV at 50Hz is avery
high input for ahigh-gain phono stage.

The most significant artifacts are the
second harmonic and a noise component at 180Hz —both of them at a
low -75dB (0.017%).
Finally, overload (1% THD+N) for
the VK-P10 with an unequalized source
was reached at an input of 58mV at
1kHz (an overload margin of 41.3dB
referred to the standard MC output
level of 50011V), 81mV at 20kHz
(242dB), and 7.1mV at 20Hz (43dB) —
all very good results.
The measurements for the BAT VKP10 were uniformly good. As for the
highish output impedance and the limited size of the unit's output coupling
capacitor discussed above: As always, it
will be aproblem only if care is not
taken to match it with the characteristics of the rest of the system. Iwould
certainly not expect it to be aproblem
when used with BATs own associated
equipment.
-Thomas]. Norton
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Fig.4 BAT VK-P10, THD+noise vs frequency at
10mV at lkHz into 100k ohms (bottom
above 10kHz) and at 24mV at lkHz (right
channel dashed).
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BAT VK-P10, distortion (%) vs output voltage into 100k ohms at IkHz.

Fig.6 BAT VK-P10, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1 kHz, at an input level of ImV (linear
frequency scale). Note that the second harmonic at 100Hz is the highest in level at
-75dB (0.017%).
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You)" jim-jam-jimmies along so well,
and with such an engaging warmth of
purpose, that Vent like Oscar Peterson at
his keyboard as Itapped out my listening notes. The music came across perfectly good-natured, emotionally warm
and inviting.
Is finding that emotional component
part of re-creating the live event in the
high-end sense? Or is it simply asense
of communing with the music? Can
home reproduction ever get alistener
back to the original acoustic event?
Look at the equipment Kathleen and I
have the privilege of auditioning, and
still I'm asking the question!
Back to the music. Let's consider
the last cut on side A, "Rent Party."
This marvelous set piece contains one
of the sweetest piano ducts ever recorded. The two instruments arc, of course,
set to the left and right of center. One
could be pessimistic and expect nothing more than early Atlantic/Blue
Note ping-pong stereo. (I'm begin-

ning to see that these same recordings
in mono may hold the true key to the
music.) But as Isettled into my chair
to listen, the sense of total ambience
was very strong.

Ifelt like Oscar Peterson at
his keyboard as Itapped
out my listening notes.
The music came across
perfectly good-natured,
emotionally warm
and inviting.
As Iscanned the back cover the
music began. Ipicked up afew phrases
from the notes by producer Norman
Granz, who describes Basic and Peterson as having very different (if complementary) styles: "Peterson's tech-

nique is prolific and flawless, Basic's
sparse and flawless." So Ithink l'in on
strong ground when Isay that it's
Basie on the left, Oscar on the right.
Basie just sketches atheme to start
with, one so natural and gentle that I
hardly noticed it. Soon after, Oscar
rings in, taking the theme and polishing it in that filigreed style of his. As
his first notes sprang out of the soundfield, Iwas startled enough to involuntarily turn my head to the right.
How'd that piano get in here?
You could hear the /hunk as Ifell into
the magic of the moment. Peterson's
piano was placed closer to the listening
position, sounding altogether BIGGER.
As aresult of the more close-up perspective, the strike of hammer and string was
more pronounced, becoming part of the
fabric of sound from that instrument.
Basic appeared to the left and more
to the rear of the soundfield. His piano,
while still potent and colorful, emphasized less the initial strike and more

Unbalanced ?J-10 talks with BAT's Victor Khomenko
onathan Scull: Victor, why balanced to balanced internally.
circuits, if you please?
Scull: This happened teen?
Victor Khomenko: Iremember Khomenko: Exactly. And Ican underreading an article that said balanced stand why. There are many reasons why I
topology is inherently much more com- believe balanced is better inherently from
plicated than single-ended. They felt it an electrical perspective —as well as,
was acumbersome way of building cir- how shall Isay, from the philosophical
cuits. And they provided proof in the point of view, in the sense of being more
form of avery ugly circuit representing symmetrical. So balanced naturally be"balanced" configuration.
comes the choice of many designers.
Now, of course, abalanced circuit can
Once you've accepted this, it's a
be ugly. But that doesn't mean that every shame not to use the full potential of
balanced circuit has to be like that. On the balanced topology. But what you
the contrary, when properly implement- often find, as with the McIntosh, is an
ed, abalanced circuit is inherently one of RCA single-ended connector attached
the most beautfiiel creations in electronics. to one input of adifferential pair, the
Iremember the first time Ilearned about other side grounded. In this way the disthe nature of differential balanced cir- tinction between balanced and singlecuits from one of my tutors. He showed ended becomes very blurred. It's almost
me that nothing in electronics was more nonexistent in many designs.
elegant than asimple differential pair Scull: There seems to be amisconception
of transistors.
regarding balanced equipment and its suitabilLook at the circuitry used in some ityfor use in single-ended systems.
classic 1950s McIntosh components, for Khomenko: All our equipment—and
example. If you take some of their Imean all our equipment — is fully
monoblock designs from that period compatible with other single-ended
and cut off the input connector, you're components. Which is to say, you can
left with, essentially, abalanced circuit.
take the VK-5 or VK-5i and connect
Scull: The question begs to be asked: Why any mix of single-ended and balanced
didn't they use abalanced input?
sources to it, and you won't lose much
Khomenko: Sure, because at that time performance as aresult.
the marketplace hadn't accepted bal- Scull: You provide the best-sounding XLRanced as the right way of doing things. to-RCA adapters rye ever heard...
So they provided asingle-ended RCA Khomenko: Well, even with the
connector, and the signal was converted adapters, we feel there is some deg178

radation when going from balanced
to single-ended configuration. But you
understand that, in all our models,
the signal processing is always differential balanced.
Scull: And other benefits accruefrom that?
Khomenko: Yes. One big advantage is
in the way balanced circuitry interacts
with the power supply. When you look at
the interaction between asingle-ended
circuit and its power supply, it's always a
current-on-demand situation. The power
supply has to struggle to keep up with the
instantaneous demand.
Scull: Especially when heavily regulated?
Khomenko: Yes, exactly.
Scull: You don't regulate your power supplies
at all, justfilter them heavily?
Khomenko: Correct, because when
you're talking about regulation, you're
talking about feedback. That can result
in delay and slew-rate limitations.
Balanced circuitry, by virtue of its symmetrical in-and-out of phase operation,
does not have this problem. Basically,
the power supply maintains DC to the
power rail, and this is traditionally
accomplished with regulators. But in
our experience, the value of the DC
rail in and of itself does not determine
the sound quality to any great degree.
Scull: And what about the AC side, so to
speak?
Khomenko: That relates to how the
power supply absorbs and provides
Stereophile, June 1997
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the coherent tonal balance.
At some point in the ceremonies
Basic begins to tap his foot. This comes
through the rich tapestry of sound quite
naturally —he's not hitting us over the
head with it. It's just asuggestion, but
it's completely irresistible. If you don't
find yourself nodding or keeping time
with at least one of your appendages,
you're just not with us.
When Louie Bellson finally comes in
on drums with John Heard on bass, it's all
in the family. The charm and warmth are
undeniable, no matter how big agrouch
you might ordinarily be. Heard's bass
sounded wonderfully acoustic, not bloated at all: natural, full, tight, pitch-differentiated, expressive, and very present.
Bellson's restrained drum work perfectly
balanced the quartet's harmonious tonal
comings and goings. This, my dears, was
alittle slice of analog heaven.

the amplification chain to work its best.
The P10 was clearly a device that
remained transparent to its purpose at
all times: not the omigawd transparency
of the Avalon Radians or the limitless
view deep into the soundstage that the

The BAT VK-P10 allowed

every part of the
amplification chain to
work its best.

design) in the past. Nor did it present the
lush, beautiful imagery of the Jadis JP-80.
That is to say, the VK-P10 evinced no
particular sonic characteristics of its own.
Its total transparency let the analog frontend and the recording do the talking
in the lush or revealing deaprtment.
Actually, if this phono front-end sounded
similar to anything at all in our experience, it would be the four-chassispdisp
200... which costs acool $25k or so!
During the course of the review, I
threw everything Ihad at the VK-P10:
Big Symphonic, Big Rock, Big Band,
and lots of smaller, sweeter recordings
of all kinds. The P10 never failed to
deliver the musical goods. Its character
was always the character of the associated components.
By virtue of its design, its power supply, and its eschewal of feedback, the
BAT breathes. In so doing, it effortlessly
lets the music through. This is one fine
effort, worth every penny of its asking
price.

Conclusion: It's alive!
The BAT VK-P10 allowed every part of

YBA 6Chassis offers, but rather asense
that the phono stage was transparently
letting the 'table/cartridge/interconnect
combo develop their sound to their best
ability, and sending their signal along to
the line-level preamp.
The combo of the VK-P10 and the
VK-5i wasn't "ruthlessly revealing," as
I've described the CAT SL1 Signature (a
heavily regulated cathode-follower

instantaneous current changes. And
that's amuch more difficult aspect of
design because of feedback implications
and AC fluctuations.
Scull: So the power suppb,has an easier time
ofit when it's symmetrical?
Khomenko: Yes. Once you remove
this major demand from the power supply by doing circuits in differential
topology, the power supply starts
breathing easier. It becomes unshackled.
It runs freely. It becomes what it really
wants to be —a circuit by itself.
Scull: Victor, what was the design brief
behind the VK-P10 phono stage?
Khomenko: First of all, it had to be
extremely versatile. There's aswitchselectable configuration for any type of
cartridge out there. And I'm talking
about an output voltage range anywhere from well under 0.1 all the way
up to 4or more millivolts.
Scull: And you even included step-up trans_limas in your design.
Khomenko: Right; it's an additional
way of providing flexibility to the user.
We're not saying that you must use the
transformers in every case. One can try
and see what works best for one's cartridge and system. It's another too/ for
the owner to use.
Scull: Victor, how about some specifics ofthe
circuit? Isuppose it's not very typical?
Khomenko: Of course, nothing we
introduce is just another me-too product. [laughs] We wanted our phono stage
to be different from essentially every-

degree, and makes the unit more manufacturable, so to speak.
Scull: Poking around inside, Isee you use
apair of toroidal transformers... are those
Plitrotu?
Khomenko: That's right.
Scull: And you use Russian 6922s, which
are also known as 6DJ8s?
Khomenko: Yes. It was also called the
Nothing we introduce
6H23 in Russia. It's awonderful lowimpedance tube that was designed for
is just another
cascode circuit applications. In fact, we
don't use cascodes; Idon't like the sound.
me-too product.
Scull: And then there's apair of6SN7s
Khomenko: Yes. If you look at the
Scull: And I suppose that means no
basic configuration of adifferential gain
stage, it always requires some type of curfeedback?
rent source. This can be supplied by a
Khomenko: Right, the phono stage
simple resistor, asolid-state device, or
doesn't have any global feedback.
Scull: There are three amplecation stages in vacuum tubes. Most of the time Itry to
use vacuum tube-based current sources.
the VK-P10?
Scull: Why is that?
Khomenko: Yes. There are many ways
of implementing high-gain circuitry, of Khomenko: Oh, maybe for the sense
of purity. When you build a"classic"
course, but the one we take is athreestage design: very crisp, very simple, with tube phono stage, it naturally pops into
your mind to use a vacuum-tube
no buffers. And, of course, we rely on
current source. My own inclination is
totally passive RIAA equalization. Except it has atwist — we call it Flying always to try to use tubes, unless Irun
Passive RIAATM. To our knowledge it's a into practical or other difficulties. Out
unique topology, and we have apatent of the three stages in the VK-P10, two
use resistors as a current source
application in process.
Scull: Igather you won't be giving too many and one uses tubes. It's a tradeoff.
You want to make the product practidetails of it during the interview!
cal and have it come in at aparticular
Khomenko: [laughs] Right! Iguess it's
enough to say that it allows us to simpli- price point.
Scull: Thanksfor the lowdown, Victor!
fy the RIAA equalization circuit treKhomenko: My pleasure ...
mendously. That impacts cost to some
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thing else on the market And there are
several areas in which we address this.
First —and Iwould say it's our trademark — we don't use any cathode followers or buffers in the signal path. All
circuits are typically plate-loaded triodes
throughout.
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Glory Filleth the Stage:
Krell's KPE Reference phono preamplifier
Wes Phillips

W

hen I reviewed the Krell
KRC-HR in October '96
(Vol.19 No.10, p.242), Ireviewed it as aline-stage preamplifier.
This was atrifle unfair, as the sample I
had on hand contained Krell's Reference Phono Board —a product also
available as the stand-alone KPE Reference. My long-time reference turntable,
aLinn LP12 with aNaim Armageddon
power supply, is outfitted with aNaim
Prefix phono section, which brings the
cartridge output up to line-level —so I
had to wait until Ihad a standard
turntable on hand to evaluate the Krell's
RIAA functions.
Imanaged to bring the VP! TNT III
home from the photography session that
produced last November's cover, and
with the help of aVi'! JMW Memorial
arm, avan den Hul Frog, and my longterm reference cartridge, the Immutable
Sounds Transfiguration Temper, Iput
the board through its paces.

Description: Phono preamplifier
available in two versions, one for use
in the Krell KRC-HR preamplifier, one
as a stand-alone phono stage. Frequency response/RIAA error: 20Hz20kHz, ±0.1dB. Voltage gain (at
1kHz): 58dB-76dB in 6dB increments. 5/N ratio: 80dB, A-weighted.
THD: <0.1%, 20Hz-20kHz. Crosstalk:
<-80dB. Input impedance: adjustable, 10 ohms to 47k ohms.
Dimensions: 7.125" W by 2.275" H
by 12" D. Weight: 7 lbs, stand-alone

supply straight from the preamp. The
KRC-2 preamp had aDC output, and
for those units you can buy a KPE
Reference in astand-alone chassis for
$1600. Everyone else will also need the
stand-alone's external power supply
($600).
There is also aStandard version of the
KPE, which will work with either moving-magnet or moving-coil cartridges —
the Reference is designed for use with
Something for our modern stage
The KPE Reference is available as a MCs only.
'The unit, in no matter what form, is
$1250 plug-in board for the KRC-HR
pure Krell: The hybrid composite
preamplifier. Used in this way, all you
amplifier is fully buffered from the
need is the board itself—it takes its DC

Krell KPE Reference phono preamplifier
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version (power supply weighs 9lbs).
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
57-00103 (internal board for KRCHR), 27-88328 (separate KPE).
Prices: $1250 (plug-in board version), $1600 (stand-alone version;
add $600 for external power supply). Approximate number of dealers: 45.
Manufacturer: Krell Industries, 45
Connair Road, RO. Box 533, Orange,
CT 06477-0533. Tel: (203) 799-9954.
Fax: (203) 799-9796.

RIAA network in order to present a
constant impedance to the network; the
amplification section is internally
shielded with mu-metal to cancel RF
and 60Hz noise; biasing is class-A; all
components arc discrete; all circuitry is
direct-coupled; and all circuitry is complementary as well.
Rocker switches mounted to the
board control gain and cartridge loading. Voltage gain is adjustable in 6dB
increments from 58dB to 76dB, and
there are eight loading settings: 10, 25,
47, 100, 249, 475, 825, and 1000 ohms.
These settings are clearly marked, and
the switches can be easily engaged with
athumbnail or jeweler's screwdriver.
Dream is the theater
Regardless of the gain setting, the KPE
Reference is preternaturally quiet. Excepting only the RIAA boards of the
Ayre K-1, the Krell is the quietest MC
phono stage I've ever (not) heard.
While the newer models of the Transfiguration, such as my Temper, have a
higher output than the older versions —
often referred to as "the greatest cartridge no one has heard" —the Transfiguration is still no one's idea of an easy
load. You'd never know it from the
Krell —the background was black, dead
silence, and the music was rendered
with (apologies to Gene Pope) dynamic
fidelity.
Stereophiles recent LP release, Sonata
(STPH008-1), with its huge dynamic
swings, can present as great achallenge
183

to aphono section as it does to atracking stylus —and for the same reasons. For
much of Liszt's B-Minor Sonata, the level
is subdued; throughout those passages,
the KPE Reference constructed abelievably physical piano and placed it credibly
in the acoustic of Albuquerque's United
Methodist Church. However, there are
some powerful crescendos that pianist
Silverman plays at 100dB and more —
and this is where the Krell came into its
own. It was flat-out unflappable, maintaining the palpability of that Steinway
D no matter how grandly Silverman
played. Many phono stages run into
dynamic limitations in situations like
this. Not the Krell.
And detail? If it's there, the KPE will
sort it out. Salterio (M•A Recordings
M025-AVLP), by Begoña Olavide,
contains oodles of detail: psalteries,
viheulas, and various drums and cymbals are all employed — sometimes

T

he internal KPE Reference board
was measured with the phono
impedance and gain settings used
by WP in his review. (All phono measurements were taken at the ICRC-HR's
tape outputs, as is our normal practice.)
The phono input impedance measured
just under 126 ohms and the unit was
noninverting from the phono inputs to
the tape outputs. Voltage gain measured
66.8dB at lkHz. The S/N readings
were 62.5dB (unweighted, 22Hz22kHz), 55dB (unweighted, 10Hz500kHz), and 73.9dB (A-weighted),
these all excellent. Reducing the voltage
gain to the 58dB gain setting gave
improved S/N ratios of 76dB (22Hz22kHz), 65dB (10Hz-500kHz), and
86.5dB (A-weighted).
The RIAA error (fig.1) is within
±0.3dB from 20Hz to 20kHz; the
downward tilt of the response will
probably be audible as asubtly warm
sound on phono, everything else being
equal. Of course, it never is, and since
many moving-coil cartridges show an
upward tilt at the top end, the KPE's
small RIAA deviation will probably be
more than overridden by the response
of the cartridge.
The Krell KPE's crosstalk is shown in
fig2 and is rather unusual in that the
usual increase in crosstalk at higher frequencies is minimal in one channel and
decreasing, instead, in the other.
Channel separation is still excellent,
however. As is our usual practice for this
184

together.' Add to that the richly reverberant acoustic, and you have one
whompin' mess of discrete sounds to
sort out. The KPE Reference kept the
scale of each sound intact, while connecting them one to the other with crystalline purity—all while preserving the
deliciously long decay of Santa Espina's
stone chapel. The contrast between the
delicate psalteries and the boom of the
huge tar was physically thrilling.
Many people love the purity of the
upper frequencies as rendered by MC
cartridges, but feel that MCs often lack
body at the lower extremes. The Krell
1This record, like Sonata, is taken from adigital source
(in this case, a96kflz recording), and shows clearly
that there is alot of information on such recordings
that our current 16-bit Cl) standard is incapable of
exploiting. And to my analog-fancying brethren who
arc convinced that any digital source will inevitably
corrupt the LPs made from them —well, all Ican say
is, don't listen to either of these two recordings. After
all, why let an ugly fact slay your beautiful hypothesis?

measurement, Ikept the input levels
high here to override the effects of
noise. The same is true of the THD+
noise vs frequency plot shown in fig3.
The increase in distortion in the phono
curve at high frequencies is likely due to
this relatively hie input level (2.9mV at
11(Hz in this case—the typical movingcoil output is closer to 0.5mV at lkHz).
Finally, the Krell's phono overload
margin (defined as 1% THD+noise)
was not particularly high: 3.16mV at
1kHz (16dB), 14.4mV at 20kHz
(92dB), and 035mV at 20Hz (16.9dB).
The input signal used for the latter measurements was unequalized and the
variation with overload margin with
frequency is due to the characteristics of
the RIAA curve. Since we were dealing
with avery high overall voltage gain, I
rechecked these measurements using
the 58dB gain setting (measured gain
here was 553dB at lkHz). In this con-

has shown me that what those folks arc
hearing may not have that much to do
with the cartridges — they're probably
hearing the limitations of their RIAA sections. If you're abass head, then the KPE
Reference will satisfy your most physical
cravings. This doesn't mean that the Krell
is bass-heavy —just that it can put it out
there like you've never heard it before.
This phono section might just convince you that you've never really heard
accurate vocal reproduction before.
Taken by this aspect of the KPE's performance, Ipulled out James Taylor's
Sweet Baby James (Warner Bros. 1843)
one late night and felt as if, in the 25
years I've been hearing the title song, I'd
never heard it sung by aliving, breathing, present Taylor before that instant. I
had to play it again before Icould
believe it. In fact, even now Ifind it hard
to credit. Excuse me aminute....
No, just checked again —I was right

figuration, Imeasured the 1% THD+
noise point for the phono stage at
12.1mV at lkHz (27.7dB), 143mV at
20kHz (9.1dB), and 1.345 mV at
20Hz (28.6dB). Other than at 20kHz,
this is much better performance.
However, the less-good margins at the
70dB setting would not have been a
problem with the low-output MC
used by WP for his auditioning.
—Thom:mil Norton
P•Prool..
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Fig.2 Krell KPE Reference, channel separation
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vertical div.).
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Fig.1

Krell KPE Reference, RIAA error at 2.9mV
input at I
kHz into 100k ohms (0.5dB/
vertical div.).

Fig.3 Krell KPE Reference, THD+noise vs
frequency at 2.9mV at lkHz into 100k ohms.
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Analog Front-End: VP! TNT
MiciII turntable, VP! JMW Memorial tonearm, van den Hul
Grasshopper or Transfiguration
Temper phono cartridges.
Preamplifiers: Krell KRC-HR,
Conrad-Johnson Premier Fourteen.
Power Amplifiers: ConradJohnson Premier Twelve, Krell
Audio Standard.
Loudspeakers: Hales Concept
Five, Martin-Logan SL-3.
Interconnects: MIT balanced
350, Cardas balanced phono.
Cables: Kimber Black Pearl,
MIT 850, AudioQuest Crystal/
Argent bi-wire.
Accessories: The Shelf by Black
Diamond Raring, Mark 3(equipment) and Mark 4 (speakers)
Cones from Black Diamond
Racing.
Room Treatment: RPG Abffusors; ASC Tube Traps, Bass
Traps, Studio Traps, Slim Traps;
Black Feline Furball' amplifier
massdamping.
the first time. Remarkable.
Sounds pretty near perfect, don't it?
Well, maybe it is —damn close, anyway.
If Ihad to cavil —and Iguess that's in
my job description — I'd say that the
KPE Reference falls just on the dryish
side of harmonic warmth. This could
merely be the flip side of the full-bodied
bass issue. The lack of warmth or sweetness could be alack of coloration —a sign
of the KPE's fidelity. Even if it's not, it's a
very, very minor flaw — one Icould live
with contentedly, given the overall performance of the KPE Reference.
Stage directions
It you have aKrell KRC-HR—and can
thus get by with just the purchase of the
board itself—then the KPE Reference is
asteal. You get Class Aperformance for a
bargain price: $1250 is cheap for aphono
section this good. Heck, even at $2200
you'd have an awfully hard time finding
the Krell's equal —and forget about finding anything better. It's easy to configure
for practically any moving-coil cartridge
available; it's also quiet as atomb, and
dynamic as athunderclap. Add to that
Krell's superlative build quality and bulletproof construction, and you have acontender for the State of the Art. And when
was the last time dint was abargain?
S
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Hi Notes' first advertisement
promised just three things: Splendid selection. Service with alacrity.
Fine music discussed.
How well have we lived up to
these promises??
Very well, we think.
Splendid selection? You can find
review driven stores everywhere.
Hi Notes is not one of them. We
premiered the Spectron Digital
amplifiers, Fadel Art cables and the
Sig Tech room correction processor.
All of these products were at Hi
Notes long before the great reviews
came in. We also offer innovative
products like Speaker Art, Audio
Matiere, Quad and ATC. Hi Notes
is equally proud of our products
from established companies like
conrad-johnson, Alon, Mondial
and Kimber.
Service with alacrity? This is our
specialty. You will be treated with
dignity and respect. If you are interested in products not carried in our
store, we will tell you about other
good dealers who do carry them. If
you ask for abrochure, you'll get it
promptly. We offer home trials and
trade-up programs. Through our
own credit card, you may enjoy
your purchase for twelve months
before making apayment. Our goal
is simply to give you the best service you've ever had!
Fine music discussed? Hi Notes
was opened due to alove of music,
not equipment. Our open houses'
feature live music, not just a"sales
pitch" from amanufacturer. We
sponsor young musicians on their
way up. We also sell bassoons!
How many high end audio stores
can claim that!
You are most welcome at Hi
Notes. We are easy to find. First, fly
to Atlanta, take 1-75 south 100 miles
to exit 43. Turn left. Go one mile to
Carroll St., turn left at the Court
House. Hi Notes is on the left. If
that's not convenient, you're invited to call or visit us on the web.
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Diapason Adamantes II
When Wes Phillips read Jack English's
lukewarm review of the Diapason
Adamantes II loudspeaker in the September 1996 Swreophile (p.153), he suspected that Jack's large room may not
have been ideal for this Italian minimonitor.' The Adamantes II had
sounded promising at shows, suggesting it deserved a second chance in a
room better suited to its size. Wes
therefore arranged for me to do a
Follow-Up audition of the speakers in
my current 15' by 11' listening room.
Although Ihad vowed to review only
budget products for seven months, my
room was the logical choice.
The main amplifier driving the
Adamantes II for the six weeks Ihad
them in and out of my system was the
Classé CAP-100 integrated amplifier
(review in progress). The 105Wpc Classé
is considerably more powerful than the
British integrateds Ihad on hand, and
was abetter match for the $4000/pair
Adamantes Ils. The LP front-end was a
Well Tempered Turntable and Lary
Pederson—modified arm, fitted with an
AudioQuest AQ700Onsx cartridge. CD
playback was through aSonic Frontiers
SFCD-1 ($3495), the high-value Rotel
RCD-990 ($1495), and a Musical
Fidelity X-DAC processor ($499). Interconnects were MIT Terminator 2 and
AudioQuest Topaz, and speaker cables
were AudioQuest Forest and MIT Terminator 2. The equipment sat on aBilly
Bags 5500 series rack, and power to
the system was conditioned by an Audio
Power Industries Power Pack II. The
Adamantes II sat on their custom
wood stands at the short end of the listening room.
Ihad two somewhat different impressions of the Adamantes II. One
impression was from listening critically
to the speaker to uncover and catalog its
strengths and weaknesses. The other
was my musical reaction to the loudspeaker when listening purely for pleasure. Starting in the critical analysis
ISee Jack's review for the speaker's technical details.
Ille Mummies II costs $3998 pair (matching stands
cost $75(L, pair). US Distributor: Ihapason USA. 607
lieechwood Drive. Havertown. PA 19083. Tel/fax:
(610) 642-9802.
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isn't always abad thing. Once, during a
listening session at iny house with a
manufacturer, JA was sitting in my desk
chair at the side of the room as we rotated through the sweet spot. When Itold
him that there was abig bass boost at
that spot, he replied, "Yes, Iknow. I'm
quite enjoying it." That's how Ifelt
about the Adamantes II's bass: it wasn't
as accurate as that of the Aerial, but it
was more enjoyable.
'The Adamantes II's treble was less
dean than the Aerial 5's pristine top end.
The Adamantes lis had
Iheard abit of ahashy quality, along with
alaid-back character that
some coloration, that sounded more "hifi"—like than the ultrasmooth treble I'd so
put the soundstage slightly enjoyed with the Aerial 5. The Adamantes II's treble also had aslightly dark
behind the loudspeakers.
quality that reduced the openness and
clarity of some instruments. Piano, for
stage. Although the sound always had a example, had asubdued sound, lacking
clarity of timbre. The Adamantes II tendslightly distant character, the speakers
ed to make the instrument sound slightstill resolved layers and layers of space
ly veiled and closed-in. Similarly, its
and depth when the recording conmidrange didn't have quite the openness
tained such information.
and purity of the Aerial's.
The soundstage width was also stunWith that analysis behind us, I'll get
ning. The Adamantes I
Is presented
images far beyond the left and right to what really counts: how much I
loudspeakers, as well as air and space at
the presentation's outer edges. The
combination of awide, deep soundstage
and that laid-back character made my
listening room seem much larger than it
was. In addition, the Adamantes Ils had
awonderful spatial precision that spread
images out in space. For comparison,
the Aerial 5s Ireviewed in April (p217)
tended to focus everything toward the
center, with less tangible images distributed along a continuum. The Adamantes Hs' relaxed quality, spatial precision, and ability to disappear into the
soundstage were very similar to the
B&W Silver Signatures that JA owns.
The Adamantes II had excellent bass
extension for its size. The speaker went
considerably deeper, and had more bottom-end oomph, than the Aerial 5. Bass
drum had surprising impact and depth.
Even orchestral music had awonderful
body and weight that Idon't expect
from minimonitors. Although the Adamantes II's bass wasn't as tight or as
detailed as the Aerial's, Ienjoyed the
Italian speaker's warmer, fuller, deeper
Diapason Adamantes II
presentation. Some additional warmth

mode, the Adamantes Ils had a laidback character that put the soundstage
slightly behind the loudspeakers. This
more distant perspective is an advantage
in asmall room: Idon't feel as if the
music was being pushed into my face.
Accompanying this overall setback
sound was tremendous soundstage
depth. The Adamantes Ils presented
some images way back in the sound-
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Grammy Award
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winning Record Producer
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enjoyed music through the Adamantes.
The specific shortcomings noted disappeared when listening for pleasure. The
Adamantes Ils were doing so many
other things right that Iimmediately
become engaged musically and ignored
the minor imperfections. In fact, Ihad a
great time with these loudspeakers—
they were tremendously communicative and involving. Although the Aerial
5 was cleaner and less colored, the
Aerial didn't grab me emotionally the
way the Adamantes II did. The Italian
speaker was simply more musically
expressive.
Jack English's review criticized the
Adamantes Il's lack of dynamics. But in
my small room the Adamantes II had
wide dynamic expression and solid
impact. Partially because of the Adamantes ll's dynamic agility, Ifound it
extremely involving rhythmically. The
speaker had avisceral immediacy that
got my whole body involved in the listening experience —in fact, Ithink I
may have worn out apiece of carpet in
front of my listening chair. Ihad many
wonderful listening sessions with the
Adamantes I
Is.
The Adamantes II should be on the
audition list of anyone looking for a
small loudspeaker in this price range. I
don't know that they'd be my first
choice in $4000 loudspeakers (the competition is intense at this price level), but
they would be one of ahandful of contenders. As much as Ilike the Aerial 5s,
I'll miss the Adamantes Ils when they're
gone. Ican strongly recommend this
beautifully made, musically involving
loudspeaker.
-Robert Harley

replaced by a rectangular flared port
whose cross-sectional arca is exactly
matched to the moving mass of the unit's
two woofers. The port also has been
raised from near the floor to aheight of
18", thereby reducing the low-bass loading effect when the speaker is positioned
too near the rear wall. The original SP
required about 2' of space between it and
the rear wall for areasonably smooth bass
response; the Series 2can be moved to
within about 16" without adverse effects.
All of these modifications have helped the Montana's bass performance
tremendously, which was the only
aspect of this otherwise excellent product that Icriticized. The original SP was
marred by a 70Hz hump in its bass
curve, which made it difficult to place in
my smallish listening room. It also
rolled off steeply below 35Hz. The
improved SP sounds much smoother

PBN Montana SP Series 2
PBN engineer and chief executive Peter
Noerbaek has made some improvements to the design of his model SP
loudspeaker, which Ireviewed in the
January 1997 issue (p225). 1 The new
production model, designated the Series
2, retains the same drivers, crossover
network, and front-baffle dimensions,
but differs from the original in that its
cabinet is 2" deeper, increasing its volume by about 10%. A foam pad added
inside the cabinet just below the lower
woofer is said to act as an acoustic lowpass filter. Frequencies above 200Hz are
contained in the upper chamber, but the
entire cabinet acts as aresonant chamber for the propagation of bass.
The round port in the rear has been
1 The PBN Montana SP costs $3495/pair. PBN
Audio, 10653 Holborn Court, Santee, CA 92071. Tel:
(619) 449-7982. Rix: (619) 449-9238.
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Ifound enjoyable in its d
excellent soundstaging an
ties, asmooth,
quick midr.
delicate, grain-free
top end. It's a
u
er-friendly aspeaker as you're Wely -çoiencounter this side
of horn-loaded loOny-land: Idrove it to
neighbor-alienating.revels with a20Wpc
NAD 7225PE-reeiver without audible
distortion (which means it's also fairly
abuse-resistant), and spent many, enjoyable evenings with it yoked to an old
Dyna Stereo 70. The tubé amp's warmth
and intimacy wçre aperfect complement
to the SP's shed),cool meal characteristic. Vocal and iieoustic recordings were
especially eitjtable with this combination, althoug the Dyna's woolly bass
was badly exposed by the PBN. It also
mated well with a Parasound HCA1000A that was here for review, the two
forming a neutral, extremely efficient,
and musically satisfying team
The pair of SP. Series 2s I've been
using intermittently during the past few
months came, finished in rosewood
veneer. The rosewood is not as durable
as the hard piano-black lacquer of the
original SP, but it Is awarm, inviting
quality that may.be more appropriate in
settings with traditional furniture.
Owners of the original Montana SPs
will be disappointed' to learn that their
loudspeakers are not upgradeable to the
Series 2. While. the two 'speakers have
much in com .
4n, the construction of
the 2's cabine
different enough to
render an up
impossible.
It's always g
gwhen amanufacturer takes
ees well-intended
comments
and improves an
already gooi
he PBN Montana
SP Series .2.
-avide the serious
music love'
sof enjoyment.
—Barry Willis

The Parts Connection Assemblage
DAC-2 Parts Upgrade Kit
After my review of the Assemblage
DAC-2 appeared in the January 1997
issue,' John Atkinson said to me,
"I liked the DAC-2 a lot more than
you did."
A lot more? Wow. And Ithought I'd
written avery favorable review. Itake
JA's opinions •rriously, so when he

PBN Montana SP Series 2loudspeaker

1The basic 1)AC-2(rosts $499 in kit brui. The Parts
Connection (a diveon of Sonic Frontiers, Inc.), 2790
Brighton Road, °elude, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4.
Tel: (905) 829-5838: Fax: (905) 829-5388.
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obtained aDAC-2 of his own to play
with, that was even more evidence that
this is truly an excellent D/A processor.
Itherefore decided to compare the standard 1)AC-2 to aversion I've upgraded
with The Parts Connection's $149
DAC-2 Parts Upgrade Kit. Let's see
what high technology is hiding inside
this secret-agent kit.
The kit consists of avariety of parts
aimed at improving the DAC-2's electronic performance and mechanical
solidity. There are four squishy EAR
isolation feet to decouple the unit
from the shelf, and a large square of
Soundcoat chassis-damping material. (I
placed the Soundcoat on the outside of
the bottom panel because the circuit
board is attached to this panel, but you
may attach it wherever you like.) There
are two Kimber RCA output jacks, and
some Kimber AGSC silver wire to connect the jacks to the circuit board.
Illuminati's Ohm-ahaI 75 ohm digital
wire is included for the RCA input. Six
metalized-film MultiCap capacitors
upgrade the analog filter stage. The analog output section includes 12 Caddock
MK-132 precision resistors and two
Analog Devices AD811 op-amps. Hotrodding the power supplies are four
Linear Technologies regulators and two
Wima 0.111F polypropylene bypass caps.
Even the rectifier bridge gets replaced
with Telefunken SF4007 super-fast,
soft-recovery diodes.
Installing the new parts was greatly
facilitated by the designed-in circuitboard holes ready and waiting for their
new guests. As an experienced electronics builder Ifound most of the mods
very easy to perform, but even abeginner should be able to install the upgrades by proceeding slowly and following the instructions carefully.
After instilling all of the new parts
except for the AD811 op-amps, Isat
down for some single-presentation listening to hear how the processor had
changed. It became obvious that the
DAC2 had been improved: It had an even
greater sense of ease and transparency, and
everything from bass to treble seemed
smoother and more refined. The soundstage appeared slightly larger and more
natural. Everything seemed to emerge
from an even blacker background.
After two days of enjoyable listening,
it was time to perform the final step of
installing the AD811 op-amps. The
A1)811 is an expensive part; its obscenely high slew rate of 2500V/IIS makes it
an ideal choice for handling the direct
output of aDAC IC. The '811 does,
however, have ahigh (up to 500mV)
Stereophile, June 1997

DC offset, so it will not be appropriate
for systems in which both the preamp
and power amp are DC-coupled. In my
system this was not a concern, so I
removed the top cover and swapped the
original AD844 current-to-voltage converters for the AD811s.
Even though just asingle op-amp had
been changed, I again noticed an
improvement in the sound of the (now
fully upgraded) DAC-2. It was almost as

As an experienced
electronics builder Ifound
most of the mods very
easy to perform, but even
abeginner should be able
to install the upgrades by
proceeding carefully.
though Icould hear the high speed of the
AD811 in action. The top octave of the
music became truly effortless and nimble.
Transient events hit with blinding speed.
Even their quick decays were more obvious, and almost completely devoid of any
artificial fuzziness or hangover.
Iwas impressed indeed by the sounds
that the upgraded Assemblage was producing. To try to nail down exactly what
sonic improvements had been made, I
obtained astandard DAC-2 unit from
The Parts Connection for comparison.
The rest of the system consisted of a
Rotel RDD-980 transport, Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug, Sonic Frontiers
LINE-1 preamp, home-built Zen power
amps, and B&W 804 speakers. Digital
cables were Sound & Video Digiflex
Gold +Plus (BNC-BNC) and Iluminan
DV-30. Interconnects were Sound &
Video Audiflex Gold V and Kimber
PBJ, and speaker cables were Straight
Wire Maestro. Icould not directly compare the BNC and RCA inputs on the
DAC-2 because Idid not have anything
on hand (transport, jitter box) with both
types of outputs. Both D/As were fed
the digital signal through their BNC
inputs, which Iassumed to be the best
connection method available.
When Ilistened to Steve Tibbetts's
Exploded View (ECM 1335), the original
DAC-2 sounded alittle more grainy in
the treble. Its soundstage was a bit
smaller, and the drums seemed to have
less body. There were obviously some
metal strings being played, attached to
some sort of doohickey. The upgraded

DAC-2 made it clearer that the strings
were actually attached to a guitar
soundboard.
The modified DAC-2 sounded a
touch more natural, and presented
more space and more air. Its bass was a
little better integrated with the rest of
the spectrum. The standard unit actually sounded abit thinner, for example,
the wooden resonance of tablas was less
satisfying. Transients sounded atouch
slower and rolled-off. Individual instruments were not as distinctly separated
within the soundstage.
Iknew that I'd been enjoying some
extra-good sound over the past couple of
weeks, but the close comparisons with a
standard DAC-2 made the changes in
sound even more noticeable. Iwould say
that, overall, the improvement is alittle
greater than amajor interconnect upgrade, making the DAC-2 Parts Upgrade Kit ahighly recommended value
at its reasonable $149 price.
The whole package is so satisfying that,
yes, I'm buying the review sample,
Upgrade Kit and all. How could Ipart
with it after putting an extra slice of
home-cooked love into each and every
solder joint? They'll never take my baby
away from Inc. Never. —mu. Kastanovich
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Doug McLeod: You Can't Take My Blues (HDCD -$21.99)

SP

/ Geld CD

254
NA
NA
NA

/
/
/
/

66I•
687
679
686

Red Hot Chili Peppers: Mother's Milk
Robin Trower: Bridge of Sighs
Anodise 200 LP'. New
Nirvana: In Utero (NEW!)
Out-ef-Priet! Day Defer*
Ben Sidron: Mr. P's Shuffle
They're All Orasel
Nirvana: Nevermind
WerlsTs Largest Selestiew
U2: The Joshua Tree
Of Out Of Privet
V.-SpeedL D2D LP's!!
Bee Gees: Trafalgar
New IL Used!!
Cream: Goodbye
REM: Reckoning
•2 & 3CD & LP Sets add tional

LSCD2449
CSCD6023

Gounod: Ballet Music
Ravel: Ma Mere L'Oye

CSCD6252
LSPCD2438
LSPCD2612
LSPCD2533
LSPCD1972
LSOCD6006
LSPCD1993
JPCD5002
CSCD6013
LSPCD2712

Harold: Lo Fille Mol Gardee
Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
IMEIÉPIEB
Sonny Rollins: Our Man In Jazz
Charlie Mingus: Tijuana Moods
Harry Belafonte: Sings the Blues
Harry Belafonte: At Carnegie Hall
Chet Atkins: In Hollywood (NEW!)
Dean Peer: UCross (Also in LP-S29.99)
(0
DeBussey: Iberia (Images Pour 0, chestra)
Sonny Rollins: Sonny Meets the Hawk (NEW!)

CSCD6191
LSOCD6007
LSOCD6065

Mendelssohn: Sym. #3 /Moog /LSO (NEW!)
Harry Belofonte: Returns To Carnegie Hall (NEW!)
Royal Ballet Gala (with Deluxe Pkg. & 24 pg. booklet)

RTHCD5052
JPCD4/5001

Jennifer Wornes: Famous Blue Raincoat (Also in LPS24.99)
Art Davis: A Time Remembered (alum.-S14.99 /LP-S29.99) (SROM)

Clark
1042Ter
Mighty
ry: Express
Sam McClain: Sledgehammer Soul &Downhome Blues

Mozart/E.Istomin: Concertos #2 I& ff24 (SROM)
ii., ,, ,s...0Janacek: The Makropoulos Cose/Cunning Little Vixen , ri'e " (,,.• e j BA17023
LP'S IS GOLD CD'S: $29.99
LSC2327
15P2712

APL 4:7
.
2%;i5FiFiz
c,
g

an Blues

ALUM. CD'S: S14.99/515.99
4 or more: KAU.

APLP/CD 027
APLP/CD2003
APLP 033
APLP 032
APLP/CD 036
APLP 038
APLP 039
APLP 035
ANALOGUE

Jams Ian: Breaking Silence (SROM)
Jimmy D. Lone: Long Gone (LP: $24.99) (NEW!)
Amanda McBroom: Midnight Matinee (Alum CD available)
Amanda McBroom: Dreaming (Avail. in Gold CD for '24" on Gecko &Alum. CD
Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (LP, Gold & Aluminum CD available)
Gene Animons: Nice and Cool
( .4PG('D 03hdl Conihiries Hose 2.New
Gene Ammons: The Soulful Moods I
LP'N Into One Great Gold CO?!
Miles Davis: Prestige 5LP Box Set Ltd. Ed. of only 2,5001 $199,99 (NEW!)
3013 Art Pepper: So In Love
PRODUCTIONS 3012 Art Pepper: New York Album
3014 Art Pepper: The Intimate Pepper
REVIVAL
3016 Otis Spann: Good Morning Mr. Blues
COS: $1499
3017 Sonny Boy Williamson: Portrait of A Blues Man
LP'S: $17.49
3015 Albert King: I'll Play the Blues For You (LP Only) (NEW!)
THRUM NEW GOLD CD'S - $15.99 (Limited Time Offer •• Act Fos?)
04032 Hamien Bluiett: Bluieffs Barbecue Band
03632 Jock Jeffers Big Band: New York Dances
03932 Avi Lebo with Slide Hampton: Shades of Brass
03852 Joe Stanley Sextet: King of the Honky Tank Sax
02632 Norris Turney: Big, Sweet & Blue NOW IN GOLD!
02752 Sweetman: Austin Back Alley Blues NOW IN GOLD!
56292 Clifford Jordan Quartet: Live At Ethers NOW IN GOLD!

sour masmesouriro GOLD CD'S
44
64212
57206
64403
64367
64426
64274
64425

Janis lop in: 'ar
Santana: Santana
Willie Nelson: Stardust
Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
Michael LeGrand: lLove Paris
Roger Waters: Amused To Deoth
Duke Ellington: Black, Bro w n& Beige
Stevie Ray Vaughn: Couldn't Stand We...

57207
66226
64368
64408
53814
64411
64405
52944

23.99

Journey: In alit),
CALL FOR
Carole King: Tapestry
COMPLETE
Frank Sinatra: The Voice
LIST
Dave Brubeck: Time Out
Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
Robs. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues

PREMONITION RECORDS - CD: $14.99 8 LP: $27.99
PREM-737

Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 1809 LP) STERNOPHILE R204

GOLD CD'S: $29.99

CISGCD8001
CISGCD8002
CISGCD8003
CISGCD8004

Yearif AMU!!
"

Stradivarius On Gold (Beautiful violin & piano)
Mossenet: Le Cid (Orchestral spectacular)
Gory Karr: Adagio D'Albinoni (Contra-bass & organ)
Favorite Opera Arias (It's like you're at the Met!)

CISCO

ATAnd
STEVEN
Tk Hie

Steve
Peter Frampton:
Winwood: Come
Steve Winwood
Alive (2 LPs
(NEW!)
& 2CD's)

,

REF RENCE RR-68CD
RECORDINGS RR-75CD

Cat Stevens: !ZITS° (CD includes Bock To Earth & Numbers •a3-CD set S64.9
Ten Years After: Cricklewood Green -&- Sssssh (2 LP's on 1CD) (NEW!)
The Kinks: Kinda Kinks -6- You Really Got Me (2 LP's on 1CD)
Thelonious Monk: At the Monterey Jazz Festival, Vol. 2 (NEW»

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
263
264
NA

LSC2230
S
Is Here
CD' i/1.1s: 1814 L's:] JP5004
$12.99 .
516.99' , LSP2927
RR 74CD Chadwick: Aphr de Suite Sym./Elegy
.,,,_o.,,o0.•,,•
_ 1 15P2533
RX-1000 RR 8, XLO: Stereo Test 6 Bum-In CD - $27.99
,,
CS8127
RR-76CD Dallas Wind Symphony: Holidays & Epiphanies
,le1,5 0,,
i
MS6113

f

FIDELITY SOUND Las

200g LP's éle Gold CD's - $22.99"

262/
NA / 691
678
/ 683
/ 684
/ 690
/ 688
/ 666
/ 650
/ 680
/ 681
/ 677

CS8503
MS6036
LSC2271
VICS1102
LS06007

Gold ..........
CD's: $21.9

CT

Spain: Reiner /CSO
Branford Marsalis: Dark Keys
Sonny Rollins: Now's the Time!
Chortles Mingus: Tijuana Moods
Duke Ellington: Jazz Pixy In Stereo
Brahms: Sym. /04 /Walter /CSO

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME
TITLES WERE: $.
180G
LP SALE!
SELECT
NOW:
$26.99

Tubby Hayes: Tubby the Tenor (NEW!)
Bizet: L'Arlesienne
Sonny
Rollins: Sonny
Suites
Meets
/Morel
the Hawk
/ROMO

ilisimil Numbered Ltd. I
Edition Verve, Is, & Brit Box

available for $349.99
Kenny Burrell: Weaver of Dreams (NEW!)
Beethoven: Sym. #.3 /Walter /CSO (NEW!)
Rovel•D'Indy: Piano Concerto /Schweitzer /Munch
Beethoven: Sym. #4 /Egmont Overture /LSO (NEW!)
Harry Belofonte. Returns To Carnegie Hall (2 LPs-S46.99)

DECCA
ADEC 4173
ADEC 6398
ADEC 6139
ADEC 2243
ALON 6013
ADEC 2218
ASD 8534
ASD 608
ASD 3345
ASD 5258
ASD 2410
ASO 3090

beat an

competitors advertised or camlog price!!

NA / 685 Thelonious Monk: At the Monterey Jazz Festival, Vol. 1
270 / 692 Bernard Fierrmann: The Mysterious Film World of OH.
NA / 676' Canned Heat & John Lee Hooker: Hooker 'n Heat

1 -

TBM-30
IBM-15
IBM-23
IBM. 1005

N

In order to offer our CUNionters the lowest

price & best service we will meet or

LP's: $34.99

g m

LP's: $29.99

4 or more: SCALL
4 or more. SCALL
Bernard Herrmann: Music From the Great Movie Thrillers (NEW!)
Hindemith: Sym. Metophorses /Janacek: Sinfonietta
Massenet: Scenes Alsaciennes /Scenes Pittoresques
Albeniz: Iberia /Turma: Danzas Fantasticas
Debussey: Images Pour Orchestre (NEW!)
Prokofiev: Peter & the Wolf
ADEC 6113 Mohler: Sym. # I/Solti/LSO
Paganini: Violin Concerto
I(NEW!) ASD 2448
Bizet: Carmen Ballet
De Fallo: 3 Cornered Hat
ASD 162
OM: Cormino Burono
Eiger: Coronation Ode
ASD 493
Bruckner: Sym. #9
Strauss: Four Lost Songs /Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (soprano)
Mario Callas: French Operatic Arios /Frpch Natl. Rodio Orch.
IS. Bach: Sonatas & Partitas For Solo V,
Ida Hoendel - 3 LPs: $74.99

LP's $21.99 /CD's $12.99 /Gold CD's $22.99
113155

Sara K: Hobo (NEW!)

10147
JD I54

Bodi
Livingston
Assad:Taylor:
Echoes
Bicycle
of Brazil (NEW!

Best of Brazil -a compilation (NEW)
JD141
Rebecca Pidgeon :New Y
or kGi rl
s Cl ub
10152
Christy Boron: IThought About You (NEW()
1?[( OP DS
.10145
Paquito D'Rivera: Portraits of Cuba (SROM)
JD153
John Pizzorelli Collection: One Night With You
CD10
Chesky 10th Anniversary (2 CD's for ONLY $15.99!!)
JD156
A Tribute to Paul Desmond-Desmond Blue /Finck, Basile, Me:;, ,C,,,‘I,y (NEW!)
0 012 Mighty Sam McClain: Give It Up To Love (SROM) (NEW!)
0001 The JVC XRCD Sampler: Selections from Various Artists
0004 Tiger Okoshi: Two Sides To Every Story (SROM)
0007 Spirit Traveler: Playing the Hits From Motor City
0014 Terry
0013
Bennie
Evans:
Wallace:
Puttin'
The
It Old
Down
Songs
(SROM)
(NEW!)
(NEW!)
0011
0008
0002
0010
0009

Misha: Connected To the Unexpected
Oscar Castro-Neves: Tropical Heart
Bill Holemon: A View From the Side
Tom Coster: From the Sin-et
Hiroko: Pure Heart

Ycf

CD's $29.99

4 or more: SCALL
0005 Carmen Lundy: Self Portrait
0006 Nakagawa: Posey
0003 Ernie Watts: Unity

THE ELUSIVE DISC OFFERS THESL OTHER GREAT LINES OF AUDIOPHILE REC'ORDLN'GS!
Abh.• A&M •Americon Oromophone •American Pressing LP's •ASI •Athena •APR •Audio Direciii • •%.udile •Boinbridge •Beehive •Bell /talon •
ii •Copri •Card. •CBS •Cello •Century •Chondos •Chesky

•Clarity •Concord •Crusaders •Crystal Clue, •Direct Disk Labs •Discwosher •OMP •Dorian •East V,•id •Edit ons ED •Em Arcy •Encore Perforntaiice- •t• i
v i•g Disk •Fone •Fortuna •ROW •Gecko •Gemini •Cirnell •GML
•Golden String •Harmon. Mundi •Hot Club •Hyperion •India Navigation •John Marks Records •Kiku •King Klavier •Linn •Lyrito •AA &K•MA •MCA •Meontirne •Mercury •Nobel •Nautilus •Nimbus •Hopo •North
Star •Novus •Odin •Opus 3•Propri. •Quartet •CI.« II •Ravi Shankor •RCA living Stereo •Ryko •Salisbury Lobs •Son Francisco Sound •Sheffield •Sonic Arts •Stereophile *Super Anologue •Sweet Thunder •Tacel •
Tour. •Teton •Toshiba •Trend •Umbrella •Vanguard •Villo •Vital •Water Lilly •Wilson •Windham H,lI •Ask About Other Labels

ORDER
BEST PRODUCTS!
ORDER OR INFO
BEST PRICE!
BY E-MAIL:
TOLL FREE:
ElusDisc@aol.com
BEST SERVICE!
800-782-3472
GUARANTEED!!

gf
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*A Sampling of the Latest & Hottest Hardware & Accessories For Spring 19971 • • *
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ENZ-MICRO SWITZERLAND

.>VING COIL CARTRIDGES:
BY
SCALL W/ Trade $CALL
'ERENCE
SCALL W/ Trade SCALL
2H20; MO 9, LO 4SCALL W/ Trade $CALL
:. GOLD (0.4mVi
$350 W/ Trade $225
:. SILVER (2.0mV)
5350 W/ Trade $225
"-20EII
5150
1CASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE
51,199 99
ra/Aesthelix Cartridge Demagnetizer$199.99

"Eversone who's Inie analo gis sure le
want one et the suss- batterspowered
d'e ntt
e'i n"r
..in t
ires
1.•

ransfiguration:

.rn Immutable Music
el ms,
or cam,

SPECIAL!!!

HW-191R Turntable
Audioquest PT-6 Arm': $949.99
• Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': $1,174.99
• Add Benz-Micro Glider': $1,549.99
FIW-19.111 Turntable w/ New VPI Low Mass Arm': SCALL
• Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': SCALL
• Add Benz-Micro Glider' . SCALE f Fea caper, iodide

THE GLIDER
$750
With Trade SCALL

•
2.0mV &Medium •1.0nO.,Output Available,
"
I
his is .1 killer cartrid ge. ..mime lifelike.
inure holographic. more insolv in v .. more musical.
the (Slider is way recommended." Sierro.
phile, Aux. %M. L.,! Id nR
HI

Temper Cartridge MVO

SCALL

I
Ici qualit sol a
tohermu Whigs,of ultimate transparent: ).
ihe preservation of the harmonic
•
nI sold mum al men,. and the astonishin gpurity ol WOO are what set the Temper apan mini
uUr o
sound more like Me mime tome - Frenorner. bren,phole. 404, Vb. 1. d19

IAKT1 STONE: Megatie ••
$199.99
•s, hile and cost effective boost in sound quality....Focus. transparency. clarity,
u,j,eco ace: eeuei .e aas the sense of space &pace." Jonathon Scull. Stereophile. 2/96. lief Ib
flanerlit

CARTRIDGES & TURNTABLES

10 Moving Coil/High Output
ue Point Special Cartridge
tie Point Cartridge
ad Cortridge

Black Pearl Cartridge
Oyster Cartridge
TURNTABM:
Pro-Ject 6Turntable
Pro-Ject 1.2 Turntoble

SCALL
SCALL
SCALA.
$84.99

$64.99
$39.99
SCALL
SCALL

"Me tried better tables. arms. cartrid ge.. pream m .
cables. and imitation schemes.
...nunr hai ees er gis nnie the kind, of imptitement in toed. reduction. daritt.
and elintnotion uf midlietrehle rin ging that those rerurd.cluning turbine,
huso. ...If >,,a iisItti
mords. sou nerd areeord-el.ning machine. Period.** f
'err Greenberg. Sterrophdr. May '94. eat 7OS
(CORD CARE PRODUCTS
00011 I0
4ITTY GRITTY'

.umnai
-enheng tt: nnanng u
nth

,

!aiming

nyl Woodgrain Cabinet

EM #.ANIT1.0
.ODEL 1.6 •-•• Auto At rubbing a:
elation. slide-out waste fluid fral
inyl Woodgrain Cabinet
EM #-ANITI 5
106E1. 1.591 - Auto fluid er

$199.99
05, modoh oo,oho ovoid*
...Sold OM Colonel
o, ?a, .e•s.o•

$349.99
0001LIS
rubbing. ut notation. Vinyl Woodgra ,
ITEM #.ANIT1.5F1
Msgemsm.pgag 1 - It,, si cobs si, rat IIIIMi both sides simultaneously.
illy' Woodgroin Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5FI
NM GRITTY CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
UST CORERS IDC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5)
'My' for I.5Fi, 2.5Fi, Mini-Pro 182 . 20.1111 Acrylic -all models)

•' •
$409.99

.

ecord Clean ingBrush;
ac Sweep Kit: fit Voc•Sweeps)
..cipston Kit: ¡4 Capstans)
:D Buffer & Laser Buffer Pads

$599.99
$39.99
S18.99
$36.99

Please ask about

Witter

Inta.r. wood more ,Ile OothutOe.11, hon.
.0.. owe itrobo l.t ot..el 110 Imo.
diadcb moo» ol
o•.. Jet 'of A rolorr

&

La „, 0,„

$349

99

oh belor oArlodefrostamoo

$15.99
1/2 gal.-$36.99/1 gol. .$59.99
4ca.
$13.99
Ultra Clarifier:
$114.99
"teat Tweak
el .901 lorifier.
$34.99
Battery Eliminator: $18.99

audioquest cables Et accessories
CA Interconnects: Jode, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quadz. All lengths available WV« 1.... $CALL
pecker Cables: Type 2, 4, 6, Indigo, Crystal & Midnight. All lengths available (NEVI)... SCALL
.
merald X4 Toneorm Cable: (Wan.. $I49.99 Pro Tonearm Cable: /
WSW
KAU
lltraConnect 2. (w/cleaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
$29.99
$14.99
:ecord Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
IF Stoppers: RF 8 Digital Noise Filter (set of four).
Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: $49.99
.aser Guide Optical Clarifier/Cleaner -"Improves CD sound!'
$49.99
iorbothane Little Feet [Pack of 4f_
$32.99. Sorbothone Big Feet: (Pock of 4)
$26.99

'mist Audio System Enhancer Disc

$134.99

rho ultimate burn -1n and demagnoozabon Disc ,grffleillP

- gûfflerino

:
.irUV Calde II
nrroves soured removes static

• .. •

improves tracking. records and styli last WON

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
ORDER or INFO BY E-MAIL:

in u.s.a.

Source!!

TURNTABLES:

SCALL
SCALL
SCALL

Agiu -Near TNT performance in on HW-19 sizel Requires only o 22' x16' space,

SCALL
TNT 3platter 8 bearing.
TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balonced by asolidity only available from supe'
tables. Now affordable to o larger audience. 21 lb. stainless steel motor assembly.
Scou
stet:hell'
TNT SERIES 2.5 & 13

'The ultimate in turntable technology.

SCALL

TON [ARMS:
THE JMW MEMORIAL
VPI has designed an all-out affordable tonearm reference that is
ectracadinary in its ability to eidract information from an LPs grooves. Soundstoge is wide 8deep
with air 8 separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top to bottom coher.
ency is unmatched. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106!
SCALL
GRAHAM 1.5 BASK -Aword-winning uni -pivot design. Fully upgradeoble....
SCALL
We offer all models of Graham Tonearms and Accessories!! Call for details.
WE Model 309 -Classic design. Best medium-priced arm on the market!
SCALL
We offer all models of SME Tonearms, Turntables d Accessories!! Call for details.
AUCHOOUEST PT-61 PT-7 (Emerald X4 Cable & PT-8 (Pro Cable Adiustable pivot damping, FPC internal wire, Adjustable VTA.
SCALL
NEW VPI LOW-MAS$ -VPI's newest tonearm. Budget priced! Great performance!
SCALL

SLIANItillimuntue

woo

"...have found the HA'. /6.5 ro he an outstanding
ant microscopi.If, clean & are so pristine they look near-Magazine

R.'1101711er The "Cron/stir/aces

Features: Self-contained liquid pump: App' at•
liquid and sendes record ai same time. Bedirectional cleaning: pushbutton controls: "The
most dehree record clermer on the market."

HW-16.5 -

HW-17 -$769.99

Semi-Automatic

Both fully automatic

$399.99

HW-17F -$849.99
with cooling fan

ACCESSORIES:
POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter. Gaze UPGRADEll
'MAGIC" BRICK -MAP control device. $49.99 STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE$14.99 PRECISION BULL'S EYE LEVEL -

$399.99
$17.99
55.99

_
Audio Prism

K.A.B. SpeedStrobe Digital Phonograph Speed Readout: Accuracy Win

o

$84.99

.'ottest accessory for wry

Large ISO tearing
16.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pack)
474.99
Small ISO Bstarbsg
4.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pack)
$411.99
"...and these little guys WORK! ...I'm keeping
them under all my gear." -Corey Greenberg.
Stereophile. Apr '91 Vol. IS, 44

CD STOPLIGHT
"I
he improvement was astonishing"
Otsho: Sierei,phi/e. thir 90. lid H. 03
$14.95/3 OR MORE $12.95

Z.
VISA

ElusDisc •aol.com
FOR INFO: (765) 778-2715
"ALL

made

For /la VP1

$19.99

3E0-DISCrid By Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
$24.99
'recision cartridge alignment system. achieve critical alignment wAn .003 etch m moments.
_.
1ECORD SLEEVES - INNER -40c ea S30/100 ooze -20c ea $15/100
ilusanose tu sej ,,À.bi es . 40c ea $30/100 MoFi Rice Paper -S8/10 pack Er $70/100

1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

Packa gePrices

•

(-1W-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic platter, precision machined for chiic.
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
Fully Upgradeable to HW-19 Mark III (5599) /HW-19 Mork IV ($1199)
11W-19 MARK DI -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & ormboord, block acrylic
platter and spring suspension
OW-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing 8 spindle assembly. 20 lb. acrylic platter.

513.99 REÇPRD &CCTC-LEA
NIN-ORIU1-05 $13.99 (for all LPs)
513 99 Pure CD
•1i jr
ULTRA DELUX
CLARIFIER
heals LD s. I. F> s

Our

Your Ultimate

In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

CD BLACKLIGHT

Combining mechanical
dampening, conductive
carbon traces reducing
electrostatic charges 8
luminescent face reducing jitter results in your
music sounding more
naturol, 3-D & dynamic
with significantly less
glare & edge. .$39.99
'The mat works in abig way.1 did not have to strain
to hear the improvement. Improved definition. detail, dynamics, amore analog-like soundstage. To tell
you the truth.l...begged Victor for amat on the spot."
-Sam Tellig. Stereophile, Apr'96 Vol. At Al

150+pagel$3" U.S.A. /$5" INTL.
CATALOG I FREE WITH ORDER!!
DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Moil. 1-4 Items: 55 (odll. items 504 ea.)
/3-Day Select: 1-3
$7 (add. Items $1 ea.) /
2nd Day Air. 1-3 he
rode Items $1.25 ea I
,

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING' CALL OR F XI
CANADA: lit Item $7.00 (a«. items $I ")

High End
for Real People.

Monster Cable M.2.2s

Monster Cable says, "there's anew
monster on the block: and they mean
it! The new Monster M2.2s Speaker
Cable and M2.4s Bi-Wire, created by
the renowned audio designer Demian
Martin, are speaker cables unlike
anything you've seen or heard before.
Handcrafted using the finest
materials and most sophisticated
technologies, the new Monster Cables

are astudy in refinement. And, their
sound is nothing short of magnificent.
For the audio perfectionist, they
provide the most honest and accurate
representation of the music you put
into them. Nothing added. Nothing lost.
These groundbreaking new speaker
wires from Monster Cable truly
exemplify what we mean by High End
for real people.

WOODBRIDGE

STEREO/VIDEO
Adcom •Aerial •Angstrom •Audio Research •Audioquest •Bryston •CAL •Chang •Classé
conrad johnson • Definitive •Golden Tube •Infinity •Kinergetics •Lexicon •Lyra •Marantz
Mango •Martin-Logan •Meridian •MIT •Mirage •Monster •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite
Snell Acoustics •Sumiko •Theta Digital •Velodyne •Vienna Acoustics •VPI •Wilson Audio

Woodbridge, NJ

194

908-636-7777 • West Caldwell, NJ

201-575-8264
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Robert Baird

N

ow that we're perched on the
brink of the millennium, let's
recap for amoment: The American music business is growing desperate
for ahit. On the adult side, jazz is caught
between classic reissues that don't sell
and the icy hell of smooth jazz. Classical
labels are enduring staff bloodlettings and
severe cutbacks in both their available
catalog and money for new projects. On
top of that, DSS, DVD, AOL, PCP,
S-E-X, extreme skiing, mountain bikes,
and air sneakers have all conspired (or so
the label suits say) to drain life and cash
away from the record biz.
When it comes to Gen X and below,
alterno-rock has become everything it
was born to oppose — je, star-studded
and corporate — and so is dead as far as
teen record buyers are concerned. Garth
Brooks and the rest of mainstream country are too slick and senile, and virtually
everything else that might save the music
business's collective ass —world music,
alt-country, pop/ska, swing, lounge,
metal for vampire wannabes — is too esoteric to be amegaseller like Hootie.
Where do we go from here? Why,
into computers, of course. If the
Internet can deliver porn over the wire,
can musical inspiration be far behind?
Out of ideas, the business end of the
American music industry is now praying
at the oracle of Moby, hoping beyond
hip-hop that music made up of voice
samples, computer-generated rhythms,
and synthesizer honks and whispers will attract everyone from
Madonna's unholy offspring to
those few over-30 stra 14:lers who
still listen to new music. Because
it covers such abroad range of
styles and sounds, electronica is
hard to define. The most wellknown form, Techno, is loud,
beat-heavy dance music. Utah
Saints, Chemical Brothers, and
the much-heralded Prodigy all do
techno. Another variety, ambi- ,
ent, is soft and ethereal, filled (
with
computer-generated
'
squeaks and skronks. Future
Sounds of London [featured
elsewhere in this issue] are practitioners of this spacey, almost alien
art form. As ageneral rule, in
Stereophile, June 1997

electronica, guitars are out and the keyboard is king. And everything but ambient is meant for the dance floor. But can
electronica, the catch-all title that's come
to cover jungle, techno, ambient, and the
rest, really be the fabled "next big thing,"
the new fad that compels teenagers —
who are still the fickle grist in the mill —
to dig deep and haul out their sticky
quarters and crumpled dollar-bills?

You can take the rave
out of the music, but
you can't take the
music out of the rave.
These questions were the unofficial
mist du musique clinging to this year's
South By Southwest Music and Media
Conference, held in March in Austin,
Texas. Arguably the biggest, most influential annual music event, SXSW's
constant underground theme is always
who or what is next. This year, because of
the freefall that the music business finds
itself in, that simmering inquiry took on
extra urgency.
Interestingly, there wasn't much electronica to hear in Austin this year, which
leads to the first hurdle the labels will
have to clear before we all get our
tongues pierced: The electronica scene

does not transport easily or well Most of
what's being called electronica came out
of Britain's rave culture (a situation that
gives both the British music press and
public yet another opportunity to sniff at
how backward we yanquis really arc).
Basically, you can take the rave out of the
music, but you can't take the music out
of the rave. This is not to imply that to
enjoy electronica you've got to gulp X,
put on baggy jeans, and spin around in a
circle all night — but it helps. It's more an
event you travel to than one that comes
to you. Because most of it's dance music,
it also goes better with friends, or even
crowds, than it does alone.
Next, this scene is determinedly antirock, which means no grand tours (so
far), no radio-friendly singles, and no rock
stars. It's mostly instrumental, which is
historically one of radio's biggest no-nos.
And it's inclusive rather than exclusive,
welcoming gays, minorities, and anyone
else outside the conformity-crazed norm.
Oh well, them goes the frat-boy audience.
Toughest of all, though, at least for
melody-soaked Americans, is the lack of
songs. Disco, to which electronica is
often compared, was all songs — dumb
songs, but songs nonetheless. When I
returned from Texas, Idove into several
new compilations, the format where
electronica works best. The verdict? No
songs, lots of atmosphere and dance
beats, very low listenability in some cases,
and one overall contradiction: There arc
lots of frenetic emotions but very
little humanity. Recent electronicainfluenced releases by David
Bowie and U2 (as well as an upcoming Smashing Pumpkins disc)
may help make it more palatable,
but this music is essentially long
dance jams more dependent on
rhythm and mood than on any sort
of song structure.
Can electronica happen
here? I remember when
, R.E.M. was aweird, uncommercial band from the wilds
of Georgia, and hip-hop was
an unmarketable phenomenon from the New York streets. If
marketing is the music business,
then electronica is providing a
very difficult test.
S
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erman maestro Wilhelm Furtwangler finally returned to
New York this season in spirit if
not in body after an unanticipated absence of seven decades. The arrival on
Broadway of the play Taking Sides, dramatizing the conductor's interrogation
by an Allied tribunal after World War II,
could be viewed as the final chapter in
the long process of his "de-Nazification."
During alife that was marked from the
outset with enormous promise, Fuitwangler endured intense artistic and
political controversy. Remarkably, four
decades after his death there is more
interest in him and his recordings than
ever before, with several small labels
devoting most of their energies to reissuStereophile, June 1997

ing tapes of his live concerts. And, as
the enormous success of Taking Sides
attests, the truth about his heroic efforts
to aid the victims of Nazi brutality has
finally been recognized by the musicloving public.
When the tall, athletic conductor of
the Berlin Philharmonic made his
American premiere in 1924, it was clear
to all present that amusical phenomenon
had arrived —a Kapellmeister to rival
New York's adopted Toscanini and
Philadelphia's Stokowski. The honeymoon was short-lived, however. Within
afew years the maestro's limited social
skills and indifference to political niceties
had alienated society patrons and enraged the most important music critics,

and he left the US in 1927 with no
immediate return in sight. At that time,
no one would have guessed that the
estrangement would be permanent. But
no one could have foreseen the madness
that would envelop this century, and the
symbolic role an unwilling and unprepared Furtwângler would play in it.
As music director of the Berlin Philharmonic for over three decades, from
1922 until his death in 1954, Furtwângler's life and art were to be the last
fading glimpses of the world of Romanticism. Born in 1886, he regarded
Beethoven and Brahms as spiritual intimates (his grandfather was afriend of
Brahms's), and German culture was his
birthright. With Hitler's rise to power in
199
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1933, the conductor was forced to decide
whether he should remain in Germany
to defend his music and his orchestra
against the Nazi agenda, or renounce his
native land (as the Italian Toscanini was
to do) and become asymbol of political
resistance.
Furtwângler chose to stay. This decision caused him much personal grief,
and still serves as alightning rod for
many listeners who can't reconcile the
humanity of his music-making with his
decision to work with the most inhumane of regimes. Whatever his reasons, he was undoubtedly naïve, believing, for example, that his efforts to
defend Jewish musicians could help stave
off the inevitable catastrophe. His decision to remain, however, may have been
based on his deep devotion to his orchestra as well as his conviction that German
art must be kept alive especially in the
country's darkest hour. Had he left
Germany, the Vienna Philharmonic—
which Hitler had ordered disbanded and
of which Furtwângler was also principal

tried to engage the conductor as music
director, but protests and threats of boycotts prevented him from entering
America again during his lifetime.
The pressure cooker into which
Furtwângler was thrust had adefinite
effect on his artistry. He was already a
penetrating and dramatic interpreter,
but his performances during the war
achieved an unprecedented intensity —
the reflection of asoul and acountry in
crisis. After the war, his art broadened
and became more reflective, with results
that were often equally profound.

"Reported on" vs "Re-created"
The "Golden Age" of conductors during
the first half of this century was marked
by astyle of interpretation very different
from what we encounter today. Artists
often treated scores with afamiliarity that
modern musicians would find unseemly.
Toscanirii's approach was considered by
many an antidote to the personalized
interpretations of the era: He felt that
scores were to be adhered to "literally,"
with the predominant personality being
that of the composer rather than the
His performances during
interpreter.
Furtwânglet however, believed that
the war achieved an
the literal reading of ascore made it seem
"reported on" rather than "re-created."
unprecedented intensity — While he rigorously analyzed the texts
left to him by the great composers, once
the reflection of asoul
on stage he was seized by a musical
vision that transcended the rigid rhythms
and acountry in crisis.
and static tempos used to notate the
loftiest ideas. The printed page
conductor — would have ceased to exist. was, for Furtwângler, acomThere's also evidence that members of promise forced on comthe Berlin Philharmonic would have posers, and he was more
eventually wound up in uniform on the interested in the "spirit"
Eastern front. The maestro fought tire- of the work.
The contrasts were
lessly to assist all those who came to him,
and, as Dan Gillis documents in his 1970 striking: While Toscanini
biography, Furtivangler in America, he ulti- often adhered to one strict
mately saved the lives of dozens of tempo throughout agiven
movement, Furtwângler
Jewish refugees.
Most of this was revealed at the post- would vary the tempo
war tribunal, but many were unim- according to each new
pressed with the facts. Bruno Walter mood of apiece, leading his
wrote: "You carried your tide and posi- listeners through the whole
tion during [the Nazi regime] ... of what gamut of human emotions.
significance is your assistance in the iso- While he was not alone in
lated cases of afew Jews?" Envy also this "subjective" approach
played apart in the vehemence of his (indeed, Stokowski's
detractors. As Sam Shirakawa points out conducting was
in his 1992 biography of Furtwângler,
The Devil's Music Master, many of those
who were most unforgiving — such as
Thomas Mann and Otto Klemperer —
did not leave Germany voluntarily in
protest, but were forced out. Several
years after the war, both the Chicago
Symphony and the Metropolitan Opera
Stereophile, June 1997

more colorful, and Mengelberg's often
had more personality), Furtwângler's
insight into the "serious" Germanic
repertoire was unsurpassed. While the
man suffered harsh judgments during his
lifetime, many have since come to consider him, as Kirsten Flagstad succinctly
put it, the "greatest conductor of all
time."
His often frenzied inspiration was captured on tape in live performances both
during and after World War II. Furtwângler's studio recordings, on the other
hand, often failed to take flight, inhibited
by the sterile atmosphere of the studio as
well as by the interruptions of recording
engineers. The wide array of recordings
to choose from, often primitive in sound
and variable in performance quality, has
made it difficult to get an adequate introduction to Furtwângler's art.
There has never been abetter time,
however, to become acquainted. Labels
such as Music & Arts are attempting to
make virtually every Furtwângler concert tape in existence available to the
public, and anew French label, TAHRA,
is unearthing original master tapes that
present certain Furtwângler performances in stunningly vivid sound—the
perfect starting point for those frightened
off by low-fidelity "historical" recordings.
With an ear toward those recordings
with the most realistic sound, what follows are recommendations for the finest
of Furtwângler's recorded legacy.

The Last Romantic:
The young maestro at
his pensive best.
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Before the storm: Furtwângler rehearses the Berlin Philharmonic in 1938.

CDMC 65356) with the Vienna PhilBach and Mozart
harmonic and State Opera Chorus can
Furtwângler's "Romantic" approach was
also be highly recommended. In genermost controversial in Baroque and early
al, while Furtwângler's Mozart is fasciClassical music. He used full, modern
orchestras playing with an abundance of nating and moving, it is just one
approach, and not necessarily the final
expression that is often derided today as
"sentimental." His 1954 performance of word about the music —unlike his often
Bach's Saint Matthew Passion (EMI 5 definitive Beethoven.
65509 2), however, stands with MenBeethoven
gelberg's as acompelling argument for
Finding an attractive EMI boxed set
understanding Bach in the interpreter's
of Furtwângler conducting Beethoven
world rather than trying to re-create
might seem anatural way for acollector
Bach's world. The tempos are measured
to get started, but it would be amistake.
and the tone solemn, but the full power
Furtwângler gave himself to the inspiraof the Passion text is brought to life.
tion of the moment, and the incessant
Furtwângler's full-blooded approach
interruptions of studio recording could
to Mozart may also take some getting
render the performance stillborn. While
used to, but he left sensational accounts
some of the EMI Beethoven recordings
of Symphonies 39 and 40 (DG 427 776are successful, the cumulative effect is of
2and 427 773-2), and his Salzburg perrelentless dragging. It is much better to
formances of the popular Mozart operas
start with individual releases of the live
are enchanting, if atad too serious. The
performance tapes.
element of wit is, in fact, the one virtue
There are fine Furtwângler perfornoticeably lacking in Furtwângler's conmances of the Symphonies 1 (1952,
ducting; his Mozart rarely has the gentle
Music & Arts, CD-711) and 2 (1948,
irony that enlivens Beecham's interpretations. Still, his 1954 Don Giovanni EMI 763 6062), but with the revolutionary Symphony 3 his approach is
(EMI 763860 2) is amagnificent drama,
visionary. No account on record comaided by good sound and agreat Don
pares, however, with Furtwângler's warGiovanni (Cesare Siepi) and Donna
time "Eroica" (1944, Preiser 90251), perElvira (Elisabeth Schwarzkopf). His
formed with the Vienna Philharmonic.
1951 reading of the The Magic Flute (EMI
Stereophile, June 1997

The limited sonics cannot veil aperformance of incomparable heroism in the
outer movements and profound tragedy
in the Marcia funebre. The best version of
Symphony 4(1953, Nuova Era 013.6310)
is also with Vienna. With Symphony 5
we have an embarrassment of riches — a
total of 11 performances to choose from.
The wartime Fifth (1943, DG 427 7752) is amasterpiece, but even it does not
match the intensity of the much-better-sounding performance from the first
concert of the Berlin Philharmonic after
the war (1947), in which Furtwângler
seems to release all the frustration of the
war years in one utterance —a powerful
and unique document. The second half
of this concert also contained what is in
some respects his most moving "Pastoral" Symphony, and it is paired with
the Fifth on Music & Arts CD-789.
This same program was repeated near
the end of Furtwângler's life (1954), and
while the performances are more restrained, they are among his greatest.
This later concert has been released by
TAHRA (Fuit 1008-1011), along with
the best post-war "Eroica" (1952), using
the original broadcast tapes. Aside from
some graininess and atouch of distortion, it is hard to believe that these are
"historical" recordings. Those familiar
with previous releases of these performances will be shocked by the vivid
instrumental detail and wide dynamics.
The TAHRA set should he one of the
first choices of collectors.

Labels such as
Music & Arts are
attempting to make
virtually every
Furtwängler concert
tape in existence
available to the public.
The EMI recording of Symphony 7
(1950, CDH 769803 2) has much better
sound than the fiery wartime performance (1943, DG 427 775-2), and
Symphony 8 is also available in good
sound (1953, DG 415 6662/427 4012).
As fine as these readings are, however, it
is with Symphony 9 that Furtwângler
again scales the summits. The classic performance from the reopening of the
Bayreuth Festival after the war (1951,
EMI CDH 7 69081 2) has stiff competition in the recent release of alive
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1954 performance in Lucerne with the
Philhannonia Orchestra (TAH RA Fun
1003). The latter performance is more
polished and exciting, while there is a
smoldering intensity and great profundity in 1951. The Bayreuth performance is in decent sound, but the new
release by TAHRA of the Lucerne concert tips the scales in its favor. The glory
of Beethoven's chorus of brotherhood
can be heard with deep bass and beautiful texture, all molded by Furtwângler
into an otherworldly experience.
Other Beethoven highlights include
the Corolian Overture (1943, DG 427
780-2 and 427 773-2), Furtwânglees last
live performance of Fidelio (1953, Fonit
Cetra CDC 12), and the "Emperor"
Concerto with Edwin Fischer as soloist
(1951, EMI 761005 2). Perhaps the most
fascinating of Furtwânglees concerto collaborations is also with Edwin Fischer, in
Brahms's Piano Concerto 2 (1942, DG
427 778-2 and 427 773-2). This familiar
work takes on entirely new dimensions
with these like-minded artists, each in
his prime.
The Brahms First Symphony is another pinnacle of the maestro's output. Although the most famous performance in
Berlin (1952) has languished out of print,
an even more intense performance with
the North German Radio Orchestra
from Hamburg has been issued by
TAHRA (1951, Fun 1001), and the sonics are a revelation. Chords of granite
underpinned by deep, solid bass make
the opening of this performance irresistible, and the ardent Romanticism
Furtwângler brings to the work forces
the listener to reconsider viewing
Brahms as alate "Classicist." This release
is amust for any collection -unless one
is interested in the complete Brahms
cycle, in which case the new Music &
Arts release of all four symphonies on
three discs (CD-941) will be abargain. It
includes asimilarly fine remastering of
the same Hamburg First as well as the
most riveting Furtwângler performances
of Symphonies 2(1945), 3(1954), and 4
(1943), and the Haydn Variations (1951).
The Brahms cycle on EMI (ZDHC
65513) has less successful performances
of Symphonies 1and 4, but 2(1952) and
3 (1949) are lovely alternatives to the
swashbuckling Music & Arts choices,
emphasizing the "autumnal" quality we
usually associate with Brahms.
Wilhelm and Richard
It was Wagner who first articulated the
need for tempo modulation in conducting, and while Furtwânglees dramatic ebb and flow continue to be conStereopfule, June 1997

troversial in the symphonies of Beethoven and Brahms, it is undeniably natural in the operas of Wagner. In Tristan
und Isolde (EMI CDS 7 47322 8) the
tempos unfold effortlessly from the
reverie of the Prelude to the ecstatic
Liebestod (sung by Kirsten Flagstad),
engulfing the listener in asense of rapture. This 1952 Tristan is arevelation,
and in many respects the conductor's
most successful studio recording. As
John Ardoin argues in his 1994 study of
the maestro's recordings, The Fuuwangler
Record, the studio atmosphere probably
even enhanced the recording, allowing
Furtwângler to focus on the ethereal
and symbolic in the score, rather than
the human drama on stage.

The Symphonies of
Bruckner are perhaps
the perfect mate
to Furtwângler's
conducting style.
Unfortunately, Furtwângler did not
live to complete his Der Ring des
Nibelungen cycle in the studio, leaving us
only Die Walküre (1954, EMI CHS 7
63045 2), warmly recorded by EMI and
beautifully played by the Vienna Philharmonic. For the complete cycle we
must turn to two less than optimal
choices: alive 1950 Ring from La Scala
(Music & Arts CD-914) featuring Flagstad as Brünnhilde, and a 1953 concert
version from Rome (EMI CZS 767123
2), conceived as atest run for the proposed studio cycle. While both sets have
their strengths and weaknesses, the sound
on the La Scala set is markedly inferior to
the more carefully taped Rome performances (available at mid-price). At some
point the options will dramatically
increase with the release of two complete
cycles from Covent Garden, the second
of which (from 1938) features the pairing
of Flagstad with Lauritz Melchior. Even
then, and despite the many glories of the
Italian Rings, we will be left without the
promise of the EMI Walküre: a Funwangler Ring traversal with one of
Europe's greatest orchestras.
The master Brucknerian
The Symphonies of Bruckner are perhaps the perfect mate to Furtwânglees
conducting style. (They were truly kindred spirits -Furtwângler's own essays
in composition, including three sym-

phonies, have the same expansiveness
and sense of the ineffable as Brucknees.)
Unfortunately, the available performances are few, and the sonics are usually too weak to convey the true majesty of
the playing. The listener is almost always
faced with compromises.
Of two performances of the Fourth
Symphony with the Vienna, recorded a
week apart, the first (October 22, 1951) is
available in good sound (DG 415 664-2
and 427 402-2), but the more exciting
performance (October 29, Priceless D
14228) is thin and flat-sounding. Likewise, Symphony 5 with Berlin during
the war (1942, DG 427 774-2 and 427
773-2) is more compelling than the
much-better-sounding Viennese performance (1952, Hunt CDWFE 360).
Furtwânglees tremendous reading of
Symphony 6 (1943, Music & Arts) is
missing the first movement. Music &
Arts has released great performances of
Symphonies 7 (1951, CD-598) and 8
(1949, CD-624), but there are bettersounding taped performances of each (a
Seventh from 1949 is soon to be released
on EMI), and an Eighth from March 14,
1949 that has yet to see the light of day.
No such hard choices are required,
however, with Furtwângler's sole taping
of Symphony 9, a wrenching performance from 1944 (Music & Arts CD730). The sound is far from ideal, but
the level of commitment from conductor and orchestra is likely never to
be equaled.
There are, of course, many other
riches in the Furtwângler discography.
Some classic interpretations, such as the
Schubert Ninth Symphony (1953,
TAHRA Fun 1008-1011), are available in
several incarnations in good mono sound,
the best-sounding of which is available in
the same TAHRA set that includes the
Beethoven Symphonies 3, 5, and 6
(TAHRA Fun 1008-1011). Other recordings, however, like the Tchaikovsky
"Pathétique" (1938, Biddulph WHL 006007), are truly "historical," challenging the
listener to imagine the lush orchestral setting rather than really hear it.
Fortunately for both the serious collector and the merely curious, there are
now many editions that will provide
both the emotional involvement of
Furtwângler's conducting and the sensual enjoyment of orchestral sonorities.
In particular, the impressive-sounding
TAHRA releases of his Brahms First
and Beethoven Ninth symphonies will
be an excellent introduction to this
noble but controversial musical soul.
The new listener may soon find himself
"taking sides."
S
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Wes Phillips
CLASSIC RECORDS
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3
Bruno Walter, Columbia Symphony Orchestra
Columbia/Classic MS 6036 (LP). AAA. TT: 49:51
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 4, Leonore Overture 3
Pierre Monte«, London Symphony Orchestra
Victrola/Classic VICS-1102 (LP). AAA. TT: 47:13
KENNY BURRELL: Weaver of Dreams
Kenny Burrell, guitar; Tommy Flanagan. piano;
Joe Benjamin, Wendell Marshall, bass; NH English.
Bobby Donaldson, drums
Columbia/Classic CS 8503 (LP). John Hammond,
prod. AAA. TT: 34:40
DUKE ELLINGTON: Ellington Jazz Party in
Stereo
Dizzy Gillespie, 10v Nance, Clark Terry, Cat
Anderson, Shorty Baker, Andres Ford, trumpeci; Sam
Woodyard. drums; Johnny Hodges, Paul Gonzalves,
Ham. Carney, Jimmy Hamilton. Russell Procope,
saxe;; ji111111\, Rushing. vocals; Britt Woodman,
Quentin Jackson. John Sanders, trombones; Morris
Goldberg, George Lober. Elden C. Bailey, Chauncey
Morehouse, Ham,Breuer. Robert M. kosengarden,
Walter E. Rosiliberger. Bradley Spinney, Milton
Schliesinger, percussion; Duke Ellington, Jimmy
Jones. piano:Pinny Woods. bass
Columbia/Classic CS 8127 (LP). AAA. TT: 44:39
BRANFORD MARSALIS TRIO: The Dark Keys
Branford Marsalis, tenor & soprano sax; Reginald Veal,
bass; Jeff -Tain" Watts, drums; with Joe Lovano,
tenor sax; Kenny Garrett, alto sax
Col
bia/Classie C2 67876 (2 LPs). Delfeavo
Marsalis, prod.; Patrick Smith, Rob Hunter, Denim
engs. DAM TT: 61:45
SONNY ROLLINS/COLEMAN HAWKINS:
Sonny Meets Hawk
Sonny Rollins, (:oleman Hawkins, tenor sax; Paul Bley,
piano; Henry Grimes, Bob Cranshaw, bass; Paul
McCurdy, &imp.
RCA/Classic LSP-2712 (LP). George Avakian, prod.;
Mickey Crofford, Paul Goodman, engs. AAA. TT:
40:31
FRITZ REINER: Spain
Granados: Com.smis (Intermezzo). Falla: La Vida Breve
(Intermezzo and Dance), Dances from The Three
C, ,rncred
Albéniz: Iberia ("Navarra." "Féte-Dieu
àSeville," "Tram")
Fritz Reiner. Chicago Symphony Orchestra
RCA/Classic LSC-2230 (LP). 'Richard Mohr, prod.;
Lewis Layton, eng. AAA. TT: 43eo

fter retiring from the New York
Philharmonic, Bruno Walter rerecorded much of his most
famous repertory in stereo for Columbia Records, leading an ad hoc collection
of Los Angeles and New York musicians
known as The Columbia Symphony.
Taken as awhole, it's an impressive series
of recordings that encompasses the
Beethoven and Brahms symphonies,
some sympathetic and idiomatic Mozart,
and definitive recordings of many of the
Mahler and Bruckner symphonies as
well as other assorted pleasures. This
Beethoven Third LP, recorded in 1958,
showcases both the strengths and weaknesses of the series.
The perfonnance is strong enough to
stand next to any — in particular, I'd
Stereophile. June 1997

match this Marna Junebre against all comers. The soundstaging is superb, with lateral spread that covers several counties at
least, and stage depth that will astound
listeners who think early Columbias are
sonically undistinguished. Unfortunately,
the disc is heir to Columbia's sonic bugaboo of that era — the strings have asteely
character quite unlike the lush richness
of RCA and London/Decca recordings
of the same period. Classic has tamed
this somewhat, this reissue sounds nothing like the shrill pressings Igrew up
with. However, in the '80s CBS/Sony in
Japan released this as part of aseries of
digitally remastered LPs that, ironically,
sound lusher and richer than this pressing. On the other hand, this one has a
superior sense of air and HF extension,
so Isuspect that the '80s reissues employed some sort of filtering. The new
one also has adeeper soundstage.
What to do? Buy the Classic. While
it has more of that classic Columbia
steel in the strings, it probably reflects
the sound of the tape more truly than
any of the Columbia, CBS, or Sony
reissues. And this really is a superb
"Eroica" —one Ireturn to time and again.
Montewes conducting style reminds
me of Nelson's remarks on strategy:
"Forget tactics, go straight at 'em." These
readings of Beethoven's Symphony 4
and Leonore 3are admirably direct, forceful, and full of forward momentum. The
Fourth, in particular, is areal rip-snorter,
and the LSO responds with a vigor
echoed in this recording's brawny
sound. The richness of the cellos and
double-basses is given real body by the
wonderful hall sound RCA etched into
these grooves. This Victrola release
doesn't have the seductively sweet top
end of the best shaded dogs, but what
does? It's still a remarkably realisticsounding recording of a world-class
orchestra inspired by amaster. You may
never hear abetter Fourth.
Weaver of Dreams features Kenny
Burrell's vocal interpretations of classics
and originals — with, of course many
fine guitar moments as well. While
Burrell has afine voice and sings tastefully, it seems strange to reissue this
album when his acknowledged masterpieces, On View at the Five Spot Cafe,
Guitar Forms, and Ellington is Forever, VoL

Iremain unavailable on LP. Nevertheless, this disc has abalanced sound
that is clear and well-articulated, and
Burrell certainly plays several fine solos,
including that on his own "The Blues is
Awful Mean."
Jonathan Scull has long used the
Columbia Special Products reissue of
EllitigtonJazz Party in Stereo as ademo disc,
and no wonder — it's adeliciously exuberant blowing session recorded in wonderfully dynamic sound. Classic's reissue
is far superior to the CSP pressing Ihave,
featuring amore extended and rich bottom end and avividly real bite in the
brass instruments — especially Dizzy
Gillespie's wonderful chorus on "Little
Girl Blues." There are superb contributions from ahost of Ellington regulars,
ranging from Johnny Hodges's achingly
lovely improvisation on "All of Me" to
Russell Procope's show-stopping solo on
"Red Carpet" to Paul Gonzalves's signature barbecue strut on "Ready, Go!" This
is the best Ellington currently available
on LP, and amust-have for any jazz fan.
As fine as Classic's reissues can be, the
exciting news is that the label can manage to get the LP rights to great contemporary records as well. Branford Marsalis's four-sided The Dark Keys brims
with angular improvisation of the first
order, and is recorded with unusual
verisimilitude. For example, in recent
years engineers have tended to isolate the
drums within "padded cells," with the
result that the drummer doesn't seem to
inhabit the same space as the rest of the
band. I'm sure that Patrick Smith had to
use some isolation on Jeff Watts, but it's
mighty transparent. Watts's traps sound
crisp and clear, but when he hits arim
shot or really slams into the bass drum
for emphasis, you can hear it across and
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well into the soundstage.
The recording places Watts in the left
channel, Marsalis in the right, and
bassist Veal in the middle, well behind
the other two. Veal is served well here,
his bass sounding woody and deep and
rich — the liner notes emphasize that
he was recorded in the room rather
than "direct in." It sounds it.
Marsalis has a hard attack and a
direct, rather aggressive tone that is perfectly captured on this disc. (JA, RB,
and Iwere in the front row when he
recently performed in aSanta Fe club.)
The recorded perspective is up-close
but realistically so, and everything is informed by a sense of the large, undamped room the performance took
place in. All in all, areal mitzvah to contemporary jazz fans — snap this one up.
Some people claim that Coleman
Hawkins "invented" the modern sax solo
in 1925, but Isuspect that's sophistry.
What can't be argued is that Hawkins
was the instrument's first superstar —an
impeccable improvisor capable of constructing some of the strongest and most
beautiful solos ever recorded. In that
sense, Sonny Rollins is his true heir. On
Sonny Meets Hawk, the two make beautiful music together.
A surprising number of these intergenerational "reunions" sound forced or
lame. Not this one. Hawkins is right in
there with Rollins, chorus after chorus. In
fact, with his effortless sense of the beat,
Hawkins sounds much more relaxed and
in control than the younger tenor.
The sound is top-notch, with rich,
deep bass, and there's an edge to the
attack of the twin saxes. The drums are set
far back, center-stage, while Paul Bley's
piano is more forward and darkly percussive. I've only been able to find this one in
mono; much to my surprise, the Classic
reissue has wonderfully realized stereo
soundstaging —and having Hawkins on
the left and Rollins on the right goes a
long way toward identifying some of the
more angular riffing. Snap this 'un up, too.
By any definition, Spain constitutes
a classic performance and recording.
Stereophi/e, June 1997

Vivid stereo sound with asoundstage
that stretches on forever, and that bass
drum — Whoowee! This release may be
the pinnacle of Classic's Living Stereo
reissue series; if you're only going to
buy one, make it Spain.
Ihaven't directly compared it to the
original — look as I might, I never
found one Icould afford. However, the
Classic reissue has the liquid top end
that Irecognize from the ReinerICSO
shaded dogs Ido have (although perhaps ashghtly crisper version of it). And
this is apleasing program —more substantial than ear-candy but very easy to
take. The reissue replicates the original's
booklet insert — awelcome touch.

DORIAN
THE BALTIMORE CONSORT: Tunes from the
Attic
Custer LaRue, soprano; Mary Anne Ballard, treble viol;
Mark Cudek, cittern, tenor viol, bass viol; Larry
Lipkis, bass viol, soprano recorder, Rotin McFarlane,
lute; Chris Norman, wooden flutes, bagpipe
DOR-90235 (Cl)). Douglas Brown, prod., eng.; Craig
D. Dory, David H. Walters, cults. DDD. TT: 60:00
ENSEMBLE GALILEI: The Mystic and the Muse:
Celebrating 600 Years of Women in Music
Marcia Dicta, recorders; Nancy Karpeles, percussion;
Suc Richards, celtic harp: Erin Shrader, guitar, fiddle;
Carolyn Anderson Surrick, viols; Sarah Weiner, oboe
Dorian 'NPR Classics DOR-90247 (Cl)). Charlie
Pilzer, prod., mg.; Mark Greenhouse, Brian C.
Peters, ere. DIM. TT: 58:14

he conceit behind Tunes from the
Attic is that "every family has an
attic —a place to rediscover items
no longer in use but treasured nonetheless." Celebrating their 15th anniversary,
the Baltimore Consort decided to
explore their attic and rediscover beloved arrangements that they had never
committed to disc. The result is delightful if somewhat scattershot.
At this point in their career we have
come to expect ahigh level of performance from the Baltimore, but each
time out I'm stunned anew by the musical passion they bring to the table — they
came to play. Everybody gets achance to
shine on this collection, but Custer
LaRue stands out time and again, and
Chris Norman's mastery of the bagpipe
comes as a revelation — he and McFarlane rock the house on "The Old
Maid of the Mill Dust," where they team
with bass violist Larry Lipids to create
the genetic prototype for the power trio.
As to sound quality, there are beautifully reverberant halls — and then
there's the Troy Savings Bank as recorded by Craig Dory. The sound is bright,
articulate, and detailed, but enveloped
in the warm decay and reinforcement
that Dorian's recordings have made so
familiar. In this case, familiarity does not

breed contempt, as Dory seems to further refine his basic formula each time
out: Tunes from the Attic sounds similar
to, but even better than, his previous
visits to the TSB. Fifteen years together
is cause for celebration. So is this CD.
Ensemble Galilei's first Dorian release, the impressive Following the Moon
(DOR-90139), was avery special recording combining musical passion and
instrumental virtuosity with arare high
degree of sonic realism. This disc is programmatically more ambitious, representing over five centuries' worth of
compositions by or about women, and
reveals once again this extraordinary
ensemble's commitment and instrumental prowess. It's lovely—sequenced intelligently and not hobbled by achronological progression: Abbess Hildegard's
12th-century "0 Ecclesia" coexists quite
comfortably with Sue Richards's twoyear-old "The Celt" It's all lovely stuff,
by turns dolorous and cheerful, but
always drunk with its own beauty.
The sound is clear and clean, but
divorced from that sense of music happening in areal space that has always
served as Dorian's hallmark. My first
thought was that the harp was not realistically balanced with the recorder —it
seemed as though it had its own microphone. Sure enough, upon perusing the
insert, Iread about the musicians being
"separated from one another by 4'-high,
2'-thick blocks of foam rubber to keep
the sound of one instrument from
'bleeding' into the microphone of another." Of course, this is the way that most
companies record everything, but Dorian
has always been committed to "minimal
microphony" (to use the company's own
phrase), so it came as ashock.
Am Imaking too much of this? Even
/suspect so. The Mystic and the Muse might
well be the crown jewel of any other
company's best-sound roster —it's tonally true, warm, and inviting. But Dorian
has too successfully championed the next
step — to set the music in the space in
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which it was created — for us to not
notice when it eschews its own standards. This is amarvelous disc in so many
ways, and Ido recommend it highly: It
has great music, great performances, and
good sound. It's just that Dorian doesn't
usually settle for "good" sound — and
that makes it liard for me to do so.

ECM/WATT
CARLA BLEY BIG BAND: Goes to Church
Lew Solol
Guy Barker, Claude Deppa, Steve
Watennan. trumpets; Gary Valente, Pete Beauchill,
Chris 1)ean, trombones; Richard Henry, bass trombone; Roger Jannotta, alto & soprano sax, flute;
Wolfgang Puschnig, alto sax; Andy Sheppard, Jerry
Underwood, tenor sax; Julian Arguelles, baritone
sax; Karen Mander, organ, harmonica; Carla Bley,
piano; Steve Swallow, bass; Demis Mackrel, drums
WATT/27 (78118-23127-2, CD). Carla Ney, Steve
Swallow, prods.; Mire,, Bezzi, <mg. [)Al). TT: 67:19

tie's to Church, recorded live in
Perugia, Italy, is contemporary
big-band jazz at its finest. The
arrangements arc witty and filled with
color, and the band responds with
ensemble playing and soloing of the
highest orders. Trombonist Gary Valente
has anumber of blistering solos, and the
propulsive, open, big-beat drumming of
Dennis Mackrel really kicks the band
along. The sound is brassy and aggressive,
but shatteringly beautiful in the massed
choruses —which are filled with harmonies as tight as any you'll ever heat
The joy of aCarla Bley Big Band performance is listening to the whole band
teeter on the brink of chaos, only to suddenly pull together and grace us with
some of the tightest ensemble splendor
this side of the swing era. This one's got
that, and much, much more.

HARMONIA MUNDI
DOWLAND: Complete Lute Works, Vol.3
Paul O'Dette, lute
HMU 907162 (CD). Robina C. Young. prod.; Brad
Michel, eng. 1)1)1)? TT: 65:11
MACHAUT: Messe de Notre Dame
Marcel Peres, Ensemble Org,antun: François-Philippe
Barbolozi. Malcolm Bathwell. Je ' •Casalonga,
Jean-Pierre Lanfranchi, Jean-Etienne Langanni.
Frédéric Richard. Antoine Sin*
HMC 901590 (CD). Jean-Martial Golaz, prod, eng.
D1M? TT: 56:36

fyou haven't heard any of Paul
ODette's complete Dowland series
yet, you're in for atreat. O'Dette is
the preeminent American lutenist performing today, and with each new disc he
proves that he's still getting better and
better. This disc is dedicated to Diana
Poulton, the great Dowland scholar who
died in 1995, and perhaps that adds an
extra touch of dolor to these perforStereophile, June 1997

mances —not that Dowland ever lacked
for dolor. (As he himself admitted — this
disc includes "Semper Dowland semper
dolens," which translates as "Always
Dowland, always doleful.")
It's lovely music, deceptively simple
and filled with an entrancing tunefulness despite its melancholy tinge.
O'Dette strikes exactly the right balance:
many lutenists mire themselves in technique or stress only the darker aspects of
these pieces, forgetting that they're also
filled with color and never stray too far
from the dance.
The discs are sonic marvels as well.
The lute is recorded fairly close, as it
must be, but in alarge, beautifully reverberant room. This gives what Iwould
consider the optimal balance between
the intensity of the string attack, its rapid
but mellow gut bloom, and the lovely
decay of the tone in the room itself.
Even if you're not big on Dowland, you
should hear this simply because everyone involved gets it so right.

Guillaume de Machaut, poet and composer, dominated 14th-century France's
Ars Nova movement. In fact, his output
was greater than that of any other composer of that century that we know of.
The Messe de Notre Dame, 600 years old,
still sounds fresh enough to startle. The
Kyrie, Sarraus, Agnus Dei, and Ite Missa est
are all sung in what is called the cantusfirMUS technique, in which the tenor (from
tenere, "to hold") holds the note for along
count — that's the cantus fimius — while
the other voices (contratenor, motards, and
triplum) wind about and above it.
Traditionally, the three voices above the
tenor actively improvised ornamentation, and that's the way Ensemble Organum performs it. This gives alively,
frequently dissonant quality to the work,
as does Pérès's decision to employ
alternation in the four cantus firmus sections —each employs differently sized
choirs to "answer" the tenor, motetus,
and contratenon Strictly speaking, the
ensemble does take afew liberties with

structure in order to bring greater clarity
to the picture, but it is said that "Great art
paraphrases but never copies."
The voices, set in alargish but apparently not cathedral-sized chamber, ring
clear. But what's truly special is the way
they lap against one another, pass through
one another, swell and die — they have
no weight, yet we say they "fill" the
room. They do, and that's amystery and
amarvel —as this disc makes clean
Packaged within the Messe's slipcase
is abonus disc, Portrait, acelebration of
Ensemble Organum's 15 years and 21
records. As welcome as this bonus is, it's
dangerous — I now intend to buy
another 13 discs from their back catalog.

JVC XRCD/
AUDIOQUEST
TERRY EVANS: Puffin' IIDown
AudioQuest/JVCXR-0014-2 (CI)). AA1). Ti': 53:15
MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN: Glue It Up to Love
AudioQuea/JVCXR-0012-2 (CD). AA1). TT: 54:29
HENNIE WALLACE: The Old Songs
Hennie Wallace, tenor sax; Bill Huntington. bass; Alvin
Queen, dnuns; Lou Levy, piano
AudioQuest/JVCX12-0013-2 (CI)). AAD. TT: 53:45
All thny:Joe Harley, Akira Taguchi, prods.; Michael C.
Ross. eng.; Alan Yoshida, remastering eng.

VC's XRCD treatment is aprocess
by which existing digital masters
can be made into superior-sounding CDs. Remarkably, JVC doesn't
employ any kind of magic box; the
secret is that you have to make CDs
very, very carefully — virtually by hand.
Does it work?
Does it ever! These three discs were
all first released on the AudioQuest
Music label, and were all widely acknowledged to feature great sound to
begin with — Cive It Up to Love and
Puttin' It Dom,: were both Stereophile
"Recordings of the Month."
The XRCD releases aren'tjust alittle
"bit" better, they're vastly superior to
the AudioQuest releases. IfJVC can do
that to discs that sounded pretty darn
good to begin with, then imagine what
they could do with ones that need
improving. (Such as Evik On Main
Street, the collector geek in me salivates.)
Bass has greater heft and slam on
these reissues. The high frequencies
sound even more liquid and rounded.
There's agreater sense of truc silence —
not merely the lack of noise, but the
sound of aspace that is quiet. (What do
Imean by that? Much of the time, especially on CDs, silence doesn't sound full
or ripe, merely flat and, well, not filled
with sound. In music, silence is as
important an element as any note. That's
213

Introducing the world's
first 24 bit, 96 kHz home D/A
converter. It's monumental.
As well as serving the professional audio field, Cambridge, England-based
dCS provides design and consulting services to the military and the satellite communications industry. It has
produced numerous breakthrough digital conversion
products, including the
dCS900, which is classical
music recording's referencestandard A/D converter.
We're pleased to introduce the Elgar, dCS's first
home converter and abridge
to digital's future. With proprietary, discrete circuit
topology, it accepts 24-bit
worcllengths, and it samples
at 96 kHz as well as at 44.1
and 48. Modular and software-based, the Elgar can be
modified to accommodate
digital developments, and dCS has awealth of talent in-house to keep it right at
the cutting edge.
The Elgar's musicality is mind-boggling. One technological highlight never
before found in aconsumer audio product is dCS's unique Ring DAC circuit. It
adds dramatically to low-level linearity and helps achieve accuracy of the very
highest order.
Like Sir Edward's Enigma Variations, the dCS Elgar is enthralling. Finding it is
no puzzle, though, since it's aLyric exclusive in Manhattan.
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the session — which was always profound —seems even more intense.
Iliked several of JVC's first XRCD
releases, but was uncertain if the process
would prove to be of much value. Based
on these three discs, it is. Apparently
there's alot of untapped sound quality
on existing digital masters — and that's
great news no matter what formats the
future brings.

NEW ALBION
why they teach you the rests first.)
Terry Evans is one of the finest soul
singers we have, and nett' It Down is
solid soul with a heapin' side of the
blues. He's joined by Ry Cooder and
regular Cooder sidemen Jim Keltner,
Jorge Calderon, Joachim Cooder, and
others. The sound is hard-driving but —
true to soul's feel — laid back from the
beat. For some reason, the XRCD
process has brought out just how laidback the sound truly is. The loping bass
line on "Too Many Ups and Downs" is
even sassier and deeper than on the
AudioQuest disc; and when the horns
come in, their harmony sounds more
precise and, at the same time, brassier.
Evans is so fully in the room with you
that you'd probably have to pay double
occupancy if you played Puttin' It Down
in your hotel room.
Mighty Sam McClain mixes up the
same elements as Evans, but the emphasis is different — he's ablues singer who
never strays too far from soul and R&B.
Mighty he is, and never more so than on
the JVC remastering. Again, the bass has
more impact —it doesn't sound like more
bass, just more like bass —while the highs
remain in balance, but sound even sweeter. The B-3 benefits enormously from
the remastering — more growl, more
howl, and sounding much more manic.
"The old songs arc the best," said Fred
Waring, and Bennie Wallace makes a
strong case for that argument, playing
ballads such as "My One and Only Love,"
"What's New," and "When You Wish
Upon aStir." Except for three songs, the
session was recorded as asax/bass/drums
trio —pianist Jimmy Rowles was slated
to participate, but fell ill. Lou Levy filled
in on "My One and Only Love,"
"Skylark," and "What's New" — the
stand-out selection here, played with controlled passion and creating an incredible
sense of longing. But it's hard to choose
just one song —they're all remarkable.
Wallace's tenor is amore burnished brass
on the reissue, and his sound is bigger and
more physical. The emotional impact of
Stereophile, June 1997

BERIO: The Complete Works for Solo Piano
David Arden, piano
NA089 (CD). Foster Reed, prod.; Virginia Read, cog.
DM? TT: 48:34

uciano Berio's solo piano works
are unabashedly modern, filled
with bold tone clusters, staccato
chords, and long, slow sostenuto passages that hinge on asingle chord. Yet
they're gentle, sometimes even whimsical, and very easy on the ear. Part of this
is due to Berio's mastery of simple
structure — these works satisfy our innate desire for order. But they're also
filled with tonal color and chordal beauty. David Arden makes astrong case for
these late-20th-century works and,
while I can't pretend to know the
scores, seems to play them authoritatively. Berio thinks so, at any rate — he
"enthusiastically endorses" these performances, according to the liner notes.
The recording is superb. It captures
the sound of a Steinway in a large,
reverberant hall with ringing brightness.
Listen for the sustained decay in
Wasserklavier or Brin and you'll hear the
sound lapping against the walls of
Ozawa Hall, then dying slowly in its
vastness. It's hard work to make anything sound that simple — or that real.
If you love the actual, true sound of the
piano and you've got ahankering for
lovely music such as you've never heard
before, you need this disc.

POPEMUSIC
CHOPIN: Piano Music
Naum Starkman, piano
Ballade, Op.38; Ecosaises, Op.73 Nos3, 4, 5; FantasyImpromptu, Op.66; Grand Waltz Brillante, Op.18;
Mazurkas, Op.7 No.1, Op.17 NoA, Op24 No2;
Nocturne, Op.9 No.1; Polonaise, Op.40 No.1;
Scherzo, Op.11; Waltzes, Op.64 No2, Op.69 Nos.1,
2; Waltz, Op. Post.
PMG-2010-2 (gold Cl)). Gene Pope Ill, prod., mg.
DDD. TT: 67:53
BEFtNSTEIN: West Side Story: Symphonic Dances
PROKOFIEV: Romeo et Juliet (excerpts)
TCHAIKOVSKY: Romeo et Juliet
Misha Rachlcvsky, Symphony Orchestra Kremlin
PMG-2011-2 (gold CD). Gene Pope III, prod, cog.;
Vadim lvanov, prod.; Vladimir Schuster, cng. 1)1)1).
TT: 66:19

tarkman's Chopin is obviously
deeply felt, but Ifind it overwrought, for the most part. To
me, waltzes, mazurkas, and polonaises
are dances—I don't look deeply into
them expecting answers to any of the
great questions. What Iadmire so much
in, say, Rubinstein's interpretations is
the suppleness, the vocal quality of the
melodic line (sometimes I'd swear you
could hear his Steinway take abreath),
and the sense that, for all of the artistry
involved, the pieces were unstudied.
The Op.40 No.1 Polonaise and the
Op24 No2 Mazurka here partake of
that stylish flair, but much of the rest is
too intense for my taste. However, the
pianism is top-notch; and, of course,
you may share Starkman's vision of
these pieces.
The sound, as with all of Gene Pope's
recordings, is top-drawer. The piano has
a solid presence — difficult to achieve
with omnis — that is almost scary. The
sharp attack of hammer on key, followed by the gentle swelling of each
note's "body," is amarvel to behear. If I

had aquibble, it would be that Iwould
love to hear more of that body in proportion to the percussive attack — I
want to move the microphones farther
into the hall. Given the remarkable
sense of presence that Pope has achieved
here, Ialmost feel as though Icould
walk over and do it.
Romeo and Juliet have inspired alot
of lovely music, and the idea of programming adisc based upon their tale
is a good one. Symphony Orchestra
Kremlin were obviously galvanized by
these works — they play with passionate intensity. There are some thrilling
moments in the Tchaikovsky and
Prokofiev — Pope really does know
how to record alarge ensemble with
just apair of microphones. The dynamic range here is wide and impressive, yet my favorite passages are
the quiet ones.
But Bernstein appears to be beyond
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Stereophile, March, 1996, Interview, Ulrik Poulsen And His Amazing Flat Cables, p. 115, Jonathan Skul
"And then there is Dan D*Agostino at Krell, who has become so enthused that we are now developing aspecii
7-gauge cable especially for him. It'll be called Krell/Goertz."

ONLY
HAS
THE LOWEST INDUCTANCE
to match loudspeaker impedances.
VIRTUALLY ZERO DISTORTION
even with the longest cable runs.
VIRTUAL ELIMINATION OF
•high frequency rolloff
•skin effect
•hum caused by adjacent power wiring
•cross talk between channels
•emitted EMI /RFI
•microphony from strand interaction

So, for that extra muscle to drive that really high-power audiophile amplifier, Goertz MI AG 3"Faberge" Soli.
Fine Silver and Goertz MI 3"Divinity" High Purity Copper is the answer. The Goertz "Big Boys" deliver punc
in the bass, and asound so revealing that we maybe ought to mark them: "Adults Only." In fact, the Goert
MI AG 3 "Faberge" is arguably the heaviest solid fine silver cable ever made. An 8-foot pair contains mor
than a pound of 99.99% pure silver. High fidelity solid fine silver spades will fit all high-end binding posts.

Priced Per Pali

MI AG3 "Faberge" 7AWG High Purity Solid Fine Silver. amenslons: 1.3" x 0.08" ...$156 /ft
Spades/Banana/Pin 8'...$2544 10...$3158 12'...$3792 Silver Spades 8'...32568 10...$3192 12...$3816 15...344

DOOM

DOefn MI 3 "Divinity" 7AWG High Purity Oxygen-Free Copper. Dimensions: 1.3" x 0.08" . . $26 /f.
Spades/Banana/Pin 8

$464 10'

$568 12'

$672

Silver Spades

8.3488 10'...$592 12...$696 15'...$85

"One of the very best speaker cables I've ever experienced." Dan D. Agostino, President, Kre,
Industries. The Goertz 7AWG cables were developed at Dan's request.
"Alpha-Core's Goertz speaker cables and interconnects resolves all information in very high aml lowfrequencies. Goew
creates another layer of absolute silence in asystem. The flat low inductance design provides adeep sound stage that i
wide, fast, and immediate."
"Why play with firecrackers when someone hands you dynamite?...The sound knocked me out.
Clement Perry, Editor, The Audiophile Voice.
"These Goertz speaker cables and interconnects just totally surpassed the sound quality afilie speaker cables Iwas ,,sin,
earlier. Ididn't have to strain to try to hear the differences. Transparenc); soundstage, neutrality. and bass were al
improved on dramatically. And the Goertz cables didn't even have to break in or warm up."

THIN AS A PENNY install under the thinnest carpeting.
EVEN THE UNTRAINED EAR
CAN CLEARLY HEAR COERTZ
IS INFINITELY BETTER!

Paced Per Pair

node MI AG2 "Cartier" 9AWG High Purity Solid Fine Silver. Dimensions: 0.8" x0.04"
Spades/Banana/Pin 8'
$1208 10'
$1497 12'
Bi-Wire-Banana/Spade/Pin 8'...$2395 10...$2975 12'

$72"/ 11

$1788 Silver Spades 8'...$1232 10...$1522 12'...$1812 15...$224
$3555 Bi-Wire-Silver Spades
8...32430 10...$3010 12'...$359

DOElite MI 2 "Veracity" 10 AWG High Purity Oxygen-Free Copper. Dimensions: 0.8" x 0.04" ..$10»/ ft
Spades/Banana/Pin 8'
$212 10'
$252 12'
Bi-Wire-Banana/Spade/Pin 8...3401 10'...$483 12'

$293 Silver Spades 8'...$235 10...$276 12'...$317 15'...$371
$564 Bi-Wire-Silver Spades
8...$436 10'...$518 12...$60

Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/1997, p. 153, Goertz MI AG 2and MI 2 $U Speaker Cables.
"IS was quite taken by these 9-gauge high capacitance silver cables calling them ultra-clean & delightfully fast. He ala
admired their extreme lug!: resolution and wondelful spatial qualities."... The less expensive copper version is an LBTavorite.
Stereophile, March 1996, page 118, Jonathan Skull.
"These cables sounded, above all, ultra clean and delightfully fast. You'd think aflat ribbon would be an invitation to
.5m... $175 1m...$310 1.5m...$442 2m...$563 3m...$623 the RFI Heebie-Jeebies, but this was absolutely not the case. Quite full bodied, apparent DC-to-light extension, extreme
high resolution, wondeiful spatial qualities, these cables let the Jadies amplifiers be all they might."
Gauge Sapphire XLR Solid Fine Silver per par

coefEk Sapphire RCA Solid Fine Silver per pair

5m

$232' 1m...$395 15m .$554 2m...$699 3m...$785

DOOM Tourmaline RCA High-Purity Copper per par
5m...$69 1m...$87" 1.5m...$105 2m...$125 3m...$155

"But wait, there's more!"-only a very few minutes of break-in required! I'm not joking. Oh, blessed is he who casteth
off the drudgery fbreak-in from this sublunary coil All this from an easy-to-handle cable that won't suddenly uncoil
and gore house guests, and that was designed to lie flat under acarpet or against awall! The Goertz has relatively high
capacitance, but the secret in the recipe is,,. very low inductance."

o

ocnett Tourmaline XLR High-Purity Copper per pee.
5m...$85 1m...$132" 1.5m...$155 2m...$177" 3m...$221
Stereophile Recommended Component 4/97, page
151, Goertz AG and Goertz Copper RCA.
Flat-conductor interconnects that DAS enthuses aver.
Offers lower inductance than shielded cable, yet has excellent RF rejection. Impressive."
Stereophile, 3/96, p. 114, Interview, Ulrik Poulsen
And His Amazing Flat Cables, Jonathan Scull.
Scull: "Okay. let me carry out my earlier threat and come
back to dreaded RFI. Obviously your cable isn't atwisted
pair of atype that fights RFI, so...?"
Paulsen: "Because they have alow inductance, which pulls
both ways, the radiated fields of the cable itself are virtually zero. By the same token, it also makes the cables insensitive to outside fields. You can easily test this by bundling the
cables with power cords-you don't get any line-frequency
hum. And you can bundle them with other signal-carrying
cables, and you get no crosstalk whatsoever. You can also
easily check that they're impervious to broadcast frequencies, because you can hear that there's no dirt getting into
your feedback loop at all.
Goonz P5,01. ano specleatens suDrec,

GO oe MI AG1 "Tiffany"
12 AWG High Purity Solid Fine Silver.
Dimensions: 0.4" x 0.004" .. .$41 /ft

Priced Per Pair

Spades/Banana/Pin 8'
$705 10'
$869 12'
Bi-Wire-Banana/Spade/Pin8'...$138710'...$171512'

$1033 Silver Spades 8'...3729 10'...3893 12...31057
$2043 Bi -Wire-Silver Spades 8...$1422 10'...$1750 12'...S2078

Dade MI 1"Center Stage" 13 AWG High Purity Oxygen-Free Copper. Dim: 0.4" x0.004" ...$5"/ ft
Spades/Banana/Pin 8'
$137 10'
$159 12'
$181
Bi-Wire-Banana/Spade/Pin 8'...$251 10'...$295 12...$339

conga
High
Fidelity
Solid
Silver
Spade
$40/4 pc.
Includes 4Silver Spades,
Silver Solder, Heat Shrink.

C
Monday Sat

Silver Spades 8...3161 10'...$183 12' ...$205 15'...$227
Bi-Wire-Silver Spades 8'...$286 10...$330 12'...$347

_N__IEEDLE
jur RUNS

e-mail info@needledoctoreom
http://www.needledoctor.com

•

mil Le' •

800•229•0644

10 7

Sunday 12 5 CST

World's Largest Selection of Needles 8. Cartridges
Visit our web site or call for a free catalog!

612 -378 -0543 •FAX 378 -9024 •419 14th Ave. S.E. •Mpls, MN 55414
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the ensemble's ken. They understand
the youthful energy, and they even
play what's on the page very well. But
lurking within Lennie's syncopation is
a jazzy effervescence that is, well,
intensely American—and the SOK
just doesn't get it. They try awfully
hard, though.

t..s Pie%

L
-

SPEAKER'S
CORNER/DECCA
BRAHMS: Clarinet Quintet
WAGNER: Adagio for Clarinet and String
Quintet
Members "idle Vienna Octet: Alfred Boskovsky, clarinet; Anton Fietz. Philippe Matheis. violin: Gunther
Breitenbach. viola: Nicolaus IMilner. cello: Johann
Krung), double bass
Dec:ea/ Speaker's Corner SXL 2297 (LP). AAA.
TT: 47:18
DEBUSSY: Jeux
DEBUSSY-RAVEL: Dame
DURAS: La Péri
Ernest Ansermet, L'Orchestre de Li Suisse Romande
Decca/Speaker's Corner SXL 2027 (LP). AAA.
TT: 45:03

able. It's recorded close-up, but sounds
intimate rather than clinical. Boskovsky's warm, woody clarinet fills the
acoustic, and the other members of the
Vienna Octet support him with precise
and passionate performances.
The Wagner, however, is an odd duck
of a piece —interesting primarily for
how un-Wagnerian it sounds. There's
some question, in fact, as to whether he
did write it. Idunno. Icertainly don't
hear any reflections of this voice in his
early operas, that's for sure. On the other
hand, maybe experiments such as this
convinced him he had no affinity for
small ensembles. This seems like afine
performance of awork with little charm.
In any case, the first side of this disc has
enough for any record.
The Dukas and Debussy works
comprise an interesting pairing of ballets commissioned by the Ballets
Russes. Both pieces have adreamlike,
shimmering quality that Ansermet
exploits fully. Despite the use of alarge
orchestra, each work feels small and
intimate, due to the ways in which the
composers utilize small groups and solo
voices. The recorded sound is natural
and well-balanced, especially in the
winds and brasses. An unusual and
provocative program.

hall, which can be arevelation for those
unused to the raw power that implies.
To say that this disc is demo quality considerably understates the case. The low
strings have a physical presence that
takes my breath away, as do sweep after
sweep of lush string washes. Throughout the recording there is an interplay
between instrument and hall that defines the live experience, yet is all too
rare on record.

Against prevailing custom, Previn
does not edit the Second with numerous cuts — the result is al000nitq work,
but one that he and the LSO imbue
with passionate intensity and romantic
moodiness. Absolutely first-rank.
S

TESTAMENT/EMI
RACHMANINOFF: Symphony 2
Andre Previn, London Symphony Orchestra
EMI/Testament AS!) 2889 (LP). Christopher Bishop,
prod.; Robert Gooch, eng. AAA. 'TT: 58:49

he Brahms Clarinet Quintet is a
revin's Raclunaninoff Second has
delightful piece that, given Albeen widely acknowledged as an
fred Boskovsky's mellow tone
orchestral and sonic tour de force
and relaxed interpretation, sounds less
since its 1973 release —and rightly so.
tightly structured than most of the comGooch has captured the robust sound of
poser's chamber works. It's not, really,
an orchestra playing full-out in alarge
but Ifind this reading very approach-

Associated Equipment
Digital Front-end: Naim CDS.
Analog Front-end: Linn Sondek
LPI2 w/Naim Armageddon power
supply/ Naim Am Tonearrn/Transfiguration Temper or VP! TNT
Mark III/JMW Memorial Tonearm/van den Hul Frog.
Phono Section: Nairn Prefix/HiCap; Ayre phono module.
Preamplifiers: Ayre Kl.
Power amplifiers: Krell FPB-600.
Speakers: Aerial 10T.
Cables: Cardas balanced phono in-
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terconnecr, Straight Wire Crescendo
interconnect; Straight Wire Black
Silc biwire speaker cable.
Accessories: API Power Wedge 112;
Magro 24 Component Stand; Bright
Star Audio Ultimate TNT Isolation
System; The Shelf by Black Diamond
Racing, Mark 3 Cones (equipment)
from Black Diamond Racing.
Room Treatment: RPG Abffusors;
ASC Tube Traps, Bass Traps, Studio
Traps, and Slim Traps; Dazed'n'confoozed "1domestic shorthair.

STORADISC'
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured
finishes.

Custom

sizes

available.

Write

or call:

and

finishes

also

1-800-848-9811

Davidson-Whitehall Company
55$ Whdeholl Street Atlanta. Gearra 30303
(4041 $24-4534 fox 14041 659-5041
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MCA
HEAVY

VINYL

"Music erupts out of total silence from these thick, 180-gram virgin
viny ldiscs with avelvety smoothness, spaciousness and ultra-high
resolution that stuns even the most committee CD diehard..."
M ICHAEL FREMER OF STEREOPHILE AND THE TRACKING ANGLE
BUDDY GUY

BUDDY HOLLY Buddy Holly

IWas Walking Through The Woods

THE WHO Who's Next

Buddy G y
I
Was WalkIng
lbraegh The Wocx,

AMCA-11161

AMCA-11165

$11.99

OUT OF AFRICA

Soundtrack

$30

DAVE MASON Alone Together

'Limited Runs Of Certified
Genre Classics On Thick,
Luxurious Virgin Vinyl
*Using The Finest Talent An
Equipment

AMCA-I1319

$11.99

AMCA-11327

$11.99

•Remastered Directly From
The Original Analog
Master Tapes Without
Noise Suppression Or Bass
Roll -Off
'Original Artwork And Line

TO ORDER CALL:

1-800-716-3553
For Vol. 5(300 page) Catalog containing
all audiophile LPs and CDs, send $5 in the
USA. $10 elsewhere. Refundable coupon
with catalog. FREE with order.

e
r11) ,g
tiltdr#1 7/
rivE
edit7":.

Notes In Newly Created
Gatefolds
P.O. BOX 1905
SALINA, KS 67402-1905 USA
INFO (913) 825-8609
FAX (913) 825-0156
www http://www.btown.com
Email asounds@aol.com

'Acoustic Sounds bought the
last remaining stock. Thesi
LPs are out of print and
are going fast!

HOODOO MAN BLUES

• prsolves

WOR WELLS'

OICAGO &LES BMA)
AEEE ,

..erene; Mires
about having

'24 War

one's ducks in a ro::
Acoustic Sounds' Chad

LIMITED
EDITION

David
II 'i/son's Audio

kasSCIII bat

Research tube driven...
Neumann SN 74

GOLD

Sonny Boy Williamson
,L-5
Keep It To Ourselves
180 gram LP=AAPB 036 $30
Gold limited edition CD= CAPS 036 $30

Amanda McBroom
Junior Wells' Chicago Blues
Band /Hoodoo Man Blues
HO- 180 Midnight Matinee
180 gram LP=AAPP 033 S30
180 gram LP MPB 034 530

.
"811

Amanda McBroom
Dreaming
180 gram LP=AAPP 032 S30

"Fitted" cutting lathe
set up at RM...
plating and pressing
plant. So now veteran
mastering engineer
Stall Ricker to,,, ail a
lacquer, take it down
the ball for plating.
and have atest
pressing in hand with
Polaroid like speed and

Gene Ammons
The Soulful Moods Of
180 gram LP=AAPJ 039 $30

convenience... There's
something for eves?,
taste On the Analogue
Productions catalogue).

Wee,

Gene Animons
Nice an' Cool
180 gram LP=AAPJ 038 S'-,q

A NALOGUE

and...(it) offers vinyl

Miles Davis Quintet
5LP Box Set
LP=APJ035 $200

rea

P ROOUC

fans achance to
explore some great
sounding ont of the
way stuff they

bet

wouldn't ordinarily
bear...1 recently
received some test
pressings of tire first
group of -Revival Series be to f'or

Sonny Boy Williamson
Portrait of aBlues Man
LP=AAPR 3017 S17.50
CD=CAPR 3017 S15.00

treat
—Michael &enter.

a »Mad and SWIM

STEREOPHILE.

un› .1.,01,11
Good Morning Mr Blues
LP=AAPR 3016 S17 50
CD=CAPR 3016 $15.00

Albert King/ I'll Play The
Blues For You
LP=AAPR 3015 S17 50

The Intimate Art Pepper
LP=AAPR 3014 S17. 50
CD=CAPR 3014 S15 00

19, M. 7. july 1996

P"Blues/ azz
Not Pictured
For Vol 5(300 pagel Catalog con•
tamp all audiophile Ins and CDs
send S5 rn the USA SIO elsewhere Refundable coupon mill
catalog FREE xrdh puler

77:051

11,115.4

ri

TO ORDER CALL:

1-800-716-3553
AIRBORNE
S. 95 5.f

Sr 01.

11 ,5

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS e
PO BOX 1905
SALINA KS 67402•1905
INFO 19131825-8609
fax 19131 825.0156
www Map veya, blown com
Email asaunds , m,

Shelly Manne &Jack Marshall/ Sounds Unheard Of
LP=AAPR 3009 S17 50

A NALOGUE P RODUCTIONS
Gene Ammons/ Gentle Jug
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJ 3839 $30
Combines Nice an Cool /Soulful Mood on 1CD

Clark Terry, Freddie Hubbard, Dizzy Gilespie plus Oscar Peterson/ The
Alternate Blues
LP=AAPR 3010 S17.50

'14 WI

GOLD
1101110
EDOION

A NALOGUE P RODUCTIONS R EVIVAL S ERIES
Lonnie Johnson with Elmer Snowden Blues, Ballads, and Jumpin Jazz,
Volume 2
LP=AAPR 3001 S17.50
Thelonious In Action/ Thelonious Monk Quartet with Johnny Griffin
LP=AAPR 3002 $1750
Bola Sete/ Tour De Force
LP=AAPR 3003 S17.50

Sidney Maiden/ Trouble An Blues
LP=AAPR 3011 $17.50
Art Pepper /New York Album
LP=AAPR 3012 S17.50
CD=CAPR 3012 $1500
Art Pepper /So In Love
LP=AAPR 3013 $17.50
CD=CAPR 3013 $15.00

The Tony Bennett/ Bill Evans Album
LP=AAPR 3004 $1750
Shelly Manne 8, His Men/ At the Black Hawk, Vol. 1
LP=AAPR 3005 S17.50
Curtis Counce/ You Get More Bounce With Curtis Counce
LP=AAPR 3006 S17.50
Fitzgerald 8, Pass... Again
LP=AAPR 3007 S17.50
Jimmy Witherspoon/ Evenin Blues
LP=AAPR 3008 S17.50
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The lacquer for each Analogue Productions Revival Series LP was cut by Stan Ricker
using the state of the ad Wilson Audio Custom Tube Mastering system, recently acquired

r
à

71117 1M

T(l
c
h

by AcousTech Mastering. a Joint venture between Acoustic Sounds and Record
• w-e
Technology. Inc The system was further upgraded by the renowned Neil Muncy and
"
installed at RII's production facility in Camarillo. California With one of the world's finest plating and pressing facilities

located in-house, the lacquer was processed within minutes of being cut, before any degradation to the delicate grooves
could occur Test pressings, generated immediately following the plating process, were meticulously inspected visually,
and carefully auditioned. before he stamper was approved far use in alimited production run of records
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The Home Theater Shop
112 North Washington Avenue Dunelien, NJ

(908 )424-8680
No mail order on R&M Paradigm and Rotel. We are not amail order house please come ,¡sil our slum room!

B&W

Celeste

Rock Solids

Power Wedge

Paradigm

Chang

Tannoy
Paradigm

Lightspeed
Panamax

Reference

CWD

Bryston

Synergistic

Parasound

Research

Rotel

Da-Lite

Monarchy

Grado Labs

Denon

Tara Labs

B&K

i

Niles

•alk
Mr.

Jolida
ADA

Sharpvision
Premier

Chiro

Cardas

Kinergetics

CZ-Ptethe

XL0

Boogie with the Mesa Baron
Howdy,
Corner Audio is asmall friendly shop selling hi-fi systems
in Portland OR.
We carry aselect range of components. Just those we
believe are exceptional values. We service what we sell
and most products have a5-year warranty.
We care about our customers (we call to check that all is OK)
and our prices are competitive.
So if you're tired of hype and pressure, stop in for achat
or give us acall. You'll find us friendly, knowledgeable,
helpful and (sort of) honest.
See you soon.

1204 NW Glisan
Portland, OR 97209
503-227-1943, 800-315-1943

• Audio Physic • BEL • Ouicksilver • RPM • Michael Yee Audio • Linaeum • EAD • WireWorld •
AMC • Townshend Audio • PSE • Sumiko • Target • Transfiguration • Tice • Golden Sound • XL0
• Klyne Audio Arts • LAST • Lyra • Mesa Engineering • REL •
Sound Anchors

• Audio Matiere

• ASO

Lightspeed Audio • Benz-Micro •

• Yamamura • Nitty Gritty

• CWD

• Audio Technica

• Immedia • TAD Power Purifier • ART • Mango • VPI • Sanus • SOTA • Weltronics • SPICA •
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GUY CLARK: Keepers
Sugar Hill SHCD-1055 (Cl)). 1997. Guy Clark,
prod.; Miles Wilkinson, prod, mg.; Johnny
Rosen, mg. AAD? TT: 64:45
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

I

nthe past 25 years two men
have come to quietly dominate the Texas Troubador
tradition begun by Lefty Frizzell, Ernest Tubb, and Willie
Nelson: Guy Clark and Townes Van Zandt. Unlike Frizzell, Tubb, or even Nelson,
both Clark and Van Zandt
began in the late '60s and
were influenced not by
Bob Wills or Hank Williams but by Bob Dylan, Joni Mitchell, and
the Beatles. In their
hands, what was essentially arural, cowboy-song tradition
turned cosmic and
worldly.
Friendly rivals
and inseparable friends,
Clark and Van Zandt have built, song
by song, two of the most impressive singleartist song catalogs of the past 20 years. It may have been
coincidence, but then again, it may have been the grizzled
omnipotence that watches over Lonesome Lone Star
pickers that, for amoment or two, Clark and Van Zandt
ended up on the same record label: Sugar Hill.
Unfortunately, this happy conjunction of larger-than-life
Texans was not to last. On January 1, Van Zandt died
unexpectedly at the age of 52.
Van Zandes sad demise leaves Clark in the scary position of being the last of ageneration, the patriarch of a
clan whose younger members include Robert Earl Keen
and Nand Griffith. It's arole he's uniquely equipped to
triumph in. In terms of being apowerful performer and
truly gifted songwrite4 Clark is arguably the most transcendent troubador of them all. ft's fitting, then, that
Clark would now choose to reprise the riches of his song
catalog in a live set recorded in Nashville, a town
renowned for being tough on songwriters, where every
waiter has penned awould-be hit, and where rejection
outnumbers jubilation ahundred to one. As afinal Vaya
con Dios between old friends, this set is dedicated to
Van Zandt
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Keepers is agift to longtime Clark fans in several ways.
For the first time in many years he plays with aband that
gives his songs arichet fuller sound than is possible in
asolo performance. An essential ingredient in
this album's luminous charm, this
dextrous and artful pickup band consists of
Darrell Scott on dobru, mandolin, and
guitar, Kenny Malone
on percussion, guitarist Verlon Thompson and accordion player Suzi Ragsdale (who
together sing beautiful
harmony vocals), and Clark's
son Travis on
Next (with the usual raft
of nitpicky exceptions), the
cream of the Clark catalog is
here: "L.A. Freeway," "Desperados Waiting for aTrain"
(both of which were hits for
Jerry Jeff Walker, who literally
would not have acareer if not for
Clark's songs), "Texas Cookin',"
"Homegrown Tomatoes," "Better
Days." The list goes on.
Perhaps it's my own wishful
sense of melodrama, but in Clark's
playing and singing on this disc there
is adiscernible air of seriousness, as if
he knew he was cutting one of the key
discs of his legacy. Oh sure, he's loose and conversational in his between-song patter, but the arrangements here
are noticeably tighter and well-thought-out. "Desperados Waiting for a Train," for example, comes
off lithe and easy, no longer plagued by the chunky
arrangement it had when it first appeared on Clark's
world-class 1975 debut, Old No. I(now reissued on
Sugar Hill). And while he's rarely less than superb in his
live shows (oh gee, there was that night in Tucson
with the Wild Turkey backstage ... but that's another
story), both his craggy voice and simple guitar accompaniment are flavorful and nearly flawless. The man was
clearly trying.
The biggest surprise here is the sound, which, unlike
that of most live albums, is absolutely natural, unexaggerated, uncompressed, and, best of all, uncolored by the PA.
system and the recorded-in-a-can syndrome that taints
most live discs.
—Robert Baird
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2337 Roscomare Rd Ste. 6, Bel Air, CA 90077, 310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526, www.ambrosia.com Mon-Sat 10-7
• Arcam • Atlantis • Audiolab • Balanced Audio Technology • Benz Micro • Billy Bags • Black Diamond
• BOW Technologies • C.E.C. • ClearAudio • Discovery • Draper • Dunlavy Audio Labs • EgglestonWorks • Equi=Tech
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* AudioLab
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* Ear Max
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* Epos
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* Gradient
* Metaphor
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* Morch
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* Mordaunt-Short
* Kimber Kable
* Music Reference
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* Naim
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* PSE
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CLASSICAL
BRAUNFELS
Die Vogel
Hellen Kwon, blachngall; Endnk Wornch, Hoffegur,
Michael Kraus, Ratefreund; Wolfgang Holzmair,
Wiedhopf, Matthias GOrne, Prometheus; others;
Rundfunkchor Berlin, Deutsches SymphonicOrchester Berlin, Lothar Zagrosek
London 448 679-2 (2 CDs). 1996. Morten Winding,
Michael Woolcock, enp. DDD. TI': 2:18:46
Performance **** 1/2
Sonics

..**.
T

he music of Walter Braunfels
(1882-19M) was, along with that
of many other composers, banned
in the '30s by the National Socialists.
Half-Jewish and entirely opposed to the
Nazis, Braunfels refused to compose an
anthem for Hitler's party in the 20's. Die
Viigel is another in Decca/London's very
valuable series of recordings of suppressed music. It's abeautiful, fascinating
piece and it receives asuperb performance here.
Braunfels's orchestral vocabulary is in
the same family as Wagner, Humperdinck, and Richard Strauss, the vocal
lines far more Strauss than the other two.
The libretto, by the composer, is based
on Aristophanes's 71ie Birds, and it deals
with two humans — Hoffegut ("Good
hope") and Ratefreund ("Loyal friend")
— who enter the realm of the birds.
Wiedhopf, who was once aman and is
now the king of the birds, laments that
the birds no longer have their own kingdom; Ratefreund suggests that they build
afortress and regain their power. They
do so, and Prometheus warns them that
this will anger Zeus; they ignore him and
aterrible storm is unleashed, destroying
the birds' city. The two humans return
home: Ratefreund pleased with what he
has, Hoffegut forever altered by the kiss
of the Nightingale (with whom he has
sung abreathtaking duet for the first
half-hour of Act II).
Well, while the plot clearly leans
toward operetta, it's far deeper and far,
far more intense — please remember
which Strauss Braunfels is reminiscent
of. There are plenty of memorable arches of melody, some mightily haunting,
and the storm, while not exactly the
Rainbow Bridge to Valhalla, is aknockout as well. There's not aweak link in
the cast: Endrik Wittrich's light tenor
and Hellen Kwon's high-flying soprano
are an ideal match; Holzmaies Wiedhopf has authority and rich tone; and
Kraus's Ratefreund and Górne's Prometheus are vivid and effective. Although Ihave nothing to compare it
Stereophile, lune 1997

with, Zagrosek's leadership seems just
right — colorful, rich and moving.
London's engineers have given us
quite asoundstage as well — it would
have been easy for them to overdo it,
but they wisely demurred: What we get
is atotally honest recording, with ideal
balances (when the more than 20 birds
get going at once, it's quite ascene). If
very late Romantic music is your cup of
tea, this unique work is adon't-miss.
—Robert Levine

.78.:71A..1:„L..N0Z..L.S Die Viigel
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YO-Y0 MA
Premieres
DANIELPOUR: Cello Concerto
KIRCHNER: Music for Cello & Orchestra
ROUSE: Cello Concerto
Yo-Yo Ma, cello; David Zinman, Philadelphia Orchestra
Sony Classical SK 66299 (CD). 1997. Stephen Epstein,
prod.; Richard King, eng. DDD. TT: 79:13
Performance **** 1/2
Sonics *****

y

o-Yo Ma has done possibly more
than his share to ensure the continuation of established concert
music as we have known it. This release
contains avirtual marathon effort: three
concertos commissioned on his behal£
fresh from aconcert series in which
these works comprised the program,
and recorded during the January 1996
snowstorm.
Born in 1956 and 1949 respectively,
Richard Danielpour and Christopher
Rouse represent the baby-boomer generation of American composers currently reaching their stride. Leon Kirchner at
78 occupies aposition of obvious seniority. Thus the stage is set for some fascinating if not invidious comparisons.
The Danielpour and Rouse works
were commissioned for Ma by the San
Francisco Symphony and the Los Angeles Philharmonic, respectively. At
31:04, the Danielpour is the longest work
on the disc as well as the most overtly
programmatic and elaborately orchestrated. The inspiration for the concerto
reportedly came from adream in which

the composer vistiali7ed an oracle bringing distressing news to agathering of listeners, who in turn condemn the oracle
to death. The piece is characterized by
languorous phrases for the cello in conversation with solo string and wind elements in the orchestra, against abackground of delicate percussion from the
mallet family and celeste. Contrast is provided by the second movement, "Profanation," asavage episode in the manner
of Medea's Dance of Vengeance by Barber.
Well-written as the piece is, some may
come away with the impression that
Danielpoues visitor is less an oracle than
an incarnation of the "man who came to
dinner" and didn't know when to leave.
At 29:22, Rouse's concerto is almost
as long as Danielpoues. Rouse is less
specific about the source of his inspiration, but has let us know that during the
composition of his concerto, Messiaen,
Cage, Mathias, Panufnik, and Schuman
died, and the piece became something of
astatement of loss and mourning. The
first movement consists of angry, brutal
assaults contrasted by hushed but animated episodes featuring abattery of
woodblocks, gourds, and guiros quietly
chattering across the back wall of the
soundstage. The second movement offers consolation, beginning with ahigh
violin unison as challenging and remarkable as anything written for the soloist.
The catalyst for the Kirchner piece was
apersonal event Maurice and Lillian
Barbash, aprominent Philadelphia couple
and longtime supporters of the Philadelphia Orchestra, commissioned the
piece in commemoration of their 40th
wedding anniversary. They knew they
would not be getting an "Anniversary
Waltz" from Leon Kirdinet At 18:36 the
Kirchner is the shortest as well as the
most concise of the three pieces in this
release. Without adoubt, he is the master
of the three. This work, which does not
lend itself to facile comprehension, but
both invites and rewards subsequent listening, is written nearly as asingle arching
line of phrase and modulation, like
Debussy's Jeux in the style of Schoenberg's Verkliirte Nacht. Kirchnees Music for
Cello and Orchestra contains not ashred
of padding or unnecessary rhetoric.
The performances provide a statement, as if one were necessary, on the
value of great orchestras such as the
Philadelphia, which has recently concluded ahotly contested strike. The liner
notes include conductor Zinman's observations on what it was like to record
these pieces in nearby New Jersey during
ablizzard. Ma applies himself with the
professional zeal and generosity of spirit
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Solti's Second Chance is the Charm (Almost)
Wagner: Die Meistersinger non Nümberg
José van Dam (Hans Sachs), Alan Opie Sixtus Becluneuer), Rene Pape (Vett
Pogner), Ben Heppner (Walther von Sto •g), Herbert Lippert (Davi, Karita
Manila (Eva), Iris Vermillion (Magdalene); Sir Georg Solti, Chicago Symphony
Orchestra & Chorus
London 452 606-2 (4 CDs). 1997 Michael Woolcock, Morten V/inding, prods.;
James Lock, John Pellowe, Neil Hutchinson, KrzysztaJarosz, Matthew Hutchinson, engs. DDD. TT: 430:04
Performance ****
Sonics ****

G

iven the logistics and expense of recording along,
involved, and heavily populated work like
Wagner's Die Meistersinger, most conductors are
never going to get more than one shot at the project. Georg
Sold and Herbert von Karajan managed two versions. Von
Karajan and EMI first recorded alive performance from
the 1951 Bayreuth Festival that, if vocally somewhat raw
(with a few notable exceptions, including a radiant
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf as Eva), was deeply felt, and remains
adessic. Karajan and EMI produced asecond version in
1970 with acast that included Helen Donath's lovely Eva,
Geraint Evans as an unforgettable Beckmesser, and Kurt
Moll as the Nightwatchman.
Sir Georg Solti's first reading from 1975 was musically
fine, but suffered from aless-than-optimal cast in some respects. He shared René 'Coll°, the inevitable (and here particularly mediocre) heldentenor of the day, with Karajan,
although the ever-resonant Moll was promoted to the role
of Veit Pognet To judge from remarks he made at apress
conference at Chicago's Orchestra Hall during the recording period for this new version in September 1995, Solti's
desire to re-record Meistersinger apparently rose not so much
from amajor rethinking of his musical conclusions as from
astrong desire to redo his basic concept —as aserious
philosophical work in the form of achamber opera writ
Lrge —with abetter group of singers.
Decca, which this year celebrates the 50th anniversary
of its mutually advantageous affiliation with Sold, agreed
to the plan, and has now released alavishly packaged new
version. Solti's new Meistersinger, recorded in concert at
Orchestra Hall with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra
and Chorus, justifies that decision in almost every respect.
Chief among the justifications are tenor Ben Heppner
as the knightly lover and Meistersinger wannabe Walther
von Stokzing, and the young German bass Rene Pape as a
marvelously resonant and sympathetic Pogner.
Chief among the mysteries of this recording is the casting ofJosé van Dam as Hans Sachs. Van Dam is aworthy
singer in the right role, but he is sadly miscast as Sachs.
Sachs requires adeep, resonant, rich sound; his is the
voice of wisdom, age, and experience, the dosest a
human being can approach to the voice of God the
Father. Van Dam has the requisite intelligence, but his
dryish tone betrays him. He simply lacks the vocal
depth and the richness to make the shoemakerphilosopher come to life. Pointing up his shortcomings is the presence of Pape —who does have a
Hans Sachs voice —as Pognet The urge to play
"what if" games, transposing their roles, is irresistible. It would be interesting to know the politics
of casting in acase like this. Van Dam's presence is
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not nearly as egregious as that of Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
in the same role in the Deutsche Grarnmophon recording
under Eugen Jochum, but Sold surely could have done better. Norman Bailey's Sachs in the first Sold set is far more
satisfactory in the role, with his dark bass resounding the
timbre of abenign Wotan.
For some reason, only one tenor at atime seems to be
anointed to undertake this repertory. We are luckier in the
'90s than in the '70s (the wobblesome René Kollo) or '80s
(the physically pretty but vocally appalling Peter Hofmann).
Today's heldentenor is Ben Heppnet who hauls off and
sings this stuff as though he were Babe Ruth and it were a
fat pitch floating up to the plate to be swatted toward the
horizon. Heppner has recorded Walther before, in Sawallisch's otherwise largely unmemorable EMI recording from
1994. Here he's in better company. The voice is huge and
usually =strained even in the highest range, and Heppner
has plainly given more than alittle thought to his character,
the result is thrilling. After listening to this version, Ifound
myself skipping ICollo's contribution when comparing the
two recordings; it was simply too painful when heard side
by side with Heppner's work.
Alan Opie is that rarity, aBedcmesser who sings well,
pointing up that, pedant though he is, he's still amember
of the master singers' guild. His performance is on the
understated side, with none of the "I'll get you, my pretty"
aspects of some interpretations of the role. Overall it's
somewhat subder than Bernd Weild's more conventional
reading in the 1975 version.
It may be too subtle for
some tastes — but it
works. Karita Manila
is adelectable, yearning Eva; if she is
not oversubtle, she still
sings beautifully, and
Sachs would
have to be insensate not to feel
her charm.

Herbert Lippert is an appropriately put-upon David, Iris Vermillion a
sympathetic Magdalene, and the
minor masters are all fine. Duain
Wolfe's chorus sings with generally
greater precision and vocal beauty
than its predecessors in the Wiener
Staatsopernchor, if not with quite
their depth of feeling. In his years as
principal conductor of the CSO,
Solti trained up the brass section to
overwhelm everything in its path.
This Noise "51" Us approach works
better in Meistersinger than in some
other compositions, and someone —
the producer, perhaps—has made
sure that the strings and other instruments are usually audible in this
recording.
Overwhelming charm has never
been ahallmark of the Solti style, and
he maintains arather heavy hand in
what should be the light, boyish revelry of the scenes with the apprentices. But when it comes to the more
serious sections he finds and maintains the proper tone even more now
than two decades ago. Needless to
say, the sound quality is far better on
this set than in the earlier version. For
clean, resonant sonics, this is the
Meistersinger to buy.
Physically, this is agorgeous package, reminiscent of the glory days of
the LP boxed set. The oversized midnight-blue and gold box holds its
four discs in individual gold envelopes free of all jewel-box annoyances. The enclosed book contains
four different essays on the opera.
Unfortunately, they are each in adifferent language. Anyone who isn't
quadrilingual will either have to
forgo some of the proffered insights
or try to struggle through with aset
of good dictionaries. A few more
photographs of the artists would not
have been amiss.
This is the first salvo in the SoltiDecca golden anniversary plans,
which are to include are-remastering
of the classic Solti Der Ring des
Nibelungen. It's afine beginning. The
new Meistersinger may not be perfect,
but this is, as Hans Sachs might
reflect, an imperfect world.
— Sarah Bryan Miller
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that have placed him at the forefront of
the music profession. The production
provides the ideal proportions of spatial
qualities, detail, clarity, beauty, and astable, believable location for the listenet
—Richard Schneider

MAH LER
MAHLER: Songs of aWayfarer, Rückert Songs
ZEMLINSKY: Maeterlinck Songs
Aime Sotie von Otter, mezzo-soprano; John Eliot
Gardiner, North German Radio Symphony
Orchestra
IX: 139 928-2 (CD). 1996. Karl-August Naegler,
prod.; Jobst Eberhardt, Stephen Flock, cogs. DIM/
IT: 56:10
Performance ****
Sonics ****

H

aving graduated afew years ago
from his authentic-performance
specialty in his recording career,
conductor John Eliot Gardiner now
positions himself as sort of an all-purpose musicological truth squad. Though
some might find his provocative, faintly
smug attitude aturnoff, there's genuine
passion and great musicianship behind
his purging of questionable performance
practices and examination of original
manuscripts to clarify the composer's
intentions. Even when there's less work
of that sort to be done —as with relatively recent composers such as Mahler
and Zemlinsky — he still gives unjaded
performances that differentiate themselves in the crowded recording market.
This is one of his most successful ventures outside early music. All sorts of
fresh details emerge in these often lush,
occasionally crowded orchestrations,
though without the sort of fussy detail
for detail's sake that sometimes infects
Gardiner's performances. Tut' Songs ty.a
Myhre, usually considered Mahler's earliest masterpiece, reveals remarkably
mature use of dissonance and aheightened sense of drama; the heartbreak of
"Ich hab' ein gtihend Messer" ("I Have a
Gleaming Knife") truly suggests that the
protagonist's world is coming to an end.
Gardiner also uncovers subtle strokes of
text characterization and dramatic narrative in the more fully realized Rückert
Lieder, suggesting that these songs are no
mere consolation prize for the fact that
Mahler never wrote an opera.
And Zemlinsky? Though often mentioned in the same breath as his contemporary Mahler, the 1910 Maeterlinck Songs
come from adifferent sound world to
accommodate the arch-symbolist text of
Belgian poet/playwright Maurice Maeterlinck, who is along way from the
frankly confessional texts used by Mahler. The highly pictoral but enigmatic
text tells of three sisters offering their
golden crowns to Death and also speaks

of maidens with bandaged eyes in surreal, vaguely fairy-talc settings. Gardiner's hyperalertness to Zemlinsky's art
uncovers all sorts of original brushstrokes, including some effective wanderings into polytonality. Gardiner's clarity, however, also reveals that Zemlinsky
employed these techniques without the
depth of Mahler's artistic vision.
Swedish mezzo Annie Sofie von
Otter has areputation for being reliable
in some quarters (read: routine), but
here she's inspired. Though she has a
smallish voice, she consistently rises to
the heightened drama of Gardiner's interpretive approach, singing the songs in
aoperatic style but with alieder singer's
attention to externalizing the meaning
of the words. She, too, believes in
Mahler's dramatic narratives.
Though the recordings are live, the
only evidence of that is in the visceral
quality of the performances, not in the
haphazard engineering that often comes
out of such occasions. Though it might
be nice to have alittle extra glow to the
sound, these performances arc the polar
opposite of those that try to prettify the
bare nerve-endings that make this music
so emotionally immediate.
—David Patrick Stearns

WORLD
MARY BLACK
Shine
Curb/Gilt Horse D-1341 (C1)). 1997. Larry Klein,
pnxl. AAD? Tr: 51:10
Performance ***
Sonics ***1/2

B

ack in their mid-'80s heyday, Irish
band De Daman was an almighty
live act thanks to the voices of
Dolores Keane, Maura O'Connell, and
Mary Black. As Ireland's answer to Bob
Marley's I-Threes (Rita Marley, Marcia
Griffith, Judy Mowatt), this trio had too
much talent to stay together long. (The
best remaining evidence from these awesome years is the band's now-deleted selftitled album on Polydot some of which
also appears on Shanachie's 71re Bet Of)
These three gifted women have since scattered to the winds, with O'Connell having the most success with her folk-rock
discs on Warner Bros. and Hannibal.
Mary Black, who seemed like the
best bet for most likely to succeed, has
never quite found her niche despite
having what is arguably the finest voice
to come out of Ireland in many years.
On Shine (which apparently has no connection to the film), Black teams with
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Joni Mitchell's ex, Larry Klein, for the
best album of her solo career. Klein's ear
for hooks and instinct for production
never let anything here slip below smiically crisp and tastefully arranged. Even
if you're not moved by the melody, you
can't argue with the production.
The aim here is alyrical singer-songwriter record àla Shawn Colvin, another female singer with whom Klein has
also recently collaborated (Fat City).
Two songs on Shine jump out —"Nobody Lives Without Love" (the couplet
is completed by "... nobody gets to give
up trying"), and the rising duet with
Paul Brady on "I Will Be There" —
both of them perfect vehicles for Black's
emerging folk/rock sensibility. Her
cover of Richard Thompson's "I Misunderstood" is another highlight.
Better realized than past efforts, Shine
still lacks agripping emotional bite. This
enormously talented singer says she
hates labels, and over the years has resisted settling into one style —an approach
that looks good on paper, but ends up
sounding unfocused and unsure.
—Robert Baird

At the End of the Day
Kells Music KM 9507 (CD). 1996. Brian McDonagh,
prod.; Paul Ashe Brown, eng. AAD? TT: 60:52
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2

M

ost Celtic trad bands are born
in apub during informal "sessions" whose worth is measured by the concept of "crack." Crack
(the feeling, not the drug) is amurky
alchemy of alcohol, joy, dancing, pretty
girls, and God knows what else. This
Irish sextet from County Sligo have mn
the crack meter off the scale with adisc
(their third) that has the feel of aspontaneous back-of-the-pub session. Everything here clicks except the sound, which
varies from strangely hushed to compelling and full of presence.
The structure of At the End of the Day
is traditional: reels and jigs (played in
groups of three, the name of one doubling as the overall title) broken up by
long ballads. The reels, like the opening
"Touching Cloth" trio, brim with joyous, jaunty rhythms and lots of twinklein-the-eye soul. Depending on your tolerance for tunes about broken hearts
and faded dreams, ballads can make or
break aCeltic trad disc. Here the slow
songs are absolutely exquisite. "Ar
Eirinn Ni Neosfainn Ce Hi (For Ireland
IWon't Tell Her Name)" is agorgeous
variation on amelody that's quite cornStereophik, June 1997

Like most Irish bands, Dervish enjoys adouble latte before each gig.

mon in both Scottish and Irish music.
"Lone Shanakyle," atune about amass
grave during the famine, has some fairly horrifying lyrics, a point the liner
notes are quick to jump on: "Your murdered sleep silently pile upon pile /In
the coffinless graves of poor Erin."
But it's the closer —"Eileen McMahon," asong that was the showstopper of vocalist Cathy Jordan's late father
Pat Joe (also asinger) — that is the set's
knockout. Hauntingly recorded in a
parish church in Laragh, County Wicklow (the rest of the album was recorded
in Dublin), this sad, gorgeous lament
highlights the fact that Jordan is adeceptively good singer who's practiced in the
art of Sean Nós. Not quite in the same
league as Altan's Mairead Ni Mhaonaigh
or De Dannan's former trio of Dolores
Keane, Maura O'Connell, and Mary
Black, Jordan's fragile soprano is still a
spooky instrument.
And when it comes to instruments of
the nonvocal variety, fiddler Shane McAleer, whistle player Liam Kelly, and
mandolin/guitarist Brian McDonagh
(three good Italian boys, if ever I've
heard 'em) make up in speed and heart
what they lack in precision. A sparkling,
heartfelt disc that will have you filling
ashtrays, emptying pint glasses, and
wishing there was no such thing as closing time.
—Robert Baird

Cabo Verde
Nonesuch 79450-2 (CD). 1997. José da Silva, prod.;
Jot() Magalhaes, eng. AAD? Tr: 50:12
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

5

ince coming out of retirement to
cut her first album in 1988, Cape
Verde's "barefoot diva" has emer-

ged as the virtual queen of world music,
an all-knowing, world-weary chanteuse
on the order of Edith Piaf or Billie
Holiday, but with atropical twist. Her
self-titled 1995 US debut album, following the formula that made her
famous in Europe, presented her primarily as asinger of traditional momas
— lilting, lugubrious Cape Verdean
"blues" dripping with the melancholy
nostalgia known, in the islands' Portuguese Creole, as sodade. In fact, her
earliest, least successful recordings were
largely of modern wladeiras, uptempo
Cape Verdean dance music infused
with Caribbean flavors and, usually,
electronic sounds.
On Cabo Verde, coladeiras outnumber
moras three to one, giving the album an
unexpectedly bubbly, buoyant feel. But
producer José da Silva has kept the
drumless, all-acoustic format of Evora's
mom' recordings, blending occasional
clarinet, saxophone, accordion, or cello
with the gentle rhythms of her regular
piano-and-string band led by arranger
Bau, aprodigy on guitar, violin, and the
ukulele-like cavaquinho. De-emphasizing the influence of French Antillean
zouk (but not Cuban salsa), the production reconnects coladeira to its moma
roots; here, the two forms are often distinguishable only by tempo.
Evora's dusky, deadpan delivery is
brushed with genius. She makes contemporary songs like "Regresso," by
Cape Verdean pop star Tito Paris, sound
timeless, and turns the tourist-board
advertising copy of "Ess Pais" into pure
poetry. But morna is still her forte, and
on "Maraa Morada de Sodade," with a
different band led by her former musical director Paulino Vieira, she distills
the sorrowful soul of an offshore
African archipelago where emigration is
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the rule rather than the exception: "The
sea is the home of nostalgia /It separates
us from distant lands /It separates us
from our mothers, our friends /Unsure
if we'll see them again."
Guest performances underscore the
music's universality:Jacques Bolognesi's
accordion brings out the European connection on "Sangue de Beirona," while
James Carter's uncharacteristically subtle tenor sax hints at jazz affinities on
"Caragem Irmon." Despite the duller
mix on "Maraa Morada de Sodade" and
such lapses as the ovenniked piano on
"Caragem Irmon," the overall sound is
pristine, creating an intimate ambiance.
But Evora's haunting contralto is always
the main attraction, casting a bittersweet spell over upbeat and downcast
material alike.
-Larry Birnbaum

The First Recordings, 1926-1938
Jose Perches Enríquez Orquesta, Quinteto Típico
Mexicana, Orquesta Acosta-Rosette, and others
Arhoolie 7017 (CD). 1997. Chris Strachmuz, prod.
ADD. TT: 78:37
Performance ****
Sonia *1/2

T

hough clearly of more historical
than musical value, Arhoolie's new
Orquestas Típicas: The First Recordings,
1926-1938 provides afascinating window into the roots of such recent bordermusic trends as the Tejano music of
Little Joe yla Familia, Ruben Ramos,
and Selena as well as the proliferation of
Mariachi music.
What these 26 recordings of pioneer
Mexican-American dance orchestras
best display is how cosmopolitan these
ensembles of winds and strings actually
were. And while little is known about
the bulk of the ensembles featured, alot
can be gleaned from their music.
In asense, Orquestas Típicas were
the "village bands" of the US/Mexican
border. They served the same function
that similar wind and string ensembles
did in the late 19th and early 20th centuries throughout the US and much of
the world. They were the jukeboxes of
popular tunes — most based on popular
European models, some borrowed from
their pre-Revolution French overseers,
some from the Germans and Eastern
Europeans that settled the border states
and Mexico, bringing their talents for
brewing beer and playing polkas with
them. Far from the folk arrangements
one might expect, these groups played
material more likely modeled on opera
overtures and gay, semi-classical parlor
fare. Likely too, these ensembles had
the same models of greatness as their
Stereophiie, June 1997

American counterparts. It had been
only afew decades since Johann Strauss
Jr. swept the world with elegant dance
forms, and John Philip Sousa's band was
regularly barnstorming the country.
You hear both reflected in the ensemble
precision and the sophistication of
arrangements in these recordings.
Both at the time of these recordings
and in the Tejano and mariachi fare of
today, the polka (or polca) was apopular
dance form. Naturally it is adominant
feature of this collection. And even
where the form may not be apolka outright, the oom-pah bass line is still often
expressed by guitars or brass, as it is in
the cross-accented bajo sexto (12-string
guitar) lines of the modern conjunto
(aka norteño) groups, as well as Tejano
music and Mexico's Banda tradition.
The waltz (vals), tango, and foxtrot were
likewise popular forms, and there are
abundant examples of each here.
The peculiarities of early recording
techniques have adistinct impact on
these recordings. There's an unevenness
of sound owing to the fact that weaker
instruments were brought close to the
single microphone, while more penetrating instruments were moved some
distance away. As aresult, one hears guitars and violins clearly while the brass
has asomewhat muffled character. That
noted, the restoration of these discs is
superb. It's uncanny that such sound
was captured so long ago.
The other interesting aspect of these
recordings is the important time frame
they represent. The 1920s and '30s saw
the proliferation of recordings and
radio — suddenly, the world was an
open book. Particularly in the later sessions from this compilation, jazz
begins to drift into the music. About
the only thing missing from Emilio
Cáceres y su Orquesta del Club
Aguila's "Jig in G" (foxtrot) is the
"Ahar of Bob Wills's Texas Playboys.
Er... make that "iAjar

Along the way, examples of great
musicianship have been carved into this
collection. The quivering reed tones may
be uneven and somewhat rough in the
José María Arrendondo Trio's account
of "Penumbra" (vals bajito), but the limitations become avehicle to individual
expression in the hands of their unnamed player.
Overall, this is an exceptional effort. If
you're serious about Mexican music, you
need to check out all of Arhoolie's
Mexican-American Border Music series
as well as its Herculean four-CD collection The Mexican Revolution: Corridos [Ballads] about the Heroes and Events 19101920 and Beyond!
—Daniel Buckley
OUMOU SANGARE
Worotan
World Circuit/Rounder WCD 045 (CD). 1996. Nick
Gold, prod.; Jerry Boys, eng. AAD? TI': 59:31
Performance ****
Sonics ****

0

umou Sangare's breakthrough
album, Mousso/ou, put her native Wassolou region of southern Mali on the musical map and spearheaded the "Afro-pop unplu lt
led" format that's swept European world-music
charts in the '90s. Two albums later
she's still locked into the same hypnotic
groove, with such minor Western
refinements as ahorn section led by former James Brown saxophonist Pee Wee
Ellis. The music is very much aproduct
of modern studio technology, which
allows African traditional instruments
to be recorded with the same glossy
fidelity as guitars or violins. But it
retains adeep folk flavor, along with a
cool intensity that makes Sade sound
strident by comparison.
The spicy-sweet Wassolou sound is
based on apentatonic scale that's unmistakably related to the blues. With limited
possibilities for harmonic development,
the tunes differ mainly in tempo and texture, using assorted instruments —Babah
Salah's stinging electric guitar on
"N'Guatu," Yacouba Mamouni's throaty
traditional flute on "Tibaw," or Basidi
Keita's crackling djembe drum on
"N'Diya Ni" — to create timbrai variety.
The one instrumental constant is the dry,
propulsive twang of Kasim Sidibe's
kamaIngoni, asmall, teenage model of the
Malian hunter's harp, reflecting the
music's origin in youth songs. Violins and
brass riff smoothly to the sharply syncopated rhythms; only on the closing
"Djrlen," featuring new-agey guitar and
flute, is there an obvious crossover feel.
Framed by the stark harmonies of
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RECORD
her two backup singers, Sangare's vibratoless voice soothes and soars, floating
effortlessly over the beat. Although she
projects an air of serenity, her lyrics are
often filled with outrage over the treatment of women in Africa. On "Worotan"
she protests the subordinate status of married women; on "Denw" she bemoans
the stigmatization of childless women,
and on "Tibaw" she denounces polygamy,
wailing 'Women of the world, rise up /
Let us fight for our freedom." In asociety
where arranged marriages are the norm,
even love songs like "N'Diya Ni" have a
hidden agenda. But even at its most didactic —as on "N'Guatu," where she encourages Malian men to take up Eirming —
Sangare's music is poised and poignant,
brimming with plucky spirit and refreshing as adesert breeze.
-Larry Birnbaum

The Best Of
Hannibal 1412 (Cl)). 1997. (no prod. or eng. listed)
AAD? TT: 54:31
Performance ***1/2
Sonics:***

H

ungary's Márta Sebestyén belongs in that small clutch of
exceptional global divas that
includes Ireland's Mairéad NI Mhaonaigh, Mary Black, and Tríona NI
Dhomhnaill, and Bulgaria's Trio Bulgarka —performers whose pure vocal instruments and deep connections to their
homeland traditions have defined their
cultures' musics for ageneration. Both
with the traditional Hungarian ensemble
Muzsikás and in her several solo excursions, Sebestyén has set and maintained
the highest standards of personal excellence and choice of material.
This latest collection draws heavily on
those two main sources, plus Sebestyén's
haunting and memorable, if brief,
episode from the opening credits of The
English Patient and ataste of her work in a
techno setting (her voice has been used
by Deep Forest and Peter Gabriel, among
others). It surveys her singing in Serbian,
Croatian, Hindi, and English as well.
Still, the bulk of the music focuses on
pieces from the various Hungarian regional traditions — material she holds
close. The daughter of apupil of Hungarian composer and ethnomusicologist
Zoltán Kodály, Sebestyén has been
singing rare Hungarian folk tunes since
childhood. And Hungarian folk music,
as Béla Bartók comprehended through
his own field collecting, is a unique
hodgepodge of elements fitting its geographic location at the crossroads of
Europe, Asia, and Africa. One hears in
Stereophile, June 1997
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Sebestyén's limber melismatic vocal
ornaments, for example, the movement
of the gypsies from their North Indian
ancestral homeland through Hungary
to the rest of Europe and North Africa.
A cross-talk from southern points is
plain in the reedy blasts of Hungarian
bagpipes, ornamented with distinctively
middle-eastern trills, in the tune
"Teremtés" (Creation). Even the overall
shape of the tunes — often long, convoluted, and episodic —is evidence of the
music's extensive, complex past.
Part of what has set Sebestyén's recordings apart over the years has been the versatility of her main musical partner,
Muzsilds. Whether accompanying her
with the traditional, rubbed-raw sawing
bass and doubled monophonic lines of
Hungarian music, or creating sophisticated arrangements that incorporate elements of Celtic folk music and jazz, this
group equals and abets Sebestyén's range,
virtuosity, and flair for color. It lends the
music arichness and variety that begs
repeated listening, and is amajor element
in the current release's attraction.
On "Szeress Egyet. SLegyen Szép"
(Love Just One), for example, one is
drawn in as much by Mihaly Sipos's
erratic, barn-swallow-like, grace-noteinfused violin ornaments as by Sebestyén's instinctive rhythmic playfulness.
If there's one flaw here, it is that the
liner notes are so incomplete. No listing
of musicians is included, nor one of
what country each work hails from.
Still, it's well worth picking up, even if
you're adie-hard Márta Sebestyén fan.
But be warned that, if previously unindoctrinated, you'll likely find yourself
scurrying around record shops in search
of everything she's put out. When you
do, you won't be disappointed.
—Daniel Buckley
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South Delta Space Age
Antilles 314 533 965-2 (CD). 1995 (domestic release
1997). Bill Caswell, James Blood Ulmer, prods.;
Robert Musso, Oz Fritz, engs. AAD? TT: 51:49
Performance ****
Sonics ****
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lose your eyes and think of funk.
Imagine the young James Brown's
pompadour. Dream of the kind of
greasy, smoky, delicious ribs that will clog
your arteries just thinking about 'em. Feel
"Freddie's Dead," "Thank You (Falettinme Be Mice Elf Agin)," and 'Tear The
Roof Off the Sucker."
Now who besides the Meters can still

WS

Are you my mother? Bill Laswell is abass-carrying
member of funk's first family.

get that sizzled, that far down, that "Do
You Get Fries With That Shake" funky
today? What about aquintet of James
Blood Ulmer, Bill Laswell, Joseph
"Zigaboo" Modeliste, Bernie Worrell,
and Amina Claudine Myers? A blockbuster on a CD jacket, this talented
group has managed to concoct abrew
that's very good, if not atouch great.
In terms of instrumental megatonnage, this session has more firepower
than anything that's come down the
pike in avery long time. The key to this
all-star one-off is Modeliste, who is
arguably the greatest funk drummer to
ever grace the earth with his beat-happy
presence. The man sleeps funky. The
man showers funky. He is, after James
Brown, one of the freaky, unfathomable
forefathers of funk.
In adark, Svengali kind of way, the
multifaceted Laswell ain't far behind.
Known more for conceiving and shaping
records than for actually playing on them
— the discs on his Axiom label are generally way out and way cool — the
bearded, bereed Laswell is a monster
bass player when he turns his lighthouse
vision in that direction. Ostensibly the
leader of this "band," Blood Ulmer is his
usual economical and inventive self,
adding tons of grit, using every solo wisely, and taming his growling vocals to fit
the vibe. Although the B-3 organ is now
thought of as cartoonish thanks to the
avalanche of lazy funk/jazz discs that
poured out of Blue Note and Verve in
the early 70s, the instrument shines here
in the inventive hands of Worrell and
Myers, who alternately lead the melody
or anchor the rhythm of every tune.
Speaking of tunes, the instrumental
jams here, like "Itchin"' or the opener
"Dusted," are what, not surprisingly,
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come off best. With its mantra of "I
wanna get dusted /Igot ta get dusted
baby," the slow, sinuous "Dusted" is Parliament enough to make Dr. Funkenstein
proud. "Grounded" is the payoff for
Meters fans, who will immediately recognize this Modeliste/Ulmer composition as fruit that hasn't fallen far from the
Cissy Strut tree. Ulmer's turn as avocalist fails only once, on the inevitable ballad, "Please Tell Her." With George
Clinton slowing down, Sly Stone MIA,
and James Brown proposing to talkshow hosts, the gooey mantle of funk
has fallen to one-offs like this — which,
thankfully, is one of the very best.
—Robert Baird

Pop
Island 314-524 334-2 (CD). 1997. Flood, prod.; Howie
B., Steve Osborne, prods., engs.; Mark "Spike" Stent,
eng. AAD? TI': 60:13
Performance ***
Sonics ***1/2

F

actoids are a late-'90s kind of
thing, so let's start with one: At
first glance Pop is as easy as reading through plastic wrap — bereft of a
clear artistic direction, U2 shaves their
heads, slips into retro '70s togs, and does
dance music.
For the first few listens, Pop reminds
you of the first time you heard arapper
on aPrince record —the pitiful sound of
an iconoclastic ensemble that's lost its
edge (no pun intended), whose creative
juices are so low that they've no choice
but to latch on to whatever fad happens
to be speeding by. Skewering the last
couple U2 albums has been too easy —
worse than shooting fish in abarrel. The
band's increasingly noodly creative vision
and aimless drift make the fad-for-cash
theory that much more appealing.
But this disc is different. Despite dire
predictions, most by Bono himself, the
band's trademark "three chords and the
truth" schtick is not completely gone.
No one will ever mistake this for anything other than aU2 album.
But there have been changes. Big
changes. The band that once excelled at
minimalism and open spaces in songs
like "With or Without You" is now
making music that's as frenetic as a
downed electric line. And damn if Mr.
Ego Incarnate and his band don't almost
pull it off. With Bono's familiar wail and
askeletal melody line, the lead track and
first single, "Discotheque," may well be
the kind of electronica that both
American radio and American teens can
get behind. Call it "electronica lite,"
"tecluio for timid teens," or, more likely,
Stereophile, Rine 1997
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"computer burbling even aguitar band
fan can love" — on some levels it works.
Future problems: Techno is supposed
to be faceless, the final perfection of the
"No Rock Star" D.I.Y. aesthetic, but
Bono will never allow Bono to be faceless. And what about The Edge? Rock
guitars are anathema to electronica of all
forms. Stylistic dalliance or new creative
path? Probably the former, which
makes Pop adead end with aview.
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he comes up with as his latest great epic.
By disc two it even begins to sound as
if Zevon is trying to write "Warren
Zevon songs" instead of just writing
songs, thanks to tunes with silly tides like
"Sentimental Hygiene, "Detox Mansion" and "Mr. Bad Example" that don't
get better with age, no matter how good
the execution. There are some nice surprises like "Reconsider Me" and "Run
Straight Down," and the Hindu Love
Gods (Zevon and the instrumental 1
/ of
4
R.E.M.) doing Prince's "Raspberry
Beret." But, by and large, disc two is a
record of failed stabs at re-creating former glories.
The final score? Zevon was agenuine
contender out of the gate who squandered his best tricks during the first legs
of the race. Now he's just running with
the vast pack of middling singer-songwriters, coasting on alegend his early
work deserves and later recordings
obscure.
-Rob Patterson

—Robert Baird

I'll Sleep When I'm Dead
(An Anthology)

Yardbird Suite: The Ultimate

Rhino R2 73510 (CD). 1997 Gary Peterson, Mark
Pinlcus, compilation prods.; Bill Inglot, compilation
eng. AAD? TI': 75.31/77:01
Performance ***1/2
Sonia ***

Charlie Parker, alto sax; Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis,
trumper, Clyde Hart, Al Haig, Dodo Mamiorosa,
Errol Graner, Duke Jordan, John Lewis, Thelonious
Monk, Bud Powell, Walter Bishop, piano; Slain
Stewart, Curly Russell, Tommy Potter, Red
Callendar, Teddy Kotick, Percy Heath, bass; Cozy
Cole, Big Sid Catlett, Max Roach, Don Lanunond,
Buddy Rich, Roy Haynes, drums
Rhino R2 72260 (2 CDs). 1997 Bob Porter, James
Austin, Patrick Milligan, prods.; Bob Fisher, remastering eng. AAD? Tr: 2:0334
Performance **** 1/2
Sonics
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ettospectives like PI Sleep When
I'm Dead (An Anthology) usually
beg an artistic reassessment, either
better or worse than one may recall or
have once thought. This is the first one I
think I've come across where both judgments cropped up in equal measure.
After all, by the time this set's first
disc hit track two —"Hasten Down the
Wind," beautifully laced with adelicate
Phil Everly harmony — Iwas marveling
at how fresh and brainy the best of
Zevon's first releases still sound, especially in light of how the work of most
of his 70s Southern California rock
peers have wilted. Heck, if "Carmelita"
isn't astandard (albeit atwisted one), it
should be, while songs like "Desperados
Under the Eaves," "Johnny Strikes Up
the Band," "Accidentally Like aMartyr,"
and "Mohammed's Radio" are masterful counterpoints to hits like "Werewolves of London" and "Lawyers,
Guns, and Money." But somewhere
toward the end of disc one, you can
almost hear Zevon believing his own
press as he starts throwing off anything

Charlie Parker Collection

..**
T

odub any retrospective "the ultimate" is tantamount to saying "yo
mama." You just be begging for a
fight, especially when dealing with an
artist of Charlie Parker's stature. But then
career overviews such as Yardbird Suite:
The Ultimate Charlie Parker Collection are
targeted more toward the damned than
the saved. We already have the original
CDs, the original LPs, and the wild smattering of import collections and compilations that preceded the periodic jazz
revivals of the past 30 years, when, as
fanatical neophytes ourselves, we scrambled to collect any remnants of jazz history during the dark days when deepcatalog bins ofjazz were nonexistent.
Having read all that, you can sense the
writer setting up aline of tin-cans on the
fence with which to take target practice.
Well, yes and no —by and large I'm abig
fan of Rhino's overview compilations —
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especially their 15-volume blues set. To
me they represent not so much definitive
historical retrospectives, as idealized
radio sets, where a sympathetic DJ
attempts to condense the cream of the
crop into an hour or two —the type of
collection you'd assemble yourself for a
long road trip.
In that sense, 1can readily recommend Yardbird Suite to those of you out
there who have yet to experience aprolonged visit with Charlie Parker. The

mastering, sequencing, and annotations
are first-rate, and by and large these are
the cuts even the most fanatical devotees
would want to listen to over and over
again. Parker, like Armstrong ageneration before him, completely transformed
global styles of phrasing until everyone
tried to sound like Bird — consciously or
otherwise, irrespective of instruments.
And though his music is deeply imbued
in the blues (check out his epic solos
on "Now's The Time" and "Parker's

Mood"), it was Bird's advanced harmonic palette and complex sense
of rhythm that elevated jazz into aconcert form.
Beginning with the swing-oriented
rhythm sections of the Guild and
Musicraft sides under Dizzy Gillespie's
leadership (listen to their phenomenal
rapport on the out choruses of "Dizzy
Athmosphere"), the bulk of Yardbird
Suite is given over to prime cuts from
the Savoy and Dial catalogs (dig how

Déjà Vu ... All Over Again
THELONIOUS MONK: Straight, No Chaser
Columbia/Legacy CK 64886 (CD). 1968/1996. Teo
Macero, prod.; Orrin Keepnews, reissue prod.; Frank
Lado, eng. MD? TT: 7607
Performance **** 1/2

Sonics ****

PEPPER ADAMS: Pepper
Enja ENJ-90792 (CD). 1975/1996. Matthias Windcelmann, reissue prod. Carlos Albrecht, Ian terry. engs.
AAD? TI': 4821
Performance**** 1/2

sonics **

HAMPTON HAWES: Lire at the jazz Showcase in
Chicago, VoLl
Enja CD 3099-2 (CD). 1973/1996. Joe Segal, prod../
eng. AAD? TT: 4535
Performance ****
Sonics *
JACKIE McLEAN: New anti Old Gospel
Blue Note CDP 8 53356 2 (CD). 1967/1996. Alfred
Lion, prod.; Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod.; Rudy
Van Gelder, mg. ADD? TT: 4133
Performance ** 1/2
Sonics ** 1/2
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jazz labels go, Blue Note created acult, but over the last 50
years, through sheer scale, Columbia has recorded more important jazz
than any other label. Columbia recently
announced that it has rededicated itself to
its Legacy reissue series through amore
comprehensive archival research and
production plan. Each title in the series
features remastering in 20-bit Super Bit
Mapping from original source tapes, new
comprehensive liner notes, rare photos,
all original artwork, and, when possible,
previously unreleased material.
Thelonious Monk's Straight, No Chaser
is aparadigm for what areissue should
be. You can improve upon amasterpiece
when you: a) restore over nine minutes
of music that had been edited out of the
original LP; b) add three stunning new
tracks; c) provide updated liner notes by
Monk expert Orrin Keepnews (who
wrote the original liner notes, also
included); d) reproduce the original back
cover of the LP; e) include lots of those
rare photos; and 0take such exquisite care
with the sound that 30 years disappear.
There is much nostalgia for Monk's
early recordings on the Blue Note and
Stereophile, June 1997

Jackie McLean preachin' the jazz gospel.

Riverside labels. It is sometimes forgotten that he did some of his best work for
Columbia, like Monk's Dream and CrissCross. Straight, No Chaser is from the
purest, strongest strain of late Monk. It's
full of such irreplaceable objets d'art as
two versions of Ellington's "I Thought
About You," each majestic in its stately,
inevitable progression. On the title cut
there's the exhilarating, lighter-than-air
buoyancy that happens when Monk's
quartet is in azone. (Monk's alter ego,
the garlic-toned Charlie Rouse, is of
course present on tenor sax, along with
Larry Gales and Ben Riley.) And there's
asolo piano version of "Between the
Devil and the Deep Blue Sea," pregnant
with ponderous Monkian epiphanies.
The Pepper Adams and Hampton
Hawes releases are more typical of the
reissue category in that their label, Enja,
does not (or perhaps can not) provide the
elevated production values of Blue Note
and Columbia/Legacy. The Hawes trio
album was recorded in 1973 at Chicago's
Jazz Showcase by that venue's respected
proprietor, Joe Segal, on equipment that

could not have been very sophisticated.
It contains a14-minute "Stella By Starlight" in which Hawes's extravagant
piano steals up on the song and captures
it, only to let it fly away.
Pepper Adams's Pepper comes from a
club date recorded live in Munich in
1975. It also includes two tracks from an
obscure big-band studio session led by
Canadian Denny Christianson, recorded in Montréal in 1986, eight months
before Adams died of lung cancer.
Pepper contains an extended version of
Thad Jones's greatest composition, "A
Child is Born," which shows how
Adams's brute of abaritone sax could
crystallize tenderness. And from the
big-band session, one of Adams's final
recordings, there is a"My Funny Valentine" like alingering farewell.
By the late '60s, Blue Note producer
Alfred Lion's interests had expanded
beyond soul and hard bop to the near
reaches of the avant garde. Jackie
McLean's New and Old Gospel is an
example of this new direction for Blue
Note. It is also proof that Blue Note
made some failures. McLean's alto sax
sounds self-conscious when it screeches
and squawks (his dabbling into free jazz
proved short-lived). The album also
documents McLean's very first encounter
with Omette Coleman. Coleman, whose
commitment to abstract expressionism
has been life-long and has shaped subsequent generations, is miscast here as a
trumpet sideman — he can not play the
horn in any traditional sense. (On his
own albums, Coleman occasionally uses
the trumpet to spatter color and to provide textural contrast to his own alto sax.)
McLean's 22-minute "Lifeline" is an allegory for the life cyde that doesn't work,
and "Old Gospel" is one of the least
attractive lines Coleman ever wrote. The
sound quality emphasizes the stridency
of the music.
-Thomas Conrad
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Bird's long melodic elisions on "Ko-Ko"
and "Klaunstance" are reflected in the
evolving phrasing of the rhythm sections), concluding with asmattering of
Clef sides, and some dynamic live
blowing with Bird, Diz, Bud Powell,
and Roy Haynes originally released on
Columbia as Summit Sessions at Birdland,
and some rare live dates at the Rockland
Palace in New York featuring strings.
Quibbles? You bet, though it's likely
some decisions were predicated on the
ability — or lack thereof— to license
material such as Jazz at Massey Hall on
Debut, which is the definitive bebop
concert. Why not begin the set with
Bird's early "Hootie Blues" solo, to
illustrate how his primordial style first
came together; or the transitional hotelroom recordings from 1943 (as collected on Stash), where Bird plays tenor
with Diz? Likewise Bird's early R&B/
swing-inflected Savoys, such as "Red
Cross" with Tiny Grimes, or "Slam Slam
Blues" with Red Norvo & His Selected
All-Stars (or, for that matter, more of the
ethnic amalgams such as "Barbados" and
the records with Machito? The live
Royal Roost broadcasts, or the other live
Columbia Birdland recordings with Bud,
Fats Navarro, and Art Blakey?) And why
use live string recordings if studio materials were available?
The short answer is that all of Bird's
recordings are definitive. If this Rhino
set draws new listeners into the swim of
things, more power to them.

PAUL WERTICO/
GREGG BENDIAN
Bang!
Paul Wertico, Gregg Bendian, drum sets, mallet instruments, assorted percussion
Truemedia D 96731 (CD). 1996. Paul Wertico, prod,
mg.: Gregg Bandian, prod.; Malachi Butcher, Ken
Christianson, engs.; AAD? TT: 61:53
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***

T

he idea of sitting through arecital
by two drummer/percussionists
may not seem as rarefied as a
chamber piece by flute, French horn,
and piano, but we've come along way,
baby — drummers aren't just some subspecies that hangs out with musicians.
See, there's alot of melody in rhythm,
and vice versa. The very notion of one
drummer employing all four limbs
to emulate awhole choir of drummers
— to keep time while simultaneously
shading, coloring, accenting, and superimposing other rhythms on snare drum,
tom-toms, bass drum, ride cymbal,
crash cymbal, and hi-hats — is, like,
totally American. We taught the world
how to swing.
Bill Stewart doesn't need awatch, he keeps his
On Bang! these two virtuosos return
own time.
the favor, expanding the tonality of the
"Rh
-a-ning" and Jackie McLean's
basic American drum set and cymbals
"Little Melonae," albeit uniquely, along
with a variety of relatively pitched
with aslate of originals. The every-oneinstruments, revealing how much of the
an-ace ensemble: pianist Bill Carrothers,
global rhythmic vocabulary has entered
bassist Larry Grenadier, and saxophonists
our own collective language.
Steve Wilson and Seamus Blake (he and
Of course, it does help to love the
Grenadier are Scofield bandmates.
sound of the drums, the sudden impact
—Chip Stern
Stewart's take on contemporary
of two full kits in your lap. But Wertico
acoustic jazz is fairly wide open: pretty
(who's been Pat Metheny's drummer
much anything can happen, and does.
for years) and Bandian's kits are impecBILL STEWART
This makes for ear-challenging, decidedcably tuned, and the simple, visceral
telepathy
ly entrancing music. "Rhythm" follows
impact of these two-track recordings
its "rhythm changes" form, but just bareputs you right in the middle of the
Bill Stewart, drums; Steve Wilson, Seamus Blake, saxes;
Bill Carrothers, piano; Larry Grenadier, bass
ly., often it's just Stewart and the soloists
action — as on "Criss-Cross," where
Blue Note 8 53210 2 (CD). 1997. Bob Belden, Bill
in heated exchanges. On the medium
Wertico's chanting right-channel rolls
Stewart, prods.; David Baker, eng. DDID. TT: 62:06
Performance ****
uptempo "These Are They," built over a are answered by Bandian's chittering
Sonics ****1/2
loose, floating 4/4 feel, there are sections
nest of wooden forest sounds and asunwhere both sannen issue pithy remarks
splash of cymbals.
tthis year's International Association of Jazz Educators
simultaneously.
These are essentially aseries of imconference, held in Chicago
The slightly more grounded "Myprovisations, and part of what makes
in January, drummer Bill Stewart nah" sports young maestro Blake's
these two drummers so satisfying is that
they make an honest effort not to turn
bashed his heart out performing as a tenor, first whispering, then with vigor,
member of John Scofield's quintet,
the drummer crackling behind him.
this into an hour of drum solos. At times,
earning two cheer-filled standing ovaThe leader closes with asolo of soft taps
the joy of just double-clutching into
tions for his highly complex, extremely
off rims and cymbals. "Lyra" is tender,
overdrive gets the better of them, but
Carrothers's notes lasting for ages, while
even on a spontaneous blaster like
musical solos.
The same musicality, expressiveness,
"Happy Chickens" is an unpredictable
"Metal Urge" their rhythmic modulavital sense of drive and pulse, and
view of quasi-funk. "Dwell On This"
tions betray akeen sense of form.
breathtaking originality are here on the
sizzles, the sprightly Wilson in top
It helps that they sequence the more
29-year-old's second effort for Blue
form. And more.
varied melodic pieces up front (such as
Note. Whether soloing or accompanyDavid Baker's idea of clean sound has
"Ballad?"); by the time you make it
ing, the drummer plays with grit, fire,
resulted in just that: unfettered, natural
to the martial conclusion of "Worn
and invention; his time feel is remarkstudio sound with, yes, plenty of crisp,
March" (if you make it that far), your
easily distinguished drum tone.
ably alive and fresh.
speakers have gotten asplendid aerobic
—Zan Stewart
On Telepathy, Stewart explores Monk's
workout.
-Chip Stern
e
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Stereophile Budget
Product of the year in
1994. The Grado
SR60 is a must for
any audiophile with a
portable cd player or
cassette deck. $69

"I could not only hear
the cellist breathing
through his nose, I
could tell he needed to
clip his nose hairs."
Customer comment
about Etymotic ER4S
on an airplane. $330

Stereophile Reviewers Speak
about portable headphone stuff:
About the Etymotic ER4S:
"For recording engineers, Ithink
the ER-4Ses would be an indispensable tool—isolation plus accuracy make a difficult combination to top. For travellers, I
can't recommend anything more
highly. They help me arrive more
rested—through the reduction of
rumble---and in a great mood,
since I've amused myself on my
Journey."
Was Phillips, Vol 18 No.7, July 1995
About the Supreme:
"With some products, to see
them is to want to possess them;
the HeadRoom Supreme falls into
that category." "A remarkably wellthought-out,
well-engineered
product at an excellent price.
Long-distance travel will not be
the same again. Highly recommended—give that BOO number
a call!"
John Atkinson, Vol 17 No 1, Jan. 1994
About the Traveller Bag:
"...for the one specialized task of
consolidating everything you need
for portable high-quality listening,
this bag is incredibly well-thoughtout." "It has simplified my travels—
and helped make them imponderably more enjoyable to boot.
That's better than an upgrade
to first class."
Was Philips, Vol 18 No.10, Oct 1995
The Supreme has appeared twice
as an Amplification Component
of the Year Runner-Up: 1994 and
1996. And is currently rated
Class B on the Recommended
Components List.

emew

Simply the world's best
portable headphone
amplifiers. [Who else
even makes one?) The
Cosmic is great on the
road, and even better
at home with the optional Base Station One
power supply. $599
The Supreme is $449.

Handy Cross Pen and

Antigravity Velcrism averts

Certs pockets provide

player/concrete trauma.

lightning access to

1.0•130.

Con,4, shoulder strap
caresses the stressed
and weary traveller's

important business

neck and

tools.

shoulder.

See... cushy
spot for
amp and
CDs.
Bottom entry flap

Headphone

provides easy access

cable entry slot

to rear panels and

and slack cable

cable snake pit.

compartment

Includes pocket for

reduces annoying
cab/us cunfusii.

extra batteries

Inside and outside
top lid pockets carry accessories
like Etymotics or nose hair scissors.

Forget all that stuff on the next page, what HeadRoom really
does well is put you on the road with absolutely marvelous tunes.
You won't miss your home stereo at all. In fact you'll look forward to your next road trip. (Geez! Imust be nuts...airports suck.)
OK, but your next trip can be filled with hours of high quality
listening with a HeadRoom Traveller System. $499 -$1499

Veg at home.

Don't you just hate all the ugly dealer ads
in the back of Stereophile? We do too.
That's why we've designed this ad with just
afew of the many headphone products we
sell. If you want the full story, visit our web
site, or call for our FREE 48 page brochure.

HeadRoom
Be of Sound Mind
Web Site -http://www.headphone.com

800 828 8184

About the Max:
"Articulate—that's the one word that
best describes Max. Oh, there are
others: fast, rich, complex—and paradoxically simple as well." "Ultimately,
however, Imust keep returning to that
least definable of qualities, but the
one that most inhabits my love for
Max: the coherent articulation of the
essence of music." "The headphone
listener today does not lack for
choices when it comes to headphone
amps" ... "I'd have to say the HeadRoom Max is the one to beat."
"I want one!"
Wes Phillips, Vol.20 No.2, Feb. 1997

A Little HeadRoom is
alot better than any
ordinary headphone
jack. $249. Upgrade
it later with the More
Power Option. $259

We are confident the
Sennheiser 600 will
soon be the reference
against which all other
dynamic headphones
are measured. $379

Order Direct, 30-Day Satisfaction Guaranty

About the HeadRoom Audio Image
Processor:
From disc to disc Ialways found the
processed signal an improvement,
even where the effect on the imaging was vanishingly slight. But the
true worth of the HeadRoom circuit
will be revealed with extended listening—I don't want to underestimate its
importance by stressing the subtle
nature of the change. It's a cumulative benefit, reducing listening fatigue
by a substantial margin. In fact, Isuspect that subtlety is one of the most
reliable indicators of the correctness
of the processing ... Icould listen for
hour after hour, with noticeably less
effort."
Was Phillips, Vol 18 No.1, Jan. 1995
About the Senn heiser 580:
"Ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed openback dynamic headphones with full,
extended low frequencies." "JA's dynamic headphone reference."
Recommended Components List Class '9':
Voll9 No.10, Oct 1996

Caution: Listening to the Max
may cause eargasm. $1333

Workhorse of the headphone amp universe,
the Home HeadRoom.
$599. And high-pert big
brother, the Maxed-Out
Home. $999.

Stereophile Reviewers Speak about
Home Headphone Stuff:

*

L., ,gLJge
:mernational readers
Pronounced ve l This silly Americanism e derived
from leigetableT when means a person who es
romo/ole weth mental encapapty But the word
veg es used more bke berng a "couch potato"
when means to practice excessive relaxation
&her way we mean to say that losteneng to
headphones s a great way to relay and get
away from g all

HeadRoom Corp.-521 E. Peach -Bozeman MT 59715
PH 406 587 9466 -FX 406 587 9484
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COMMENTS

Music Fidelity X-DAC HDCD
Editor:
Wow! Thanks tor Robert Harley's fantastic review of the Musical Fidelity XDAC HDCD-compatible digital/analog
converter [in May].
With the demise of Audio Alchemy,
there has been avoid in the market of
lower-priced digital audio components.
World-famous British audio manufacturer
Musical Fidelity has stepped in to fill the
gap with several excellent components —
including the X-DAC.
The X-DAC nicely replaces the Audio
Alchemy DDE v3.0 HDCD-compatible
DAC, for hundreds of dollars less. The
X-DAC is smarter and easier to use than
the DDE v3.0. The X-DAC automatically selects the digital input that has
signal, chooses the proper digital sampling frequency, and even auto-detects an
HDCD disc. The X-DAC also seems
better made than the Audio Alchemy.
Our failure rate on X-DAC has been virtually nil.
But the best thing about the X-DAC is
the sound: Robert Harley marvels at the
bass and "almost tubelike liquidity."
We've found that audiophiles love the
smooth, liquid, and harmonically rich
midrange. Ifind the X-DAC is so easy to
listen to Iforget I'm listening to CDs.
That's areal tribute to aDAC at any price.
Thanks to the current strength of the
US dollar on world currency markets,
we're introducing the X-DAC at the low
price of only $499.95. So long as the US
dollar remains strong, we'll do our best to
hold this price for US audiophiles.
Wayne Schuumtan
President ofAudio Advisor, Inc
Musical Fidelity's US Distributor
P.S. By the time this appears, Musical
Fidelity will have introduced ahigh-current power supply called PSU, which
improves the performance of the XDAC, X10-D, and other "X"-series products. Our price for the PSU is projected
to be $199.95.
Symposium Energy Absorption
Platform
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Michael Fremer
for the time and consideration that he
gave to our product [in May]. Mr.
Fremer is a serious music lover who
cares about good sound, afact evident to
Stereophile, June 1997

anyone who has had the pleasure to hear
his system. Iam very happy to have had
the opportunity to increase his listening
enjoyment. Symposium Energy Absorption Platforms have undergone slow but
deliberate evolution during their three
years in the marketplace, and the one
that Mr. Fremer received for use with his
VPI turntable represents current standards of performance and appearance.
Although the Platform made for his
VPI is not astandard size, all sizes are
available.
Investigation into the audible and usually deleterious effects of vibration upon
components led to the development of
Symposium Platforms, and its design
emerged in logical steps. Our goals are
simple: first, to add no additional distortions; second, to lessen the gap between
the listener and the original musical
event, and third, to do it at acost that is
reasonable and affordable.
Ishould like to stress that Symposium
Platforms work well with all components,
including amplifiers, preamplifiers, CD
players, D/A converters, and speakers. In
addition, they work synergistically with
isolation devices such as Mr. Fremer's
Vibraplane. Isolation of the component
from its environment is only one half of
the vibration-control battle; evacuation of
internal component vibration, whether
generated by sound waves or by vibrating
elements within the component itself is
the other, and this is the task to which
Symposium Platforms are specifically
addressed. To this end we feel they are the
best of their kind, since they dissipate
vibration without ringing, and with minimal reflection of mechanical energy back
into the component.
Equipment Couplers are supplied with
Super Platforms (such as Mr. Fremer
reviewed) in the event that one has no
other such devices on hand. Iwould like
to clarify that other devices may be substituted for them, and that we don't necessarily feel that these other fine products
be relegated only for use "below" the
Platform. (In addition, we'd like to add
that performance will improve with or
without their inclusion.) We encourage
experimentation, since every user will
find the unique solution for his or her
own music system's best results.
Once again, Iwould like to thank
Michael Fremer for his superb column,
and Stereophik for its excellent forum for

the continuing development of the state of
the art in sound reproduction.
Peter Bizlervicz
Symposium Acoustics
VTL MB 175 Signature
Editor:
Iam truly gratified and impressed with
Michael Fremer's uncanny ability to precisely describe the sound of VTL amplifiers and their differentiation from other
amplifiers. In the time period that MF
had the VTLs in his home, they became a
reliable core component of his reference
system, and "produced the best, most
musically convincing and balanced sound
[he'd] ever had at home." Iattribute this
to the fact that Michael is atrue music
lover who simply used the amps for listening to music (and lots of it, by my
memory of his listening studio). So to see
him give such astrong recommendation
to one of our Signature amplifiers on the
basis of musical accuracy is arecognition
Ihighly appreciate.
Over the approximately five years that
MF has had one or another VTL amp, he
has had no problems at all. That he chose to
highlight atube amplifier as an example of
reliability is wonderful news, but that he
chose VTL to make this example of reliability is truly gratifying to both our design
and manufacturing teams.
Despite the perception that tubes are
high-maintenance, we at VTL have chosen
to commit ourselves to making tube
equipment as user-friendly and as easy to
service and maintain as possible. One of
the secrets to the reliability and purity of
sound of the VTLs is that the general circuit topology is about as simple as it gets
for apush-pull amplifier. This is one of the
(few) benefits that we have learned from
the proponents of single-ended circuits —
staying push-pull has kept us from the
technical and sonic limitations of singleended amplifiers. Added to this, we have
chosen to spend money on the components that contribute to the sound the
most Michael has identified the new VTL
Signature output transformer (which, as
part of our commitment to our loyal customers, was designed to be retrofittable to
older VTL amplifiers), and the fact that we
specify parts with headroom rather than
extremely tight tolerance. My love for the
VTL circuits comes from the realization
that they are elegantly designed rather
than highly strung.
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So that the new owner can get on with
listening right away without having to fiddle around installing tubes, we prefer to
ship the amplifiers with the tubes already
installed. Over our 15 plus years of experience, this practice has resulted in so few
damaged tubes that we haven't needed to
modify our policy. Of course we only have
problems at the worst time —apologies to
TJN for the noisy tube while he was trying
to complete the measurements, but at least
it was axed immediately. This also gave me
the opportunity to install aminor modification that we have been shipping as standard for over six months now.
As readers can see from the review mug
shot, MF has described the cosmetic
design of the VTLs exactly. Because cosmetics are such a personal choice I
redesigned the cosmetics of the VTL amps
to fully enclose the tubes, yet still allow the
listener to see the warm glow of the
devices inside that are giving them such
pleasure. For many this is alarge part of the
enjoyment of the system, and one of the
primary motivations for buying tubes. The
panels arc so easy to remove (just four
bolts, with no soldering) that users can easily change the panel themselves. Users
may prefer the optional silver panel pictured in the review, or the proud owner
may need to have his panel refinished to
keep it kioking new. Even the open retrolook can be achieved: the VTL amplifiers
can be used quite safely without the front
panel and cage (not recommended where
inquisitive fingers can get at the hot tubes).
To leave an experienced music lover
not wanting for more is the highest
compliment of the VTL:s musical capability we could get, and an amp that
sounds good with good test-bench performance may be enough to satisfy all but
the most power-hungry music lover. For
those people we have our MB250, 450,
750, or Wotan 1250.
And last but not least, my thanks as
usual go to the rest of the band that
allowed the VTLs to shine — the Audio
Physic Virgos, the front-end preamplification and digital sources, and of course
all the various super-front-end vinyl analog gear.
Thank you again Stereophile and Michael
for the in-depth consideration of our
products.
Luke Manley
VTL
Stax Lambda Nova
1,11tol:
Special thanks to Stereophik and Wes
Phillips for the fascinating review of the
Stax Lambda Nova electrostatic headphones and Stax headphone amplifier
combos.
Iread Wes's article with great interest —
especially the part about him using the Stax
headphones to monitor Stereophes latest
CD recording of Hyperion Knight performing Gershwin. Even though I've sold
Stereophile, June 1997

Stax for many years, Iwas amazed to read
that Wes detected street sounds, including
buses, motorcycles, and air traffic, in the
background of the recordings. Now that's a
revealing headphone!
At Audio Advisor we're currently stocking four Stax models, including the
Lambda Nova Signature with both the
SRM-T1S and SRM-T1W headphone
amps. We'll do our best to keep the prices
down to $1499.95 and $1699.95, respectively, as Wes indicates in his article.
Wayne' Schuunnatt
President, Audio Advisor, Inc.
P.S. Audiophiles with older type Stax
headphones should note that the new Stax
SRM-T1S and SRM-T1W tube headphone amplifiers are available separately,
and can drive most older Stax headphones. Call Audio Advisor at (800) 9420220 for details and prices.
Waveform Mach 17
Editor:
Kaizen is Japanese for constant improvement, the guiding principle behind
Waveform. Other motivational core values are accuracy, reliability, and value for
money; coincidentally, identical business
ethics for the companies that Waveform has commissioned over the past 12
years, to take recorded playback "where no
one has gone before."
Understanding the complex, multidimensional dialectic of the speaker/
room/recording/listener interface has become alifelong pursuit. The joy in music
appreciation our products have given both
consumers and professionals alike is ajust
reward. As Chief Imagination Officer for
Waveform, Ihave pursued techniques subservient to acoustic theory; our designs not
being market-driven.
These simple truths may produce an
abundance ofchortles in some boardrooms
but there is no embarrassment in admitting
that the only proprietary aspect of the
Mach 17 is the analog input of the design
team. That any of the world's larger companies with far greater capitalization and
productive capacity could have easily produced adesign like this is definitely avalid
query to raise. That they didn't should raise
the red flags about the correlation between
the decline of music in both the hardwareand software-related fields, the reluctance
to accept new performance paradigms that
challenge accepted hardware choices, and,
alas, the much-reported consumers' perception that audio is no longer on the cutting edge of entertainment technology.
Waveform did not get the five required
dealers for review. Instead, we offer five
recording companies. Not included was
Ruffhouse Records. It was never our
intention to sell direct and bypass the best
method of selling: dealers. However, small
companies have no marketing muscle and
even less influence when quotas are

demanded by nationally advertised brands
for franchises. Dealers serve an invaluable
role in the presentation process, run a
business like any other, and deserve to be
compensated for their time and capital
outlay. Waveform's mission, to pursue a
single defining product for the sole purpose of its air-moving qualities, has now
paid dividends in appreciation, and while
my tiny firm may be financially and productively incapable of supplying aworld
market, perhaps there is now a timely
window of opportunity open for all concerned, though the system will cost more.
In the meantime, we will stay the course.
The current crossover is scratch-built,
and shares only the chassis and separate
power supply of the BP20 and 25 series
preamps. It is somewhat unfortunate that
the midpoints on the crossover were
employed for measurement purposes. My
hard drive assures me that the flat settings
were sent: At this level of performance, a
total systems approach is essential, with
the most important factor being the
room's RT60, for which we strongly urge
the suggested IEC standard of 03s to 0.4s.
The ability or inability of the Mach 17
to reproduce the deepest low bass is minor.
Several factors, such as floor reinforcement
and position within the room, play crucial
roles. That there is little music of value and
only one 64' organ pipe residing below
about 22Hz (as well as agreat deal of
noise), and that His Majesty exists on very
few organ recordings, should be the center
of the real discussion. However, Iinvite all
to HI-FI '97 in San Francisco for the fourcompany, 4-channel, Nagra-D master
tapes demonstration (suite 905/906) to see
if we can duplicate with warble tones the
3.5dB down at 20Hz that other magazine
editors have found possible in their homes,
and that Waveform demonstrated at the
Waldorf=Astoria last year.
Frankly, Ihave been left nearly speechless, which is awelcome surprise even to
me. Waveform is pleased to accept one of
the accolades for best supporting role in a
musical performance. My list of recipients
for appreciation isn't as long as Cuba's, but
certainly Stereophile, in particular: 1)r.
Greenhill, as well as Wes Phillips and John
Atkinson; my acoustic designer, Dr. Claude
Fortier, who, when Iasked what the ideal
shape for dispersion and elimination of diffraction was, replied, "the egg," as matter-offactly as if it were common acoustic knowledge. To Bryston, in particular Christopher
Russell, who gave permission to build the
"brain," and to his engineering staff, specifically Wayne Plumley, who executed the
prototype. The list would be incomplete
without acknowledgment of the documentation in the AES literature of Dr. Floyd
Toole, formerly of the NRC. His work provided the beginning guidelines that clearly
prove there is indeed adirect correlation
between subjective and objective measurements in the frequency domain.
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Signet SL256
Editor:
We are very pleased with the very complete review of our Signet SL256 bookshelf speaker. It is always satisfyienhave
amagazine such as Stereophile
our
mission to build high-quality speakers at
an affordable price. It has always been our
philosophy that the construction quality of
the speaker enclosure is as important, if not
more important than, the drivers used.
This is again borne out by Muse Kastanovich's enlightened comments about
the sonic improvements generated by
high-quality speaker stands. Iwould point
out that we have alower-priced version of
this speaker, the SL252, which uses the
same drivers but not as rigid acabinet; you
can hear avery significant difference in
sound quality.
We do not rabbet the woofer into the
speaker baffle, as then our patented Sonofelt tweeter lens would not be flush to the
woofer frame. The Sonofelt lens, aSignet
trademark for many years, focuses the
sound from the tweeter while alleviating
unwanted baffle and edge reflections and
diffractions. Therefore the edge of the
speaker enclosure is not seen in the resulting response curves. The lower frequencies of the woofer are not affected as much
by these aberrations, and therefore we do
not treat it the same.
The damping material inside the speaker is arecycled felt material that we have
discovered and that vastly outperforms
polyfiber or fiberglass.
We once again thank you for the very
positive review, and for confirming our
belief that not all audiophile speakers have
to be expensive.
Jim Richards
Sales Manager International, Signet
Copland CDA
Editor:
In reference to Mr. Colloms's review of
our excellent Copland CDA 288 X CD
player, we would advise readers to do
what we have always advocated: trust your
own ears and musical perspective to evaluate audio products. This ideal has been
the cornerstone of our tremendous worldwide success.
Lan Pedersen
Xena Audio AB
Diapason Adamantes Il

Editor:
Iwould like to thank Robert Harley and
Wes Phillips for the follow-up on the
Diapason Adamantes II speaker. It is a
great honor to be twice reviewed by a
magazine as distinguished worldwide as
Stereophile is, and Ithird( the Adamantes II
deserves this special treatment.
Diapason was born from the passion for
music that Ihave had since Istudied at the
Stereophile, June 1997

Conservatory of Music. It is my pleasure to
see that the true essence of my work is
grasped by reviewers with fine feelings like
Robert Harley and Wes Phillips. When I
designed my first speaker, my purpose was
to convey my feeling and love for music to
the future owners, and let them be captured by this unique experience.
Ispend alot of time during listening
sessions in designing and testing Diapason
products: not only are they loudspeakers,
but they are musical instruments as well.
For this reason, in our design principle
technical specifications are just the first
step; [the speakers] have to be subjected to
a musically final performance through
many hours of fine tuning.
Many thanks to all the crew at Stereophilt;
and to customers worldwide who appreciate Diapason speakers.
Alessandro Schiavi
President, Diapason
Diapason Adamantes II

Editor:
When Wes Phillips called me after Jack
English's initial review of the Adamantes,
he felt that many issues raised in our
"Manufacturer's Comment" letter were
valid. (Jack's room size, equipment, etc.)
WP said he would like to do afollow-up
in areal-world room.
With that behind us, I'll get down to
what really counts: how much Robert

• CLASS É•THIEL • MERIDIAN DIGITAL

Tut

Harley enjoyed music through the Adamantes. Iwould like to thank Stereophile and
especially Wes and Bob, for taking the time
and giving us asecond listen. It was apparent that Bob was really diggin' the
Adamantes. For your readers' information,
Ihave probably met every reviewer from
every magazine at the various shows we
have attended. Bob was the only reviewer
who closed his eyes when listening. Iwas
duly impressed.
Iwould like to touch on two points that
were not covered in the review. Bob's
assignment for the past several months has
been reviewing moderately priced equipment. The review of the Adamantes was
conducted using such equipment. If Bob
enjoyed what he heard with the moderately priced gear, Iam sure you can imagine how good the Adamantes will sound
with reference-quality equipment. Iwould
say the potential is there for a 10-20%
improvement.
Lastly, Iwould like to talk about the
Diapason philosophy. We design loudspeakers to capture the emotional essence
of music, while at the same time creating an
artistic statement. Each of our speakers is
handmade by skilled Italian craftsmen. We
use only solid staves of wood (no MDF or
veneers). Each speaker requires three
months to cut, assemble, and finish. The
inside of the cabinet is egg-shaped to avoid
standing-wave problems. We can also boast

ATRE •BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

•
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M ARANTZ
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Thank you again for the complimentary comments.
John (Diva's
President, Wanfoms

•
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the highest WAF (wife acceptance factor) in
the business! See you all in San Francisco
(Room 717).
Fred Abrams
Diapason, USA
PBN
Editor:
It was with great surprise I read in
"Industry Update" in March 1997 (pp.4142) that Robert Reina wrote that we have a
new telephone number. Neither our
phone number nor our address have
changed: PBN Audio, 10653 Holborn Ct.,
Santee, CA 92071 (office); 1401 Pioneer
Way #18, El Cajon, CA 92020 (factory).
Tel: (619) 449-7982. Fax: (619) 449-9238.
Factory phone: (619) 440-8237.
Peter Noerback
PBN Audio
Bright Star Air Mass 3
Editor:
We would like to thank Michael Freiner
and Stereophile for the wonderful discussion
of our Air Mass 3 (formerly Air Mass 1)
pneumatic mount and our Ultimate
Isolation System (February '97, p.66). We
are pleased that Mr. Fremer experienced
worthwhile improvements to his system by
the addition of our vibration-control products. In particulat, his comments that our
system exhibited similar qualities to ultraexpensive laboratory-grade isolation systems is very gratifying, especially since our
products are among the most reasonably
priced in the industry.
Iwould also like to take amoment to
discuss another, unfortunately somewhat
popular method, of vibration control —
products that attempt to "tune" or manipulate vibration and resonance instead of
eliminating them.
The recordings we play on our systems
have captured amusical event and contain
the unique and fragile interplay of instruments that bring emotion and musical
fulfillment to the listener. To play back
these recordings with utmost fidelity, we
must ensure that our audio systems do not
alter the musical signal. To do so is to take
us further away from the faithful recreation of the musical event.
Each instrument captured in the recording has its own resonant signature. That
is the correct nature of musical instruments.
The playback system, however, is not a
musical instrument. Its function is to play
back many different recordings of many
instruments. The most faithful audio
system will not exhibit resonance, and will
reproduce only what is in the recording—
nothing more and nothing less. As soon as
the electronic signal is contaminated, there
is no way to remove the results of the resonance combination. A vibration-control
product that merely attempts to manipulate
the resonance (by changing the componenes resonant frequency) instead of eliminating it may result in amore "pleasing"
sound than letting the resonance mn ram-

ferent

dif-

pant, but it cannot claim to allow the component to accurately reproduce the signal
that it has received.
Vibration and resonance must be eliminated from audio (and video) components
so that they are not colored by their effects,
and subsequently do not color the signal
they are processing. Only then can the mie
nature of our components and recordings
be fully realized.
Bony Kohan
President, Bright Star Audio
Hiroyasu Kondo & Audio Note
Editor:

This is to express our thanks to you, Mr.
and Mrs. Scull, and the Stereophik magazine for the wonderful opportunity given
to Mr. Hiroyasu Kondo, President of
Audio Note Co., Tokyo, who really enjoyed talking with Jonathan Scull in New
York last June for the interview that
appeared in your March '97 issue. Also
please let us express how highly regarded
Stereophile magazine is in Japan.
Although the interview was made over
eight months ago, both Mr. Kondo and I
have been strongly impressed with it and
really enjoyed it, thanks to Mr. Scull's very
professional and humoring questions to
draw out what Mr. Kondo really had in
mind in connection with his audio technology. Mr. Scull's questions were really
insightful. We also very much enjoyed
meeting Kathleen Scull, who amiably
helped shy Kondo-san talk.
It is my strong belief that the interview
will inspire your readers with something
to love audio more and to want better
audio system whatever the brand is.
Hopefully, may they choose Audio Note.
Thanking you again for the exciting
pages.
Masahiro Shibazaki
President, Sibatech, Inc. (Audio Note)
Zeus at HI Fl '96
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Russ Novak and
Stereophik for the positive comments
about my $1095 Zeus tube headphone
amplifier (October'96, p.99). Our domestic distributor is: Audio Connection in
Verona, NJ, (201-239-1799). All other
areas should contact us at Fuchs Audio
Technology, P.O. Box 4291, Clifton, NJ
07012-9998.
For the technically curious: The Zeus is
a 6-tube 0.5Wpc OTL amplifier. Each
channel has atube-regulated high-voltage
supply that feeds adifferential-input, alltriode, single-ended, push-pull OTL output stage. While built for and optimized
to the Grado Signature 'phones, Zeus will
also provide outstanding performance into
any other dynamic 'phone of 30 ohms or
more. Each unit is hand-assembled on lacquered-brass top plate on an oiled-oak base
frame. Delivery is four to six weeks upon
receipt of a30% deposit.

Andy Fuchs
Fuchs Audio Technology
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Boca Raton
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Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
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Jacksonville
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(904) 642-6677

COLORADO
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CONNECTICUT
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Danbury
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Hartford
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Miami
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Audio Video Odyssey
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(407) 328-1065
Sunrise
South Florida Sights and Sounds
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GEORGIA
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Stereo Festival
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Marietta
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ILLINOIS
Arlington
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Alpha Sound and Video
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Superior Audio Systems
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Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Soundsations Audio Video
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LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
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(504) 8318050
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(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
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Baltimore
County Audio-Video, Inc
(410) 668-1763
Soundscape
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Burtonsville
IS Audio
(101) 989-2500
Ellicott City
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IOWA
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Home Theater Gallery
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Reference Audio Video
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MICHIGAN
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Newsstand Ltd.
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Graffiti Audio-Video
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HiFi Sound Electronics
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Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
East Lansing
Cimala Custom Audio 8Video
(517) 332-7839

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc.
(617) 648-8111
Osmun Music
(617) 646-5756
Stereo Shop
(617) 648-4434

Ferndale
Imagery
(810) 544-8370
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA dba Sound
North
(906) 774-9400

Boston
looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Looney Tunes It
(617) 876-5624

Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320

Chicopee
Safe .3 Sound
(413) 594-6460

S. Lyon
Soundquest Audio .4 Video
(817) 437-1898

Framingham
Natural Sound
(508) 879-3556
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
Northhampton
Northhampton Music
(413) 584-9547

Pittsfield

MISSOURI

DC Audio 8Video, Inc.
(603) 433-4393

Portsmouth

Niza
Architectural Media Environments
(417) 725-4567
Springfield
Greystokes Lifestyle Entertainment
(417) 864-4447
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
(314) 997-7644
Creative Auto Works
(314) 653-1897
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
Mid America Sound Systems
(314) 389-8514

NEW JERSEY
Bernardsville
Sight 8. Sound
(908) 766-7888

Dunellen

Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680

Eatontown
Hi Tech Stereo 8Video
(908) 542-3334
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(908) 866-9500

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque

Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand .3
Bookstore
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Audio Design Ltd.
(505) 474-4555
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
Downtown Subscription
(505) 983-3085

Marlton
Music on the Square
(609) 988-3700

West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
(810) 737-0005
Superior Sight 8Sound
(810) 626)2780

Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578

Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559

Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683

1S.G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491

Montclair
Cohen's
(201) 744-2399

College Point
Audio Source Ltd.
(718) 539-2600

Missoula
Everything Electronic
(406) 721-2146

Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006

Flushing
Upgrade A
/V Center
(718) 886-1700

NEVADA

Trenton
Hal's Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338

Big Julie's Audio
(516) 292-1088

Upper Montclair
(SA Audio
(201) 744-0600

Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011

Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799

Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
(516) 585-5600
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C
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DDSPro A
udio Alchemy

•

Creek 4240 SE
AUDIOPRISM Debut

Musical Design SP-2 B

Epos ES I
2the loudspeaker bargain of the year?

SALE

•

Great deals on AUDIOPRISM Blocklight 8. Stoplight •Audio0uest
BEDINI Clarifier & UltraClorifier •CAL Alpha, Sigma 8. ICON HDCD
(
PS LABS Superconductor •
HAVE Canote Digiflea G
old lm S39

ANAUDIOWAVES
the finest in affordableWaudio

Fr
i

800.510.4753 PO. BOX461 T
RINIDAD C
AUFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 707.61/.3299 audiowoves col com
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Ensemble
(603) 888-9777

Billings
Inner Sanctum
(800) 747-6193

C
AL A
UDIO [ASS •A
UDIO MAGIC

4103E

Nashua

Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710

Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
(612) 932-9414
Hi End Audio
(612) 933-4064
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
(612) 866-0083

Worchester
AV Designs
(508) 795-1512

McComb
Wizard Electronics
(601) 684-1691

RESHIPPING

Las Vegas
Image aSound
(702) 876-3401
Sight .3 Sound Center
(702) 648-4444
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212

Buy It!
Sell It!

NEW YORK
Binghamton

Hempstead

Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400

Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137

Lynbrook

American Audiophile Trading Corp
(516) 887.7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
Melville
Digitalville
(516) 673-1133
Mt. Kisco
Sound Mill (The)
Norwich
Video Entertainment Plus
(607) 336-7440
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
168 Music World
(JO RElectronics)
(212) 238-9000
Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 439-1900
Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Poughkeepsie
Sound F-X, Inc.
(914) 462-5645
Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"
AUTHORIZED DEALER
We stock 106 Wanda of Audio/Video and Car
Siereo. only akw mane in America mn
make thin •Mtement and virtually
all of ii. we located In college
towns adjacent to
In-tech Univenatma
Acurus
Adcom
a/d/s
Atoo
Alpine
Aragon
Atlantic Tech
Audio Control
AudioQuest
B&K
Bell oggeni
Cal Audio Lab
Celestion
CWD
Denon
Dunlavy
Esoteric
Forte
Halter
Infinity
Kimber Ruble
REF
Klipsch
Lexicon

AUDIO
TRADING
TIMES

"The Nationwide Classifieds"
Each issue typically has over 1000 items
for sale from individuals and dealers
around the nation. Used equipment is
organized in an easy to find, alphabetized
format and mailed to our subscribers 2
times each month. Subscribers advertise
up to ten items for free. Non subscribers
pay just $3/item & run for five consecutive issues.. Phone ads welcomed.

Mirage
Mitsubishi
Monster Cable
NAD
NEAR

Subscription Rates:
6mo/1 2issues:$25 1yr/24 issues $45
Visa/MC or send check. Call for foreign rates.

Cell for brochure

Little Neck

Straight Talk...h,r 36 ),ar.

Thru The

PO Box 27, Conover, VVI 54519
Ph.715-479-3103/Fax 715-479-1917

Clark Music In Albany
(518) 785-4322

Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777

Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630

Edina
Master Media
(612) 844-9829

11.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Pittsfield Radio Co.
(413) 442-0901

MISSISSIPPI

Latham

West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(101) 575-8764

MONTANA

MINNESOTA

Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
(603) 643-4545
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233

9

.3-8-12- 1

Nakamichi
Niles Audio
Onkyo
Onlcyo Integra
Panamax
PS Audio
PSB
Rock Solid
Sanas
Sennheiser
Sharp Video
Signet
Snell
Sony
Sony ES
Sound Anchor
Straight Wire
Sunfire
Tara Labs
Target
Threshold
Yamaha... &
47 More at

KIEF'S Box 2

Lawrence, KS 66046
12 Srovrcorns
M-T-W-T106m-81m
F.S lOarn-61.
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Rochester
Avalanche Photograph
(716) 442-0890
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Monroe Stereo Shoppe
(716) 244-6820
Rowe Audio
(716) 442-8230
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050
Scarsdale
Listening Room
(914) 472-4558
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
Webster
Prime Time Auto Sound
(716) 671-6420
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
NORTH CAROLINA
Boone
Highland Audio
(704) 264-1858
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
Wilkesboro
Modern Electronics 8Appliances
(910) 838-0000
Wilmington
Audio Lab 8lust CDs
(910) 392-1200
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop (The)
(216) 629-8191
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Ohio Valley Audio
(513) 451-4855
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
(513) 429-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam. Inc
(216) 228-7330
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Mansfield
Dr Crankenstem Car Stereo 01
(419) 589-6603
Dr Crankenstein Car Stereo *2
(419) 529-5565
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
(541) 753-0472
Eugene
Riles Audio
(541) 687-9294
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
University Hi -Fi 8Video
(541) 342-3300
Portland
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960
Doylestown
Trac Records
(215) 348-5633
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Harrisburg
lPl) .Distribution Services
(619) 481-5928
Jenkintown
Stereo Trading Outlet
(The)(215) 886-1650
Lancaster
CNT Stereo
(717) 393-4471
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Television 8Audio
(412) 561-1115
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(707) 374-0150
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Wexford
Eclectic HonewiII,
(412) 935-3322
Willow Grove
Sounder
(215) 659-8815
RHODE ISLAND
Cumberland
Audio Motive
(401) 233-9100
SOUTH CAROLINA
Aiken
Aiken Audio
(803) 649-3940
Greenville
American Audio
(803) 288-4293
SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen
Sound Decisions
(605) 229-0328
Kimball
Soundworks Plus
(605) 778-6771

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240

TENNESSEE
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233

Tulsa
N-Labs Audio
(918) 665 1113

Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710

OREGON
Albany
Front Row Home Theater
Systems
(541) 924-4567
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510
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Memphis
Underground Sound
(901) 272-1275
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TEXAS
Austin
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833

Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502

Cudahy
Cudahy News and Hobby
(414) 769-1500

Conroe
Jobe Systems
(409) 441-1112

Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd.
(414) 438-1818

Dallas
Audio Home
(214) 247-1487
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156

Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001

El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Groove Audio Video
(713) 523-2900
Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
VERMONT
Barre
Ormsby's Television
(802) 476-6644
Middlebury
Sound Source
(802) 388-2755
VIRGINIA
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8008
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Richmond
Stereo Trading Post
(804) 320-2684
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
(804) 424-5850
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Olympia
Bulldog News,
(206) 632-6397
Seattle
Bulldog News,
(206) 632-6397
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
(360) 698-1348
WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
(202) 452-0075
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
Payne Audio Video
(304) 343-2244
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Cross Plains
Audiophile Imports
(608) 798-3455

You are invited to audition

The Pass Labs
Power Amplifiers

Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon 1
(715) 421-5910
WYOMING
Gillette
Pro Audio of Wyoming
(307) 687-1954
CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, ROI

We also Feature:
Evanston

ALBERTA

847-864-9565

Calgary
K8W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW

630-789- I990

Hinsdale

Loyalty Sound, Ltd
1107 Eighth St SW

Libertyville

Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay I

847-362-5594

Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

Chicago
312-642 5950

Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, Goldmund,
Gradient,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega,
Proceed,
Sonus Faber,
Thiel, Threshold,
and many more.

auDIO consul:rams
the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 1967
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8Music
480 Sixth St

Audio

New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St

SOLUTIONS

Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No .3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W Broadway *101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W #2
Kingston
2lu3st
9Princess
HiiFi
-Fi
St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonies Audio 8Video
1480 Merivale Rd

Audio Research
Snell
Theta Digital
Aerial
McCormack
ProAc
Pass Labs Von Schweikert
Aragon
EgglestonWorks
Acurus
Condor Acoustic
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(770) 804 —8977
http:11..audiosolutions.c..
Magnum Dynalab
VPI
Sound Dynamics
Grado
Audible Illusions
Sumiko
Kimber Kable
Marantz
WireWorld
Sony ES
Tara Labs
Benz-Micro

Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave

Fine Audio 6 Video Components

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
there exists avery special
place which offers only
two classes of components ...
v'taee
e
164 Jeee

e
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Does anything else really matter?
AUDIBLE ILLUS.
MICROMEGA
AVALON
MIT
CARDAS
MUSE
CLASSE
NAKAMICHI
C-J
NEW.
GOLDEN TUBE
PARADIGM
KUZMA
SOUND DYNAM
MAPLESHADE
SPECTRAL
MARTIN-LOGAN
TARA
VON SCHWEIKERT
1050 E. Imperial Hwy., Ste. C-283
Brea, California 92821
(714) 529-5634
e-mail: ahaven@earthlink.net

'...the most spatially realistic two-speaker playback
I've heard:'
certairdy
qualifies
for some
kind of
best-buy
designation
v
ii
i itt
lnle
ee
4oler"e
The Van L. Stage Two is the first prodktion
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane
Available factory direct for alimited time at S899.00 apair
Pius &&h 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warranty . Available exclusively from

Van L.

Speakerworks
Featuring Products from

•
Adcom •
Apogee •
AudioQuest •
Audio Innovations
•
B&K •
Cardas .
Chicago Audio Group
.
Counterpoint. Esoteric Audio •
Grado
.JM Labs •
Kimber Kable .
McCormack .
NSM
.
Pinnacle .
PS Audio Rogers. Spectrum. Sumiko
•Taddeo 'Target 'Tice .
Totem •
Van Den Hul
We also offer

•Repairs •Parts •Kits. Reconing

312 769 0773
5704 N Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659
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Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thomhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 (tinge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S.

QUEBEC
Montreal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul. Decarie
Son Or/Fihronique
9343 Laieunesse
Quebec
C0 RA
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC electronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

ARGENTINA
Notional Distributor
Buenos Aires
RI Martinez
Tel/Fax :(54) I-585-1413

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Templestowe, Victoria
Audio Q imports
Tel: (61) 3-1994-8413
Fax: (61) 3-9846-2407

BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
A 1Trade
13th of January Street 13
Tel (3712) 211-688

CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 589-742
Fax: (385) 214-0376

DENMARK
Norager
Hi Fi KTubben
Tel (459) 722-4941

FINLAND
Turku
HifiMesta Oy
Tel: (358) 2-2504-888
Fax: (358) 2-2504-808

FRANCE
National Distributor
Toulouse
Audio Salon
Tel (33) 61-12-33-66
Brest
Brazil
Tel: (33) 98-43-1188
Cannes
Vector
Tel: (33) 92-99-0720
Paris
Affirmative
Tel (33) 47-34-1682
Creations Audio
Tel: (33) 40-20-9528
Fax: (33) 40-20-9533
Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222

BRUNEI
Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven
Fax (011) 024-48841

CHILE
Santiago
Comercial Rupaygo Limitada
Tel/Fax :(562) 2-209-2134

MARTINIQUE,

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Tel. (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254

FRENCH WEST INDIES
St Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel (596) 64 69 63
Fax: (596) 57 96 39

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
Tel: (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi -Fi Art
Tel (46) 8-661-6300
Fay (46) 8-660-2207
SWITZERLAND

NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio
Tel/Fax: (47) 55-25-62-14

Media

National Distributor
Geneva
Hi -Fi Portier
Tel (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904

THAILAND
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel: (63) 2-931-37-42
Fax (63) 2-741-28-93

Bangkok
Music World Co., Ltd.
Tel: (662) 276-3190
Fax: (662) 276-2456
Hi-Fi Club
Fortune Town, 3rd floor

POLAND

TRINIDAD

GeisenheimStephanshausen

Curete
Sanch IX.
Tel (809) 663-1384
Fax: (809) 645-2205

Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067

Warsaw
Huh Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel/Fax (48) 2-774-8154

TURKEY

PORTUGAL

Istanbul
RKD Munk
Tel (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673

National Distributor
Anadora
Alasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367

National Newsstand
Distributor

GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax' (30) 1-293-3168

HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (852) 2524-8775
Fax: (852) 2845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel: (852) 2392-6368
Fax: (852) 2392-6328

PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
Tel 809 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo

INDONESIA
Jakarta
MOS Electronics
Tel 6221-692-7840
Fax: 6221-625-1133

National Distributor
Blackrocic. County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
Tel (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax (81) 3-5410-0622

UNITED KINGDOM

Eeltham
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel: (44) 181-844-1C00
Fax: (44) 181-751-2666
National Dealer Distributor
wollaton
Wollaton Audio
Tel: (44) 115-928-4147
Fax: (44) 115-928-0625
Bury St Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London

RUSSIA
Moscow
AT Trade
Ostozhenka 37, Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax: (7) 095-291-5871

Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Park End St

Esoterica
Tel: (7) 095-917-4385
Fax: (7) 095-917-8762

Reading
Reading Hifi
Broad Street Mall

Neo Tek
Tel: (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335

VIETNAM

the Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (7) 095-233-1442
Fax: (7) 095-248-3352

Musical Images
18 Monmouth St

Ho Chi Minh
Show Room
Tel/Fax :(619) 583-4493

YUGOSLAVIA
SAUDI ARABIA
Jeddah
HiFi House
Fax (99) 62-68-24-098

MACEDONIA

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelphi
Music Box (The)
Fax: (65) 33-42-106

T.P. Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Fan. (389) 91 11 83 66

Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax: (65) 33-66-790

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax: (506) 225-8231

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi -Fi Excellence
Tel (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399

Gdansk-Oliwa
Artis Audio 3
Tel/Fax (48) 52-0639
Hifi Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel/Fax. (48) 58-520-639

GERMANY
National Distributor

IRELAND
BENELUX
National Distributor
Vlijmen, Netherlands
Dumb Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel: (31) 4108-12-555
Fax (31) 4108-17-583

MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The SoundStage
Tel: (60) 3-717-6969
Fax: (60) 3-719-4188

Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel: (381) 11-222-4322
Fax: (381) 11-140-689
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STEREOPHILE's ALMOST-COMPLETE INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
&mop&le from Vol3 No.1 through Vo120 No.6
(1971 through June 1997), and every component
reviewed by Stereophile since Vol.1 No.1. (Please
note that an index does not include the review or
article texts.) Currently available only on 51
/"or
4
31,2"floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII only).
Send $19.95 to &ample Almost-Gm:phi( Index,
PO. Box 5529, Santa 1i; NM 87502-5529. Please
indicate disk size.
ATTENTION QUAI ) ANI ) SPENDOR owners!
Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold.
ESL/ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems
available. For Mrther details, contact Mike or Randy,
QS&D, 33 MrWhin Loop #108, Fredricksburg VA 22406,
(540) 372-3711,fix (540) 372-3713.
THE

AU I) I
0 PH I
LE

N ETWORK — On-Line.

Keeping you informed, entertained, and connected
with audiophiles worldwide since 1984. By modem:
(818) 988-0452 (8N1) or Internet Telnet: TANet.com.
Featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, online shopping, Internet e-mail, newsroom, library, conferences,
and more. Hice/data 24 hrs.: (818) 782-1676, firx (818)
780-6260.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Naim, Roksan, Pink
Triangle, Spendor, Music Reference, Creek, Rega,
Epos, Totem, Quad. JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Goldring,
Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classe Audio, Fanfare FM, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum 1)ynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Target. Theta, van
den Hut Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence,
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/AmEx/Discover.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series II Improved, Series III, and Series "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid Damper Kits, manuals.
and parrs. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,. PO. Bet 187 San
Anselmo, CA 94979, (415) 457-7878.
AT LAST! EVERYTHING YOU NEED to know
about buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fil The
Cntsplete Guide to High-End Audio, by Robert Harley, is
packed with inside secrets on getting high-end sound at
low prices, setting up your system for the best sound,
and becoming abetter listener. More than 450 pages
and +200 illustrations. Written for beginners and experienced listeners alike. Find out why Sam Tellig says,
"Before you nuke amistake, buy Bob Harley's book."
Only $29.95 (softcrwer) or $39.95 (signed hardcover),
plus $4.95 S&H. 30-day money-back guarantee. Call
(800) 848-5099 or send cluxir or Visa/MC infinmation
Acapella Publishie PO. Box 80805, Albuquerque, NM
87198-0805.
AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin — Acunis, Aerial. Aragon,
Audio Research, B&K, CAL, Creek, EAD, Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micromega, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio.
Rega, Runco, Spica, TARA, Totem, Vandersteen, Von
Schweikert, YBA. (608) 284-0001.
MBC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL, Gradient, C.E.C, Densen,
Diapason, Audio Magic. DCIIINI, CO,(303) 399-5031,
MST
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STEREOPH1LE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX
lists every record review published in Slane&
from Vol.10 No.1 through VoI20 No.6 (January
1987 dirough June 1997). Also includes indexes to
"Building aLibrary" and musician interviews, and
indicates Records To I
fie For and Recordirm of the
Month. (Please usaste that an index does not include
the review texts.) Available on 51
/"or 3'2" floppy
4
disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII only). Send $9.95 to
Srencephile Rood-Krim ,buiex, PO. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502-5529. Please indicate disk size.

RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Conunercial.
$3.85 per word, $154 minimum on all commercial
ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters
with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with
order, either by check or credit card: MasterCard,
Visa, American Express. MAIL TO: Steteophile,
Classified Ad Deparmient, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502. FAX: (505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear. For example, if you
want your ad to mn in thc July 1997 Sttnophile, you
must submit it by May 1, 1997. Please Note:
Phone-in ads arc no longer being accepted. Please
plan on faxing or mailing in your ads on the form
provided at the end of the section. No refunds.

WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! 1)on't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Superex Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fav, Se,

IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
owa or with
alocal dealer — don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose from
Acums, Angstrom, Aragon, Audio Power Wedge,
Audio Research, CAL, Chiro by Kinergetics, I
kfinitive
Technology, Durdavy, EAD, Genesis, Grado, JoLida,
Krell, McCormack, Martin-Logan, ProAc, PSB, Rega,
Sumiko, Synergistic Research, van den Hul cartridges,
VPI, and Wilson Audio. (515) 255-2134.

AU1)10 UNLIMITEI) OFFERS Accupha.se, Acoustic
Energy, ACTOICC, Aesdietix, Air Tight, Audio Artistry,
Audiomeca, Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro, Chang,
Chario, Coda, dpa, 1)yiuvector, Ensemble, Graham,
Harbeth, High Wire, Ikeda, Kuzma, Magnum 1)yrialab,
Magro, Meret, Micromega, Musical I
ksign, Music
Metre, Musc, NSM, Onix, Rega, Sound Anchors,
SOTA, Spendor, Symphonic Line, Totem, Unity Audio,
Wheaton Triplanar, Wilson Benesch, YliA, and more.
Gill/fr.xjolui Bante at (303) 691-3407 2341 W Yale AIN',
EJ011,01)4 CO 80110.

WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio CqUipIllellt (plus video). We offer
firiendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAI
Nakamichi,
Acunas, Kimber, KEF, ParasoinuL Kinergetics, Quad, PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spender, Target, Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Read Bmthers Steno, 591 King St,
Clarkston, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276.
HI-FI EXCHANGE— Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell,
and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or visit
our 5110111001115 at 251-11 Northern Blvd, lift!, Nedr, NY
11363.
JPS LABS INTRODUCES THE SUPERCONDUCTOR line of unique cables to join our popular
Golden Flute Bass Alignment Filters. Please contact
us anytime for your nearest dealer and the latest rave
reviews. Finally hear your system's potential, beyond
its designers' expectations. Phorte/fax (716)685-5227 or
visit http://iypn.com/jpslabs
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFE Noise-fighting accessories for pennies,
power-fine conditioners starting at $75. Alternative to
the Shakti Stone, $25. Write for catalog! Virtual Moda; 1
Old Coram Rd, Shelton, CT 06484, (203) 929-0876.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson,
Spectral, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Aragon,
Ac-unis, Audio Alchemy, !Gruber, Sonic Frontiers,
)(LO. Audio Clamber, (510) 549-2178.
CORMORANT INTERCONNECT: Musical and
accurate at down-to-earth pricing (S129/1m pair). Call
or write for DO's rave review excerpt in
plus odien,
and full product infomution. Thirty-day audition.
Visa/MC/I)iscover. Solid Gm. lithricike, 3808 144TiVilli ,
Ave, We Palm Beach, FL 33407, (561) 842-7316.
STEVE SMITH GETS HIS REWARDS! Isn't it time
you got yours? Join Steve in our successful promotion of
best-buy products foin Mordaunt-Short. UK, 1)ynaco,
Magnons 1)yrialab/OCM, Musical Concepoilksign.
NEAR, nuny more. For details concerning this great
opportunity, contact Sims. Gnordrants, (317) 474-9004.
REFERENCE LINE PREEMINENCE TWO preamp, silver edition, $1200. Call (615)297-2/25.

HI-FI CHOICE: Armin, Linn, Plinius, Perreaux, Audio
Vector, Sinydex, Castle Acoustics, JPW, Synergistic
Research, Siluxh, Benz, Lyra, vdH, Target, and llllll
(305) 891-9540, wrimelnlichoice.com ,Miami, FL
YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO CALL! We are
tube-product specialists. Call. No dealer? Call. Alón,
AMC, Anthem, AR. Audio Research, Ciry, Hales,
MS, Swans, Townshend, nuire! Arizona lithe Audio,
(602) 921-9961. http://ounvorld.contpuservecom/horne
pages/aztubeaudio
ELIMINATE THE BOOM IN YOUR ROOM!
with the ATA NF-1 Bass Notch Filter. A hit at CES!
Eliminates unwanted bass resonances. User-adjustable
frequency and attenuation. Transparent. Na, effect on
Muffing or soundstage. Only $195 ($5 S&H). Arizona
Tube Audio, (800) 269-7078.
VINYL LOVERS! STOP UNWANTEI) STYLUS
WEAR! Ilse Lift" is here. It raises the toneann at
record's end. Now you won't have to rush to get up Mini
the sweet spot. Flawless in performance —every tone:inn needs aLift.' Manufactured in the USA by apress
Machining, (408) 288-7237 min; (408) 288-7238 fax.
www.oressmachiningcont
1996. Free T-shirt offer!!
MAGNAN SIGNATURE INTERCONNECT and
speaker cables"... transcend wlut the cable state of the
art lus heretofore even suggested," plus high praise for
the Type Vi — Peter Moncrieff in IAR Hotline 1992/93
cable survey. For information, call air fax Magnan C:ables,
Camarillo, CA, (805) 484-9544.
HANI)MADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire. Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance, low-inductance design. Interconnects, 5150/
meter pair, speaker cable, $100/running meter. Moneyback guarantee. 1)on't pay more! (770) 457-8748 Infwe
lOpm EST
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES: Adcom, B&O,
Bryston, li&W, Carver, Celestion, Citation, Classe,
Definitive, Dentin, 1)ynaudio, H/K, KEF, LeXiC011.
LUX111.111, Mirage, Nakamichi, NHT, Onkyo, Polk,
Pioneer Elite, Rotel, Sunfire, Tandberg, huid. Velodyne,
Wadia, Wilson, many, many more. Shipping throughout the world. Incorporated 1964. Norms, Inc, (770)
772-7700.
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T11E NEW NMI lUCI SARE HERE! 11w UTP-1
(11295) and the Uf. H-I ($995) combine unproved
sound with new iosinenc appeal. Our Basic Player
($549) .nid the Reterenie One transport ($649) ILive
made Be II., Smut, "Components of Merit" list.
Low-pttei Ens still available. GU) lid11110nlb, (602)
650 -1155. Emiiii1 liansbionsgrbsoliem .
YAMAMURA SALE! All Millennium cables Mid
dust, ouiited. All Yamantura speakers and
eleirrouns highly discounted. All A.R.T cables and
uts discounted. Why spend more? Call for
complete listing. We NiUp worldwide. (415) 898-8067,
fax (415) 382-0572 tuuittjl yamyserniiniwebratet .
FANFARE FM 1UN ER on the Intel net. Visit our
Website ii higi://wienlaniah.
.See the latest FM
antennas (the new AI'S- 14), plus ups on improving FM
reception. Download our polio literature. Not on
the Net? Call MI
»env Pilot newslettei at (800)
268-8637 al.. (716) 683-5451, or Jax to (716) 683-5421.
E-mail to ii0dryinyar,iont or write to limAre FM, Iiitv
455, Hoek NY 14225-0455.
CROWN MACRO REFERENCE STUDIO amplifier. Excellent condition with original box and manual.
$1990. or will trade for Ike). I
THX tuner/preamp. 'Id: (616) 641-79804s (616) 641-57.18. E-mail:
72674.514@Comparnyeaom
TWO CLASSÉ CA 300 amplifiers. ($4250 each)
$2800 each 0130. Audio Note DAC 4, ($8995) $3895
ORO. (972) 681-0821, askJin 'Kum
PREAMP- REFLECTIONS OM-I line-stage, new
in box, balanced in and out, ($4000) $2650 0110. (310)
837-2619
NOS STATMENT AES/EBU with Xlits, lin intoconnect, ($3000) $1600 0130. (310) 837-2619.
ILLUMINAI ID-60 RCA, lm, $225 0130; Straight
Wire Emote RCA. lni. $35 0130. (719) 634-3251

ULTRA-HIGH -ENI) warm) Euri-toN dualmono pure tube balanced line-stage Magnum Opus
preamplifier produced by Elliot Audio Science, new,
sealed, (517,500) $14,875. (404) 305-4961. ban.
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE -lite finest in outdoor FM antennae: the APS-I4 (see Stereophdc
"Recommended Components," October '96) and the
new APS-8. Get all the pertiinnance your high-end
tuner has to oiler! Timer IF and audio upgrades available on most models. APS, PO. Bac 9597 Bolton CF
06043, (860) 643-2733, fax (860) 643-9748, ...mad
763011721eGinginsern,.
CLASSE SIX MK.I1 PREAMP. silver face. remote
control, excellent condition. $1850 0110. (508) 8777015.
AUDI() RESEARCH LS3 PREAMP, new. black finish. $1199. Also: new Adcom GFA-5400. 5520. Fred.
(610) 693-6167
TOP HAI" TOP HAT"' worlds most effective tube
damper! A must for preamps. power amps. tube converters. Call/write for details. Also distributed: EarMax,
Mordu tonearms. Verdict turntable, Monopoles,'" and
more by Audio Munoments. Box WO, Littodu Mirk, NJ
07035. (201)633415F
ACTIVE COMPONENTS: Made-to-order crossovers, subsonic filters, summers, and lxiost-amps with
optional level controls, for
tri-, and quad-amp configurations. Includes power supply. Is,, brim-burr
afionmy Erieiniariag Lab, 11828 WJerson Blvd, Culver
City, CA 90230 (310) 3979668, fax (310) 397-8498,
imprburrls@aolrom .
KNELL KIRA-1R, $4500; Krell KPS-20i, $7000;
Avalon Radians, quilted cherry. $7500. $8000 with triwire cables; Acoustat 2+2s with powered Kinergetics
subwoofers. $1000. All items used (mum hardly at all)
but perfect. Individual in Houston. (281) 367-6185.

AUDIO GALLERY
your soul will dance

SINGLE ENDED

E.A.R.
GRAAF•
ATMA-SPHERE*
AIR TIGHT'
MCCORMACK
PASS LABS
AUDIOCRAFT*
DISC DOCTOR
ACCU PHASE
VERITY AUDIO'
SOUND LAB
GALLO ACOUSTICS"
AUDIO LAB•
MAGNUM AUDIO LTD•
JOLIDA'
NORDOST FLATLINE"
ANTHEM
MEADOWLARK AUDIO"

MASSACHUS

MANY MORE PLEASE CALI
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
'NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
** MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER
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lele.
TRAp...
6922-FUISE
gold pins,
TRAP
$2000.
... -run
Ga11.11arle.
TRAt»...
(609)

s ag

r....tor -direct disstiuuit sale or surplus demo/show
stock. Used-once-only wall pule's. corner panels. and
hast .1
Up, C0111.1a fun updated inventory list, color and
size options. ienwriibarapaiini ,(800) AM.:2111U, .be
(541) 343-9245
GRYPHON DM 1(X). (513.900) $45410: Grip'
Electra 'wain') line-stage. ($9750) $3900. Call (801)
382-8623, kith

S(YIA SAPPHIRE TURNTABLE.. Premier Fr3 anti,
Shure V15. AQ13100. (912)184-9832 glici 9,un EST Mau
RARE: KL1PSCH 50111-ANNIVERSARY limited
edition K-horns. Mint, licautiMI sappella finish. With
tactor) boxes. 55750 0130. awn, (864) 682-4633.
PACKAGE DEAL: AUDIO ALCIIEMY DI )E v3.0
($799). DDS Pro (51599), Remote (S150). Power
Station 2 (13(X)). Excalibur IS($130). All for $1650.
Charlii; (801) 553-0877
BRUCE MOORE M125 ttttt nos with 6550s, used
three months. (S6600) $3I»: Garda> Gold 5-C interconnect. 21E. $81X); Canto Cross interconnect. 1.5m.
$300; Cardas Gold 5-C hi-wire speaker. 5*, $550:
linghtstar liRl. $125: 15142. $1(X): Roo:Whines lkluxe
SR2 Justaltack. 42". $375. Wanted: Luminous Synchestra cables and interconnects. Bob, (608) 271-9098;
i.matneinadison.k12.wirb .

Maybe that's why the vast majority of our
business comes from repeat customers and the
friends they refer. Join our family!
-Galen Carol

HIGH-END CHOI

FURNITURE BY
TARGET, CONTOURS, OSAR', AND SALAMANDER

te

Merlin hue'

Ireally am not interested in making the
quick, one time,
sale. Rather. Iwant
you as along-time
repeat Customer.
Earning your confidence is the key to this philosophy, and that I
do by offering honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs. Your goals determine our recommendations, not the equipment occupying space on the warehouse floor.

when the music pleases your ears

SOUND IMAGES CABLES'

QUICKSILVER M-60, $1395. Kiwi°

ONCE
IS NOT
ENOUGH

lrire
-TT TM

IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQUE
1100 MAIN ROAD
WESTPORT. MA 02
TEL. (508) 636-3400
FAX (

MUST SELL EVERYTHING
VAC 90C with PEI:
C.E.C. TL 1 transport; Sonic Frinatiers SEL-2 and
SF1)-2; Metaphor 2 speakers: High Wire and NOS
cables: Promethean Powei -Flows (2): F..A.1). .1-70(X)
transport;
Stratus Millis; NAI )IIonic Theater system. Signet center channel; all tH. and custom rack.
Make Met. Jon (510)625-7687

Wilson Audio. Convergent Audio, Aerial, Mesa,
Reference Line, EAD. VAC, Totem, Air Tight,

Am erica's Best Record Rack

The RACKIT - System
,>intsc 19841
Modular, stackable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mail order brochure
lplca›c inenuon Slelcoplule1
Per Madsen Design
(415) 822-4883 •P.O. Box 882-1O4
San Francisco, CA 94188

Celeste. Quicksilver. Genesis, GEC, Symphonic
Line, Cary. Alon, VAC. Von Schweikert. VPI.
Meridian, BEL, Accuphase, Graham, Basis,
Encore, Arcam, CAL, Day Sequerra. White ... and
many more! We carry virtually all cable cartridge
and accessory lines.
Free informative

specials on new,
P.O.

Newsletter. Monthly

used. and demo equipment.

Box 17562 •San Antonio, TX 78217

Voice:

210 /805-9927 FAX: 210 /805-9928

Calen Carol Audio
'Audio One To One
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Il&W 800, MBL 300, PROAC Response 2.5, Levinson
No26, ML 12A, Audio Research LS2B, Levinson
No23 amp, No331 amp, Krell MDA-300, Vunak DS1800; Mk.II WA, California Audio Labs Genesis, Audio
Research Cr)-1. Make offer, must sell or trade. (714)
582-5455.
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS M3A w/gold phono, goldpin Mu'lard and Amperex tubes, Mango-treated.
$1600; Audio Research CI )1, mint, $1600; VPI HW-I9
Mk.4 w/SAMA, $900. Frank, (305) 935-6247 bejOre
lOpm EST
ECHO BUSTERS!! DECORATIVE ACOUSTICAL
TREATMENTS for your audio room/home theater.
Absorption, I)iffusion, and Bass Control packages tame
acoustical problems attractively! Conte see us at HI-FI
'97 in San Francisco. Visa/MC: (516) 643-6895, fax
(516) 253-0298, e-mail MikeARoe@aol.cont
CAL DELTA TRANSPORT, Adcom GDA-700 converter, Parasotmd P/LI) 1500 preamp. (215) 567-4626
(PA).
REFERENCE 3A ROYAL MASTER CONTROL
monitors, walnut, 92d13, superb with triodes, sec 7he
Absokare Sound 099, 100; Srenvphile, Vol.19 No.1, January
1996. Excellent, ($4200) $2000. Toni, (212) 246-4224
days, (914) 747-1075 mettin.gs,
SUPRA PLY 2.0 - highly rated speaker cable with
ultra-low capacitance and inductance. Extremely neutral. $16 per yard. 5-yard minimum. Includes delivery in
North America. Nenfonn Research, hie, (705) 835-9000.
ACCOUSTAT MK-121-2a electrostatic speaker panels. Good condition. You arrange pickup, $550/pair.
(309) 827-2798 Mellite.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER ONE tube
amplifier, 200W, upgraded to Premier 1B, full documentation, mint condition; includes new Svetlana
tubes, box, manual, $2495. (561) 283-3243.

STEREOPHILE BACK ISSUES, Volumes 1-17,
complete in 24 bound volumes, excellent condition.
Make offer. (801) 521-4732.
NO REVIEWS, NO EDITORIALS, just lots of used
equipment! For over five years, thousands of audiophiles have used our publication to buy and sell used
audio gear nationwide. Call today for your free
brochure and sample issue. Audio Wading nuts, (715)
479-3103.
THETA I
)/A CONVERTER. ($1250) $425; Meridian
602 transport. ($2750) $1250. (209) 592-4887
PROCEE1) PAV, MINT warranty, $2850. (818) 7051697
WADIA 20 TRANSPORT, $2850; Aronov 960 amp,
$975; both mint. (509) 326-0566.
CARI)AS GOLDEN 5C speaker cables, hi-wire pair,
$650; Cardas Golden 5C power cord, $180. Call Keith,
(503) 266-6301, PST leave messe ,
MARK LEVINSON NO.385 PREAMPLIFIER,
hardly used, mint condition, custom programming
modes, remote control, manual and original packaging,
($6500) $4200 OBO. Free prepaid shipping. Call (610)
395-1914.
HUGE DEMO SALE: Graham, VPI, Audible
Illusions, Balanced Audio, Jadis, Audio Note, Benz,
Eminent Technology, YEA, Genesis, Copeland,
Quicksilver, Mordaunt-Short, EAR, Well Tempered,
Grado, Parasound, Micromega, Lightspeed, Townshend. Best price, best advice. Renaissance Sounds,
Sarasota, FI, (941) 925-7498.
SELL: AUI)10 MATIÈRE EQUILIBRE, $5800;
Audio Matière Paraphrase, $3400; Linn LP12, Ekos,
Lingo, Tratnpolin, $2950. All plus shipping. Wanted:
Technics EPA-100. Evan, (212)907-4094 days, (212) 8898082 evenings befOre lOpm EST

KRELL MDA-300 AMPS, $5200; KRC-2 preamp,
$1700; Threshold FET-10h1 line preasup. $1100; FET10pc phono preamp, $600; S/300 II amplifier, $1100,
with boxes and manuals; Counterpoint SA-20 amplifier. $1000; McIntosh MC2205 amplifier. MOO; MR67
tuner, $500; (24 preamp, $250, all with cabinets; KLH
model 9electrostatics. $600; Technics SPIO turntable
nid base with manual. $450. All reasonable offers considered. (770) 772-6804 btjOre 11,,m EST
NAIM CD3 Cl) 1
,7LAYER, seven mnn th;old. ($1800)
$1295; Chord Cobra interconnect, ($195) $95. Charles,
(703) 685-6659.
AUDIO NOTE ONGAKU: hand-made, silver-wired,
single-ended integrated amplifier, 27Wpc. Considered
to be a..... ng the world's best amplifiers by many
reviewers, ($89,200) 145,000. Serious inquiries only
please. Steven, 40268@#.« or (603) 924-7392.
WE MAKE MUSIC! Sound Consultant offers singleended and True Triode .unplification, DC-powered electronics, and more! Wavelength, Audio Note, N.E.W.,
VAC, Mesa, Arcana Audible Illusions, Benz, CAL Cardas. Creek. Epos. Grado, Graham, Mango. Gallo. Edgarhorn, Jadis, Micromega Muse. Music Reference.
NHT, Parasound, Plinius, Presence. Quicksilver, RoomTune, Siltech, Synerinstic, Totem. Thwnshend, Transparent, VPI. Well Tempered, Wheaton. Nordost, Rega,
Ay:mtg./rile, Evert & Shaw, Shun /Nook, even more! Used
and demo specials too! (505) 821-9626, (505) 345-3524,
(505) 292-4203*v, or hupWwwwsotuukonsukcom
CARY 80513 50W TRIODE MONOBLOCK amplifiers. Stereophile Class A. current, 845 output option
(switchable between 211 and 845 outputs), perfect
with crates, ($8800) $4800. All plus shipping. Mark,
(815) 337-4541 CST
13&W MATRIX 3SERIES 2, predecessor of 803s, perfect condition. ($2500) $950. Laity Rn4 (619)442-2822.
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High End•• •
Not High Pnce

1-liVi Ambio

Monitor Audio
Anthem
Rega
Audioquest
Sharpvision
Audio Alchemy
Signet
Audio Truth
Snell
B&K
California Audio Labs • Sonic Frontiers
Sumiko
Cary Audio
Taddeo
Counterpoint
Transparent Audio
Creek
Vandersteen
Magnum Dynalab
Von Schweikert
Marantz
Well Tempered
McCormack

* COVNTERPOINT

ILLALH1r;

3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York

718 284.0410
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*ANTHEM* APOGEE
* AVD1OQVEST * 13 & K
* BRYSTON * PIONEER
* DENON * E.A.D.
* ENERGY * JADIS
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SONIC FRONTIERS
Theta Digital we'd. TEMPERED _SOTA PS AUDIO

audioquest n'fizeixsecelil •audio research
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Well even design apiece to your exact specijkations!"

SIGNET SL/260 SPEAKERS, $275/pair; B&W
PM302 speakers, 5175/pair, Pioneer CLI)-307U, laserdisc and CD player, $450; Sony TAN77ES 200Wpc
amp, $500. (516) 826-3791.
ATTENTION: VA, NC, PA MUSIC LOVERS! Hear
the incomparable Waveform Mach 17 in ahome listening room. Levinson digital, Bryston pre/power
amplification. Call (804) 378-3786, 5-11pm EST
THIEL 22, $1725; Krell KST-100, $1400; Sony CI)
players: ESX779, $800; X77ES, $500; 1)ytia ST150,
original, $180; AudioQuest Ruby, 18' with RCAs, $210;
Stereophi/c issues, May '88 through '96 (most), $300.
(941) 795-2490, phone/Ja.v. Leave detailed mrasage

Our CUSTOM design department s
fast and affordable. We also offer over 100 stock
designs of unequaled quality.
Be sure to visit our growing web site at:

http://www.billybags.com
PRO-33
Audio Rack
The ultimate in audio
rack design. When
columns are loaded rack
weighs up to 300 lbs
before components are
installed.

COUNTERPOINT SA-220 AMP, $1350; Linn Wok
arm, $550; Lightspeed 3200 line conditioner, $175; lm
TARA RSC Prime interconnect, $85; 10-piece mini
ItoomTunes, $125. (606) 581-3763.
THE ALTERNATIVE NEW YORK HIGH-END
experience, where music takes precedence over attitude. Listen the state of the art in aunique home setting. Ft•aturing Wilson Benesch, Chord Electronics,
Pink Triangle, Totem Speakers, Siltech, Discovery
Cable. Call The Musical Alchemist, Inc, (212) 865-0875;
lax (212) 865-4816.

HALCYON PASSIVE PREAMP, the finest attenuation system. Signal touched by only two light-dependent resistors. Diecast aluminum enclosures. PVA-1:
single input/output, direct connections, $345. PVA-4:
four inputs, $395. Free shipping in continental US. Call
DC Sound, (904) 736-9572, lax (904) 736-8798.
#BB-4803
Component Center
Built with our exclusive
truss system.

PASS ALEPH L. $1000; Aleph 12, $90O0; Cary SLP94
oil, phono, $1450; CAD88SEI, ($3000) $2000; 300SE
oil, $2200; Parasound C11132000, $1000; Bryston
7BST, $3700; Nakamichi CR3A, $425. Wanted: damaged Adcom 535, 545, 555. (801) 226-1018.
ROWLAND Model 2, silver, ($5800) $3400; Solidsteel 410, silver, ($600) $325; Panamax 1000+, ($299)
$150; laserdisc collection, ($2950) $1100. All mint.
Sim; (813) 835-9043 EST

PRO-1000
Holds 1000 CDs.
Our music and film
storage racks corne in a
variety of sizes.

LEXICON 1)CI, MINT, ($2000) $1300; Acurus
A250, ($1000) $600; Acorns 200X3, ($1300) $750. All
as new with all boxes and manuals. (330) 499-2880
eveniinss.

Audio Duster
- Quick and easy.

*Stability
•Rigidity
*Selection
*Design

Be sure to visit your local stocking dealer and
browse through our new 75-page catalog of
audio/video furniture. And contact us today
for acopy of our detailed newsletter with
product photos and specifications.
4I
47-A Transport St. •Ventura, CA 93003

805/644-2185
Fax: 805/644-0434 •E-mail: billy@ billybags.com
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APOGEE: BRAND NEW "SLANT 6" full-range ribbons, Advantages loudspeaker, factory warranty, only
$1395/pair. Call (713) 523-8188.

MONARCHY 22A DUAL 20-bit DAC, ($980) $475;
Magnum MP160 and MF160 amplifier, ($1500) $950.
(708) 302-1822.

New Pro-44
T.V. Table on casters
Will hold up to a40"
monitor and two
components.

*Steel
-Glass
*Stone
Laminated
Veneers

ATMA-SPHERE MP-1 TUBE PREAN1P, beautiful,
custom-made, two-chassis unit, champagne gold finish.
Cardas wire, MIT caps, RCA red-bass tubes, balanced
phono I/O, ($6800) $3500. Robert, (805) 485-9401.

MEWS SI-IA-GOLD, $1300; PS Audio Lambda,
upgraded to II, $1200; Audio Alchemy: HPA v1.0, $120;
DDS•Pro, ITTI.Pro 32 with PS3, $1600; Illu lll i
l
uti 1)60 HNC, 1m, $200; B&K 4420, $500; XL0 Type 4,
lm, $100. David, (212) 925-1864, x110.
VANDERSTEEN 2Ce, $975; Acunas A150, $450;
Acunas ItL11, $525; Marantz C1)-63SE, $325; Adcom
GDA-600, $325; Ensemble DigiFlux 75, $100. Frank,
(757) 549-9331.
A UNIQUE NEW EXPERIENCE now in New
Mexico. First solar-powered listening room, located 30
miles south of Santa Fe off historic Turquoise Trail.
Come hear the quiet of Clearaudio, Discovery, Fourier,
Mango, Roomlens, SoundLab, Spec-tom, and mom. BC
Ekosiil Of Grid Audio, (505) 252-0325. MCYVisa.
JENA LABS—GEMINI interconnect, lm, ($300)
$145. Call Andy, (212) 940-8898.
ARONOV LS 9100s, $2750/pair, AMC CVT 3030,
$575; Coda System 100, $3100; Micromelp T-Drive,
$975; TDAC, $975; Quicksilver M-135s, $4850/pair.
(303) 777-1589.
300B SE-1 AMP, GOOD. San Jose, CA. (408) 2449827

AMPS/PREAMPS: Audio Electronics SE811s, $1695;
Ayre V3 Black, $2095; Cary CAD5500 with Penny &
Giles volume pot, $550; Conrad-Johnson MV5S, $1695;
PV1OA, $995; Refrence Line Preeminence One Series
$750; One A with remote plus two outputs, $1195;
Rotel RA-970, $399; Sonographe SA250, $850; SC26,
$850. Digital: Conrad-Johnson DR1, $1495; Rotel
RCD-950, $349. Analog: Conrad-Johnson EEL $1695;
Kuzma Stain, light oak, $1950; StotO, $875; Rotel RQ970, $149; Well Tempered Classic 'table/ann/dustrover,
orikOnal vers . ,$850. Speakers: Muse 18 sulnvoofer,
black oak, $2095; NHT SuperOnes (3), $139; SW2Pi,
black, $675; Spendor SP2/3, walnut, with 18"
Foundation stands, $1595; SP7/1, light cherry, $2295;
Swans Esquire, rosewood, $2495. Cables: AudioQuest
Ruby, I
in XLR. VS; Byteline digital, lin XLR, $50;
Expressive Technologies 1C1, 4' XLR, $399; 1C2, 1m
RCA, $175; Monarchy Digital 1in XLR, $35; Digital,
1m BNC/RCA, $50; Music Metre Signature, 10'
spades, $225; Signature, 15' spades, $325. Call for other
Music Metre. Purist Audio Element% 10' spades, $199;
Elementa, 10' hi-wire spades, $279; Element.% 1m
RCA, $99; Elementa. 1.5in RCA, $119; Element.% 2tn
RCA, $139; Digital Link. lm RCA, $199; Silver Sonic
PH Labs) T14, 10' spades, $65; BLI, lm RCA, $65;
BL I, 2m RCA, $75; Digital, 1m RCA, $35. Some warranties may apply. (616) 866-8425.
AUDIO RESEARCH 1)-300 amplifier, original owner,
$2295 OBO. (817)776-9953. E-mail: dana(aeramp.net.
MANLEY 350 MONOBLOCKS, MINT, $3150.
(519) 885-4224.
AUDIO NOTE ONGAKU AMPLIFIER, $49,000.
Fay (49) 7240-942114 (Germany).
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
InfiniCaps, Htwland, MIT MultiC'.ips, SCR, Black Gate,
Elio, Nidicon, Vishay. Caddock, Holco, Mills, Yamamura, etc. capacitors, resistors. All types audio connectors, chassis wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble, TK1),
Hedreti diodes, Copper-Foil Inductors, tubes, vibration
damping sheets, isolators, 1
kflex Panels, hospital-gade
AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Michael
Puny, Box 526, Iventess, Cl 94937 (415) 669-7181, lax
(415) 669-7558.
AUDIO MAGIC SORCERER speaker cable, 10' biwire, specially made for Von Schweiken 4.5, ($3000)
$1500. 15m -lui [lurching inten:onnects, $850 both. EVS
bakinced attenuators, 31 decent, $300. (803) 327-4849.
AYRE V3, LATEST, ($3795) $1895; Martin-Logan
Request, ($45(10) $3195 OBO; Theta Gen.5, balanced,
($5600) $3000 0130. Wanted: Pass Labs Aleph 3.
Dam, (407) 260-0043 days, (407) 740-8784 Cl'ellite EST
ROWLAND COHESIVE PREAMP, GORGEOUS
silver with BAT pak, best preamp Tye heard, ($12,800)
$8000; Wadia 20 transport, ($4500) $2200; Wadia 27
1)AC, ($8450) $6850; Genesis 1)ii.jtal Lens, (51800)
$1200; Orchid digital cable, ($750) $450; or digital package, $9200. Cardas Golden Cross, lin and I.5m, half
price; API Power Wedge 114, half price; API Power
Enhancer, ($300) $170; McCormack Micro headphone
drive, ($700) $400; Audio Magic Illusion, l5m (balanced), half price; "Meta 1)ata III. beautiful silver with
AC-3 out, ($4500) $3200. Only 100-200 hours on all
equipment. Call lint, (573) 686-4800.
MICHIGAN —ANN ARBOR —ACCUTRONICS.
Just expanded! More listening area means more systems
you can audition. Lines include: ProAc, Cary, Alón,
Symphonic Line, Actophase, McCormack, Mic-romep,
Golden Tube, Castle, JMIalx, Parasound, C.EC, Creek,
JoLicia. We offer top dollar ior trade-ins! (313) 332-0404,
Accutrvnixeaotuom .
BUY FACTORY DIRECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. US and
Canadian orders only. lice Audio Produas, (561) 5757577, (561) 575-0302 fix.
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THE MOST ACCURATE MUSICAL REPRODUCTION instruments available anywhere at any
price! For those who arc intimately familiar with the
sound of unamplified acoustical instruments, and who
arc interested in the accurate re-creation of the original
musical performance, Daniels Audio offers acomplete
line of phase-coherent loudspeakers, 53100+; preamplifiers, $2150+; Cl) players, 51450+; and cables. For
information. Danieb Audio Garporarion, 1001 N. Umphray An; Oak Pirk, IL 60302. (708) 383-3319,Ax (708)
383-3230. On the WHi: wunedaniebaudierom
TRANSFERABLE WARRANTIES: VPI TNT Jr.
l'Ins (III); Triplanar IV tonearrn, Cardas wiring,
($6450) $4068; Klyne 7PX3.5 balanced phono amp,
($4450) $2737; 7LX3.5 balanced preamp, ($4450)
$2586; Lyra Parnassus cartridge, ($3495) $1993;
Nestorovic 5IV signature speakers. ($7000) $3988;
NA1 150W monoblock amps. retubed, $5322; Nagra
T studio tape recorder. EQ. ($25.000) $10,000. Bob,
(520) 742-6130, MST
LOVE TUBES? READ THIS! Upscale Audio is
authorized for the best tube components. featuring
Audible Illusions. Presence, JoLida,
Meadowlark, snore. So we know what works :and what doesn't.
largest and finest inventory in the US of genuine
Rare NOS Tubes from Telefunken, Amperex Bugle
Boy, Siemens, Mazda. Braman and Mollard. No fakes.
No RFT, Russian, Chinese, etc. Perfonnance selection
featuring a521,000 Spectral Dynamics FFT Analyzer
and Tektronix 570 Curve Tracer. Twenty different rare
61).18/6922/7308 types. 1960 vintage low-noise
French Military 12AX7s, Siemens ECC802S, super for
CATs, top grade. $40 each. (909) 931-9686; unmet
upsraleandio.eom/hiffr.
B&W 803 SERIES 2with Sound Anchor stands, mint.
2-year extended warranty, original packaging and literature. includes shipping. ($3500) $1700. Jean (305)
233-6021 alter 5pm EST
ROBERT HARLEY'S NEW HOME-THEATER
BOOK IS HERE! Home neater (Or &arse: A Prartia
Guide to Wsday's H •EntenainMent Symms is packed
with everything you need to know about home theater.
Brand new and completely up-to-date! Written for
beginners and home-theater enthusiasts alike. Only
$19.95 (softcovcr) or $29.95 (deluxe signed hardcover)
plus $4.95 S&H ($6.95 outside continental US). Sixtyday, money-kick guarantee. Call toll free (800) 8485099, or send check or Visa/MC information to:
'Capella Publishing, PO. Box 80805, Albuquerque; NM
87198-0805.
UNITY AUI)10 PARM, $6500; SOTA Star Sapphire,
ET 2toncann, Lyra Clavis, custom stand, $2750. Lee,
(216) 663-8824.
NEVER USED: a/d/s/ M30, rosewood, ($8000)
$5000; Parasound HCA-I206, ($1950) $1500. Mint
condition: Threshold FET-ten, ($3200) $2000; DAC
le, ($3200) $1200; Pioneer CLD-3070, ($1200) 5400.
(419) 470-3970 days, (810) 380-4636 (Maine.
N.E.W. DCA 66 POWER AMP, purchased 11/96,
($3000) 51700; VAC DAC separate power supply,
($5000) 525()O. Dory, (412) 268-2313.
AU1)10 RESEARCH CD' CI) PLAYER. $1650;
Nakamichi RX-202 casette deck, $495; Adcom GFA555 power amp, $545. Fred, (512) 850-7061 days, (512)
993-2551 evenings.
FIRST SOUNI) REFERENCE II (s/#15992948),
passive, ($2200) $1350; Joseph Audio RM-50si,
2601b's, ($6000) $3800; Ayrc V3 amp (s/#1F0108H),
($4600) $2300; Audio Research 2.0m XLIts, $150;
Jadis JD' CI) transport, ($15.050) $7300; Day
Sequerra Reference tuner, Cello faceplate, ($5900)
$3600; NUS Power Strip. Signature cord, 6 outlets,
($800) $425; NBS 8' King Serpent II, RCAs, ($1875)
S700; Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro32 with Al) $100 upgrade. ($1700) $825; Forsell DAC Mk.1, ($6500)
$2050. (310) 798-5671, fax (310) 798-5681, hellobrian
eildri 1111 .
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AUDIO ORLEANS—SERVING THE GULI.
SOUTH —Featuring Classe, Conrad-Johnson, Krell.
MIT, Theta, Thiel, Von Schweikert, VPI, and mans
others. Ten comfortable soundrooms. Trade-in ,
accepted. Call for used/clearance equipment list. Alibi'
Orleans, 2031 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70005. (501 ,
831-005041x (504) 831-3161.

OSBORN
Superb Australian dynamic
loudspeakers ranging from a56 lb.
"mini monitor" to astate of the

C-J l'REMIERE 10, 51950; Premiere 14, $2650,
Premiere 11-XS, $2500; VAC PA-90C, $2750; Mel,.

art floorstander, all at affordable
prices. Suitable with 9watt single

SHA-Gold, $1300; Infinity Comp-PFR, $200o,
Sonic Frontiers SFC1)-1, $2500; Line-2, $2100:
Townshend Elite-3/1t13-300, $1800; Cary 80511.
$4650; SLP-94 oil, $1500; Genesis Lens, $1350; AA
DTI•Pro v3.0. $825. Mint, OBM, firm + shipping
Stem (206) 521-7510.

ended or 250 watt solid state.

VTL 1)ELUXE 120 monoblock, excellent condition.
$1400 OBO. (505) 867-0778.

Finished in
x6 ild* ex*
Tasmanian Wands.

KRELL KPS-20i Cl) PLAYER —The ultimate, scale, I
in box; liryston 4BRNIi. $1395; 413, $1095. Offers,
trades, credit can's. (914) 667-5430 eVellille, (914) 951
8517 days.

Home idol »bk.

ALL NEW, FACTORY-SEALED: Tice pb3, $1179:
Silted' 6-88 interconnect, lin, $2695; Plinius SA-100.
$2799; M16 preamp, $2999; Fadcl Arts Aerials
Reference interconnect, 1m, $699; Speaker Stream flex Reference, 2m, $2995; Forsell Referen,
CD+DA, 510,995; Cubasse Farella, $1599; Cabassa
Catalina, $4200 0110; Cabasse lialtic+Stromboli.
$10,495; Black Diamond Racing I9x15, $399; Cone ,
$46/3; Sunfire mie subwoofcr, $945; Sunfire amplifi-

They provide amazing
transparency from avery efficient
system that can play very loud"
Peter Moncreiff
International Audio Review

er, $1570; Grado reference cartridge. $945. (415) 8975616, 6proi PST
ACCUPHASE Cl), C202, C280, P102, F15L; original
Apogee; BEL 2002 Mk.11; Wining ZH-270; Cello
Suite; Day Scquerra FM-1; DMC-10/MCR-1;
EV3OW; Futterman OTL-1/NCP2; ML-213, ML6I3.
LNC1/2; I:
L1'12; Quad ESL; Phantom Shado\\.
Tympani ID; Vanderstcen 4; W.E. speakers, 5000 jazz
Li's/tapes, 78-10" mono, 33 stereo. Offer. (408) 7372980, fix (408)735-1426.
CELESTE POWER AMP AND PREAMP, W4070se and P-4001se. $2050; Professional System ,
Engineer Studio IV power amp and Studio SL prcamp
$825. bed, (512) 850-7061 dap, (512)993-2551 (patine
MARK LEVINSON NO333 POWER AMP, $5500.
(860)688-0038.

LPs/CDs/Tapes
THE NEW EMI
IR. \\I I11,1, .1 Edition Dark
Side ot .the Moon is the best-,,tundilig version ever, or
your money back. We also carry all the finest audiophile LP labels at the lowest discounted prices—and
records that sound even better than those 180-grain
pressings! Call Better Records now and receive free
shipping on your first order. (800) 487-8611.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000,
Londonffis Bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British
Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1680w (212) 4960733. Harvey Gilman, 243 IV 76th Si., Apt. 113, New lie
NY 10023.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical Li's, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawreno•
OToole, PO. Sac 138, Beatsville, NY 12409, phone/Ax
(914) 679-1054.

Community Audio
8020 Germantown Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19118
Phoned 2151242.4080
Fmail:Community@WebTv.Nel

e
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WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Angstrom

Paradigm

Spendor

AR

ProAc

Sum ik o

Arsons

Reference 3o

Sunfire

B.A.T.

Rego

TD1.

C.F.C.

Roksan

Target

Celeste

Signet

Theta

Chord Co.

Sonic Frontiers

Van dersteen

Creek
CWD
Dunlavy
GoldenTube
Grado
H/K
Janis
Nairn

PRIVATE COLLECTION: Jazz, rock, classical, pop.
r&b. Atlantic, Blue Note, Capitol, Columbia, London,
Motown. Prestige, RCA, more. (718) 735-2647: name;
address, interests.
JAZZ LPs: New/sealed, quality used. Japanese and
audiophile pressings. Free list, or check our Web site.
Sweat 71nender Reroute, 575Johnson St, Vittoria, BC.; Gmada
V8W 1M2. Tel/jav (250) 381-4042. Imp://wwwswert
thunder.bcea/.
WANTED: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LP ,
Randall Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
71/./fax (888) 872-6929.

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, 1160614 773.883.9500

e

The Best in
Home Grown
Audio.
Featuring:
•Quad •Spendor
•Creek
•Alon
•Von Schweikert •Coda
•OCM •Kimber
•Clayton
•B&K •Accuphase •Kora
•YBA
Also featuring high end used
equipment fidly guaranteed!

Wanted
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube theater amps, comer speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial
speakers, crossovers, tubes. Altec, Electrovoicc, JBL,
Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther, Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz, Western
Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, Conrad-Johnson, Linn
speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers.
Sonny Go/thou 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City, OK
73110. (405)737-3312, fax (405)737-3355.
WANTED: JADISJA-30 AMPS. (818) 241-3344.
WANTED: MARK LEVINSON PREAMPS Nos26
and 26s; power amps Nos23 and 235. Mr Choi, (718)
969-1086.
WANTED: MUSIC LOVERS! Rachmaninoff Society.
International membership/quarterly newsletter. Details:
Dirt. S, 5215 W. 64th Tar, Prairie Village KS 66208-1347
WANTED: CLASSÉ DR-8 amp, Symo speaker cable.
Andrea, (617) 868-3318.
WANTED: MISSION 776 PREA/t4P, 777 power
amp, Accuphasc T-100 tuner. (818) 303-4822.
WANTED: ALTEC A340A amp, Fisher 80-C preamp, WE 101 and 102 tubes; Altec Corona (832A)
speakers, any condition. Jot (801) 944-4357
WANTED: MICROPHONES by Sony, AKG,
Neumann. Altec, Western Electric, RCA, etc. Tube
broadcast gear, compressors, equalizers. Mike States,
(907) 456-3419.

Hi-Fi Farm

616 Plaza, Suite 5, Moneta, Va., 24121
Call For information Toll Fite:

WANTEI): TUBE-TYPE Western Electric, Marantz,
McIntosh, older WE., Tannoy speakers. Tel: (818) 4413942

WANTED: VACUUM TUBE HI-FI COMPONENTS and large speakers by Western Electric (tubes,
amps, speakers), Marantz, McIntosh, Brook, Fisher, REL
FM tuners, Fairchild, Altec, Leak, Quad, Electrovoice,
Jensen, JBL, Tannoy, and others. Also: Tubes: Western
Electric 252A, 300B, and KT66, KT77, IC7138. Richard
Sharisky, PO. Box 521, Behnont, MA 02178, (617) 4845784, fax (617) 489-6592.
CASH PAID for used audio/video equipment. Buy
and sell by phone. Dealer for: AudioQuest, Audio
Alchemy, Infinity, Marantz, NAD, NHT, Paradigm,
Sunfire, SOTA, Straight Wire. Stereo Trading Outlet (since
1984), 320 Old York Rd, fenkintinim, PA 19046. Top dollar paid for used audio. Call (215) 886-1650 fax (215)
886-2171. t4kb site: wwwtstecom
WANTED: HARMAN/ICARDON CITATION 23
receiver. JPG, (212) 570-2906.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/
stereo): Tammy, JI3L, Akre, old tube Maranta, McIntosh.
Leak, Futterman, Quad, REL, Fisher, Altec speakers,
Sequerra tuners, Krell, Cello/Levinson. ARC, turntables,
arms, etc. Also, used wristwatches: Rolex, Audemars,
Omega, Rado, etc. (used watch parts and tools).
Inventory of repair equipment, lathe machine from
Holey, etc. Interested in buying watch-repair equipment
in bulk. Traveling often, Midwest and East Cuss*. Trade
welcome. (718) 387-7316
WANTED: CODA 01 PREAI91P, Microscan D-8
Absorbers. (310) 320-3966.
JENVING SUPER PLY speaker cable wanted. RP.
(818) 441-0220.

WANTED: THIEL 3.6s, 6s, or 7s, used, in excellent
condition. (504) 593-0811 or adileo@aolcom.
WANTED: KRELL KAV-300i integrated amplifier or
comparable. Ron, (908) 709-20U

1.800.752.4018
In Southern California

Audio Mart Order Form

VW• Mu/ Lei
remorzr_w_mI
ILUMM tà111 II I

RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Commercial, $3.85 per word; $154 nunimuni on all commercial ads. A
word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side. (Telephone and fax
numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word) PAYMENT: All ads must be prepaid with
order. Visa/MC/ArnEx or checks arc accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile Classified Ad 1)epartrnent, P.O.
Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327. (Faxed ads arc credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads arc duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appeat For example, if you want your ad to run in the July 1997 Stereophik you must submit
it with payment by May 1, 1997. Ail material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the nod available

(Electronics
Adcom
Bang 8. Oluisen
Byston
Cal. Audio labs
Classé Audio
Denon
Golden Tube
Lexicon
Morantz
McCormack
Speakers
Martin Logan
Vandersteen
Mirage
M&K
Atlantic Tech.
Corizidoe
Audio Technica
Shure
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issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-141L

Accessories
AudioQuest
AudioTruth
Kimber Kable
Sennheiser
NM),Gritty
OND Furniture
Room Tunes

U Enclosed is payment in the amount

for

words.

U Iprefer to pay by J Visa 0 MasterCard D American Express
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ou've got blood on your
hands," was Richard Schram's
reasoned follow-up phone call
to his missive appearing in this month's
"Letters" column. He was referring to
Parasound's lost DAC business over the
past year, undoubtedly caused by Stereophiles CD-dismissive attitudes. (See also
Wes Phillips's "As We Sec It" in this issue.)
"Guilty," Icould readily plead — if I
really thought it were true. Stereophiles editorial stances really do drive (and deter)
sales. But not in this case, in my opinion.
Throughout the '80s and early '9th,
Stertvphile could almost have been labeled
"Digital Processor of the Month" magazine. Our writers loved the progress being
made in digital, and implored readers to
take advantage —even to afault. Manufacturers responded with better and better
products. Buyers all over the world responded with enthusiastic purchases. CD,
which logically and functionally works just
fine in one box, in the High End became a
two- (or even more) box industry.
Eventually these processors got really
good, even at relatively low prices. Highend digital offers much better performance than mass-market CD players, but
not much better than it did three years
ago; only some better. The medium is 15
years old, reasonably mature, and we're
ready for something alot better. The highend public is as well, and not just because
we told them so. They have ears with
which to hear, and they do.
Isympathize With Schram's plight, and
that of other high-end digital manufacturers. After ayear in which digital sales
have been difficult, I'd feel exactly the
same way: sensitive about comments that
discuss CD's gritty or uninformative
underbelly.
In fact, our coverage still is primarily
upbeat —Sam Tellig loves new CD products, last year's coverage of Audio
Alchemy was an embarrassment of positivity (particularly since they ended up
financially in the tank and aren't currently
shipping a thing), and even Michael
Fremer is recommending some great new
CDs. We all know that CD is what we've
got, and what we'll have to love for years to
come. When an improved digital format
arrives, we'll still be playing our CDs on
the best equipment we can find.
Stereophile, June 1997

The real source of conflict here is that
Richard and his colleagues are in abusiness different from Stereophiles. They have
to manufacture, and sell at aprofit, products in the here and now. Magazines like
Stereophik must also deliver today's reality
—but we'd be lost (and unread) if we didn't also proffer the ephemera of tomorrow
and next year. Magazines sell both reality
and fantasy. We ¡most report on what
sounds the best, even if it's not available
this month or next.

Magazines sell both
reality and fantasy.
Moving from fantasy to hard-nosed
business survival, I
just spent aweek at the
1997 Professional Audio/Video Retailers
Association (PARA) conference, whose
theme was dollars and cents: "Double
Your Profits" in two years or less. This was
the best of the eight PARA conferences
I've attended since 1990. Iknow there arc
specialty audio and video retailers who
aren't PARA members, but Ican't for the
life of me understand why. In alot of ways
PARA is an ideal organization: Even if you
don't attend the conference, and even if
you don't like the other people in the organization (who are pretty likable), the
outright financial benefits alone pay for
your dues.
I'm sure you've noticed "90 Days Same
As Cash" headlines in local mass-merchant advertisements. PARA dealers can
offer the saine deal at atiny cost to themselves. Good deal for them, and good for
you too!
In my opinion, though, the conference
itself is far more valuable; Iwish something comparable were available for publishers of small specialty magazines. With
"double your profits" the conference
theme, you might think that big price increases will be coming your way from
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PARA retailers. In fact, pricing is the arca
where specialty retailers vary the least, and
where they have the least flexibility.
This conference was all about running
your business smart: stocking equipment
that people buy and getting rid of what
they don't buy; knowing your stuff from a
product standpoint so people want to buy
from you; figuring out the custom-install
business so you don't lose your shirr, and,
over and over again, treating your customers the best way you know how. The
most impressive story Iheard was from a
retailer who doubled his overall business
in two years —much more difficult than
doubling profit —based on what he and
his staff learned at a customer-service
course presented by Disney.
If there was big news at the conference, it
wasn't contained in asingle item but in an
overall feeling: PARA is now about high
perfonnance. Back in 1990, when Stertvphile
joined the organization, l'ARA was all
about upper mid-fi. I'd been in the hi-fi
business for eight years, but Ifelt like afish
out of water —I knew about two people at
the conference. Most of the dealers seemed
barely distinguishable from the -boxmovers" that dominate mass distribution. (I
later learned that many founding PARA
retailers were high-enders—they were just
lowe r-profile then.)
This year Inoticed that most of the
manufacturers represented were highend. Selling high-end equipment, which
used to be snickered at as atweaky activity indulged in by the terminally unprofitable, is now praised as akey source of differentiation. PARA has changed, and in a
way that gladdens my heart. How can
high performance be seen as anything but
great?
All in all, Ididn't hear one customerunfriendly word in six days (the conference was alittle long). Are these the same
stores whose salespeople used to look at
me as if Iwere an alien back in my hi-fi
consumer days, and about whom Istill
hear repeated complaints? Idon't think so.
These are serious, hard-nosed businesswomen and men who know just who butters their bread: you. Ican't recommend
PARA as an organization highly enough,
and Irecommend their members as businesses for you to consult for your highend purchases.
258
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•DigiMaster: 24 Bit, 64X"Resamp1ing
•Wadia Digital Volume Céntrol
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•Modular Architecture
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River
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Eve "Bit" of Every
Signa to Everywhere
oday. your sound and
pictures start as "bits':
The information stored on a
CD. LaserDisc, DVD. or transmitted to a DSS receiver its all
bits of digital data.
AudioQuest offers acomplete range of
cables optimized to transfer all four
digital standards with an absolute minimum of interference: S/PDIF (7512 coax).
AES/EBU (11012 balanced). TosLink (EIA-J
fiber optic). and ST (AT&T type fiber optic).
Even though pictures and sound may begin as
digital signals. they must be converted back
into the world we live in. the world of analog.
Most of your components and most of your cables
are handling analog signals, whether audio or video.
Under the VideoQuest name we make high performance cables for all the different video signal systems. We also make several different grades of cable
for each system. The cable in one system is not better
than the cable in another. only the number of channels of
information is different. The same type of wideband 7512
coax is needed for every channel, no matter how many.
•Coaxial RF (radio frequency. also called RG for radio
guide) cable carries the combined audio and video signal from an antenna or aDSS dish, or acable TV box.
•Composite Video cable carries the entire picture signal
between most VCRs and LaserDisc players to the monitor.
•S-Video (Y/C). carries the same information, but in
two pieces. The "Y" signal carries the b/w picture and

OPTILINK Z

VIDEO TWO

RUBY

F-18

the "C" signal carries the color information. When
color TV became available it had to be compatible with
existing b/w TV sets. so the extra information for color
was kept separate. S-VHS machines, video cameras,
DSS receivers. LaserDisc and DVD players are among
the equipment often featuring S-Video outputs.
•Component Video (Y10): Even the "C" in Y/C is acombination signal. Since there are three colors (red/green/
blue), there must be two color difference signals. Y-I is
the red signal. Y-0 is the blue. and Yminus red and blue
is green. DVD players are the first to feature VIO outputs.
•RGB: Red, Green and Blue are the real components of
avideo signal. RGB cables carry the three color signals.
plus the vertical and horizontal marker information that
allows the monitor to draw apicture and not just acontinuous line of changing colors. RGB is most common
for feeding separate video projectors.
Audio: As important as it is to get the video right, it's
the audio that carries the drama, the power. the emotion...whether it's asystem with or without apicture.
Unfortunately, it's late in this ad and we've run out of
room to "talk" about AudioQuest double balanced and
triple balanced audio interconnect. Hyperlitz speaker
cables. UL CL/3 in-wall cables. on wall cables. AC
power cables. high purity long-grain metals, exotic
insulating materials and patented constructions. We'll
just have to hope that you ask an AudioQuest/
VideoQuest dealer to demonstrate for you how very
important all these things are. We'll also be pleased to
send you the "long" version (our literature). Please use
any of the communication media listed below to let us
know where you want it sent.
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